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ABSTRACT

Against the background of an intensive period of colonial
development and miss'ion proselytization, the thesis examines
the soci al processes whi ch shaped post-paci f i cati on l.liru
society. The Wiru people rapidly abandoned, in the face of
labour intensive development schemes and a strong evange'licaì
effort, warfare, cults, and many other exchange and social
practices of the pre-colonial era. It is argued that this
society was organized around life cycle exchanges and cult
performance directed at exchange between men and spirits;
cults frequently celebrated these exchanges. Individuals and
groups were reproduced through these activities and continue
to be today, although Christianity has been synthesized into
the same cosmologicaì concerns of cults. Christianity, labour
mìgration, money and the I i ke radica'l'ly altered, however, the
context in which this reproduction takes place. The cessation
of warfare, Christian ideology, and the introduction of new
avenues to status achievement havachanged the concept of the
individual and the group to which s/he belongs. Descent and
agnation continue to play an important role in the
constitution of groups but church attendance and ritual have
taken over the group definitional aspects of cults which,
along with cosmo'logicaì changes, have produced a perceptÍon by
Takuruns of a tnewt society. Christianity, like descent,
provides a moral symbol for the group and circumscribes the
behaviour of its members, such that the clan is not on'ly a
descent group but a denomination, and the church has become
the focus of a cult of Chnistianity.
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ITITRODUCTIOI{

The llliru people inhabit the easternmost dist,rict of the Southern

Highlands Province of Papua New Guinea (see map 1A). They number about

20.000 and the majority live between altitudes of .l,220 
and l,680m. This

district, called Pangia, occupies about 1,200sq.km. or 9Z of the total
area of the Southern Highlands. Approximately 750sq.km. is utilized by

l{iru, giving a population density of around 27 per sq. km.

A number of rivers running to the south-east drain this area, which

is located on the southern foothills of the Pleistocene volcano Mt.

Ialibu (3'465m.). The hills and valleys contained in this djstrict are

referred to as the Poru Plateau. Takuru settlement, the fieldwork site
(see map lB), is situated centralìy Ín the plateau and its hamlets are

found on ridge tops of the southern side of a val'ley formed by the Po'lu

river. About 400 people live in these hamlets. Takuru is about 8km. to

the south-east of Pangia station, a forty minute drive or a two hour

walk, and is on the northern section of a loop road which connects the

majority of settlements in the south Poru area (the road 'is about 65km.

in length). The north Poru area is serviced by a 28km. road that runs in

a north-westerly direction to the southern edge of the Kaugel valley.

Landforms vary from rugged and steep val leys to undulating

grassìands, with areas of secondary regrowth dominating apart from

stands of rainforest on hill tops or steep slopes. Dense rainforest

surrounds the fri nges of the di strict. It appears that men .i n

settlements closer to thetbig bushtspend more time in hunting and are

relative'ly more successful than their Takuru counterparts who, in their
central position, are surrounded by the grasslands of their neighbours.
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Rainfall is heavy in Pangia, moisture-laden trade winds here

encounter for the first time the Highlands barrier. 0ver an eight-year

period for thirteen weather stations in the Southern Highlands, Pang'ia

recorded the highest rainfall, between 480 to 865cm. a year. t^lhile it
rains regularly there are seasonal variations in rainfall intensity, and

months when it rains ìlghtly with intermittent, dry spells of up to two

weeks. The cl imate is temperate and warmer than the High]ands;

temperature variation is mostly diurnaì, with extremes of l0oC to 3loc

and an average range of 13oC to 27oC. Seasona'lity, hence variations in

crop yieìds, is slight'ly more pronounced in Pangia than in the Central

Highl ands.

tJiru practise shifting cultivation and pig husbandry, with many of

these animals being killed in periodic pig festivals. The staple crop is

sweet potato, with taro, bananas, pit-pit, sugar canef yamsr a variety

of green leafed vegetables and the red pandanus a'lso being grown.

Introduced crops include corn, pumpkins, tomatoes and cassava. Sweet

potato is cultivated in mounded plots at varying distances from houses

and is harvestable for most of the year. Mounds are not as high or

meticulously built as in many other Highlands areas; indeed in new or

bush gardens the sweet potato runners may be p'lanted without any attempt

at mounding (this practice is a relatively recent introduction from the

west).

Sugar caner bananas, taro, yams and corn are often grown close to

the house, with mixed gardens at varying distances from settlements,

frequently c]ose by. Most of the mixed gardens situated around hamlets

are now under the only major cash crop, coffee, thereby rep'lacing an

important source of variety and nutrition in the traditional diet. I
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would not characterize l¡liru horticulture as tintensivet, and the average

to poor soil quaìity, comb'ined with a high rainfall which leaches

nutrients out of the soil, are probably factors which contribute to the

occasional short-term fam'ine (limestone figures prom'inent'ly in Pangia

geology, and the high pH of the soil was blamed by some agronomists for

its low productivity).

In subsistence activities the d'ivision of labour by sex is

unchanged. Men are responsible for clearing the ground, cutting trees,

making fences, digging trenches and planting crops that rbelongtto men,

such as bananas, sugar cane and taro. l,lomen do the majority of p'lant'ing

work, as well as the burn'ing of cleared garden material, mounding of

plots, weeding and harvesting. In the domestic sphere tromen look after

chi'ldren, pigs and the cooking of meals.

Coffee is prepared for sale by both men and women, although a

greater proportion of the work in p'icking and preparation is done by

women. The latter carry the heavier or more cumbersome items when stocks

for tradestores are walked in from Pangia; men carry bags of rice, women

t,he boxes of tinned fish.

Located 'in Takuru are a government aid post, a community school and

a l,lesleyan mission station. The mission established both the school and

aid post, and runs the former in conjunction with the Administration,

strongly influencing the selection of teachers and the curriculum (tne

government pays the teachersr salaries). The mission, Situated on the

highest hill overlooking the Takuru hamlets, leased a large section of

al i enated I and f rom the col on'i al admi ni strat'ion, on whi ch the school ,

aid post, and teacherst and missionariesr houses were built.
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The Takuru mission station ìras previously staffed with more expatriates

than it has today, partly because a Bible school once resided in this

settlement. There are three ìarge European houses on the station but

only one American family is in res'idence at the present time. This is
due to a shortage of manpower and finance, as well as a mission po]'icy

of less involvement in the running of the national church since

Independence. Pre-Independence Takuru was a hive of mission activity as

the rusty tractor, bulldozer and deserted houses testify.

At present a world Bank funded rural development project is

operating in the Province, aimed at making improvements at the local

level - in health, literacy, nutrition and agricuìture - and in

conjunction with small business and development schemes. It is too early

to tell what influence this will have in Pangia but at the Provincial

leveì it will be many years before the Southern Highlands catches up

with its neighbours.

The purpose of this thesis is twofold. Firstly, it is intended as a

contribution to the growing ethnography of the area (see Bibliography

for references to A.J. and A.M. Strathern). Its primary concernl

however, is to examine some of the reasons for the l^liru response to

colonial and post-colonial influences, and in particular to Christian

missions and the administrationts development schemes. This is done with

specific reference to the settlement of Takuru, älthough this is often

made against the genera'l background of post-pacification Pangia.

Part 'l provides an ethnographic rbaseline' against which the nature

of change can, to some extent, be assessed. It is difficult to discuss

change unless some Ímpressions are conveyed of ldiru society before
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colonialism. To this end the soc'ial organization and warfare, marriage

and alliance patterns of Takuru society are presented. The soc'ial and

po'l i ti ca'l consequences of col oni al i sm are el aborated on i n Parts 2 and

3, and the changing ideological dimensions of group definition are the

focus of Part 4. t.lhile the socio-political organization of Takuru l.liru

has significantly altered since pacification, the existence of an

underlying continuity 'is a topic returned to throughout t,he thesis.

Part 2 examines the pacification of Wiru, the construction of a

perception of Europeans and their resources, and the particular effects

of Pangiats late encapsulation into the colonial order. The history of

development and missionisation is considered with specific attention to

the response made by llliru to administration and mission demands, and to

the failing of both to take into account the social milieu which

influenced the reception of these demands and the success of p'lans for
rcivilÍzing' [.liru. The political effects of development schemes in

Takuru illustrate the persistence of a 'logic towards wealth, status,

resources and intergroup relations.

A central concern of the thesis is continuity through change, and

Part, 3 demonstrates how an exchange model of society continues to inform

the interaction of Takuru l,liru with new institutions and beliefs, and

reproduces society partly in terrns of this model. The cult aspects of

group definition are discussed in terms of their relation to exchange

practices; cult activity is viewed as a type of exchange in which men

engage to ensure the conditions for socia'l reproduction. Money, as a new

wealth item, is shown to have had a significant socio-political impact

on the nature of exchange, and on intergroup and intersexual relations.

l{iru society is to a large extent organized around life cycle payments,
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and the way in which these exchanges have been affected by Christianity

and development is examined in detail.

Part 4 takes up the impl'ications of Parts 2 and 3 in respect of the

Christian dimensions of group definition, and elaborates on the 'new'

group and soc'iety which intense miss'ionization has produced. The

teachings of Christianity, and its moral and behavioural requ'irements,

are shown to have had dramatic effects on the percept'ion of sp'irits and

the cosmologica'l concerns of exchange, such that by worshipping in

church a new world is created.

The colonial' history of Pangia is not just a recounting of the

acti vi t'i es and i nf I uence of ' ki aps ' and mi ss i onari es. Hi story 'i s a

product of structuraì processess within a society and is viewed as a

series of progressive transformations or permutations, much as Sahlins

does in his monograph (1981) on the meeting and confrontation between

Europeans and Hawaiians.

In order to present this history Parts 2, 3 and 4 combine

ethnography with discussion of the changes 'inaugurated under the

col on'ial order. Ethnography, l'i ke tradi ti on, i s not a stati c concept.

'Before and after' views of society present a distorted picture of

social change and inhibit an understanding of the processes which

transform and reproduce society. Contemporary t,liru society is a version

of all those which preceded it, and of all those which will fol'low.
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A note on orthoqraph.y

tgt, tbt, and tdtas in kage, tibu and ludu are all prenasaìised and

pronounced tngt, tmbt and tndt as in 'bangt, ttimbert and tpondt

respectiveìy. 't' and 'r' are a single phoneme but for the sake of

cons'istency, and the preference of literate Takuruns, trt is used

excìusive'ly (e.g., ttJiru' instead of 'I.litu'). This orthography was

established by Dr. Harland Kerr of the Summer Institute of Linguìstics.

Pidqin terms used in the text

The speì'ling of pjdgin words follows that found'in M'ihalic's dictìonary

(1e71 ).

bi sni s

cal abus

digim st'ik

di na

givim nating

gri s

hevi

kanaka

kaunsil

ki ap

komi ti
kri sten

lain

I otu

matmat

busi ness

jai 1

d'i ggi ng sti ck

debt

to give with no expectation of return

fat; essential substance

power

bush person, often used as a perjorative

counci I I or

government officer

ward committee officer

Chri sti an

a descent group, a group or collection

churc h

cemetery
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meri

nabaut

nambawan

nogut

pamuk

p'ini s

pren i m

raskol

raunim

save

skin

skin kristen

taim bipo

tok sori

ti ngti ng

wantok

wok kontrak

woman

around

first, or most 'important

no good

prosti tute

finished, comp'leted

to make friends with

larrikin, thief

to wander about, to travel

knowledge, wisdom

body

superficial Christian

before pacification

s¡rmpathi ze

thought

friend, relation, same language speaker

work contract
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A note on abbrev'i ati ons

Abbreviations of kinship terms are as follows:

F=

fil =

$=

D=

$=

7-

fl =

[rJ =

father

mother

son

daughter

brother

si ster

husband

wife



PART I: THE ETHilOGRAPHIC SEIîITIG

"The area .in question is the t¡liru Census Division which

.oniuint the Poru-Þlut"u, and the country to the north-east
and south-east of the Plateau .., when the patrol was moving

i¡rougt the area, no difficu'lty was experienced in obtaining
;ü;;r"- iuppliås of native foods for the use of patrol

i."lã..ã1.--Eãcr,- group hqd built rough houses of native
material for the-accbmmodat'ion of poliðe. and- carriers' In

every instance [ñ"." preparations were made well before the

påi.ål ur"iue¿. Furt'hermore in some areas a considerable

ãròunt of work had been done on clearing and improv'i.ng those

i;;;kt that the pãtrol was exoected to use. Attendances at
each camp *""" 

-!óod 
and no ãifficulty wa: expe.ienced in

iiiemUling the p"oll" for c_ensus purposes. At each camp_women

and children "urã-in-*ith 
food with no show of fear at all and

when women or children were encountered while the patro'l Tu:
ån- tná rou" their react'ions were f¡iendly rather than fearful

such that I have no hesÍtation in recommending early
ä;;"rt;i;ti;;" (Pang'ia Patrol Report 1 /61-2)'
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la- A ll0TE 0t{ 0RIGI]{S AI{D LAilGUAGE

Aìthough no archaeologicaì evidence has been produced for the

history of settlement in Pangìa district, some hypotheses can be made.

A. Strathern (19714), on the basis of similarities in beliefs about

matrilateral exchange, has argued for a possib'ìe past connection between

Wiru and Daribi of the Karimui area in Chimbu province. Wjru notions of

ancestral origins, and l,lagner's material on the Daribi, provide further

evidence for the existence of such a link (Wagner, 1967).

The distance today between the closest t,liru and Daribi settlements

is approximately 20 km. (lt appears that the westernmost Daribi

popu'lation is in the Southern Highìands Province) but it seems likely

that several hundred years previous'ly both societies were liv'ing further

south and in closer proximity (see map). Wagner makes several

interesting statements about Daribi origins and migrations to account

for their present-day ìocation, statements which in general terms could

be equaìly as app'licable to l.liru. He suggests that the:

'centre of gravityr of the Daribi population was at some
in the past in the vaì'ley of the Tua, to the west of
Karimuj (tbtd:5),

time
Mt.

and that stories and legends support their origins on the Bore river

(ttre Erave), into which the Tua flows, and Bumaru, a grass pìain

alongside the Tua river (see map). Some Daribi still live 'in this

vic1nity but the majorìty moved to the north-east:

facilitated by the introduction of the sweet potato; and
by the introduction of malaria into the low-lying ìands along
the river (ibid:6).
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The s'ignificance .of this to Wiru is apparent in that:

the tribal environment of the people seems... to have changed
in the past few centuries; 'legends of the time when they'lived
at Bumaru in the Tua Va'l'ley tell of continual warfare with the
Baria (i.e. "Pangiatt, the Wiru people of Pang'ia Patrol Post)

(iuia:O).

If warfare was continual there must have been a population of ancestral

Wiru living near the western edge of the Tua Valley which, in response

to the same factors precipitating the Daribi migration up the foothills

of Karimui, môV have been moving to the north-west following the

drainage pattern of the laro and Po'lu river valleys. The nearest Wiru

settlement to the Daribi, itself isolated from the bulk of the

population and the only one to grow sago, is today at least a two-day

walk from the area where fighting was said to have occurred (as far as I

know there is now no communication between the two societ,ies). It is

possible that this l.liru settlement, Tangupane, is a remnant of the

posited migration from the south, rather than a p'lace to where people

moved to forego a dependence on sweet potato.

But were these ancestral Wiru, like the Daribi, moving upwards? or

were they the western edge of a population widely spread over the Poru

plateau and down to the Erave, who were starting to concentrate their

numbers to the north (perhaps with the lntroduction of sweet potato)?

The ì'inguistic evidence needs to be considered before answers to these

questions are attempted.

Wurm puts l.liru in the Eastern Central Trans-New Guinea Phylum, and

suggests that it is a family-ìevel isolate of East New Guinea High'lands

Stock. He goes on to write that:
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tlliru was original'ly classified tentatively as a sub-family
level 'isolate in the t'lest-Central fami'ly, but to some extent,
there have always been problems in attempts at classifying ìt.
Its lexical relationship to other East N.G. Highlands Stock
language is comparitive'ly low and rather diffuse ... However'
much of its 'lexical resemblance with at least the languages of
the t'lest-Central family (within the Stock) may be due to
borrowing, and regular sound correspondences are not
great'ly in evidence ... (tliru) shares some structural features

with languages outside the stock such as those of the
Tebera (Daribi) sub-phylum-level family (Wurm, 1975: 471-2).

Franklin considers that Wiru is a member of the West Central fami'ly

(Franklin, pers, comm.), all members of which, except tliru, show a

lexicostatistical relationship of well over 402 (t^lurm, 1975:155). The

percentage of cognates which Wiru shares with the l^lest Central fami'ly

varies from the mid to high 30's; with the Central family from the mid

to high 20's; and with the Teberan family 157" (ibid:471). The paucity of

published data on the I'liru languager and the uncertainty of that which

is, makes any statement on Wiru origins based on linguistic data

problemat'ic, at least until more work is done or published.

Assuming the validity of the data, there is evidence to suggest

that there was an original southwesterly migration into the Pangia-Erave

area from the Enga homeland, which occurred over 2,000 years ago

(Frank'lin, 1978=72). A later migration out of this area possib'ly

foìlowed the Erave river to the northwest into what became another

proto-Engan language arear Kewa (Franklin 1968:41). This left behind a

pocket of population which formed the basis for the emergence of l,liru as

a language and cuìture. Franklin states that the "relationship of tliru

is c'learly at a more extreme historical horizon than other members of

proto-Engan" (Wurm, 19752263), and suggests the following schema for

ìanguage divergercc(Frankl f n, 1978: 90).
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The original migrants, one may assume, followed the Erave into the

southern edge of the Poru plateau, imp'lying that the plateau was

gradualìy coìonized from the south. It is quite'like'ly that the limits

of northern expansion were only being reached in the last hundred years

or so (see Hughes, 1977t 179).

Thèse originaì migrants I will call Pobori, after the Daribi word

for the people they fought at Bumaru, to distinguish them from latter-

day l,liru. At some stage in their occupation of the southern rim of the

Poru pìateau, Pobori came into cont,act with Teberans who were then

living around the junction of the Erave and Tua rivers. Although Wiru

and Daribi are from different stock languages, their cognacy of 157.

suggests that some cultural interaction went oñr regardless of

hosti I i ty.

A.Strathern postulates that "l,liru social structure is a

transformation of the Daribi structure" (Strathern, 19712461 ), but the

Daribi make a clear distinction between themselves and l,linu in their

legendary past, indicating that if both were once the same people this

state of affairs preceded "the past few centuries" long enough for any

connections to have been forgotten. l At th" time of warfare the two

I

\
I

I
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enemies possibly experienced simi lar cultures, and probably

intermarried. Hughes reports that Alia men believed that one of their

female ancestors had married a Daribi man of Mt. Suaru (Hughes,

19772177). although Wiru-Suaru relations were relat'iveìy recent in the

history of Pobori-Teberan relations.

One hypothesis'is that sometime'in the last millenium Pobori, âS

hunters and gatherers or swidden horticulturalists (perhaps with taro as

a staple), spread out over the Poru p'lateau and, in their westwards

movement, came under the cultural influence of Highlanders. The 'latter

may have been migrating onto the plateau, forming a High'lands-Pobori

interface (Wagnen estÍmates that Daribi first encountered Highlanders

around 1900 (tlagner, 1967:6)). Two distinct influences, then, were at

work on Pobori cuìture, Teberan and Highlands, and there are grounds for

vi ewi ng present-day l,li ru soci ety as a product of thi s overl ap. t,li thi n

the last 300 to 400 years hliru and Daribi started to move further north

and away from each other, during which time Wiru emerged as pig-raisers

and sweet potato cultivators.

That the tliru were expanding their territory to the north and

moving away from their most eastern settlements 'is supported by Hughes,

who bases his claim on accounts of garden locations in Championrs 1936

patrol report, and on the strong possibility "that the l.liru-Lower Kaugel

contact was first made at about the time the Daribi moved north over the

Tua, perhaps as recently as 100 years ago" (Hughes, 1977=179). He also

records that Alia people at some stage in the past lived further to the

south of their present location (ibid:177).2
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Additional support for lrliru living further east than they do today

is the presence on Army survey maps of large areas of abandoned gardens

around the confluence of the Polu and Tua rivers. This movement to the

west was perhaps a result of the realization that the future - in terms

of trade and innovations - lay with the Highlands and not with the

increasing'ly unhealthy Erave-Tua region.

As the Daribi and Wiru moved to the north-east and north-west

respectively, their trading contacts became more attenuated and probably

ceased altogether in the 1950's with the introduction of European goods

and the changes this forced in traditional trade routes. The only

remembered contacts informants had w'ith Daribi were with those of Mt.

Suaru, which is well to the north of Bumaru (see Map.)3 These Daribi

traded stone axes to the more eastern t,liru settlements.

The above, however, admits of another scenario if tliru are on'ly

'poss'ibly' members of the West Central family. According to Kerr, the

nearest neighbours of tliru in this family are "'linguisticalìy remotett

(Ì,lurm, 1975: 277), al though i t shares:

suff i ci ent probab'le cognates (w'ith them) . . . to justi fy the
assumption that this reflects genetic relationship rather than
convergence and borrow'ing (i6idz277).

He also writes that even if (or when) this genetic relationship can be

proved, it would be a remote one (ibid:292). An alternat'ive hypothesis

to the one presented is that Pobori were original'ly an offshoot of

Teberan people who later came to be strong'ly influenced - lingu'ist'ically

and culturaìly - either by eastward migrations of Highlanders into the
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Poru region, or by Pobori mov'lng westward and meeting Highlanders at

their easternmost limits.

One of lrlagner's maps (1967:13) refers to Pobori as a Daribi clan or

district which is a member of the Noru phratry that originally lived at

Bumaru. The Daribi use of the term 'Poborit for ldiru could indicate a

connection between t{iru and this Daribi group, possibly at some stage

they were one and the same, intennarried, or allied, with fission or

hostility eventually splitting them up into separate groups.

In this scenario. the origina'l migration from the Enga homeland

came to a halt in .the area of present-day Sau speakers in Samberigi, and

it was not until the Kewa and Imbonggu regions were becoming establ'ished

that Pobori first contacted High'landers.4 In effect. this is proposing

that hliru are the cultural and linguistic product of two separate

cultures, which finds some support in I'liru accounts of their origins, to

which I now turn (this may appear to be a rephras'ing of hypothesis I,

which states that Pobori were first influenced by Teberans and later by

Highlanders, but hypothesis II suggests Pobori were of Teberan origin,

and that the impact of Highlanders on language and culture was of a

greater order of magnitude).

In the area I worked there is a predominance of origin stories in

which ancestors came from the Imbonggu speaking area northwest of

Pangia; to the southwest of Takuru there was some emphasis on Kewa

ancestry. I was to'ld that people in the more eastern settlements such as

Undiapu and Tangupane may have had their origins towards the Erave, but

informant,s yrere vague as to who these southern ancestors were
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were(suggestions of some I ink with present-day Polopa speakers

nonetheless discounted).

Not one person I discussed orig'ins with claimed their ancestors

always lived in Pang'ia, all stated their extra-district genesis. This

does not fit in with the linguistic evidence (or with hypotheses I and

II), aìthough it may be a vague refernal to the ancient mìgration from

the Enga area. The 'Poborir origins of W'iru are more or less denied,

perhaps because these people became more tl,lirur as they came more under

the influence of the Highlands (as argued above, peop'le of the Poru

region came to identify more with the H'ighlands of the west and north as

it became more the direction of their best interests).

There are many problems, however, with accepti ng i nformantsl

accounts of what they regard as true movements in the past (cf. Hayano,

1978). The emphasis on northwest origins could comment on the proposed

identification Pobori made with Highlanders, and on the direction in

which they were moving in terms of trade and their v'iew of the future.

It could also be a denial of Erave origins by inverting southwest for

northwest, in order to mask the former for a closer identification with

Highlanders. In many instances, origin stories from different

settlements refer to the same reason for leaving the homeland, namely a

d'isagreement over the distribution of cassowary meat (see 1b). The

widespread sharing of elements of this story (and apparently it also

occurs among the Kewa) questions the validity of northwest orig'ins, and

suggests that the story was adopted more for the reasons described

above. i.e., the story combines past events and perceptions and recasts

them into a social1y acceptab'le thistory'.
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In seeming paradox, informants relate stories of ancestors who pre-

dated this northwest genesis, and whose aetiology was within Pang'ia

district. These people belong to a tí¡,e which has an element of myth

about it, in comparison to origin stories wh'ich are said to be true

accounts of occurrences'in the not too distant past (which implies that

the latter are not commenting on the ancient migration from Enga).

Takuru tliru did not seem to be aware of any inconsistency in these

opposìng claims of origin, and Ít may be that a belief in local

ancestors is a covert recognition of the Pobori predecessors of llliru.

Significant'ly, descent is emphasized only in respect of north-west

ancestors, providing a moral link with the Highlands (which supports

claims made above).

Local ancestors are said to have been much taller than l'liru today

(English-speakers referred to them as gÍants) and their bones are

supposedly 'located on the tops of mounta'ins far to the eastr between the

Soaru range and the Polu-Tua confluence. This is close to the area

where, in hypothesis I, Pobori would have started their north-western

migration that colonized Pangia district (the ttallnesst of ancestors

may relate to a perception of Pobori as different from latter-day'

Hl gh'l and i nf I uenced Wi ru ).

Bone fragments of these ancestors are sometimes sought after for

their magical healing properties, and I was shown some by an Undiapu

man who sells them all over Pangia. He told me that to collect them he

had to walk many days through the bush, then climb to the top of a

mountain where the bones were scattered about on the ground and 'in

caves. This may have been an anclent burial site or ossuary of Pobori.

This healing property may be because of perceptions of shared power w'ith
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the benevolent deity of Wiru' which has the same name as these

ancestors, akolali (man above, or on top). Informants were equa'l1y as

vague on akolali as ancestors or deity, but it may be a case of deifying

Pobori as ultimate male ancestors of Wiru, i.e., this locus, because of

its time depth, is conflated with supernatural origins (descent from

tsky people' is reported for other Highland societies).

Several centuries ago l,liru were similar to the so-caìled rfringe

Highlanderst (characterized by an emphasis on swidden cultivation and

hunting) although their culture today shares as many similarities with

these peop'le, including Daribi, as with ttruet High'landers. In a way,

hliru were more .tsuccessfult in their northern adaptation than were

Daribi, the fonner moved to a higher, healthier area and one where

topography suited a more intensive cuìtivation of sweet potato. At the

time of Wagnerts fieldwork, hliru population was about three times

greater than Daribi (16,000 to 5,000), a'lthough this may not accurately

reflect a population expansion of the original Pobori stock.

It is possible that lrliru adopted more efficient gardening

techniques from the Highlands, leading to a shift away from swidden

agricu'lture to a more intensive fa'llowing system of shifting

cultivation. Daribi claim to have not had domesticated pigs until

contact with H'ighlanders (ibid:15). hliru claim that sweet potato and the

practice of mounding were introduced from the west, and the more open

terrain of the Poru plateau and an earlier access to more efficient

Highland stone axes for clearing, may have led to an independent

deve'lopment by Pobori of pig husbandry. The 'i ntroductf on of new

agricultural techniques wou'ld have encouraged the domestication of pigs

and a rise in pig populations (domesticated pigs would also have been
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ìntroduced through marriage payments of Highlanders ìn border areas

where intermarriage occurred)'

blagnerstatesthatintheirprogressnorthwardsDar.ib.iwere

with H.igh'land cults and cultural pract'ices (ibid;7)' Poborì

underwent much the same experience -'impìy'ing to some degree a desire or

willingness to accept toutside'influence - and were probably more

affected as their contacts with Highlanders were earlier and more

direct,includ'ingmarriage'Thecultsadoptedwere'importsfromthewest

and as such had the traditional H'ighlands emphasis on the kilìing of

pigs. This provided a st'imulus to pig production (atthough the emphas'is

in p.ig-kiììing v/as perhaps more on ritual performances than on the

polit.ics of exchange) which transformed the agriculturaì scene and' as a

consequence' affected aspects of sociaì organizat'ion'

In hìs comparison of l|liru and Darib'i, A. Strathern writes that the:

swept

al so

greatersizeanddensityoftheW.irupopulation,theirmore
extensive dependence on sweet potato agriculture and on pigs

;ã- ;ig-Liilìng-iäit1vals, a 
'well as their closer proximitv

to other large H'i9h1ands PoPu

expanded faster than the Darib
afier the introduction of t
expansion may have come a gr
wilh this a greater fragment

t"oupt (Strathern, 19714:461)'

I have suggested some reasons for this expans'ion, hence cultural

d.ivergence, in terms of d'ifferent patterns of migration from a common

area of interaction or origin, and of a more intensive contact of Pobori

with Hìghìanders which led to theìr transformat'ion into 'hliru'

(accounting for many of the shared and borrowed cognates with the l¡lest

Central Family). Prior to 1900, the latter did not deveìop large]y
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.independent, as did Daribi, of Highland genetic'and culturaf influence.

It is l'i ke'ly that both societies moved to h'igher elevations in the

recent past but an explanation for their different expansion rates is

not to be located so'le'ly 'in variant systems of production' The

historical factors contributing to a more pronounced dependence on sweet

potato need to be considered, as well as intermarriage with Highlanders'

and the likelihood of H'ighlanders following affinal links to settle in

Pangi a.

Patterns of warfare and marriage emerged in response to the

ecologicaì, horticultural and cosmological changes which Pobori

experienced, and . these, too, affected the form and content of t'liru

society. This form could have perhaps owed more to the structural

determinants of Pobori society, and its content to an apropriate

selection from different social and cult practices:

Many of the peculiarÍties of Karimui are explicable in terms

of ìts situatìon on the edge of the Highlands; it is a region
ãf óverlapping influenceõ from the- Highlands and the low

country to' the-south (Wagner, 1 967: 1 1 ).

The ,peculiaritiestof Pangia may be traceable to the same influences.

Granting some validity to the above discussion it has to be related

to one of the more prominent features of trJiru society, which is that the

',exchange system i s predomi nantly based on matri I ateral ki n

relationships" (Strathern,fu 1968:550). I am not suggesting that this

matrilateral bias did not exist in Pobori times. Daribi have a strong

emphasis on ob'ligations to maternal kin and their pivotal role in child

development (a motherts brother in both societies can curse his s'isterts
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son), suggesting that this emphasis, for l¡liru, goes back to the Erave-

5
Bumaru period.

The h.i story of mi grati on and contact 'in Pangi a di stri ct accounts

for the qual itative difference in the llJ'iru and Daribi stress on

matrilateral exchange, especially 'in respect of group formation (see

Strathern, 19714). Alt,hough Daribi underwent social change in their

migration from the Tua Valley, they were less affected than Pobori' and

hence are closer than Wiru to a Bumaru 'typet of society. It follows

that the Daribi exchange system, which 'is related to group definition'

according to wagner (1967), and to the ideal marriage cycle of women

being directly excþanged for one another (ibid:156-7), iS closer to the

Bumaru ttypet of exchange and marriage.

My interpretation of Wagnerts material 'is that the Daribi marriage

system allows for an equality in exchange relations between groups' The

colonization process in Pangia resulted, as A'Strathern infers' in

popul ati on expansi on and a greater i ntens'ity of warfare, wh'ich

encouraged group fission and dispersal. In these circumstances exchange

would not serve to define groups and marriage would no longer unite them

in an ideal cycle of reciprocity in women. As a result, exchange

relations between groups became attenuated, such that the maiority of

exchange relations were between 'individuals of diverse groups (see 1b).

The latter were not equitable as at this level it is difficult to

balance women given 'in marriage with those received'

This change to the exchange system reflects, I beìieve, differences

Jn [,,liru and Daribi notions of procreation. The W'iru mother is tota'lly

responsible for a childts constitution, while the Daribi father and
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mother combine in its physicaì creation. The former comments on the

inequa'lity in the exchange re'lationship between a person and his/her

matrikin. In other words, the exchange system met the requirements of

social change by itself changing.

The nature of l,liru exchange, on which colonial'ism had a significant

impact, is a central concern of the thesis. Although the comparison

between lrli ru and Dari bi wi'l I not be pursued, it does provi de a

background for considering this impact insofar as some 'indication has

been given of how the exchange system cou'ld have altered to accommodate

new and external influences; the Wiru capacity and readiness for

innovation continued under the coloniaì regime.6 B"fo." the effects of

co'lonialism are considered, social organization in Takuru has to be

di scussed.

FOOTI{OTES

2.

Strathern makes a similar point ... "any theory of recent social
divergencê ... wouìd have at 'least to note that their languages
share onìy about 10.62 of cognates, suggesting that linguistic
dfvergence, at any rate, between them, goes back much further than
a few hundred years" (Strathern,A. 1971&46'l). If Wiru are members of
the lrlest Central family, the linguistic divergence with Daribi is
expected. This does not prec'lude the exlstence, allowing for their
sharing of the same environment for a considerable period of time,
of many similarities in social structure between the two societies.
Hypothesis II is not quite as convincing in this regard.
Nonetheless, in terms of the argument presented, it would be as
fair to say that rDaribi social structure is a transformation of
the Pobori structurer.

Using data from the 1978 viìIage survey, only 237' of the tliru
population lives north of the Polu river, which roughly bisects the
district, but this may reflect on poorer soils to the north. If a

line is drawn through Takuru from north to south, also roughly
bisectlng the district, the population is evenly spread over the
eastern and western ha'lves, although the eastern half contains
perhaps 2000 Kewa speakers. This suggests the bul k of the
monolingual hliru population ls to the south and south-east of the
Polu rfver, which supports claim made about the direct,ion of Pobori
mi gratl ons.

1
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4

5.

Hughes provides some 'informat'lon which suggests that [,liru may have
paitly understood Daribi, unless this is a reference to a trade
'language (Hughes, 1977t'177). I admit to being intrigued by one
statement from the patro'l reports; "intrepid souls from Und'iapu and
Koia have irregular and rare contact with tlliru speakers on the
western slopes of Mt. Karimu" (P.R. 4/70-1).

Agronomists, with many years of work experience in the H'igh'lands,
iñvariably opined that Pangia appeared relatÍvely 'newt in terms of
gardening practices, suggesting that the Poru plateau has only
recent'ly been more intensively settled (perhaps'in the 'last few
hundred years).

There are some intriguing correspondence between lrliru and
words for substance. A motherts blood is pagekamine (base b

Darl bi , whereas page i s l,li ru for semenr and famare i
(Wagner, 1980:a26:-G also Kerr in Wurm, 1975:Zgg):-¡ã;iUl
paterna'l substance, whJle tliru kauwa is grandfather or
spi ri ts.

I also include this account of Wiru origins, despite the fact that
it raises as many questions as it attempts to answer, to convey a

feeling for .the ambience of fieldwork in Pangia, i.e., for the
enigmatic nature of tliru society which appears to be a combination
of -generalized aspects of 'High'lands' and 'fringe Highlands'
societies. Also, it partly exorcises some of my puzzlement over who

the [,'liru are, how they arrived in Pangia. and their place in the
evolution of Highlands social systems.
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Tb. THE TREE OF KOLIRI : g)CIAL ORGANISATIOTI Iil TAKURU

A discussion of soc'ia'l organization provides the necessary

background for a consideration of soc'ial process and the part'icular.ities

of colon.ial change.l Aft"" 1962 Takuruns were no longer the sole actors

in th'is process and had little control over the direction of colon'ial

development; their social system, however' was a significant factor

affecting the type of change which occurred (see 2b)'2

The tapinago (place base man) groups of Takuru district' together

known as Koliri, are said to be descended from people who ]ive around

Umbuna lake in the'Imbonggu area to the northwest of Pangìa (about 35 km

away).3 Th" tapi naPo groups are four, and in order of tbirtht are known

as Baipo, Kawali, l,lanuwane and Toe. The following is an account by a

Takuru headman of the settlement of h'is district:

we are umbuna Koliri. we came here with our brothers, fathers
i.¿ mothers after the father (of the first migrants) died at
Ùr¡uná. For the mourning ceremony they (his agnates) killed a

"ä.io*""v 
ãnd cooked it.-while it was cooking they roasted.Íts

insides ìn a fire and ate them, without giving gny !o the dead

,nin;i-(ir."¿iatei iirilv. Because of this his family (tti9 lg
lãnsirù of hir iftã, Ëàn, brother and brother's wife) left
and walked around Mt: Ialibu to Loroapa, then to Tindua and on

iã-fã"uu village-in Þangia, where they stayed the night. .0n
if,ir 'long ¡oúrney the! brought with them a tree which they
olanted iñ Kõrau. 

-This tree was a wiru tree rning
[f,ãV-.ã.t'to-pàioto where they decoñte¿ tfre anced

to -help 
one of their grandfathers recover fr ness'

At that time rn Ko'iyãpu (a settlement close there
was some sugar cane growing in an old gard young

brothers werã sent to fetch it while the ol ited'
When it was becoming dark and the brothers had not returned, a

fðii"i ràn told soñe boys who were playing nearby .that- thev
were going on and to tell the brothers to follow them later.
The biothãrs cãme to where Kol iri had waited but it was dark

unã |,,ã group Yumb'i¡i took them to Ko'iyapu. The group. Koliri
iìuinã in"Koivapu ioday is called Kima Koliri (Kimari) because

the brothers started a new group as sugar cane suckers (!jeì
;;;¡¡- ãui- f"or the main stem. 

'The reit of Koliri continued
i"uu"liing wlth their mother, who was the bravest and led
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them. when they reached Lomoi the groups Pori ri and Tuando

asked them why they were coming into their district, they
replied that they left the'ir umbuna people because they were
noi given any cassowary meat. Pori¡i said they were 'looking

for men to join them, so Koliri could settle with them in
Lomoi,'and shówed them a house to live in. tJhile at Lomo'i they
heard about a'singsing'to be held at Melike by the Kaimari,
so the men of Lomoi decorated themselves and practised
dancing. Only one Koliri man part'icipated but he was such a

good ãancer that Poriri chose him as the'ir leader in the
is.ingsing'. When this man led the,others in dancing around the
ceremoniãl ground at Melike a girl called Komik'iame was

attracted tõ him, she ran away with him and they married.
Komikiame gave b-irth to a son Bai, a second son Kawali, and a

third son l,lanu.'t The last born was Toe. There were now many

people at Lomo.i and too many faeces accumulating around . the
l¡ouses, so Koliri left to find theÍr own settlement, which
they did at Pokoropinì and Talowai Yapu. They moved to Takuru
aftãr buying the land from Piendi group of Wambi for two
valuable pearl shells. Later came other groups to l'ive in
Takuru with the four tapinago groups.

The oral history of Takuru Koliri presents a picture of continual

migration and re-settlement (see 1")i fn" headmanrs account, although

presented as 'true', 'is only partly a fol k h'istory, it also has a

mythi cal di mens'i on whi ch combi nes e'lements of s$mboì i sm and moral

commentary. The story may be a factual recording of previous settlement

- with the posiib'le except'ion of Umbuna origins - as Koliri once did

live at Lomoi. according to Lomoi informants, and at Pokoropini and

Talowai Yapu. Piendi people do claim to have sold their land to Koliri

about 6 generations ago (and can remember the names of the pearl

shells), which is also the'length of time Koliri say they have lived in

Takuru. The other elements the story contains are to comment on

principìes under'lying social organization (exogamy, patri'lineality,

etc. ). I

The'cassowary'motif needs elaboration. This animal is a symbol of

maleness, in particular of male aggression, and it was important in

exchanges, especial'ly those concerned with death. Its shared
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consumption, I was told, denotes brotherhood, which is denied to the

ancestors of Koliri (or perhaps what'is denied is a sharing of paternal

substance through commensal'ity).

The story starts, then, with a denial orinversion of the moral

order, and the agnates of the deceased have their tmaleness' questioned

- perhaps they are not worthy of cassowary commensality. A frequent

cause of group fission, and prev'iously of intra-district fighting' is

sexual intercourse or attempted marrìage between male and female

agnates, which again is not the behaviour expected between brothers. The

failure to share meat (paternal substance?) may allude to the necessìty

for men to marry women other than their sisters, i.e., to go outside of

the natal group for a wife. It is on'ly through marriage that a man can

achieve wealth and status, but the contradict'ion is that it ìnvolves men

in debts and obligations which threaten or compromise their masculine

indivjduaì'ity and freedom (and allows the potential for po'ison'ing). The

failure to share cassowary perhaps points to the conflict between

patri I i neal'ity and exogamy.

The story concìudes with a Koliri man finding a Wiru 9ir1 to marry;

this is also an inversion of the normal order in which wives come to lie

at their husbandrs natal place and, like in-marrying women, the Umbuna

m'igrant family is not of the same group as 'its hosts, on whom it 'is

dependent for gardens and support. The inversion in each case may be to

stress the importance of the normr but notice again how in both the

'malenesst of the migrants is made problematic. Significantly, the

person who leads Kol'iri to Lomo'i, the tbravestt, is the tmothert, as if

there were not capable men (an observation returned to below).
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The lack of log1cal continuity and time compress'ion relate to the

mythical aspect of the story. Forinstance, the impression is given that

the original migrant family sett'les at Lomoi, but before this are

ment'ioned two young brothers, a grandfather at Poloko, and the young

bachelor - a brother of the other two - who marries Kom'ikiame. The

migrant family, which is basically a lineage plus w'ives, 'is the core

unit of social groups and its 'importance in the story' and the neglect

of facts which contradict its basic nature, may be to affirm the primacy

of 1 i neages as the bui 1 di ng bl ocks whi ch i ni ti ate 'l arger group

formation, which is what happens with the birth of Komikiame's sons'

The emphasis on tone fami'ly', however, may be to underscore that

Koliri did not exist as a large and strong group until after the

marriage with a wiru girl, after the birth of the four group founders,

and after Koliri lived in their own district and were no longer

associated with host groups. That is, the eventual independence' size'

and level of social organization of Koliri were legitimìzed by, and

dependent orìr the contracting of a union between a migrant Umbuna man

and a resident Wiru girl. This re'lates to a point made above, namely

that without marriage a man, hence groups, is limited'in his ability to

assert his mascu'linity (Umbuna males did not become Wiru men until after

this marriage).

The story opens with the blunt statement that "we are Umbuna

Koliri". There is no attempt to hide or d'isparage supposed non-Wiru

origins, Umbuna ancestry is seen as a source of prìde and un'ity.6 The

genea'logical tltwas also used, e.g. "I came from Umbuna and settled at

Takuru", again emphasising the continuity with Umbuna. I have written in

1a. how Wiru identified their future w'ith the Highlands, and possibly
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the assertion of Umbuna genesis'is another manifestation of this

identif.ication. Cla'im'ing descent from Umbuna augments the status of

Koliri and confirms their identity as Highlanders. Descent again becomes

a feature of the story after the birth of the four sons and their

relocation to Takuru, 'i.ê., after the union with a Wiru woman' In this

instance, descent has a legitimiz'ing aspect wh'ich converts the umbuna

migrants into land-holding, independent t,rliru.7

The mother of the four sons is named but not the father, she is

a more 'important link in the story than her husband. Some men even

stated that "Koliri doesn't have a father, only a mother", which aga'in

downplays the masculinity of the Umbuna migrants. In other versions of

the story no b¡idwealth is given for Kom'ikiame, which corresponds to the

lack of emphasis on the father of the four sons. If bridewealth was

given this wou'ld detract from the ìegitimizing and converting aspect of

this marriage, hence min'imizìng the cultural importance of women which

is a theme of the story. This is another inversion of the norm, the

third in the story, wh'ich strongly suggests that before Takuru is

settled the migrant Koliri present the mirror or reverse image of

socÍety (and of typical ma'le behaviour). This image is only corrected by

the appearance of tliru sons who found their own settlement and initiate

a proper order of things, i.e., the story comments on the prima'l state

of disorder before social groupsr created by marriage, existed.

It is women who are focal points in the story, as the mother who

leads male relatives into new territory' and as the wife of the

anonymous male ancestor of Takuru groupsr and t,rliru mother of same- Women

are .important, as wives and mothers, for the social relationships they

provide; through marriage links of exchange are created between
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.individuals or groups, links which may be followed' But after

Komikìame's marriage Ko]iri are no 'longer reliant on host resources' so

marriage .is also presented as the basis of social groupsr i'e" women

are needed for group continuity (imp'lying that this is cont'ingent on

affinal/matrilateral exchange connections)'8

A symboìic element'in the story is the wirq tree, which'is carried

by umbuna m.igrants and planted on the first n'ight of res'idence in

Pang.ia. The idiom, and practice, of planting trees by new settlers is to

establish claims to land and other resources. certain trees' lìke

statements of descent, g'ive a diachronic dimension to these claims; they

are a living symbol of group identity and continujty. Many settlements

are named after an important tree, e.g. Epap'ini, tat the base of the Epa

tree,, which could aìso mean that the tree is one tbase' (source) of

group continuitY.

It is said that men are 'ìike trees' - they 'p'lant' themselves 'in

one pìace - and can tchanget with them as a son tchangesr with his

father (this may only refer to casuarina trees which men pìant to mark

their residence and gardens). A direct connect'ion is being made here

between trees and descent; by be'ing 'like treest informants also meant

that as men have body, skin and semenr so do trees have trunk' bark and

sap (tiqin.i, kepene and paqe for both respectively), and the trunks of

trees grow through the shedd'ing of success'i ve ' ski ns' (bark) as do

peop'le. There seems to be a sense'in which a man's spirit at death may

be 'incorporated into certa'in trees, which become repositories of group

,power,. A headman who stands out from his peers'is known as an ali yomo
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(tree man) because he represents, like trees, the people of his

settl ement.

Yomo can also mean 'the whole of anything' (Strathern,A. pers.

comm.), usua'lìy in reference to such th'ings as a whole Pi9, yomo kai,

but there may be a cosmological dimension to trees as boundary markers

for the local and hliru universe; settlements are clearìy demarcated by

lines of p'lanted casuarina trees. Also, in a society where the major

exchanges are concerned with the life-cyc1e, the tree is an apposite

metaphor for the cosmological concerns of growth, continu'ity and

regenerat, j on. 9

The use of a wiru tree in the story is particuìarly appropriate.

The tree itse'lf is a hoop pine (araucaria cunn'inghami ). I can only

briefly specuìate on why it is that Wiru take their name from this tree.

l,lhen asked why wiru is important informants state that it is because the

inner bark of the tree is used to make the pouches in which pearlshells

are stored. Pearlshells are an important symbol of tmalenesst and

individuality, and incorporate notions of internality and external'ity

which complement procreat'ion beliefs (see 3a. ). That the w'iru tree is

used as a tcover' for pearlshells extends on their symboìic importance,

such that the tree provides an apt cosmologica'l metaphor for the

language grouping (given that trees, in general, encompass concepts of

descent and residence). The -¡¡_ (-!i) of Koliri 'is a common suffix in

l,Jiru group names' and is said to be derived from ti piruko, an

expression which refers to male crops pìanted close together and growing

straight. This use of a botanicaì metaphor for groups (and descent and

local'itV) lends credence to my interpretation of Wiru tree symbolism.
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[,lhile Takuruns make statements the equivalent of "we are descended

from the sons of Komikiame", an idiom of 'plantingr for groups is not

used as a complement of such statements. The act of p'lanting a wiru tree

by migrant Koliri, and the planting of other trees by non-agnatic groups

arri v'ing after Takurut s foundati on, i s to some extent the ' re-p'lanti ngr

of a group in another territory. Trees, however, are used more as an

idiom of residence than membership, a'lthough residence and loca'lity are

important dimensions of group membership.

Bringing the wiru tree from Umbuna is a significant feature of the

story, it signifies a connection with Umbuna peop'le as the ancestors of

Takuru l,liru. Planting the tree in Pangia is to symbolize the continuity

of Umbuna and Takuru Koliri, but it also estab'lishes the migrants'

potential tWiru-nesst - later confirmed through intermarriage - among

Wiru already living in Pangia, i.e., it is a transfer of alìegiance

whilst continuing to recognize the ancestral locus. Indeed, the Umbuna

time is ideologically coterminous with the present, and people refer to

Umbuna Koliri as still existing (as do wiru trees, the symbo'l of origin

and group continuity) while Takuru people die and are replaced. Takuru

Wiru traditiona'lly felt disadvantaged in comparison with their north-

western neighbours, which may help to account for the problematic nature

of Umbuna migrant tmalenessr as they leave their (superior?) Umbuna

agnates further behind in time and pìu"".10

Kaiyape, my research assistant, produced on his own initiative a

drawing of the tree of Koliri (reproduced in clearer form below). The

base (pine) of the tree he labelled 'Umbuna Koliri', clearly sign'ifying

that the roots of Takuru l,liru are at Umbuna. Pine also connotes'cause'

or townershipt, such that there is a strong sense in which Takuruns
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continue to be obligated to Umbuna for ex'istence. This relates to a

previ ous comment made about Umbuna Kol i ri persi sti ng, as a 'causet ,

while Takuruns die and reproduce.ll

The drawing has elements of the classic model, includìng the time

dimension of descent, but it does have some unusual features. The

tapinaqo group tbranchest incorporate or adjoin non-agnatic groupsl

combining them into the tree, which suggests that it not only

illustrates descent but also a concept of 'group-ness' based on co-

res'idence and locality (almost as if they were're-planted'ortgrafted'

on to the Koliri tree, an idea expressed above). The two major non-

agantic groupsr Lai and Alue, are shown as boughs of the main Ba'ipo and

Kawal i 'branches' , to which these groups respectively 'belong' . 0ther

non-agnat'ic groups are not attached to any main 'brancht, although in

theory they do 'belong' to host groups (see 1c).

Another interesting feature is that attributes are assigned, in the

drawing and in exegesis, to the four tapinago groups' nameìy:

Baì po

Kawal i

l.lanuwane

poi ne -yarene
and arrows).
and vital ly
be'ing the tn

kaine yarenel
renowned for
production; this group was referred to as the twomant of
the other groups.

, fight group (drawing of a stone axe and bow

Ba'ipo is seen as aggressive, easily provoked
concerned with the tpowert that comes from

ambawan 
t group.

pig group (draw'ing of a pi g ). Kawal i are
thei r hard work and abi I 'i ty i n Pi g

wi th
9roup
'fi 9ht

(drawing of a Wanu tree). Wanuwane are identified
the Wanu tree which drops lots of seeds as this
produces lots of children; 'it 'is also known as a

group' .

(drawing of a fire). Toe are known as the 'hot peopìe'
(toe 'is 'f ire') and are associated w'ith a certain tree
(pipi @) linked to the pen'is and growth. .A connect'ion
wiTfi--spirits is made through the fire motif (see pp. 234-
5).

Toe
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The four groups are ranked not onìy in order of b'irth but also 'in

importance. Individual men of, say' Wanuwane, certainly do not feel

themselves ranked lower than men of Ba'ipo or Kawali' but groups may be

so judged on the basis of their size, number of headmen, prowess in

warfare and exchange, and the extent of their resources' This ranking 'is

not non-negot'iable, as groups cont'inually try to assert themselves over

other groupsr and the birth order in the orig'in story may even be

changed in its telling by an upwardly mobi'le group (implying the story

is not a static account but subject to ongoing events and a group's

present status ). 1 2

Between them the four groups encompass fighting, pig product'ion'

human reproduction and a connection with spjrits and growth' These are

all elements crucial to the survival and continuìty of social groups'

This suggests that Koljri, the sum of these groups, is a cosmologica'l

construct as well as a social grouping (an observation related to the

a'ims of cult performancer see 4b).

A species of snake, which is the taboo animal for consumption by

Kolir.i, .iS shown in the drawing as encircling the trunk, wh'ich in terms

of the metaphor is the group Kol'iri out of which the tapinaqo branches

emerge. The snake comments. on many things, but 'it does not represent an

attribute of Kolirì as does, for example, the pig of Kawali' Firstly' by

encircling the trunk - which supports the branches - there is a sense in

which the snake holds Koliri together, i.e.,'it prov'ides an ìmportant

.idjom of group identity and connects the past with the present'

Secondly, trees represent growth and regeneration, and the snake is a

common symbo'l of rebirth and ressurection (Worsley, 1970:260-1)' The

snake prov'ides a link to Umbuna ancestors who, like trees and snakes'
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are long-1ived if not immortal, supporting the notion of the snake

entwined tree as a cosmological met,aphor for the continuity of the group

since its Umbuna origins. It is possible that Umbuna is identified as

the orÍgi n p'lace 'in many t,{i ru stories because it was where salt was

traded from, th'is item being a significant symboì of'maleness' and one

at the same time identified with the High'lands (see 3a).

One of the Umbuna ancestors did, of course, die, and this was the

death that led to the migration of an Umbuna fami'ly to Pangia. This

death also led to the formation of social groups and a political

district, and to the disjunction between Umbuna and Takuru Koliri, i.ê.,

between a better world (paradise?) and the world people live in today.13

The snake is described as a'friend'of Koliri which looks out for

them and, aìthough this was not expressed to me (not unexpected as

paternal spirits are now seen as agents of Satan), this role of the

snake is similar to that of paternal ancestors. This claim is supported

by statements made by Takuruns after missionaries and tkiapsr ridiculed

food taboos. Inforrnants said that they tried to eat the snake - so many

peop'le told this story I am sure it is apocryphal - but it broke their

teeth. The skulls (and teeth) of male ancestors were often kept in cult

houses, and sometimes the skull of a headman was buried at the base of a

tree assoc'iated with his group. Skulls 'store' group powerr and it is

not surprising that if the snake - which has a role congruent with that

of paternal ancestors - is eaten the teeth of the consumer are broken.

The snake is a symbol of the continuity of Koliri and of the line of

paterna'l ancestors which extends back to Umbuna. It is a compe'l'l'ing

syrnbol which is why its consumption is punished; what it represents

cannot be denied.
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the social

are four
organ'izati on

groups which

eponymous I Y

Umbuna ancestors'

primacy, in terms

The story, among other things' does account for

of Takuru (which the tree demonstrates)' There

are @, brothers, tap'i nago' pl ace ownersr and

descended from the four sons of Komikiame' To preserve the

patrilineal bias of the system they are collective'ly known' after their

as Koliri. The order of b'irth largely reflects the

of population and resourcesr of these four groups

today and perhaps more exactly in the past before econom'ic and political

imbalances were introduced under colon'ialism'

The birth of the four sons allows for the use of an agnatic descent

construct which operates as a "moral symbol"(Astrathern 19722216) for

the group and circumscibes the behaviour of its members' Takuruns

exp'ìa.in that the expected rel at'i onsh'ip between co-resi dent groups i S'

regardless of agnation, modelled on that obtain'ing between brothers'

Brotherhood implies descent, yet this idiom is rarely invoked 'in

statements about the requirements of group membersh'ip (cf. A.Strathern'

1979A:152). In practice, it is co-residence' intermarriage - and the

relations of exchange and cooperat'ion this engenders - and locaf ity

which, as much as descent, serve to define Koliri and the district it

occu pi es.

A group of people who claim common descent and/or links of blood is

called a yarene. Thetand/ortmay lend a certa'in vagueness to notions of

groups but in respect of the affiliation or alliance of non-agnates (an

important consideration when endemic warfare and m'igrat'ion prevai'led)

th.is aspect of group definition is useful. Sometimes it is co-residence'

or the sharing of b]ood, rather than descent, which are the major

factors in grouP membershiP.
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Several non-agnat'ic groups refer to an origina] marriage as the

reason for 'be'longingt to their host' while others are unclear if they

ever intermarried with their hosts and point to co-residence and shared

garden land as the reason fortbelonging'. A non-agnatic group may refer

to itself by the name of its host or retain its own name, or do both on

different occasions. Upon discovering that Kokori, â lineage of Kawali'

was in fact entirely composed of non-agnates of Kimbori yarene (a

descent group)r I was informed that this lineage was still Kawali

regardless of descent and because of intermarriage. At this po'int it is

necessary to consider the relat'ion of procreation beliefs to group

defi nition.

More than one attempt is necessary to trigger pregnancy, and

success may take years of endeavour. The foetus forms in the womb

toboroi which envelops the aroane tomonu, described as egg-like or
I

ru.14 Semen, pB&., is produced in the region of the umbilicus, where the

tomonu is also located. Testicles are known aS muur and are not

associated with semen product,ion. Their function is to achieve peni'le

erection. and muu are close'ly connected to certain cult stones and

ferti I 'i ty ( see 3d ).

During the act of sexual intercourse the umbil'ici rub together and

semen and the tomonu are shaken loose' a process which somehow primes

the tomonu for conception. 0nce semen reaches the tomonu, which is

composed of a yellow substance (not'identified to me) and surrounded by

and perhaps containing blood, kamare, it binds itself around this

substance. More semen is needed to successful'ly bind together with the

tomonu and blood, at which point menstruation and 'intercourse cease

(continued intercourse would harm the foetus and mother). Menstrual
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blood (abea kamare. dirt blood) is regarded as waste blood which

longer has procreative potentia'1.

An informant stated that "men start ch'ildren but women grow them

and carry them", and there is a proverb l.liru use about the work required

in creating and carrying the foetus - men s'it at the top of a tree and

cut down branches and women have to collect all the wood from where it

falls and carry it away. That is, men initiate foetal deveìopment but

women are entirely responsible for foetal growth and nurture; they do

all the 'hard work' (whìch is perhaps why the father of the four sons

receives so littìe emphasis in the origin story).

Semen and blood as necessary elements in procreation conform to a

typical Highlands pattern but after conception hliru not'ions appear to

diverge; the yellow female substance also seems unusual. The father in

particular gives the yomini ortsoult to a child. Ancestral spirits have

no role in yomin'i formation as they do'in other High'land societies, but

they can facilitate conception if the appropriate sacrifices are made.

It is the mother, however, who creates the body - the bones, blood'

flesh and organs of the child.

A t^l'iru fatherts substance affects the shape a foetus deve'lops but

does not contribute to the actual growth, nurturance or physica'l

constitution of the body. If a male child is born it is said that "the

man won the fight" (and the mother's nose is said to point downwards;

the nose is associated with male attributes), suggesting that the

fatherts yomini triumphed over the motherts influence on sexual destiny'

a'lthough the competition may be unfair for men as it takes place in the

womb under female control. Yet women can determine the sex of a child'

no
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especially daughters, by taking certain medicines, implyfng that women

need to have recourse to external aids to combat the strength of a mants

yomi ni .

Nonetheìess, the alternatives of gender are seen as equa'l

poss'ibilities within the womb and not determined by any properties of

male substance, either quantitatively (more increasjng the 'likelihood of

foetal maleness) or qualitatively (by page hav'ing a capacity to affix

maleness). l,lhether yomini is present in semen or transmitted at a

metaphysica'l level is a question for which I could obtain no answers,

although the environment of the father is a factor further influencing a

chi ld's development.

l,lhile women create bodies, men give individuality to appearance,

especially remarked upon in reference to noses (or lene-timini eye-

nose; the face) and calves of the leg, as well as to personal ability

and intel l igence. I was told that "mama givim skin, papa g'iv'im

tingt'ing", but some men thought that it was possible for women' through

a sharing of substance with the child, to influence the paternaì

transmission of yomini. Hence, women may also contribute to a childts

emotional and mental make-upf wene, which is supposedly derived only

from the fatherrs yomini, his environment, and by eating food grown on

yarene land. C'learly, procreation bel'iefs provide a basis for a theory

of personal'i ty.

As a generalization (by male informants), a womantt @'is said to

be weak compared to a man's. Women have fewer thoughts - mostly about,

children and food - whereas men have many thoughts, greater capacities

and a strong wene. The act of production also defines wene potential,
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the female wene is not loçated behind the forehead as is a man's but at'

the back of a womants head where it has been pushed by the weight of a

woman's netbag (worn on the back and supported by a strap across the

forehead), such that today al'l women are born with wene in this

position. This prov'ides another example of the 'weaknesst of woman' as

one minor blow to the back of their heads is enough to k'ill them'

In Takuru, there is no concept of a sexuaìly transmitted paternal

substance which links lineages and higher leve'ls of agnat'ic group

membership. The idiom of group membership is odene kamare (one blood)'

but the rule of exogamy and a rad'ial marriage pattern means that

although the tone bloodt 'idiom is stressed, the actual blood which

agnates share is not the same for all yarene members'

So why this emphasis? With respect to shared substance a person has

more i n common wi th cognates than agnates; for l'Ji ru th i s i s

translateable as a debt owed to onets materna'l k'in for'bodyt. There'is

a strong emphasis on patril'ineality but when descent is discussed it is

tbloodt which 'is most often referred to, and not idioms such as tone

fathert, 'one penist or'one sement. A'lineage is usually named after an

important po'lygynous founder, and is sa'id to be'one fathert. Groups

hierarchical'ly above the l'ineage, which at the structural and linguistic

'level are relatively permanent, are tone blood' or are described in

maternal terms, e.g. Koliri and its four constituent groups are said to

be odene aroane mana yarener one womants sons' group(s)'

It appears from this that thetbìoodt referred to is not that which

.i ndi vi dual agnates i nheri t f rom the'i r mothers, but that of Kom j ki ame.

That is, membership of permanent groups is defined primarily, or
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diachronica'lly, in terms of an orig'ina1 'bloodr contribution which

initiated group formation.

Although a'lineage can be known as'one father', their most common

referent is tone netbag'. Aga'in, it is a maternal rather than paterna'l

idiom of membership wh'ich is used; 'l'ineage members are descended from

men who shared the same netbag which their mother carried them in, and

'netbag' 'in this usage is probab'ly a symbol of the womb (cf. Burridge,

1969:167, where the idiom of 'one womb' describes "a line of male

filiation"). I suggest that, for the idioms of 'one blood' and 'one

netbagt , an anal ogy i s bei ng drawn between i nd'i vi dual and group

formation; agnates are the tchildren'of yarene founders and as such it

is their ancestral mother that is ult'imately responsible for bearing

them into the worìd. Komikiame-meo opiane yarene refers l'iterally to a

woman 'giving birthr to grouPs.

In this context' then, claims to agnatic identity through a sharing

of tbloodt or 'netbagt are not contradictory, rather they are necessary

in a society where paternity 'individuates but where, given procreative

beliefs, it is blood and not semen which provides the most apt'idiom of

group membership in terms of shared physica'l substance. This use of

'blood' is clearly metaphorical, and is relevant only to the level of

groups at which the d'ifferential contributions of in-marrying women to

thetbodiestof individual agnates does not have to be acknowìedged.

l,liru notions of patrilineal groups' their membership and

reproduction, are influenced by procreation beliefs which state that a

ch1ld shares substance only with its mother - reflected in the singular

importance of matrilateral exchange. This does not imp'ly a tendency to
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bilateral descent, nather these beliefs are affirmed within a dogma of

patri'l ineal ity and present no intel lectual prob'lem (the maternal

contribution to the body can, however, pose problems to the 'individual

for the debt owed maternal kin for his 'body' and hea'lth). The normal

transmission of maternal substance "cannot become a metaphor for clan

continuity" (Strathern,A. .|98'l:682) because it opposes patrilineal

descent. But, th.is substance as transmitted by the apjcal ancestress can

become such a metaphor insofar as all her descendants are perce'ived as

her children; one mother, hence tone blood"

clan cont'inuity is partly achieved through a man marrying and

having male children to'changetwith him when he dies. A man may not

share substance with his father but other idioms exist which reinforce

pat¡il'inealjty and counter the tfemaletmake-up of men, such as the

inheritance of male @, the practice of nutingl5, links to the land

and food consumption, previously the performance of cults, and the

assertion of male solidarity and superiority over womenr both

ideologically (through brotherhood, for example) and in practice (only

men kill pigs, wage warfare, etc.).

lllhile the idiom oftone bloodt cred'its a womanrs crucial role in a

childrs creation and nurturance, the payment which ego makes for 'body'

is to his/her male matrilateral kin, opianago (men who bear), as if the

reproductive abilìty of a woman is contro'l1ed by her close male agnates'

and perhaps their ancestors. The fact of payment emphas'izes a womants

importance but its direction indicates the locus of control. women are

not property but they are a source of wealth and children and it'is this

capacity which is transacted between men.
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Women produce tbodiest - or tfemal"n"..i( in6ofar 45. all

children are total products of their mothers)- fo" the impress of male

individuality, and this collective 'imprint'ing helps to reproduce agnatic

groups. But through this product'ion women also create affinal-maternal

ties and social group'ings (or kinship networks) not based on descent.

tlhile men are responsibìe for clan continu'ity it is women and exchanges

of the "affinal-maternal nexus" (Strat,hern,ß. 1978:80) that reproduce

society and the elements necessary for its existence - children, food

and wealth.

Insofar as Kol i ri is an exogamous groupr identified with a

territory, and composed of four exogamous sub-groups descended from a

common ancestress, I will gloss Koliri as a'clan'and the sub-groups as

tsub-c'lanst, (The latter are the major units involved in marriage and

:F

exchange'-). Both of these groups are known as yarener as are lineages

and fami'lies.16 Th" onìy way in which these levels of membership are

distinguished is by use of the adjectives 'bigt or 'small'. Yarene may

be named after eponymous ancestors, lineage founders (or an activity

associated with ìjneages), or a feature of the environment, but as noted

no terminological distinction is made, apart from size, between clan,

sub-clan and l'ineage. That a d'istinction is made through naming suggest

that groups are non-problematic in discussion as everyone knows their

nominal referent (and that a term yarene exists means ideological

significance is attached to the concept of group).

For Takuru

declarations of

soci ety

descent

it is an ideology of brotherhood more than

which works to maintain group and district

These units do not exchange women but they are often the unit
involved in raising bridewealth.

*
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solidarity. People did produce the origin story to explain why they were

brothers but a common response was rrwe have all lived here together a

'long time". This was So even for non-agnates, many of whom would only

admit to this identity under prompting. Many non-agnates also subscribe

to the Koliri origÍn story, which is another way of sharing descent

apart from co-residence and ties of blood. Larger non-agnatic groups

usually retain their origina] names, and group chauvinìsm may be a

factor in this decision.

It is not so much group 'identity that non-agnates lose upon

incorporatation into host groups as a loss of po'litical identity and the

assumption of a di.fferent one (de Lepervanche, 1968:158). By providing

an idiom of membership descent is open to political manipulation and

this is its real importance in respect of non-agnatic recruitment.

Descent operates as an ethical imperative by providing a charter for the

type of behaviour appropriate to brothers. Non-agnat'ic groups which do

not hide their separate descent stilì live with their hosts and share

their resourcesr consequently they act as tbrotherst and are likewise

constrained by descent as a tmoral symbolt. Implicit in this assertion

js that descent is concerned with categories and not actual groups of

people (cf.ßStrathern, 1973).

For Wiru, the name of the district is different from the name of

its major occupying groupr hence Koliri of Takuru district. These two

names are used as interchangeable referents by Takuruns themselves,

although enemies or allies are designated by the'ir district rather than

their tubea yarene (la rge group) name, again stressing the importance of

'locaìity and co-residence in group definition. This designation may be
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because a district is the largest poìitica'l unit, and may contain more

than one tlarge groupt.

References to a grouprs territory are closely associated with its

major (and probably first) settlement arear not only because of the link

between locality and group definition but aìso because, in the case of

Takuru, the name of the district has a meaning which relates to Koliri

history. Various explanations were given for the origin of the name

tTakuru'. It is derived from the verb takurukako, which means the

insertion and use of a lever to expose something hidden.l7 tTakuru'

reflects on the initial discovery of this area by Koliri and its
subequent texposure' by clearing and cultivation. Alternatively, I was

told that it commented on Takuru men being cleverer than other hliru in
acts of stealth, warfare and access to and comprehension of secrets,

i.e., knowledge. The name rTakurut relates to Koliri identity and

chauvinism, and as such is retained as the name of the district even

though today it is the least populated hamlet, and in danger of complete

abandonment (except when pig-kills are held as it still has ceremonial

importance when Koliri is on tdispìay'). I now discuss some of the

residentiaì aspects of social organization, and the impact on these of

col oni al i sm.

Before pacification many men - and probably all headmen - lived in

a ridge-top settlement called Takuru, which today is one of 5 major

hamlets (see Map 3). Ments houses (pokou) were arranged around a

ceremonial green (poma), a line of houses being para'lle1 to a line on

the other side of the green. Pokou were U-shaped, with a closed sìeeping

and storage compartment at the base of the U; the rest of the house was

a 'verandah' under which men could gather around a fire. A man and his
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older sonsr and often his brothers, were the usual occupants of a sing'le

pokou. Men of one @., together with their non-agnat'ic groups and

i ndi vi dual s, tended to form one secti on of the I i ne, i . e. , the

settlement was organized in terms of sub-clan affiliation. 0ther men

I ived in smal I groups in hamlets close to th'is major residence p'lace.

Women lived in their own houses (aroa yapu) of an oval construction with

pig stalls aìong the rear walj fac'ing the door. and with sleeping and

storage space at each end; daughters and young sons lived wÍth their

mothers in these houses, which were scattered through the bush close to

a womants gardens.

The presence of many ta'll trees, mainly casuarina, provide a good

indication of t,he location of t,liru settlements. Casuarinas, as noted

above, are said to tchanger with men; also, because of the plentiful

number of seeds it drops, a connect'ion is made between this tree and the

abi'lity of men to produce many children. Casuarina (kalipe) represent

continuity through reproduction and as such are an apt symbo'l for a

settlement. These trees are also planted on the poma, w'ith a mound of

earth buttressed by plank palisades at their base, an arrangement called

a kedo.

Each sub-clan had its own kedo, which were the focus of certain

stages of cult activity as we1'l as being the repository for skulls of

important men, especially headmen. The connection between headmen and

the spiritual and political vitality of their groups has always been

strong, and kedo were often destroyed when settlements h,ere ra'ided.

These mounds today do not have the cult significance of 'traditionall

times and may not be majntained or even made. Casuarinas, however, are

still planted to mark new settlements, and a new type of kedo is often
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made at the grave of a headman, on the pomaf implying a connection is

still made between this construction and a headmants power (and that of

his groupts, see 4b).

The most visibìe change since pacification is (apart from changes

in clothing) in the pattern of residence and sty'le of housing. After

1960 there was a movement towards ' v'i ì 'lage' settl ement, wi th wi ves

sharing houses with their husbands and children. The patrol reports make

it clear that Pangia tkiapst did not encourage this movement, rather it

was the missions which preferred vì1'lages because'it made it easier for

their congregations to attend church, hence facilitating proselytization

(PR3/65-6;PRl/68-9). The administrat'ion position seems to be supported

by statements such as Wiru "would ga'in nothing by moving into vi1lage

groups" and, by the Assistant District 0fficer, "I personal'ly do not

like these village settlements owing to fire and health risks and also

as they tend to cause friction between househo'lds" (PR3/65-6).

t^lhile the m'issions encouraged this movement, it seems that it was

tJiru, on their own initiative, who started to change their residence

pattern, a response "derived from the Ialibu example some time ago"

(PR/63-4). In Ialibu. the'kiaps'had encouraged people to l'ive together

and closer to roads or tracks in order to assist in social control and

census work. In other words, the percept'ion of what tkiaps' wanted at

Ialibu influenced l,liru to shift to villages, so as to be close at hand
ì

when patrols arrived.

This wilì'ingness to please whites was partly out of fear but, like

the spontaneous construction of an airfield, it was also motivated by

the assumed rewards or cargo that this action would bring. Many people
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went to great lengths to please the tkiapst, even to the extent of

constructing false v'i11ages and pretending to live in them during

visits by patrols, a ruse quickly seen through (PR7/62-3).

Coastal methods of housebu'ilding, using woven p'itpit tblindst, were

soon used to construct new houses modelled on European designs, 'i.e.,

taller, with hinged doors, ra'ised floors, and sometimes windows (a

rarity as they make 'it easier to housebreak). House frames became higher

because of the availabi'lity of blankets and clothing. Pokou and

aroa yapu sty'les often fell into disuse, although there were many

instances of husbands and wives ìiving togetherin a pokou, and with

aroa yapu this style is sometimes still buiìt for fami'l'ies.

One Takuru headman, 'i n 1981 , decided he was ti red of I i v'i ng with

his wife and told her to live in her own house by her gardens, he also

pul'led down his rnewr house and erected a pokou, which he thought more

fitting to his status. There are signs, then, of more traditional

architecture be'ing returned to, although the headman had to g'ive in to

community pressure and allow his wife to share his pokou (her eviction

was seen as unChristjan). Nonetheless' the more tEuropeant a house, the

more status this brings to its owner, who is usua'l'ly a younger'

ambitious man (the most 'Europeant house in Takuru belongs to a man

acknowledged as its foremost trastol').

Although a new residence pattern emerged 'it was based on

'traditional ' I i nes, and houses are arranged paral le'l to each other

across a ceremonial green or a cleared section of ground running the

length of the settlement. There'is still a tendency for men of one sub-

c'lan to l'ive in adjacent houses. Some of these'haus lains' can be
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quite long, with 40 or more houses. village-style settlement had many

problems, it brought increased social frict,ions over such things as pigs

in gardens (pigs were formerly kept'in the aroa yapu), and the tendency

for people to argue more the closer they 'live together. Many vilìages

broke up into hamlets and moved closer to their garden lands, a shift

accompanied by a desire for a more autonomous l'ifestyle. Also, soc'ial

friction meant acrimony between agnatic groupsr and today in Takuru the

hamlets are becom'ing increasingìy oriented around one of the four

tapinago yarene and their non-agnates, with some settlements composed

exclusively of one grouP.

Duri ng ceremoni al pi g-ki 1 1 s the men' s houses were joi ned by

temporary living quarters to form one long line of houses connected in a

U-formation, which was a visual demonstration of district or settlement

unity for this important exchange and cult event (see 3e)' This

arrangement was constructed for the last pig-ki'll in Takuru hamlet in

1978, regardless of the fact that the majority of people had by them

moved to other hamlets. I was told that this may have been the last pig-

kill to be held in Takuru hamlet (as intra-Ko'liri conflicts esca'late)

and that separate p'ig-kills could be held by alliances of yarene 'in

their or{n hamlets. Ki1'ling pigs together is another idiom of

brotherhood, such that separate pig-ki1ls indicate the 'last stage of

group fission.

Residential unity, in part created by not,ions of a Christian

brotherhood, was temporarily achieved under colonialism but proved to be

too precarious for the real'ities of proximity (which possibly

exacerbated a fear of poisoning) and group rivalries and hostjlity. The

absence of any need to unite in common defence may have contributed to
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this situation, in which suspicions, angers and hostilities have become

more internal'ly directed without the release of warfare. The reasons for

fission arer however, more or less the Same as those of the pre-

pac.if.ication era - land disputes, sexual intercourse between agnates'

poison'ing accusations, etc. (see 2d).

1¡hile more people came to live together, the major difference with

prev'ious times was the existence of nuclear fam'i]y households' This was

partly a response to the Christian model of household composition

(husbands and wives do not sleep together but at opposite ends of the

house, often in cubicle-l'ike arrangements), and partly to patterns

observed in lal'ibu and among European families'

It is tempting to conclude that this was the start of a marked

change in intersexual relations, yet the alacrity with which women moved

in w'ith men does not, as it would seemf support such a view' Rather, in

a society where there was a re'latively low emphasis on female po'llution'

the concept of sharing a house with a woman - prompted by the new taboos

of Christianity, i.e., living apart from oners w'ife, or treating her

harshly, was sinful - did not cause such consternation among men as it

d.id elsewhere in the High'lands, and did not overly threaten the sexual

status quo. Men accepted this situation as one of the changes necessary

for 'developmentt (women attending church was another). Women, as noted

below (Zb), were not slow in using colonialism 'in attempts to improve

their pos.ition relative to men (and co-residence was a start in this

direction). Also, many married couples po'inted to the convenience of

1 
.i vi ng together for such thi ngs as cooki ng, eati ng and househol d

decision-mak'ing.
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It may be that it was the pragmatics of warfare which encouraged

the residential separation of the sexes more than an 'ideology stressing

the exclus'ivity of men and women. Indeed, procreation beliefs' which

point to the bas'ic 'femaleness' of all bodies, suggest that sexual

differences d'id not have to be symbolìzed by residence' Perhaps with the

absence of warfare, women could move 'in w'ith men without causing any

great ideological strain. Group defin'ition is not so much based on men

'living together as on the activities which define male sexual identity'

irrespective of female co-residence.18 Colon'ialism and Christian edicts

brought benefits to women, but the'ir overall position and status in

society vis-a-viS men is relatively unchanged; the existence of nuclear

family households did not s'ignificantly affect the quaìity of male-

female relations.

Given that this is a society which has experienced considerable and

sometimes traumatic change since pacification (see 2b)' it is possible

that concepts of group definition and membership have to some extent

altered in response to the ex'igencies of a different socio-economic and

tcultt situation. A dogma of descent may be redirected to new priorities

.in a context where its'traditionalt relevance is no longer entire'ly

appropriate, or challenged by other means of affirming groups'

The cessation of warfare, the migrations this entailed, and of cult

ceremon.ies of exchange are factors which have affected tdescentt today.

Also, miss.ion act'ivity to weaken, or widen as the case may be, the

app'l i cat'ion of descent terms. For exampl e, the Bi bl e provi des another

exp'lanation for existence or origins, and peop'le talk of sharing descent

from Adam and Eve, and of a common tbrotherhood' of men (usually on'ly

those sharing the same religious denomination)'
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Group membership'in Takuru can be defined as'lrlesleyant as well as

district or tubea yarqne names. If descent is an emergent property of

a system which encourages an agnatic model of social relations (see

Strathern ,1.1972¡- there is no reason why 'it should not respond to, or be

transformed by, post-pacification experiences to meet the demands of the

colonial era (including, for example, the concept of a Christian

brotherhood or of a pof itical party).

Descent, as an idiom of membership affect'ing behaviour, may be in

competition or congruence with church allegiances which supply new

idioms and moral symbols for behaviour, Correspondences still exist

between the'old'and thetnewt, and there is a po]itical dimension to

church affiliation as there is to descent. Some l,lesleyans of Kawirene

yarene (a non-agnatic group) expressed their politÍcal differences with

Kol i ri by becomi ng Seventh Day Adventi sts (S. D. A. ) ' a deci si on

accompanied by a residential shift to their own hamlet, as often

occurred with changes of aìliances affect'ing ttraditional' group

membership (see above).

lilhile it is possible to discuss change in social practice, it is

rather more difficult to do so for changes at the ideologica'l level.

Nonetheless, descent still continues as a tmoral symbol' even when it

has different impìications for membenship and behaviour, €.8., the

Chri sti an behavi our i ncumbent on l.lesl eyans. These po'i nts wi I I be

returned to in 4b, and I now consider patterns of warfare, marriage and

alliance for further background to an understanding of social change.
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2

FOOTTIOTES

3.

4

5.

6.

7

Fol 'lowi ng Tuzi n, soci al process i s "the i nherent dynam'i c of
society"- in the advancement "towards the receding image

homeosiati s" (Tuzi n, 1 976: xxi i i ). However, I i ke Tuzi n, I
concerned with invest'igating process "through an ambiance wh'ich
itself changing s'ign'ificant'ly" (iUl¿:xxi'ii-iv), in this case
era of colonialism.

a
of
am

is
the

This was not necessarily to the benefit of the system. For example,
the aqui escence of Tákuruns i n mi ss'i on di recti ves haìted the
observance of post-partum taboos, which in turn affected infant
mortaìity rates and levels of maìnutrition. This could not be

handled within the system except for the intervention of health
servjces (although infant malnutrition is still a problem in some

settlements). Aãain, declin'ing garden yie'lds were often related to
whites stealing soil fertility rather than to inadequate gardening
practices, witñ the result that these practices were not over'ly
i mproved.

As far as I know, there 'is no Wiru myth for the creation of people;
if there is Takuruns did not know of it.

lJanu became l,lanuwane (-wane., place). Ba'i became Baipo as -E is the
terminal form of certain names.

Some people preferred to give Biblical versions of their origins'
in whittr êo¿ let down a ladder to distribute people over the world.

This does not detract from my point that Umbuna migrants were
somehow less than men, as it is only resident Umbuna people who are
seen as 'superiort (or living 'in a better world).

It is interesting that for the l'{iru settlement of Tunda, Strathern
reports that there is "no serious attempt to link ... .groups as

descendants of a sing]e ancestor" (Strathern,A'19794:152)' whereas
in Takuru there is ã deftnite s ress on the apical ancestress of
the four tapinago groups. Such a discrepancy points. to a

significant -õF:Fffince in social organization between the two
places, or at least to the fact that descent may receive_ more

ämphasis in some settlements than others. Also, the idiom' of tone

semen' starting a group (Strathern,A. 19ñÀ:456) was not recorded in
Takuru, and fól i ri have no noti on of a patri'l i neal'ly transm'i tted
substance as Strathern states for Tunda (iUi¿:460).

Heather Barham, a Cambridge undergraduate at Takuru for 5 weeks in
1983, recorded a version of the origin story in which a fifth child
was born to Komikiame, a daughter ca'lled Paname who married to
Poloko (Barham, pers. comm.). This settlement is Takuruts major
ally and where the majority of their marriages are contracted.
Again, this emphasizes the important role women play in
cõnstructi ng and mai ntai ni ng i ntergroup re'lat'ions, whi ch are
mediated by exchange.

8
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

cann'i baì 'i sti c creatures f i gure
described as having branches
when man was not trulY human he

-aBo,, could turn themselves
suggesti ng that the man-tree

con juncti on i s wi thi n ['li ru understandi ng'

The notion of Umbuna 'superio".ityt makes for an i nteresti ng

åôrpu"iron with pã.ããptiol-o?_ltãluii., the ancestors (and. deitv) of
l,{iru, who *"."--itiãnts'. Tlãt-b-ig-ness'..can mean that these

ancestors *""" ioräñã* tbetter' Ihan 1¡iru Ís a possible

interpretation,inthesamewaythatmed.ieva]scholarscal]edtheir
Bi;iiã;iñi;;;i."1 

-fredecessois 
'giants'(and not onlv in the

intel lectual sense).

This mirrors the debt a person has to.his/her MB for his/her
;'Uåãv,l 

"i *¡,i"¡-6ã-llg I'oläs the 'Þu:9'lpin9 (see._3b). _ l!" story
ruy äo*r.nt on if,.-irpo"tant cultural themñF-ego-MB relationships
by pointing to i iimìlar relationship of 'debt' between Takuru and

Umbuna Kol i ri.

Some of the 'traditional' quafit
present. BaiPo is still seen as a

but it is also knomfor its Prov
frictions, and is often called i
for the number of rraskolst it co
its traditional PercePtion' qu

activities (as well as wÍth Pig-1
because of the success of their '
their founder as the tfirst-born'.

This provides as interesting correspondence with Wagnerts

discussion of the OáriUi myth of-o.ig'in, in which people once.lived
ìn i state of faradise anã were immórtal until a shameful act was

"ä.rit[ãã--(wug'nã", 
1967=38-41). Perhaps the failure to g'ive

cassowary meat was also a shameful act'

Tomonu is a'lso the thick (yellow?) fat of pigs which was rubbed on

ffistones to promote ferti'litY.

lllhite there is no concept of a paternally transmitted substance in
ritr"u, I *ouíd ã"ãrá ti,at the þractice óf naming perpetuates the

notion of patrilineal descent bY

to their maternal substance.
aenatic identitY and contribute
alsoÀStrathern, 1970, 19824).
'is men who start or are the begi
(Strathern,A. 19824:76)' althoug
this claim. A foster father
child, such that this child can 'change' with the foster father
;ñ. hi; death. In this caser namin[ has conferred a paterna'l

identity in the same way u, u-tun iranõtits his yomini to a'real'
son.
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16.

17.

18.

Takuru yarener above the l'ineage level, ale referred to as -'one
Uioã¿i fil nõi, as I have writi,en, by such terms as 'father' or
ifather-sont groups; yet -rene means tfather oft in a teknonymìc
.yitàr, althoúgh ittr *,ur nõT]art of any explanation of yarene I
ãnãouni""e¿ (yãrene may be derived 'instead from yq?e, a.group. of
men). Kerr wrìiãfTñat -rene. can also mean 'p'lace of ', and possibìy
yaräne has a locality rãlerent but again this explanation was not
iõEñãoming (Wurm, igZS). It is the membership ald not descent
aspect of íaràne which is a feature of exegesis; the term implies
exälusivitlfa sharing of qua'lities, and oppositìon (and one- yglene
is named after u "rit activity which on1y'that g"orp perfoiñõã[
Yarene can also refer to a p'ig herd or a poìitical party, stress'ing
ãgãin-the membership dimension of this term.

It can also be used to describe sexual intercourse (4. Strathern,
pers. comm.), and the allusion made was inserting a stick into
rotting vegetation and moving it up and down.

tJiru women could a'lso perform some activit'ies associated with male

tasks in the division oî ìubor", and even use (but not own) axes.
That is, male-female differences as symbolised by such things as

the division of labour are not rigid.
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lc. I{ARFARE, I,IARRIAGE Al{D ALLIAI{CE

[,Jiru, in company with most if not all Highlanders, show no evidence

of prescri pti ve marri age rul es, and 'in marri age cho'ices appear

constrained little by proximity and more by the nature of warfare,

all'iance and exchange. A short history would be useful before an

invest'igation of this tnaturer is attempted.

Before about 1930 it is like]y that the Takuru hamlet of today was

not the first or only male resident'ial place, and seems not to have been

occupied as a major settlement. Some people may have remaÍned at Talowai

Yapu (see origin story) but much of Koliri was dispersed outside of its

district: many t{anuwane lived at, tlliowei and Lumbene, while some Baipo

and Kawali resided at l,|ambi and Poloko. It is difficult to know whether

warfare had split Koliri into scattered segments or whether at this time

Takuru was even fuì1y established as a politicaì distrÍct.

At some stage in the 1930ts Takuru appears to have become more

heavily settled with Koliri sub-clans moving in (again?) and creating a

degree of structural unity as a district which, however, was temporary.

There was a series of raids and retaliations from and to enemy groups to

the east and south, notably lrlire, Takup'ini, Marapini and Kerepali, which

forced Koliri to flee when its settlements were finally burned to the

ground. Most fled to Kalue, Kerepali and Poloko, fol'lowing affinal or

al'liance connections. Some men reported bejng taken capt'ive as children,

with their families, to Kerepali to increase its size and in particular

that of a headmants group; other people used these connections to

establish themselves in Kerepali as refugees from warfare, even though

Kerepali had fought Takuru prev'iously. Kalue was also an enemy of Koliri
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and only one sub-clan, Kawali, went there because of its many marriage

links to th'is dist,rict. Poloko was a major al'ly of Takuru, and

intermarriage was also quite high. Already some indication is being

given that relat'ions of affinity between groups of different districts

can override the fact of inter-district enmity.

In the late 1930's or early 1940's, most Koliri returned to their

district and it may be sìgnificant that this was when the Takuru

hamlet appears to have been first cleared as a major area for male

resjdence. If districts are named after the major residence place of men

it is possib'le that this was when Koliri fu'lly established Takuru as a

political distrlct. Alternatively, if in this case the tubea ta (big

place) was relocated but named after the extant d'istrict, it does give

some indication that Kol i ri, after recoveri ng their strength and

numbers, were as a clan concerned to re-establish themselves and the'ir

district and were not satisfied to live elsewhere as migrants.

This re-settlement was the start of a series of raids, waged to

varying effects, against Mele, Kauwo, hlire, Marapini, Kerepa'li, Maupini,

lrlanu, [rJiowei, Kumiane, Maia, Pomba and other p'laces. This was

accompanied by intra-Takuru fighting, sometimes resuìting in death,

which was often caused by adultery accusations, or attempts at sexual

intercourse or marriage by abduction with women of another sub-clan.

0ther reasons for this hostility were vengeance killings for affines

killed by other sub-c'lans in fights against various districts, and from

suspicion of sorcery. These internal clashes could be serious, as houses

were burnt, kedo cut down, and the 'losers forced to flee elsewhere.
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The level of violence withi n Kol i ri ls perhaps unusual i n

compar.ison with other Highland societies and, as w'ill be seen, is part'ly

related to the divided loyalt'ies caused by marriage. Regardless of

internal fighting, Takuru surv'ived as a political district' even after

its rout in warfare. The question is whethelit was a concept of

brotherhood wh.ich encouraged re-settlement or an attachment to tplace'

and the autonomy this provided which overcame local hostilities'

main reasons given for warfare against other dìstricts are as
The

fol I ows:

I

2.

3

Revenge for deaths resultant from fighting ol sorcery. Deaths are

never forgotten and people _were alwayõ eagãr to exact vengeance for
ïñå*r"lu"î o" ulìïãti-Tire fai'lure to make good exchange ob'ligations
may also come under the heading of trevenget'

Confrontation over
d i stri cts.

land ownersh'ip in border areas with other

Disputes over women and pigs: - the latter either 4!g up gardens or

uré--itol"n, *¡iiã tt'"-"ãpã of women, or their illicit relations
wiit¡ extra-district men, often led to fight'ing'

These reasons also apply to 'intra-district fighting to varying

extents, and perhaps more so today now that warfare is abandoned' The

second in particular has been the cause of much recent friction in

Takuru, and it a'lso conti nues to i nfl uence rel ations with other

districts; Takuru was involved in a bow and arrow skirm'ish with Maupini

in 1973 over a garden site' and is presently aggrieved towards Poloko

and Maia for encroach'ing on its bonder land'

These disputes may become more common as pig and human populations

increase, a'lthough at present there 'is no real land shortage' Yet any

.increasing frequency of ]and d'isputes may be more for pof iticaì than
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demograph,ic reasons, as it gives one group a chance to prove'its cla'ims

in court (usua'lly) and to score a m'inor victory over what may be ex-

enemies (see 2b, and A"Strathern, 1978:,l00, where he relates these

disputes to needing land for deve'lopment schemes a'lthough fiârìlr such as

cattle projects, have since failed).

To return to the history, in the latet40ts or earlyt50ts Takuru

was again burnt, t,his time by Wiowei, and the revenge raid obìiterated

the perpetratorst settlement and forced its residents to flee to Mele

and Talipiko. Takuru managed to remain an active district until the end

of the '50ts when an epidem'ic occurred, believed to be ulo sorcery

wrought by their.Poloko all'ies (using Kewa sorcery specialists) for

involving them in a minor fight over women in which many of their men

died (the impression given by informants was that Poloko was tired of

helping Takuru and losing men in this sort of fight).

This event decimated the Takuru population and dÍspersed the

survivors to Pokale (Baipo), Weriko and Kalue (Kawali), Taf ipiko and

Mekepini (Wanuwane), and Poloko (Toe, which had to flee here from

suspicion of helping Poloko in the u'lo attack). At some stage during

pacification, supposedly with the encouragement of tkiapst, Koliri

returned to Takuru district to rebuild and to reclaim their 'land

(although sub-clans had been moving back into the d'istrict before th'is.

and living close to their major gardens but not residing together).

The preceding gives some indication that the recent history of

Takuru has been anything but static, and that while it had many enemies

this did not prevent, intermarriage between groups within Takuru and
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enemy groups, nor did it prevent groups of people tak'ing refuge in

pìaces which were enemies to Takuru'

To attempt to fit marriage patterns into a schema of groups which

Takuru warred with or against is difficult; temporary all'iances could be

formed and friendly groups somet'imes fought.l Also, whìle 'informants

gave the district name for an enemy or ally, there were often grouPs

within those districts with which groups with'in Takuru married' A sub-

clan which married within an enemy district d'id not necessariìy view

that group as an enemyr a'lthough its brother sub-clans well might'

Groups do not have to ìntermarry to cons'ider themselves all'ies or

friends,incontradictiontotherelat.ionshipoftheird.istricts'a

factor which could help explain the level of intra-district hostil'ity'

Thecreatesaconfusingpictureonenmìtyanda]l.ianceas

informants from different groups varied 'in the'ir accounts of who were

usualìy enemies or friends (except for major allies and enemies)' Takuru

did not a'lways f.ight as a district and loyalt'ies were sometimes div'ided'

Proximity did not mean alliance and, even when a close settlement was

friendly, this did not prevent occas'ional hostility' although 'if this

occurred it was usually not related to the reasons given above' For

example, Baipo gave poison to Kauwepini for them to use on a Kawali

headman, but Kauwepini refused and Kol.iri attacked them because they

were afraid the poison would'come back'at them, and also because they

were angry at Kauwep'ini for not helpìng them'

Before I

between al I ies

continue this discussion I need to make a distinctìon

and friendly groups. The latter I propose to call

,neutrals,, a'lthough this is a loose term and does not necessariìy mean
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that these groups never fought or allied wit,h Takuru; what it does mean

is that as thetbattle fronttchanged these groups may be drawn into or

dropped out of alliance with Takuru or w'ith its enem'ies.

There is a degree of overlap between marriage patterns, alliances

and neutralities, but a totally coherent picture does not emerge (I

recorded 45 different settlements where Takuruns married to or from).

Alliances may change over time, oF a settlement where marriages are

concentrated may not be a strong ally but neutral. Too, marriages may

occur between only one Takuru group and another in an allied or enemy

groupf or many groups may have some marriage 'links with an enemy or

al I i ed settl ement .( see Tabl e 1 ).

One informant stated that trwe marry everyoner enemies or friendst'.

This appears to deny any considerations of strategy, a'lthough it is

likely that unions with d'istant places were contracted with some concern

for trade connections. Does this statement indicate that Takuruns

perce'ive their marriage choices as less constrained by the requ'irements

of politics or group solidarity than do many Highlanders (see Glasse and

Meggitt, 1969, pp.1-15)? Before an answer is attempt,ed, the pattern of

marriage needs more attention.

Enemy districts were to the north over the Polu river, and these

could call on their allies furt,her north. Mele, for example, could join

with Molo or Alia to fight Takuru. More enemies were located to the

south and east, especia'lly Wire, Marapini and Tunda. Takuru a'lso fought

places to the west such as Kalue and Maia, but its hostilities appear to

have been confined to the eastern half of the map. It should be

emphasized again that temporary alliances between enemies were poss'ib1e
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Table 1 : Intermarriage rates with 10 districts and within Takuru.
N.B. This table represents 652 of all marriages.

A = a'lly
E = enemy
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and that separate groups within warring places could be alljes against

other districts when fighting was not occurring, or aga'inst enemies in

common at the time. The need for alliance ìs part'ly a result of the

preferred sty'le of warfare, in Takuru at least, and partly from the

greater populat'ion of some enemy p'laces.

gne aim of mi'litary endeavours was to form an alliance with a

settlement(s) so p'laced to the enemy that the latter could be caught 'in

the m'iddle by a tpincerr attack, or the threat of it. Takuru, for

examp'le, would join with Apenda to fight Mele, or w'ith Mamuane to fight

Kerepali. It was hoped that this would make these tcentre-placest wary

of Takuru or in debt to it if an attack was not proceeded with;

sometimes the bridewealth was reduced if a Takuru man married a woman

from a place previous'ly spared in warfare.

The pattern of warfare was' as Strathern states, ttradialtt

(Strathern,A. ,¡968:547), but the map shows that the distribution of

marriages to al'lies and neutrals complements this pattern, like the

spokes in a wheel. There is a network of marriage, al I iance and

neutraf ity around Takuru but it is quite obvious that this is no

security circle. Takuruns do marry their enem'ies but it is apparent that

unions with major enemies were (and are) low: Mele 3, lllire 0, Marapin'i

2, Maupi ni 2, tl|i owei 2, Tunda 1 ; wi th 'its major al I y, Pol oko, 42

marriages have occurred. These figures include marriages of Takuru non-

agnates with both enemy and allY.

However, marriages between enemy districts may not reflect the

actual marital relationship between these places as districts, but

rather the particular relationship of groups within those districts (see
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above). This should be taken lnto account when examining the map, ê'8"

tJanuwane marri ed to Kumi ane and cons i dered i t an al 'ly, as they di d

t¡,liowe.i, .irì opposition to the rest of Koliri. In this respect the map is

not presenting atrealt picture of marriage between districts; also, the

1g7" of marriages to all'ies as opposed lo 247" with enemies is not as

significant as it appears inasmuch as the 192 represents three districts

while the 242 is from over twenty districts (see Table 4).

The radia'l warfare and marriage pattern is possib'ly a result of the

shifting over t'ime of tbattle frontst, and a statement that "we marry

everyone" is a reflection of the historical operation of a system of

all.iance and warfare; the marriage pattern is also a reflection of trade

networks. t'1¡e marry everyonett means that at some stage Takuruns have

married just about everywhere, not that at one moment in time Takuruns

marry to all places. The major allies and enemies do prov'ide some

stability within a relative'ly fluid (diachronic) system of warfare,

marriage and alliance. Whi'le Takuru does marry its enemies (247" of all

marriages) it prefers, from this perspective, to marry its allies and

neutrals (512 of a1l marriages; see Table 3). At this point it is worth

consJdering some of the structural and statistica'l aspects of marriage.

As stated above, Takuru is composed of four exogamous sub-clans,

together known as Koliri. A1so in Takuru are non-agnatic exogamous

groups of two kinds, the first being two relative'ly 'large groups which

were 'second-comerst after Koliri (Lai and Alue), and the other are

groups and individuals which came later as migrants or refugees, and

represent eleven different groups which jolned w'lth the sub-clans,

tsecond-comerst or with other refugees. Both kinds are known by the same

term, pirikanago (thrown away man) but for the sake of clarity I will
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call the tsecond-comers' p'i ri kanago and the others tm'igrants' 
' 

2 The way

in which pirikanago and migrant groups are incorporated into the Koliri

'tree' (Fig. 1) suggests that the'ir po]'itical attachments to Koliri are

of different orders. A list of the non-agnatic groups which'belongtto

each sub-clan follows:

Sub-cl an Pirikanago Migrants (associated or incorporated)

Bai po

Kawal i

l,lanuwane

Toe

Lai

Al ue

Kawirene, t,la'luapiri (¡otned Kawirene),
Kaimari, Poriri' Yoarene.

Kabi ri ( ¡oi ned Al ue), Taw'i di, Kimbori 'Peri, t,lelukauwe.

Tewiri, Tawidi, [^lelukauwe.*

Pi ri so groups reta'in their names and supposedly cannot

ori gi na1intermarry with their hosts, although there may have been an

marriage in the past to mark their alliance. I gloss the relationship of

migrant groups and individuals to their hosts as one of taffiliat'ionr,

with whom they may or may not intermarry depending on whether they are

associated or incorporated. Associated groups appear not to have strong

politica'l connections with their hosts but use or own the host sub-

clan's land or the land of the group they are joined w'ith' These groups

are often recent arrivals and may become incorporated over time at which

point intermarriage is prohibited. There are exceptions, Kawirene is

from Poloko but it d'id not arrive in Takuru as an entirety, but in small

groups over a period of time from two to four generations ago' Even

Some groups are representgd by only one man¡ other g

to mõre 
'than onä sub-clan because they arrived I

districts or at dlfferent times.

roups t belong'
rom different

*
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though it can consider itself a long-term resident of Takuru 'it prefers

to maintain po'lit'ical independence and has not become incorporated

(perhaps because it hails from a major allied d'istrict).

Groups which have become i ncorporated frequently refer to

themselves by their host sub-clants name, such that there 'is a merging

of po'litical identity. The prospect of association or incorporation,

then, is largely a matter of choice for the group concerned. although

perhaps less so for smaller groups or individuals who may find it more

expedient to express a shared identity with their hosts. Many individual

men who have followed their Koliri mothers to Takuru as ch'ildren now

claim they are, for example, tfullr Baipo as are their children, and

Baipo marriage restrictions are then folloved. Kibori, a non-agnatic

group of comparable size to Kawirene, chose to lose its ident'ity and

today insists it is tKawalit and is even recognized as one of its

1 i neages.

Associated groups can marry their hosts but prefer to marry other

'large groups within the district, probably to reinforce their position

and access to resources by spreading their affinal ties within the

security circle of Takuru (532 of all marriages of migrants are within

the district; Tab'le 3). Whether intermarriage is prohibited or not 'is

not always an indication of a groupts incorporation. The small size of

some migrant groups make it difficult to tell from informants if they

are incorporated or prohibited from intermarriage by a previous union

(rather than by an unconditional ban). Also, statements made about who

one can marry are not categorlcal, agnates within mig rant or pirikanago

groups sometimes differed in their opin'ions about whmthey, as a groupf

could marry.
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Wh.ile all non-agnatic groups or individuals are sa'id to tbelong'to

their hosts, this rbelongingr prohibits intermarriage only if the former

are p'irikanago or incorporated.3 A tigrant group a'lso cannot marry the

non-Koliri group it joins with, usualìy because both groups u'ere wamene

(brothers) in the same district before their separate migrations to

Takuru. Some of these groups are spoken of as if they were paired, as in

Alue-Kambiri, and even though Alue is to some extent the rhostt the

relationship between the two is formal'ly one of equivalence.

Ail pirikanago and migrant groups can intermarry, barring the

exceptions just g.lven, regardless of whether they tbelongt to the same

host sub-clan. Yet 657. of non-agnatic marriages in Takuru are with

tapinago groups, implying that unions with ìarger and traditional land-

owing groups have po'litical aspects vis-a-vis securing non-nata'l rights

to land and resources. Intra-district marriage, in general, creates'

supports or widens residential rights and social relationsh'ips.

Apart from these marriage truìest, and a prohibit'ion on cross-

cousin unions (same blood), the only other restriction follows an

initiaì marriage for three generationr.4 sot" t"n stated that this

restriction is eterna'|, and the generation lim'it may indicate the time

period after which the original un'ion is forgotten (perhaps this is a

too pragmatic recognition of marriage tamnesiat, as it may be generally

accepted that three generatìons have to pass before another marriage is

possible). tlhat this restriction entails is that the children and

grandchildren resultant from this union cannot intermarry with the'ir

motherrs and grandmother's group respectiveìy. A person also cannot

marry into a paternal grandmother's group. That these rules are

sometimes broken is indicated by a class of compensation payments which
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exist to cover such an eventuality, and make restitution for the tshame'

that is caused (the reason for exogamy in genera'l is to not bring shame

to the ancestors).

The reasons given for marriage restrictions vary with group level.

For sub-clans exogamy is the rule because they are tone bloodt and

tbrothersr; groups incorporated with their hosts do not marry because

they are t brothers t and he'lp each other i n pig-ki'l I s and warf are; and

restrictions arise between individuals and their motherts, MMts and FMts

groups because a relationship of debt and prescribed behaviour exists

between ego and these groups which is based on the obligations ego has

for'body' and'blood' (and which carry over to ego's children).5 lt is

also said for the latter that by one marriage the new'l¡nred has tprenim

pi ni s 
t the group of the bride or groomr suggesti ng a pol itical

consideration is made about not replicating exchange links to the

affinal group (although this is more at the level of the groups which

raise and receive the bridewealth).

A man who marries a Baipo woman is not prevented from taking

another wife from one of the other Koliri sub-clans, he is also not

prohibited from marrying into an agnatets wifets group, although true

brothers cannot marry true sisters. It is an individual man and his

descendants, and not his clan or sub-clan, who are opposed to the groups

of MB or hlB. As noted above, it is the sub-clan (and clan) which

constructs itself interna'l'ly as an agnatic patrilineal unit, and not so

much in opposition to other groups. In'la, I related this fact to the

history of settlement in Pangia, i.e., the continual d'ispersal of groups

diminished the potentia'l for exchange relations between groups. In that

section I also proposed that procreation beliefs are a reflection of
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'individual-group exchange relations, but it may be that these beliefs

came to encourage a further breakdown of intergroup exchange re'lat'ions.

Thetbody'of each agnate is derived from the MB's group, and it is

possib'le that this differential maternal input tthreatenst 
Sroup

solidarity by allowing the potent'iaì for each agnate to have a different

,body, (which admittedly receives a patrilineal impress).6 In this

situation, any imbalance in the number of women exchanged between groups

could put a yarene into a relatively subordinate position of ob'ligation

and debt.7 Ttis subordination may be desired by co-resident non-agnates

who want incorporation into the tbloodtof the host, but it perhaps also

accounts for the. relatively low rate of intermarriage with major

.8
enemr es.

The spread of affinal ties throughout Pangia may be to offset a

singular indebtedness to any one group as a wife-giver, i.e., it occurs

because of the difficulties associated with exchanging women between

groups. This would appear to underm'ine an alliance system based on

marriage, yet it is districts which a'lìy themselves and not groups;

there are more than eìght groups in Poloko whjch have affinal

connections with Takuru. It is possib'le, then, for districts to exchange

women without any great imbalance in debts for tbodyt aris'ing.9

In other words, the impl ications of procreation bel iefs for

alliance can be polit'ically circumvented, but only at the level of the

district and not the group. There is still a lack of emphasis on group

definition through exchange between groups' and this allows a son to

marry into a classificatory mother's group, and a man to marry a female

agnate of his brotherts wife (but not a true sister). In some instances
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it has even been poss'ible for a man to marry a woman of his clan or

group 'if they are not co-resident, suggesting that residence affects the

definition of agnates as a category of peop'le one cannot marry. To sum

up, patterns of alliance and marriage have been affected by Pangiars

history of settlement and by the nature and construction of the agnatic

group (this needs to be related to exchange, see 3e).

In Takuru, these patterns are similar to those described for Tunda

by A.Strathern, although the situation in Takuru appears more clear-cut

insofar as the former has a more complex and fragmented arrangement of

settlements and groups. tlhat will be examined is a statement that:

',overal l, there appears to be no particular correlation
between marriage into a place and military alliances with it

(and) marriage patterns indicate a separation between the
politics of war and territory on the one hand, and. kinship-
affinal alliances on the other"' (strathern'Â'l978:86)

The applicability of this quote to Takuru may help to clarify some of

the claims made above. Map 4 and Table 4, which is a comparison of

marriage patterns in Takuru and Tunda, should be consulted in reference

to the fol'lowing discussion (the data for Tunda being drawn from Tab'le

1, Strathern 1978:85; I am not sure if Strathern has counted non-agnates

in his survey, I assume so and have done likewise. Also, h'is survey is

of 76 living men while for Takuru it is of 305 people over three

generati ons ).

Tak'i ng i nto account the di f ferences 'i n soci al organi zati on between

the two p'lacesf and the differences'in the samp'les, the statistical

correspondence between their marriage patterns is remarkable. It could

be argued that the comparison of the two districts is not valid because
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Table 4: A comparison of Takuru and Tunda marriage patterns.

TAKURU TUNDA

i ntermarri age

with allies

with enemies

with near
settì ements

with far
settì ements

257.

73 197"

267"

28228247"

96

94

68

58

126

187"

157"

26

15

14

18

32

157"

147"

187

322neutral s 337"

389 101

Notes: Takuru Allies - Poloko 42, Pokale 16, Niripu '15

Takuru Enemies

Major Takuru Neutra'ls

- Marapi n'i
Maupi nÍ
Kal ane
Kumi ane
2.

2,
2,

15,
7,

Tunda I , ldi re 0, l,li owei 2,
Mel e-Tal'i pi ko 6, Kal ue 1 9,
No'iya 6, Kauwo 6, Mai a 5,

northern 12, southern 9, eastern

- (from near and far settlements) Weriko 23t
Kerepali 16, Apenda 13, Wambi '12, (Total 64)

- comprise 512 of marriages to all members.
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the data for Takuru wel? collected more than twenty years after

pacification, but many of the marriages tabulated refer to unions

contracted before or just after th'is event. Takuruns told me that apart

from being able to marry further afield they still marry in the same

wâV, tnabaut, nabautt, and to the same dfstricts as they did previous'ly;

recent marriages tend to confirm this. The cessation of warfare and a

diminished need for aìliance (for defen¿e) have.not appreciably altered

the post-pacification marriage pattern orr I would argue, significant'ly

affected the emergent pattern on the map (with one possib'le exception,

an increasìng tendency to marry to the west; see 2.a.1).

The basis for Strathernts claim is the larger percentage of

enemies, and near and far places, which Tunda marries 'in comparison with

its allies. This may be true for Tunda but I have argued that, for

Takuru, given the number of allies married to (3) as opposed to the

number of enemies (over 20), a comparison of the two is not espec'ially

revea'ling. Some enemy groups have a significant number of marriages with

Takuru, but I have explained this in terms of a particular relationship

between these groups and a sub-clan of Koliri (e.g. Kawali and Kalue

Tawindi), a situation which Strathern states does not occur in Tunda

(Strathern,h.l 978:86). 1 0

Also, in Takuru marriages with major neutrals could almost be put

into the tmarriage with al'lyt category - in the sense that refuge could

be sought at these places, they were often invited to pig-ki'l1s' and

sometimes did help in warfare - raising the number of unions with

talllesr to 137 (in comparison to 73 with enemies). Strathern does not

'indicate whether this relationship of 'neutra'lityr existed between Tunda

and any of the near and far settlements which, together with the
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possibility that marriage with distant enemies (and neutrals) may have

been for trade connnections (see 2a), suggests that the separation

between the po]itics of warfare and affinity'is, for Takuru at least,

problematÍc. That is, whether Takuru marriage is more concerned with

tkinship-affinal alliancet than with strategic considerations is not as

clear a distinction as Strathern makes for Tunda; it is a separation

which is perhaps more apparent than real when viewed from a long-term

perspective. The fact that enemies and allies were constantly changlng

as hostility peaked on one front and waned on another, would give the

appearance of such a separation but marriage choices, seen 'in the

context of the time they were made, f,âV reflect political considerations

(and allow a spread of affinal connections for groups to make use of if

dispersed in fighting). In Takuru, there is a correlation between

marriage into a place and military alliance and neutrality.

An investigation of more specific aspects of the marriage pattern

supports this correlation. The rate of intermarriage within Takuru is

252, and is obtained from dividing the sum of the number of marriages

between sub-clans and non-agnates, and non-agnates and sub-c'lans, by the

total number of marriages (30 + 66 + 389 x 100 = 257.i see Table 3). The

percentage of intra-district sub-c'lan marriage is .l3.27" (1 in every 7.6

unions), as compared to 417. for intra-district non-agnatic marriage (1

in every 2.4 unions), which relates to the different po'lit'ica'l

environments in which the two rtypest of Takurun live. For non-agnates,

who marry intra-district three times more than agnates, this strategy

reinforces their posit,ion as non-natal residents.

These statistics for the sub-clans are more meaningfu'l if they are

related to the marriage pattern. For t,he four sub-clans, Takuru ranks
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among the four most.preferred marriage plu"".o, of these marriagesr 252

of Baipo unions are Jn Takuru, 247" for Kawali, 392 for Wanuwane, and 162

for Toe (Tabte 2). The percentage for the four largest non-agnatic

groups varies fron 572 to 757".

Sub-clans can afford a greater spread of affinal connections - and

probably need them for alliance, exchange, trade and refuge - and the

13.27' of intra-district marriage reflects the greater proportion of

agnatic Takuruns, and that there is a limit to the number of resident

non-agnates which Koliri can marry. But that marriages within Takuru

comprise 277" of unions to the four most favoured places (282 to the

major aìly Poloko) suggests that the figure of '13.22 perhaps detracts

from t,he importance of sub-clan marriages within Takuru.

Intra-district marriage supports district sol idarity not by

narrowing the number of extra-district people whom one owes for 'body',

these connections are after all important for producing Koìiri children,

but by establishing links between people located in various kÍnship

networks as donors or recipients of tbodyr payments. These payments can

be received by a classificatory MB or ldB but an agnatic or non-agnatic

man who marries withfn Takuru is more likely for political reasons to

make these payments to his real l,JB, and his chi'ldren to their real MB,

which promotes a flow of wealth within the district.

These intra-district exchange relationships are between

individuals, whereas at the 'level of extra-district exchange they are, I

would arguer also between groups. That a relationship between gnoups is

f. These places are not necessarily allies or the same places for each
sub-cl an
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created by marriage is shown by Koliri taking refuge in other

as sub-clan grouPs or sub-clan lineagesr and rarely as

(although refuge may also be taken where connections are more

or 'agnat'ict than affinal)'

Onlytwosub-clansinTakuruhavelineages,BaipoandKawa]i.There

are three 'in each sub-clan' and they are ranked in order of importance

ifnotalwayss.ize.Tab]e5isabreakdownoflineagemarriagepatterns

forbothsexes|andshouldbereadwithreferencetoTable2.Thefour

districtsrepresentedarethosemostpreferredinmarriage,andabout

447. of both sub-clan lineages are to these four places'

Itisinterestingthatthedistrictswherethesel.ineageshave

marr.ied figure prominently in the history of Takuru as a'l'lies and/or

p.lacesofrefuge.Itshou]da]sobenotedthatthere.isageneral

tendencyfor]ineagestonotconcentratetheirunionstoonedistrict'

buttospreadthemoutandmarrywhereotherlineagesofthesamesub-

clanhaveaffina]connections.Oneintriguingfeatureistheconsistency

ofspreadinginaffina.|connectionstothefourd.istricts;6,6,6,6for

Baipo,s ]ineagesl and 8,10,8,7 for Kawali,s l.ineages. This may be

coincidence but it could reflect an attempt to construct 'equalt

po'litical relatjons with these districts (including Takuru itself) in

ordertoassertsomedegreeofcontro]overaflowofwealthandpork

around the 'bodyt payment circu'it' If this ls the caser the separation

betweenthepoliticsofaffinityandwarfarebecomes,forTakuru.even

more untenable'

di stri cts

i ndi vi dual s

hi stori cal

fact that marrÍage preferences for groups and individuals do

indicated by an expression used to convey this preference' poka
The

exist is



Table 5: Marriage Patterns of
Kawal i

73

1 i neages rri thl n sub-cl ans Bai po and

lrleri ko Pol oko Wambi Takuru TOTAL

BAIPO -
Mapoka

l,landue

Kauwe

1

4

'l

2

4

3

2

1

5

1

Kal ue !,leri ko Takuru

6

15

3

Kalane TOTAL

17

I
9

34

KAWALI -
Awari

Mondaiya

Kokori

TOTAL 6

TOTAL 10

24666

3

4

3

5

3

1

5

1

1

7

4

89

4
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tiakara tiaweyo, which refers to a woman going to the same place in the

bush to get the raw materials necessary for making netbags. Rope(Ps) is

also an idiom used Jn tracing maternal connections, and may be a

reference to the umbilical cord. That women and netbags are central in

this exegesis emphasizes the role of women in creating reìationships of

exchange and alliance; the 'image of making netbags pointing to the

production of children, wealth and food which confirm and support these

links. If women, through marriage, childbirt,h and labour, make possib'le

all the connections between men as groups or individuaìs, then "one sees

the utility of the fiction of patrilineal descent and of male

solidarity" (Langness, 1969: 53).

Although marriage ties, like those of the Bena Bena' connect

indiv'iduals and not groups (ibid:51), the sum of these ties can relate

groups if enough clan or sub-clan members marry into the same place. If

this occursr the connection between groups (or p'laces) may be

analogously reduced to a kinshjp relationship between individua'ls, that

of pewa or cross cousin. That is, by marriage a group can be perceived

as a kinship tindividual' which has the rights and obligations of this

'individual'; sometimes the idiom invoked for inviting a group to a pig-

kill is that they arê pgr 'i.e., they are connected through women

(incidentally peop'le cannot marry their pewa).

I am not maintaining that the Takuru marriage and alliance system

is strongly coherent or that marrìage patterns are the resu'lt of

politica'l choices in al'l instances. Langness shows how for the Bena Bena

marriages are widely dispersed for pragmatic rather than politÍcal

reasonsf and that there is "litt'le direct relationship between marital

ties and warfare" (iUi¿:SO). Yet he suggests that ideally men do desfre
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this direct relationship, which for many reasons is not worked out in

practice (ibid).

Bena have fought everyone around them, inviting comparisons with

the l,liru radial warfare pattern, but the difference between Bena and

Takuru l.liru seems to be that this relationship has worked out closer to

marriage preferences for the latter, in that over 607. of Takuru

marriages are within the district or with allied or neutral p'laces. This

testifies to the strength of this preference in a system of endemic

warfare and migration into and out of "districts (that) are emergent

rather than clearly defined and stable political groups" (AStrathern,

19714: 453).

Given this figure of 607", it is probably more a measure of the

usefulness or flexibility of this preference than of a correspondence to

reality (which reflects structural and ideo'logicaì d'ifferences between

Takuru Wiru and Bena society which will not be examined here). In other

words, the Takuru marriage pattern is a product of this 'realityt and

not an approxlmatfon to it. My problem is whether the extent of the

congruence between the marriage and alliance/neutrality pattern is the

result of political choice, or is a product of forced migration and long

periods of co-residence with certain groups or p'laces, or from

historical links with districts which I did not discover.

At an individual leveì the choice of marriage pattern may sometimes

be arbitrary, except when men prefer not to marry major enemies. But if

enough people prefer to marry to allied or neutral places a pattern

builds up which transcends fndividua'l choice. This choice is tpo'liticall

at a higher level of the system - of marrlage between districts not
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groups - even if Jt Js not a directly intentional decision. To conclude,

I favour the interpretation of some degree of politica'l choice in

i ndi vi dua'l marri ug"r. 1 1

FOOTI¡OTES

1. Strathern writes that tliru "ally groups were simp'ly allies; they
were not at other times minor enem'ies." (Strathern,h.1968:547). The
situation in Takuru is more complex; Ko'liri was an enemy of, e.g.
Marapini and Kauwo, but it did have allied groups within these
districts (Marapini Koliri and Kauwo Epari). Strathern re'lates the
lack of a competitive aspect in tliru exchange to the fact that
allies could not sometimes be m'inor enemies, but for Takuru these
cross-cutting ties, together with relationships of neutra'l'ity,
meant that groups within enemy districts could be allies. Clearly,
that a moka. type exchange system is not evident in Pangia needs to
be relatõìi-to more than the nature of a'lliance.

2. Tunda people do linguisticalìy distinguish between tsecond-comers'

and migrants (Strathern,0.l971k453); Takuruns were not this precise.

3. Toe is safd to rbelong'to Baipo because of its small size and need
for protection (which is why Toe has no non-agnatic groups
'belonging' it it). This 'belongingt to Baipo is to reduce Toe to
the status of a non-lgglg group as Baipo has designs on Toe
I and.

4. This includes, obvious'ly, a man not marrying actual sisters, their
kemearoa, although one man did this and his second wife was sent to
jail for three months. The husband was not punished.

5. It may be that this blood rìastst for three generations, and many
fnformants stressed that these restrictions were because motherts
people are those with whom one shares blood. Although sharing of
blood is a reason, lt is a different reason for sub-clan exogamy
inasmuch as the blood agnates share is asrbrotherst from a common
ancestraì mother,

6. This compares to the loss of a daughter ln marriage, which
threatens a fatherrs male individuality (see 3c).

7. Some places do appear to exchange u,omen over time, but this seems
to be less an lntentional aspect of marriage practice and more an
outcome of proximity, or from a previous residence with the other
group as refugees which, after a return to natal land, gives the
appearance of places exchanging women.

8. In which case it wou'ld be expected that a hlgh proportion of
relative to women marry intra-district. Given the size of
samp'le and lts 'lack of tjme-depth, such a claim is hard
statistically verify; for what it is worth out of a total of

men
the
to
80
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marriages by male non-agnates 562 are within the district, and of
61 female marriages 482 are within Takuru. Taw'indi, a small refugee
group from Kalue, arrJved in Takuru about two generations ago and
for 5 men 7 marriages were contracted, whereas for 6 women only 3

marriages were made. Also, Kawali, which fled to Kalue in the
l930ts, records 4 men of that generation which married Ka'lue women

but no Kawali women marry'ing.

9. Groups wÍth whfch Takuru temporari'ly alIied for their benefit would
often lower their bridewealth requlrements and sometimes gave a

bride for tnothingr as a way of thanking Takuru for its assistance
(brides could also be obtained for Inoth'ing' by capture).

10. A man was not specifically precluded from fighting his affines, but
was expected not to; if he did his affines would become angry and
make special attempts to kill him.

11. This has to be reconciled with a high divorce rate prepacification,
but fits in with the assertion that politica'l relations between
groups are constructed through, and at the whjm of, individuals.
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PART 2 : THE TAtlIt{G 0F THE IIRU

"I was struck by the marked contrast of attitude between
these peopìe and those of, SâV, Mendi. The Wiru speakers are
cooperative, keen and certa'in'ly not afraid of doing a b'it -ofwor'k (but) the are not really aware of the outside world"
(Pangia Patrol Report 3/61-2).

"The Pangia sub-district with continued good administration
wil'l remain one of the most stable and productive areas in the
Southern Highlands if not the whole of the Highlands region"
(Pangia Patrol Report 9/72'3).

"The people were told, (a) that we had started in the dark and
progressed along a 'road' of law and order, developmental
roads, economic projects and council growth towards a clearing
where the people could see that the troadt was good, straìght
and indeed'the on'ly one possible if they were to progress; (b)
that they could now continue along this road in sunlight and
see where it would take them; (c) that Austra'l i a had

controlìed Papua New Guinea in the past but had aimed at
training and teaching the people in order that they could run
theÍ r own affaÍ rs . . . 'r ( Pangi a Pat,rol Report 3/71-2) .

Jesus said: ttGo then to all peoples everwhere and make
my disciplines: baptize them in the name of the Father'
Son and the Holy Spiritrr (Matthew 28:19).

To replace paganism by the acceptance of the Christian faith'
and the ritua'l of primitive life by the practice of religion -
an objective proposed by Paul Hasluck, Minister of
Terri tori es.

tt... in this new and compet'itive world, Christians have a

better chance of survival than others ... the combined efforts

them
the

of gove
and ch
Nei l l,

rnment and missions have given new life to interesting
arming peoples who were in danger of dying outtt (S.
A History of Christian Missions, 1982:536).
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2a.l TRADE AtlD THE EARLY PATR0LS

There exist certain geographical and ecological features in Pangia

which, I would argue, have influenced the nature of lrliru society and

today affect local development. This district, although relative'ly large

in area and popu'lation, was before pacification what Strathern describes

as a "backwater" (Strathern'A"1968:551) in terms of its trade connections

and contacts with other 'language groups.

tJiru trade has been discussed by Hughes (1977). and no significant

d'ifferences were found between his observations and my own. In the

Highlands study area selected by Hughes he remarks that the:

longest described individual trade links were those between
northern Poru (Wiru of the Poru plateau) settlements and the
west Kambia people around Kegu and between the north-eastern
Poru and thä Daribi of the 'lower Kaugel area (Hughes,

1977 
= 
203).

This reflects on the isolation of Wiru from trade networks and also

on the fact that Wiru t'had no specialized exports of their own"

(ibid:74). Wiru had access to forest products but, as Hughes notes, they

were disadvantaged even in this because their northern customers had

closer sources of trade (ibid).

A brief summary of trade in Pangia is requ'ired, for our purposes

dealing mainly with pearl she'lìs, stone axes and steel. Shells came up

from the south coast via the Kikori river, where they were traded on to

tOkanit, the Samberigi Valley, and from here to the Poru plateau by way

of Kewa middlemen. The number of shells wh'ich t,liru received w'âS

probabìy limited in comparison with areas closer to the trade routes and
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with more to offer in the way of texportst. Pángiats isolation from

trade routes was reinforced by locat'ion, it is virtually hemmed in on

three sides by mounta'ln ranges or'large expanses of ra'inforest, with the

easiest and most reward'i ng access to shel I s, salt and cultural

innovations being to the west. Even this access was limited v'is-a-vis

obtai ni ng she'l I s:

... informants who knew both the Kewap

Pangia station and the Wiru area itsel
men-had always been rrichert, and had
getting many shells by taking most o
with Mendi and pass'ing the shells up
thus cutting out the tliru (Strathern,A.

i speaking area north of
f suggested that KewaPi
prevented the tliru from

f the trade from links
to the north again ...

1 978:89).

Settlements to the north and north-east of the Poru plateau were

better placed in terms of the stone axe trade, but even here llliru access

appears to have been limited and their axe blades of a smaller size, and

more worn because of the difficulties of replacement and continual

reg¡inding (cf.ll¡strathern, 1969). Very few axes were passed through the

Poru area to the Kewa, and the stone axe-shell connection was not made

to any great extent via Wiru; "the Wiru speakers say that they had few

(stone axes) and could not afford to trade many southwards" (Hughes'

1977=181). Like so many other trade items in Pangia, surp'lus was rare;

many men obtained their stone axes as an inheritance from t,heir fathers

rather than in trade.

These blades came mainly from trade wJth the west Kambia peoPle,

(see Mup), who obtalned them for the most part from quarries at Abiamp

in the l'lestern Highlands, and some from Dom in the Eastern Highlands

(iUid). Daribi of Mt. Suaru perhaps traded axes with Wiru at some stage

in the last century, which they manufactured from Dom material, but the
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majority of these axes went up the Kaugel rlver to the Kambia (who

traded them south to l|llru) (ibid). Wagner ('1967:6) states that Daribi

did not have access to Highlands stone axes unti'l reìatively recently,

suggesti ng that ll|i ru-Daribi trade contacts developed long after

hostilities in the Bumaru area (see 1a).

pigs were the major item given by tdiru in trade, a'lthough shel'ls

and plumes were also used. The limited access to shells, however'

reinforced the use of pigs in trade as they were the only item which

could be produced in anyth'ing like 'large numbers (countered to some

extent by the fact that external trade partners also raised pigs).

Pangia, according to agronomists, is a margina] sweet potato producing

area due to high rainfall and poor to average soÍls. This restricted the

size of pig populations, which were also needed for ceremonial exchange'

and hence reduced the quantity of items for which Wiru could trade'

tlliru settlements to the southwest and west controlled what shell

trade there was into Pangia. These places, and those which controlled

the stone axe trade, âlso had a greater access to forest products than

settlements more centra'lly located, such as Takuru, which may have been

relatively disadvantaged in trade, unless they acted as middlemen 'in

passing shells from the south to the north in exchange for stone axesl

and vice versa.

Internal trade for exotic items, especially axes, shells and salt,

must have been quite vigorous if limited by the amount of valuables

passing into Pangia. Al'l of these ltems were sign'ificant components of

bridewealth, and it seems likely that the radial d'lstribution of

marrÍage ties was of greater importance than tmiddlement 'in ensuring a



flow of wealth over

connections between

transactions (see 3c).

area. The establ ishment

an important feature of

a wide
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of trading

bri deweal thgroups is

Steel foìlowed the shell trade route from the south, and although

Wiru had steel before more northern people, such as Me'lpa' it is

reasonable to assume that steel, like shells, did not enter into Pangia

in any great quantities.l The ""ul importance of steel was that it
presaged the arrival of Europeans and the drastic changes that new

sources of valuables, and new valuables, forced in traditional trade

routes (see Hughes, 1978).

By the 1920's steel had

trade with the Kewa. Older

were young children the first

were in the Samberlgi valley,
)

kapona bina.' This term also

seen during and after I.IIIII'

by European rspfrits' or Kewa

passed over the laro river into Pangia in

Takurun informants told me that when they

steel they saw came from two white men who

and that the axes were named after them,

became the name for aeroplanes which were

and thought by some to be flying axes sent

sorcerers to kill them.

Accounts of early exploration suggest that kapona bina were either

Flint and Saunders in 1922 or Champion and Faithorn in 1929. These men

were government patrol officers who were exploring the headwaters of the

Purari river (Hughes, 1977:, Sinclair, 1969). They traded extensively for

food and assistance but, for the Flint patrol:

these goods were insufficlent to meet the local demand... the
few items passed on further were rarities and remained outside
the establlshed pattern of trade, travelling slow'ly and not
golng far (Hughes, 1977=47).
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Steel was present in the Samberigi Valley before Flint arrived

(ibjd) but this quote from Hughes, and Pangiars trade isolation,

suggest it.was more likeìy that steel did not enter Pangia, at least in

any quantity, untll after this patrol. Kapona bina was probably a l,liru

version of the Sau or Kewa rendering of the names of the first Europeans

to be associated with steel, and when it became more prevalent in Pangia

kapona bina had by then become the generic terrn for steel, and its

origins traced to this first association of Europeans with the new

val uable.

Si ncl ai r, i n a descri pti on of the 'l 929 patrol , re'lates how Cl aude

Champion crossed the Erave River on a cane suspension bridge, followed a

track and:

climbed a h'igh ridge and saw, away in the distance, grassed
valleys and the smoke of many fires. Champion suggested to
Faithorn that they should cross the river and go to
investigate but Faithorn held that his instructions were to
follow the Erave downstream and so they missed the chance of
being the first into the populated inland valleys of the
Papuan grasslands (Sinclair, 1969:123).

Given their 'location it seems likeìy that Champion was looking

towards Pangia district and Faithornrs reluctance to investigate

deprived Wiru of being among the first Southern Highlanders (a'long with

rfringe High'landers' like Sau and South Kewa) and perhaps H'ighlanders in

genera'l to encounter Europeans. l,liru had to wait another five years

before seeing Europeans, and beìow I hope to give some indication of the

interplay between society, trade, and a perception of the toutside

wor'ld t and Europeans.
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Direct contact with Europeans was made in 1934 by the famous Leahy

brothers, Mick and Dan. From their base in the Wahgi Valley they

conducted a series of explorations throughout the H'igh'lands from early

1933 to late 1934. The brothers were searching for goìd and in April

1934 this took them south through Imbonggu territory, past the western

shoulder of Mt. Ialibu into the Kewa area, eastwards onto the Poru

plateau and then north-east around Mt. Ialibu, over the Kangeì River and

back into Mandated Territory (see map).

While camping in a Kewa settlement to the west of Pangia, Leahy

noted that:

we were now on a main route to the Papuan coast. as indicated
by the number of steel knives and axes in the possession. of
the natives... (and by the fact that) shell cumency had been
somewhat inflated by importation from the south (Leahy'
1937:227).

A da¡À march to the east and the expedition was amongst lrliru

but their isolation from the trading network and their

nature is immediately made clear:

speakers
3

'backwatert

the mountain natives had few shells and we saw no more stee'l
axes. None of our interpreters cou'ld speak their language and

once more we had to fal'l back on signs (iUid:228).

It soon became apparent that Pangia was not go'ld country and the Leahys

hurried back to their base, encouraged no doubt by the inclement

wedther, the hostility of [.liru, and their non-comprehension of offers of

trade for much needed food:
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we struggled over steep tracks thàt seemed'to lead in every
directioñ-except north, yre were drenched to the skin by almost
constant rain and rarely had enough to eat. The natives' as is
the case with bush country natives everywhere. were sullen and

suspicious, and the women were kept out of sight. This
hampered our trading for food, as the women are usually the
gardeners and traders ( i bid¿227).

Leahy reports a markedly different reception from l,liru than that

received from their ethnic neighbours, creating an impression of

material and cultural differences, reflected in the protection of women

(there was not the frequent re'lationship between them and carriers,

with pa¡ments of shelì valuables for 'services' (tbid:226))' in the

characteri zati on of the i ndi genes as I mountai n' and ' sul I en and

suspicious', and i.n the difficulties of trade:

at each camp, two or three hundred kanakas would collect to
gape at us and clap their hands together in amazement but when
we offered them shells, knives, axesr salt and even cloth for
food they brought us sugar cane and bananas.

Unwilling to see the boys starve in a land of plenty, I took
matters into my own hands at last. leading a group of natives
to a fìourishing garden of sweet potatoes and indicating quite
plainly that we must have food. I spread out a generous amount
of trade goods on the ground, which the natÍves accepted
eagerly. But they still made no move to dig the sweet
potatoes.

"Aht'r said I ttthere must be a good reason for such conduct.
Perhaps the men in these parts have a taboo against entering
the gardens. Clever of the lazy hounds at any ratett. I then
told the boys to dig the sweet potatoes for themselves.

At this there was a'loud protest from the kanakas and they all
stampeded for the village. to reappear presently with bows,
arrows and spears. Before they came within bowshot, we fired a

few shots over their heads, at which they drew off some

distance for a. conferenc€ ....

It was know almost nightfall and had begun to rain. While our
haìf-starved boys were trying t,o coax the fire to burn enough
to cook the potatoes, there was a wi'ld yell from the kanakas
and several arrows landed among us. We promptly repl'ied with a

volley, firing blindly into the woods ....
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Throughout a miserable n'ight of torrentìal rain the whoìe camp

remained awake, the kanakas occasional'ly coming near enough to
peìt arrows at us. We were forced to fire into the darkness

I th'ink it was the ra'in which real ìy saved us a fight.
Long before daylight we had pulìed down the tents and packed
up for the road, and as soon as we could see the trackr wê

moved ahead (iUi¿: 228-9).

Accord'ing to i nformants, Leahy neg'lects to menti on an acti on on

their part which could have contributed to the escalation of hostilities

at a pìace 'identified by him as Iìyoi. The map which accompanies his

account in the Geographic Journal (1936), places Ilyoi in the

neighbourhood of Molo, but the incident which heìped to precipitate

v'iolence took p'lace at Laiyo, several kilometres to the south. There are

different versions of what happened but all informants agreed that a man

was shot and killed by one of the Leahy brothers. In one version the

victim objected to the appropriation of his wife for carnal purposes,

and in another he was shot whi'le attempting to break his way into the

house where his wife was either with one of the brothers, or taking

refuge from her husband who was threateni ng to ki I I her for

participating 'in sexual intercourse w'ith the strangers (one mission

account has it that a half-caste male resulted from this encounter

(Ridgway, 1976) but in actual fact it was the native poìice accompanying

the patrol who were responsible for the rape and killing).

People 'in Takuru, even today, know little of these first contacts

with Europeansr and some men who were children at the time claim to have

never heard of Europeans until the 1950's, which testifies to a certain

'insularity in the spread of know'ledge. From this po'int in time it is

difficult to ascertain the contribut'ion of this homicide to the clash at

Ilyoì. Informants gave more emphasis to the destruction of gardens,

which was seen as a hostile act of greater moment than a so'litary death.
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It is significant that the type of behaviour which 'initiated or

accompanied warfare - the destruct'ion of gardens and the abduction or

rape of women - was a feature of this patroì and' from the l,rliru

perspective, they couìd hardly be b'lamed for retaliating. They had been

good hosts, providing ìuxury crops of sugar cane and bananas, and their

hospitality had been abused. It was beyond the'ir comprehension that

these strangers, who were obviously creatures of incredible wealth,

would want to trade valuables for food.

The fact that Europeans were init'ial1y perceived as cannibals or

associated with ma'levolent spirits (which accounts for the hiding of

women and the 'suspicioust behaviour of Wiru) would have made the idea

of trading with them even more unlikely. Throughout their journeys the

Leahys were often fitted into the category of 'ancestor' in an attempt

to expìajn their presence. The construction of Europeans as tancestorst

seems not to have been made by Wiru (at least in the vicinity of

Takuru), such that they were more prone to react aggress'ively to what

they conceived as provocation by entities known for their malevolent

attitude to peop'le (although ancestors too can be malevolent, but not so

arbitrary).4 It could be argued that Wiru attacked sìmply because they

wanted the wealth of the patro'|, but it'is noteworthy that the conflict

reported by Leahy did not occur until after gardens were destroyed, a

woman was trapedt and a man was killed.

Nevertheless, the problems of trade which the Leahys experienced in

Pangia still need to be considered. Hughes notes that at the first Wiru

settlement encountered they were offered two small cassowarjes for one

pearl shell (Hughes, 1977257). This would have been a place more

familiar, from its prox'imity to the trade route, with external trade

than the settlements they passed through further east. It is conceivable
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that the people who offered cassowaries (who may have bilingual with

Kewa and influenced by Kewa culture) had heard stories from their Kewa

trading partners about white men'in the Samberigi valìey, and hence were

more prepared to trade than their less experienced eastern neighbours

(note that trade was still of valuable for va'luabìes). It appears that

people to the west and north of Wiru, who were closer to trade routes,

were more amenab'le barterers (see Leahy, 1937; ChamPion, 1940).

For most of the lrliru contacted by this patro'1, âñ initial

relationship with Europeans was not made through trade as happened

elsewhere in the Highlands, an outcome part'ìy due to an insularity which

"was an effective .barrier to the movement of persons and jdeas" (Hughes,

1977:100, in reference to the Poru plateau). The tideast referred to

here are ones connected with technology, such as the manufacture of

salt. It is interest,ing that Wiru were quite receptive totideast in the

forrn of imported cults, and there u,as a large tmarketr in Pangia for

cults or rituals.S People, years later, had not heard of the Leahys and

foltowing patrols, but, cults spread over the entire Pangia district.*

This imp'lies that at a ritual but not a'technological' level there was

a recept'ivity and eagerness for a new and more effective control of the

cosmos. The point being made is that innovation or the acceptance of new

ideas were more common in the domain of ritual, and this influenced the

perception of Europeans and the type of l,liru-European relationships

whlch emerged in the context of development.

Wiru were next visited in 1936 by the Bamu-Purari government patrol

of lvan Champion and Bill Adamson. tlalking from the west. they skirted

* These early patrols were confused by some with patrols of the
fi ft i es.
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north of Mt. Ialibu and then dropped south to the Poru plateau

(fncidentally naming it after the first l.liru settlement they camped

near). They proceeded in a south-easterly direction, without Champlon's

Imbonggu guides who refused to enter lrliru territory (Champion,

1940:249), a'long the western fringes of Pangia until they met the Tua

RJver. which they followed to the Erave (see map).

Champion noted the presence of many tvery oldt steel axes (PR

1936:98), whereas less than two years previously the Leahys saw no

steel. It is tempting to conclude that it was only in the mid to late

thirties that steel in any quantity appeared on the Poru plateau,

especially as the Leahys were further west of Champion and closer to

the trade route. That the axes were tvery oldt may indicate that they

had been well used by previous ourners and been a long time in the north-

south trade route before being passéd on by Kewa to Wiru. The latter

were not in a strong bargaining position and received the older, blunter

blades that were of less value to Kewa in their trade with Imbonggu and

Mendi.

Difficulties of trade with l.'liru were again encountered but this

tlme of a different nature; tliru were now willing to trade food for

steel but only for smal'l piles of sweet potato, ttwe asked the natives

for food and they brought little bundles of potatoes for which they

wanted axes" (Champion, 1940:250). Assuming that a bargaining instinct

is more developed with a wel l-defined trading route (cf. Hughes,

1977:55), lt can be seen why t,liru were not as realfstic in their

expectations of trade as their neighbours.
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Champion remarks, dryly one suspects, that eventually "we managed

to buy a few pounds with calico and shell" (Champion, 1940:250).

However, the next day the situation changed markedly, but only after

Champion had made strenuous efforts to convince Wiru of his desire to

trade valuables for food:

When I saw the exorbitant demands the men were making I told
them that we could see that they had plenty of food and that I
was wi'lling to pay one tomahawk-for a'large swag bag of it. I
told them- in sign language that we would sleep here and if
they did not biing food in the mornilg . we would take it
ourielves. If they iought us we would fight and I showed them

the magazine rifles. They grinned sheepishly.

This is the first time on the patrol that I have used threats
of any sort ....

At I a.m. men and boys gathered around the flys but they made

no attempt to bring any iood, though they are_quite friend'ly.
t{e waited an hour and then Adamson and two police took three
men and went over to the garden.

Adamson showed them that he wanted potatoes and they dug them

and filled a bag. when the bag was brought to the camp he_gave
the owner of tñe potatoes a large knife. At this several men

asked if they would get a knife if they filled the Swâ8r a!ìd

being answeied in the affirmative, went off and brought t!"
bag 6ack full of potatoes. Then they all_brought potatogs.- By

noõn *" had half a ton bought with seven large knives and five
plane irons ....

I do not think they belleved us at first that we would pay a

knife for a bag of potato€S ... the difficulty was to get
them started (PR 1936:97-8).

These actions marked the realization, fina]1y, that if steel goods were

to be obtained the relat'ionship with Europeans would have to involve the

trade of valuables for food (which wou'ld also be on the Europeans'

terms ).

Champion was less provocative in his patrol than were the Leahys,

and handled the trade situation more sensitively by not forcing the
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destruction of gardens and demonstrating that the peop'le themselves

should dig up sweet potatoes. Stories of the clash with the Leahy

expedition may have spread to the settlements where Champion camped, and

if the men 'grinned sheepishly' at the dispìay of rifles they must have

had some idea of their power (this usualìy had to be demonstrated by

kilting pigs or people). Yet no outright hostility was shown by Wiru and

Champion apparently used threats only in frustration at the failure to

obtain food, and not because Wiru were being surly or unhelpful.

There is no mention of the presence of women in Championrs report,

which suggests that people were sti'll suspicious of these strange

jntruders and, given the hostility which marked the Leahy patrol, it was

perhaps only Champion's handling of the situation - and a fear of rifles

- which prevented another outbreak of fÍghting.6 Th"re two early patrols

were the first phase of a re'lationship with Europeans and after

the departure of Champion even this relationship, Ín respect of trade,

had changed. The perception of Europeans also came to be influenced by

the gradual spread of stories and rumours about kianago (red men), their

powerr and their willingness to trade, especially after Ialibu patro'l

post was estab'lished in 1953.

The 1934 and 1936 patrols had come from the west and north

respectively, the directions in which valuables and cults came (this was

also the direction in which enemjes, canniba'ls and sorcery were found),

and later patrols in the fifties also came from the west, which may have

affected the att,itude towards, and acceptance of, kianago. t'lhile I'liru

remained wary of Europeans, they were starting to recognize that, unlike

spirits, they could be negotiated with as if they were people but, lfke

spirits. they were a stronger and sometimes arbitrary power.
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The indigenous trading system initialìy 'hindered relationships

between whites and Wiru (cf. Hughes, 1977212), yet once it was rea'lized

that a European presence offered much in the way of material advantages

to a tbackwatert people, then this presence was not only tolerated but

eventually desired. This development was related to the extensive use of

shells and steel, in the central valleys of t,he Highlands, by patroì

officers. prospectors and missionaries. Regional inflation resulted in

the areas which profited from this trade, eventually reversing

the djrections of traditional trade routes (Hughes, 1978). Peop'le to the

south of the central Highlands. traditionaìly the source of shells and

steel, became disadvantaged in their trade relations with northerners,

who now received these valuables direct'ly from Europeans (iUi¿).

It is difficult to know what effects this had on llliru, they may

have been better off in trade as their major export, Pigs' were nowr

due to inflation, traded for more valuables than was usual. Yet t'liru,

who were peripheral in the trade network anwayr were probab'ìy not

inundated by shells and steeì, and only benefited from the surplus of

these goods among their non-Wiru trading partners. l.lhile steel was

faìrly common fn the 1950's (Mendi PR5/52-3), shells have never beên

'l
prolific.' Stillr even a minor improvement in their trading position

could have been attributed to Europeans (and the use of kapona bina

indicates that Europeans ìtere seen as the source of the new valuables),

and it is not surprising that during the 1950's many l,liru men made the

long and dangerous walk to Ialibu statJon to trade food with the'kiaps'

for steel, shel'ls and scraps of white civilization. If such a walk was

necessary, it provides support for the view that Pangia's trade

prospects were not overly improved by European interference 1n trade'
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and that these prospects would, from the Wiru perspective, benefit from

a closer contact with kianago.

In other parts of the Highlands this reversal of trade routes led

to the emergence of cargo cults among people who had previously

contro'lled the entry of items into and out of these routes (Strathern,

1971). hliru never exercised t,his sort of control but I will argue later

that a sense of 'deprivationt affected the acceptance of Europeansr and

Jn particular of missions, by Wiru in an attempt to increase their

access to wealth through rritualr means (see 2b and 2c).

Recent articles by Healey (1982, 1983) prov'ide another dimension

to this discussion. He argues that the socio'logical implications of

trade have been neg'lected in preference to concentrating on its economic

and ecological importance for the areal integration of peop'le:

Trade can mediate relationships between distant people by more
than the equitable transfer of material goods. It does this by
providing a context for other expressions of social
solidarity, such as hospÍtality, trust and generosity. These
are articulated in the idiom of kinship, and serve to bind the
fndividual into an open-ended moraì universe far exceeding the
limitations of the everyday exigencies of group definition and
political process (Healey,1982232).

Healey bases his argument on data he collected on trade among the

Maring, a people who have been and continue to be heavily involved in

trade both inside and outside of their geograph'ical boundaries. Trade

within Pangia undoubtedly had sociological significance, although

Pangfars lack of specialfzed exports and its peripheral relation to the

wlder trade system meant that the social impact of trade, in comparison

wlth Maring, was of a dlfferent order.
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I have suggested above that the Wiru radial marriage pattern* was

part'ly to ensure a distribution of trade valuables within Pangia

district. This makes for an interesting comparison with Maring; Hea'ley

states that ki nshi p re'lati ons can be patterned on trade rel at'i ons

(ibid.), whereas for t.liru I would argue that, rather than constructing

kin where they trade, as do Maring, there is more emphasis in Pangia on

marriage creating trade connections (see 3c).

The way in which trade serves to construct social relationships is,

therefore, different in various societies, and the relationships which

Hightanders made with Europeans, through trade or through the manner in

which trade affecded their outlook, will vary from society to society.

Because trade outside of Pangia was not weìl developed and the economy

re]atively insular, [,liru were initially less tsophisticatedr in their

dealings with Europeans but, once they were better known, their presence

was eagerly anticipated for the rewards this would bring. The trade

experience of l,liru, I wou'ld argue, affected the acceptance of kianago

and the course of development in Pangia.

Trade remains important for Maring partly for its social aspects

but also because they continue to have an export market for their forest

products (Hea'ley, 1983). Regardless of similarities in the l^liru and

Maring colonlal experience, trade out of Pangia has virtually ceased

(yet see 3c) with the exception of cassowary exports to Mendi in the

mid-sixties to early seventies (duri ng the cassowary t boomt for

competitive exchange). There are various reasons for this; one already

presented is that Pangia never really had an export market or any

* If a generalization from Takuru data is permitted.
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speclallzed exports, another is that Pangia is better served by a road

network and has become, relative to MarinS, more integrated into the

national capitaìÍst economy through coffee sa'les, better access to

regional markets, etc. Wi ru were quite prepared to forego thei r

tradltional dependence on external and better p'laced trading partners to

overcome what was, until recently, a marked imbalance in the flow of

va'l uabl es.

['liru perceptions of the'ir disadvantaged posltion in the trade

network (to which I think the origin story alludes) and of the fact that

they were among the last people in the Southern Highlands to be

encapsulated into the colonial order, influenced their response to the

eventual European presencef as wel I as thei r enthusiasm for

development.S Two observations will be made here that are centrally

related to the issue of trade. The first is that twice as many

marriagesr in Takurur are made to the west than the east, i.e.. affinal

connectJons are more numerous the closer to the traditional shell-stone

axe trade route. Out of 33 marriages contracted in the last ten yearsr

2.7 times as many unions are made to the west than east, as it is still

the west (the northern stone axe trade is no longer important) which

controls the 'tradet in valuab'les (money), as well as being the

direction from which roads enter Pangia and which connect to the

Hightands Highway. Also, villages closer to Pangia have more coffee and

tbisnist and are trichert, and make more attractlve settlements with

which to set up exchange relationshfps. This suggests that the internal

flow of wealth in Pangia is regu'lated or channelled in much the same

t{ô}r i.e., money can be redistributed, as are valuables, through the

marriage-trade network. Secondly, that money is treated as a valuab'le

as well as commodity by tliru (see 3c) strongly inpl.ìes t,hat the principal
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source of money - coffee -'is an item which, ìike pigs, is 'traded' for

money 'in much the same way as valuables were traded before pacification

(a'lthough the 'trade routes' are, of course, different).

The significance of the above is to indicate that post-pacìfication

economic relationships can be viewed as rdo'ing' to some extent much the

same thing as trade, and that the coffee-money transaction can be

understood in terms of an areal integration 'into a wider 'tradet

network. Yet there is still a social dimension to the use of money in

marriage transactions, perhaps ev'idenced by statements that daughters

are'coffee treest (see 3c). Money has repìaced other tradeditems, with

the exception of shells, in bridewealth, and that unions are sometimes

made outside of Pangia may mean that a social relationship through

exchange, created by marriage, is desired.

F00ïI{0TEs

2.

When steel was first introduced it seems that headmen especia'l'ly
obtained it as they had more wealt,h, and initialìy one axe fetched
more than one pig, and kina shells were also exchanged for steel.

There is a story that one of these men uras eaten and his boots
cooked because it was thought they were fiesh (the fact that they
were inedible provoked greai delight). This probably refers to the
k'illing and consumption of the missionary Chalmers on Goaribari
island in 1901, the story of these acts be'ing passed up the trade
route to eventua'lìy reach Pang'ia in the 1920rs.

The Wiru language was calìed Abage by Leahy, either after a local
group name or his record'ing of the word for speech or talk - aqale.

I know of no myth where ancestors will return bearing gifts, common
in areas which supported cargo cults, and whìch influenced the
reception of whites.

3.

4

Strathern reports a cargo cult was in the Ialibu area in the ear'ly
forties (4. Strathern, 1971t2257). It spread north but not to
Pangia, perhaps because l^liru did not have the chance to 'buy' 'it
before ' ki aps' stamped 'i t out. An al ternati ve reason 'is that
tJiru did not experience the same problems in the exchange system as

5
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6.

7

8.

Ialibu big men, who lost their monopoly over shells, and therefore
would not have felt a'needtto redress an imbalance in exchange by
engaging in cargo cult act'ivity (cf. Brunton, 1971; A. Strathern,
19718). An argument against this is that W'inu did experience a

degree of 'relative deprivation' in terms of trade with the
'outside' and may have accepted a cult to rectify this percept'ion.
I do not know, however, if l,liru even knew of the Ialibu cult.

It is interesting to compare the experiences of the two
expeditìons, Leahy commented on the prevalence of warfare while
Champ'ion remarked that the area he exp'lored appeared quite peaceful
(Leahy, 1936; Champion, 1940).

One p'lus in Pangia's trade position may have been the pacification
of areas that Wiru traded with, al'lowing for wider contacts to be
made. Yet there were still vil'lages in 1955 which used stone axesr
and wh'ich filed steel axes in two because of their rarìty (Ia'libu
PR3/55-6 ).

An interest,ing comparison can be made with the Pubi peop'le of the
Nembi Plateau, which supports my argument. Pubi were advantaged by
trade until the arrival of Europeans, and the loss of their
importance in the trade network influenced the'ir reception of
whites and led to Pubi resentment, lack of assistance, surlinessf
etc. (Crittenden, 1982=246).
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2a.2 PACIFICATIOI{ Al{D I{AD]{ESS

World War II slowed down the rate of pacificationl and Pang'ia rras

probably not visited again until 1952 by a government patrol 'led by D.

Sheekey and R. Claridge (see map).2 lt went for 87 days starting from

Mendi and took in the eastern portion of the Southern Highlands, Mt.

Karimui and the lower Wahg'i Valley, finishing in Mt. Hagen (Mendi

PR5/52-3). This was Takuru's first experience of Europeans, which was

repeated in 1955 when a headman u,as arrested for killing a Mele manf and

taken to Ialibu for sentencing (Ialibu PR4/54-5).

Mendi was the centre of admin'istration for the then Southern

Highlands District and the post-war period saw an expansion of

Australian authorìty and patro'lìing. In its drive towards District

control, Ialibu in 1953 became, for nine yearsr the administrationrs

most eastern station. Between 1953 and 1961 there were a number of

patrols through Pangia in an attempt to halt fight'ing and to initiate

relations prior to the establishment of Pangia station, which occurred

in September 1961. Some of these patrols were for medical purposesl

such as anti-yaws control, and a few informants remember being given

'i n jecti ons.

Although Pangia was derestricted later than most large 'language

areas in the Southern Highlands, it did receive a reasonable amount of

attention from seven patrols in the decade up to 1960. It was not unti'l

1958 that a major patrol led by P.0,'s Keenan and 0'Neil'l contacted most

Wiru groups on the Poru p'lateau. Pangia station, in fact, was supposed

to have been opened in 1956 ort57, soon after lalibu was established,

but delaysdr¡etoalack of assistance and resources moved its opening to
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1961 (Mendi PR5/53-4). By th'is time many Wiru had been to Ialibu or

Kaupena, and some had found employment outside Pangia (mainly as mission

hands ).

During the fifties Wiru became aware that kianago were not just

transitory figures passing through their country. Ialibu station was

less than l0 km. from the nearest Wiru population and in the mid to late

fifties visits were made there by men from close'lying as well as more

distant settlements. The incentive was to obtain steel, shells and the

ìike, which Wiru believed were being distributed by station personnel.

Usua'lìy, though, people h,ere disappo'inted and the food they took for

exchange was barely reciprocated by bott'les, pa'int or salt. 0ften they

had to labour (as did l'liru prisoners) on construction at Ialibu station

or on the road to Pangia, such that Wiru had a fair experience of'kiad

before 1960, and often refer to the fear and insecurity they felt in the

presence of Europeans. This was compounded by their association with

uali, hostile wild spirits.

These visits were often made by headmen or adventurous young menl

who were frequently appointed as representatives of the new power in

their home area, and given blue'lapìaps'and 'numbers' (badges of

authority). This, together with patrols into Pangia and the relation of

observations made 'in Ialibu - airstrips, wealth, what Europeans required

of indigenes, etc. - led Wiru to the realization that at some stage they

were next in line for colonial control and to some not'ions, however

vague, of what this forthcoming presence would entail. Demonstrations of

the potentiaì of 'kiaps' were beìng given by patrols suppressing

warfare, arresting killers, and arrangìng compensation between enemies

by making them ki'11 pigs together.



By 1956, it was only tliru to the south of the Poru p'lateau.

f i ghti ng cont'i nued perhaps unti'l 1960, who sti I I regarded the col oni al

presençe "as a force which they may have to reckon with, but which for

the most part is something situated far away from them, and with little

concern for them and their actions" (Ialibu PRl/56-7). Yet th'is

observation fails to acknowledge that Wiru in th'is region were aware of

this impending external control and displays of autonomy may have been a

response to this awarenessr as were later outbreaks of tmadnesst.

Although Pangia was a restricted area, durìng this period at least

one mlssion had been into the d'istrict encouraging young hliru men to

travel to outside mission stations, where they were indoctrinated in a

variant of Christianity and received more information about Europeans

and their intentions and Promises:

The mission had the wise plan of taking some boys from thg
areas they planned to enter, and training them in advance of
their coming, so that on the doors opening, they would 

-hayqready-trainãd nationals to go wìth them to the new field
(Ridgway, "1976272).

Perceptions of the consequences of colonial encroachment varied

throughout Pangia with the extent of direct experience, and with the

spread of rumours based on limited knowledge.

There were two major outcomes of this increased European contact

with hliru, which occurred at about the same time in the early sixties.

Qne was the start of influenza epidemics, which killed significant

numbers of people. I have no accurate figures for deaths in Takuru but

informants stated that nearly everyone d'ied. This exaggeration implies

how serious the situation wasf at least forty peop'le died on evidence
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from my genea'logica'l records. In Tunda, a settlement of comparable

popu'lation size, A. Strathern estimates about one hundred deaths from

this epidemic, a greater number than that judged by med'ica'l teams for

the entire Pang'ia area (4. Strathern, 1977=132). These estimates from

Takuru and Tunda suggest mortality rates of between 107" to 207" for the

di stri ct.

The other outcome was fits of collectivetmadness'among young menl

ana'lysed in detail by Strathern (1977). Initially, the presence of small

parties of Europeans was large'ly a mystery and did not provoke any

general response from the l,liru population. This situation changed when

patroìs increased in frequency and a colonia'l power base was established

in Ialibu. The object of these patro'ls was not onìy to pacify and assess

the area, they a'lso spread news of the administrationts intentions to

colonize the Poru p'lateau. The scale of madness, and 'its particular

man'ifestation, which Strathern reports for Tunda and surround'i ng

settlements was not apparent in Takuru or further north over the Polu

river. That this more southerly reg'ion was the last to be effective'ly

patrol'led, and that people here had the example of the north Poru

a'lready under control, ffiâV be the reason for the local nature of this

outbreak. By being tlast', these Wiru felt even more threatened and

confused by the approaching co'ìonial embrace.

The collective madness in the south was thought to be spread by

Europeans (iUid:138). In Takuru, it was further stated that 'k'iaps' put

tchemicals' in the river which 'tamed'Wiru upon drink'ing its water,

and caused the onsets of fits in some indiv'iduals, mostly young men.

'Tamingt made [,liru ready for the acceptance of European authority; the

injections given by medical patroìs were aìso said by some to have
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'tamedt them, as well as initiating madness. llliru men needed an

exp'lanation for the loss of their image as aggressive fighters and for

their complicity in tkiapt directives to abandon warfare, which relates

to the notions of emasculation discussed in 2d. This rchemicall

'interpretation ls not found in Strathernts account which is based on

data colìected in 1967, and is perhaps a result of education and other

experiences after twenty years of colonialism; incorporating chemicals

into the explanation serves to update versions of what happened.

A reason why young men, bachelors or recently married, exhibited

this behaviour is that madness in many Highlands societies may be an

anti-social response (but also cultural, see Robin, 1981, and Clarke,

1973 on madness as theatre) at the collective or individual level to

highly emotional conflict situations. Young l,liru men "on the verge of

feeling, or comlng under the pressures of the exchange system, of adult

society and its possib'le accompanying rivalries" (Strathern,A" 1977:133,

translation), were more susceptible to such situations as it them that

t,he future threatens most. And, with warfare put down, young men were

lacking in ways to channel their aggressiveness and prove themselves as

men (which relates to the notion of rtamJng'). Madness took a form

common to Hlghland societies, that of rwild man' behaviour, whJch

"fuìfiIs for a time the cultural ideaì of being an aggressive and

dynamic man" (Cìarke, 1973:208) in a situation where male adulthood, and

its achievement, becomes problematic.

Strathern suggests that the telling of stories of madness, their

elaboration and the element of humour they contain, is a way of

reflecting on the changes preceding colonization and on the reasons
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for l.J'iru responses. The behav'iour itself was partly the result

of realizing that change was imminent, and choice was not being offered:

What the wh'ite men were bring'ing with them was a new system of
control over ouJnership, behaviour and power. [¡l'iru could not
avo'id subjugation to this control Pol'icemanr $urìs¡ labour,
rules and regulations, aìl these together must have given rise
to the imagã of powerful control. If that 'is the case, the
reaction oi madness was reversal; to put one's self tout of
controlr, thus giving a powerfu'l temporary tanswert to the
whitesr arrival (n. Stráthern, 1977:.l39, translation).

It seems l'ikely, as in the example given by Strathern (iUi¿:139)' that

madness resu I ted when new authori ty, represented by t ki aps ' and

appointed policemen, was made manifest, or in situations where the

dramatic impact that this authority presaged was perceived.

Those who became mad frequentìy ran to other sett'lements where they

produced this behaviour in other young menr also aware of these new

pressures, by the power of their d'isplays; t'ideas can be as contag'ious

as actions" (Frankel, 1976:117). Madness, in this s'ituation, was indeed

spread by Europeans although, because of the'ir assoc'iation with hostile

spirits, to:

attri bute
Europeans'it to evil

the cause of the fit to the strange intruding
is, in a way, equ'ivaìent culturally to attributing
spi ri ts (4. 

- 
Strathern, I 977: I 38, trans I at'i on ) .

There are s'imilarities between madness and the trance or possess'ion

states common to cargo cults, which invert relatÍons of power and

domination. The mad young men were to some extent acting l'ike whites by

behaving arbitrari ìy and causing disorder. By act'ing out their

transformations, these young men were perhaps attempt'ing to ga'in contro'l
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or power over others as a response to their loss of autonomy' That is'

they were putting themseìves 'int and not 'out of controlt.

ual.i can possess peop'le and drive them mad, but th'is can give those

possesed a power as ritual specìalists. Tangu, as reported by Burridge'

saw whites as sorcerers (Burridge, 1969:159), which is a sim'ilar and apt

percept'ion to that of Wiru given the uncontrollable and non-reciproca'l

nature of Europeans. The latter were also known as kapona' as were the'ir

manifestations such as axes and aeropìanesr and as recorded above it was

thought by some Takuruns that a fìyin9 axe (aeroplane) would come and

kill them. This illustrates the fear and uncertainty w'iru felt in

antic'ipation of European arrival' oF at least felt towards objects

associated with these strange new peopìe (which influenced the'ir

reception). But by acting l'ike Europeans' who had great wealth and were

now in controlr young men may have been'identifyìng with them as a new

type of'ritual specialist,r, with the power of this posit'ion flowing to

young men through possession by Europeans'3

These notions of 'possessiont and tresponse to colonial control'

will be returned to in a later section (4a), but it is worth noting here

that there may betrelig'ious'dimensions to madness and that "possession

may be the source of importance relevations to the communitytt

(Stephen , 1979:13). Also, psychoìogical exp'lanat'ions of madness are

prob'lematic and, ultimately, unprovab'le. I have to some extent

subsc¡ibed to this explanation, but prefer a rcultural' interpretation

of this behaviour, which is expìored further in 4a'
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The tepidemict proportions of the madness and its spread throughout

part,s of Pangia suggest, if madness can be used as an indicator of

varying receptive states, a qualitative difference in the reactions of

lrliru, as opposed to other High'landers, to European intrusion (which also

reflects differences in the history of pacificatfon in the Highlands).

This does not, deny that rwild mant behaviour was a response to

colonialism in other areas. Clarke reports that 202 of the male

population of his Maring fieldwork vil'lage demonstrated this behaviour

(Clarke, 1973:206), but it did not spread throughout the Maring area to

the extent it did in Pang'ia, nor was it collective or directly

attributed to the 'influence or intentions of Europeans.

I suspect that the scale and nature of Wiru madness was to do with

Pangiats iso'lation, its late entry into colonialism, and the traditional

expectations and fears of spirits and the routside worldt.

Paradoxically, the uncertainty and confusion which contributed to the

madness was exacerbated by [.liru wanting Europeans to arrive so that the

benefits and goods associated with them would come to Pangia - as the

preliminary construction of an airstrip, independently of administration

requests, illustrates (Pangia PRl /61-2) - while at the same time having

no control over this presence. The airstrip construction also suggests

possible cargo cult overtones to the European arrival, oF at least a

magical belief in the presence of airstrips bringing *eulth.4

The interesting aspect of these two 'epidemicst was that, the

madness was sald to be caused by Europeans whereas the sickness, in

Takuru at least, is still believed to be the result of ulo sorcery.

Influenza foìlowed or was contemporaneous with the madness but Europeans
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were not blamed for it even though the connection would appear to have

been obviour.5 The severity of the sickness outbreak would also seem to

have pointed to a non-traditionaj explanation; the scale of madness wasl

after all, attributed to whites. (The ulo interpretation did, however,

have a novel dimension as this type of sorcery wasr a'long with the

arrival of whites, a relatively recent phenomenon).

I can only suggest that madness, because of its tnovel' aspects,

was interpreted in terms of novel causesr wh'ile the prospect of death

through sorcery was an ever-present fear and a readily available

explanation for misfortune. It was reported that more would die from ulo

unIess Takuruns became Chri stians (people said they uænt, to get

missionaries to stop these deaths) and at this stage of pacification

Christianity u,as perceived, I would argue, as a cult (and continues to

be so perceived, see 4b). The need for a superior ritual control after

epidemics has been commented on by Glasse (1980) for the Huli of Tari

district, and as in Tari this was a factor in the acceptance of

Christianity and the mission in Takuru.

In a sense, the causes of both sickness and madness were

't,raditional t and assessed as such in terms of exist'ing know'ledge and

experience. The scale of the madness was novel but ultimate'ly not life

threatening, and blamed on European rspiritsr; unnatural death was not

novel and the symptoms of influenza ì{ere more easily exp'lained as

sorcery. Sickness and death were seen to have their origÍns in social

relationships, and the non-social or asocial relationship with Europeans

would have prevented the attribution of this form of sickness to them.

Sorcery has a rationale located in morality, while madness 'is arbitrary

and caused by amoral, non-reciproca'l spirits.
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2.

FOOTIIOTES

1

3.

4

5.

See Rodman, 
.1979 for the use of the term tpacificationr.

World . l,lar II had little affect on Pangia, peop'le reported seeing
formati ons of /p'lanes f l yi ng overhead and i t was sai d a 'p'lane
crashed between Takuru and Weriko. Takuruns went to 'investigate but,
found only a hole in the ground and few scraps of metal which wen
used, they say, to make bushknives. Th'is sounds more like a bomb,
but stories of bombs being dropped occur elsewhere in Pangia and
even in Kewa district. These stories, like the cooked boot,s tale,
are most likely apocryphal, although what purpose they serve I am

not quite sure, except that they herald the arrival of whites. In
many bomb stories a woman was killed by the exp'losion while
gardening. The details in these stories, and their spread, may be
part of an attempt, by tliru to construct their own history of earìy
relations with Europeansr just as madness tales relate to these
first contacts.

The madness was not an attempt to supplant the control of
authoritative Wiru men, rather it was to deny th'is control (as no
longer capable) and perhaps to create the illusion of an equality
of power with whites. In common with the trance and possession
states reported for cargo cults, it may have been radaptivet for
the short term by allowing young men an outlet for their fears, and
perhaps to act them out in preparation for accepting a new order
(cf. Clarke, 1973). The causes of such behaviour are sti'11 open to
debate (see Clarke, 1973, Frankel, 1976, Robin, 1981).

Compare wi th l,lagner t s account of Dari bi engag'i ng i n speci a'l
introduced rituals to attract whites into their reg'ion in the
1940's (hlagner, 196722). See also Morren (1981:59) who compares the
independent construction of airstrips by Miyanmin to a cargo cult,
which did not eventuate because tcargot did arrive, as it did in
Pangi a.

Influenza was the forerunner of venereal diseaser resp'iratory tract
infections, and of an increase in malaria (from new strains and
from the ability of malaria totfollowr roads, i.e. from the
greater number of puddles and poo'ls that roadbui'lding causes).



2b. "A BETTER t{AY 0F LIFE": DEVELOPI'|Ei|T lil PAIIGIA

In ,¡95.1, the Central Highlands District was divided into three

separate districts - Eastern, Western and Southern. The ruggedness and

i sol ati on of t,he I atter contri buted to del ays i n the consol i dat'ion of

Australian control, and in the following decade the Southern Highlands

was low on the list of colonial priorities. This situation continues to

some extent and today, as the last district elevated to Provincial

status (granted in 1978), it, lags behind in economic development' health

and education (although it can compete strongìy with other Provinces in

the number of missions per head of population):
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as they

'i nd i cate

The Southern Highlands is indeed the 'poor sister'. Sure'ly no

responsible pãrson serious'ly believes that the economic
development of 407" of the popu'lation of Papua can continue to
be negiected indefinitely with impunitv (Pangia PRl /66-7)'

It was only with the imposed responsibility of preparing Papua and

New Gui nea for i ndependence that the Austral'i an admi ni stration

attempted, through a pol'icy of rapid development (ibid)' to bring the

Southern Highlands more into line with other Highlands areas. Init'ia'lly

this was made more difficult because of

1

2

the stagnation caused to the local economy by years of migration to
plantations under the Highlands Labour Scheme (see Amarshi et al.,
1 979: 41 ),

the problems and time involved in road construction in inhospÍtable
terra'i n, and

lack of finances, resources and manpower.3.

It should be noted that the Mendi administration did as much

could with the men and materials at hand, and patrol reports
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the frustration of not being able to do more, and of not getting the

assistance thought necessary (see Pangia PR3/61-2). Still, the emphasis

was on progress in as little time as possible, and it is arguable that

this accelerated deve'lopment was always in the best interests of the

peopl e.

The following is largely a description of the development of Pangia

district by the Australian administration, Jnterlaced with quotes from

patrol reports of the period, which convey a picture of the colonia'l

scene in Pangia much better than I can (not that they always present a

ttruet account of development). Some of the consequences of coìonial'ism

are addressed, and will be discussed in greater detail in 2d. and later

sections. I hope to have indicated above how Pangiats pre-pacÍfication

history and trade experiences may have had a particular effect on the

acceptance of the colonJal regime, mlssions, and pìans for progress.

The history of development in Pangia has to be viewed in the

context of this same history for the Southern Highlands:

But the goals of an encapsuìating power alone do not determine
the content of the linkages forged by pacification. Each
episoffiF pacificatJon oècurs in a particular historica'l
context that affects the course of subsequent events (Rodman,
1979:.22, author's emphasis).

The time in which these events took place made the post-pacification

history of Pangia different from other districts in the Southern

Highìands, and Highlands in general. The reason for colonial cont,rol was

not merely the creation of a tpax Australianat, rather this was viewed

as a necessary step towards achieving the Pangia administrationrs

primary objective - development. I will discuss the period 1962 to 1975
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under various headlngs, and attempt a brief conclusion at the end of

this section.

(a) ATTITUDES T0 DEVEL0Pl,lEtlT BY IIIRU AilD TKIAPS'

By the time Pangia station was established 'in August 1961, and

compìete'ly derestricted by June 1962, both [,rliru and Pangìa personnel

seem to have had a clear idea of what was wanted in this district.l

Development was desired by all but Wiru, of course, had less of an idea

of, and less control over' the way in which it was to be achieved. J.

McCarthy, the Director of Native Affairs, wrote in 1961 that "excellent

contact over the past decade has had its results of am'icable relations

and unusual co-operation from the people" (PRl/61-2). This led to

recommendations for the ear'ly derestriction of the district (PRl/61-2).

It appears that earl ier patrols and experience with t kÍapst and

missionaries at Ialibu and Kaupena made l.liru eager for a European

presence of their ownr and they did appreciate the greater safety and

mobiìity which came with prohibitions on fighting (PR3/61-2; PR4/70-1).

As ear'ly as 1961 the reports indicate the major purpose behind

col oni zat'í o n ¡

it is to the energetic younger generation that we must look to
for our major support in developmenta'l programs and acceptance
of our aims and hopes. For success obvious'ly our aims, hopes,
etc. must become theirs.

To this general purpose talks were given to each group deafing
with overall need and necessity for improvement, aims, polìcy
- general Administration propaganda - and a comparison drawn
between coastal, other highland deve'lopment, and the ['liru;
point'ing out the difference in the period of Admin'lstration
control but stressing that the gap must be closed ....
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These talks were extremely well received and 1n every case the
people claimed the desire to progress and even stated that'
while sometimes the actual needs and loftier ideals were
somewhat obscure to them, al I the Government had to do Yras

direct the activity and they would provide it ....

The several patrols to this area have polnted out that work,
work and more work is necessary if any headway is to be seen
r.. they have received some pay, trade, plus the thrill of
see'ing planes land on the strip and so on, but this alone will
hardìy be enough to maintain enthusiasm. They want something
of their own.

Patrols have stressed the importance of education and cash
economy... and it is here that they are especially keen.

The point of all this is that if we want to show real headway
in this area we have the perfect opportunity !9. With a

positive economic development plan and the appearance 9f
schools, aid posts, etc., there is no reason why tlliru should
not surge ahead. Deìay may cause waning Jnterest which will
make implementation of such plans much more difficult later
olì.

This cantt real.istical'ly be cal'led "going too fast". It is
simply a case of catering for needs and demands. It was the
government who stopped them fight,ing and told them if thqy
ñeard the good word we could show them a better way of life
and help thãm achieve it. They want the gap filled (PR3/61-2).

As Strathern rÍght'ly remarks, a'lthough tdiru were enthusiastic for

development there was a strong element of coercion on the part of the

administration (Strathern"l. l98U:93). Government work days were rigidly

enforced and gaol sentences handed out for non-attendance - with

prisoners supplying another pooì of labour - and for failures to obey

new ruìes, e.g. maintaining a proper standard of hygien..2 On" tkiap'

confided to me that people were even jailed for such th'ings as not

plant,ing any or enough coffee trees (i.e. hindering deve'lopment) under

various pretexts such as not turning up for road work.

This coercion was partly from the necessity of tcatching upr with

other areas, but it was also seen as an efficient "developmental

technique" (PR3/61-2) in its own right:
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Half-hearted stabs at it (development) are not good enough

could result in frustrat,ion and loss of interest. The t'Jiru,
agriculturally, has not been tampered with and thus the
Alricultural Óepartment has a go1den opportunìty to go_all out
fãr a particular crop in the first instance; diversification
can be'considered at a later date. A well planned, fullscale
assault, with clear policy as to crops and ful'l support' from
the Agricultural Department js the answer. I believe anything
falliñe short of this is near'ly a waste of time; will resu'lt
in a bltty, scratchy development ... and eventually fall flat
on its face (PR3/61-2).

This coercive technique and the desire for development have to be seen

in the context of the trepidation l,liru felt towards tkiaps' and later

symbols of colonJal control, including Councillors and rural pol{ce

officers, which influenced their wi'llingness to commit their labour to

Pangiats progress.'

Nonetheless, that hliru had deve'lopment thrust upon them did not

lessen their enthusiasm for undergoing this process, oF for what they

saw as its benefits:

there is a universal cry for money which is found from one

side of the division to ihe other.- Although the peoplets way

of life has not been affected by the introduction of new foods
or cash crops the realization of the va'lue of money hlt
produced almost a pre-occupation, at least. -while in the
;;r;;;; ðt iwtrtte 'men', äbout complainingþfþheir limited
access to economic advancement (earning money).'The people are
more than w.illing to allow a European, be he a Miss'ion
representative or the lauded, almost mythologica'l ]9glqllv
Mas¡er' to establish himse'lf permanently amongst them (PR6/63-
4).

... the people want progressr they real'ize they are ^*911
behind other' Highland peoples economical'ly and they fully
appreciate that the best way of catching up is by cooperation
and hard work (PR8/65-6).

of
Wi ru

* This tpre-occupationr is related to the traditional perception
Pangia's disadvantaged trade positlon, which affected the
resfonse to developmènt initiatives (see 2a.1).
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The administration at Pang'ia saw c'learìy that if th'is district was to

achieve in ten years what other areas were a'lready experienc'ing in

respect of development, then one of the greatest barriers to this were

the forces of tradition and conservat'ism, which meant that people "must

be po]itically, econom'icaì1y and socially adjusted" (PRl/70-1; see also

PR3/62-3). 'KiâpS',together w'ith the missions, attempted to change such

things as marriage practices, agricultural practices, beìiefs which were

tirrationalt such as food taboos, etc. They aìso regulated pig-kills in

terms of labour requirements, and tried to encourage the participat'ion

and dominance of younger men in Council activities and development

schemes (PR3/61-2; PR8/67-8; see also 2d).

The adm.inistration was aware that Pangia was in a more or less

unique position regarding the imposition of a concentrated development -

there was talk of a 5 year development pìan (PR5/69-70) - and

tpropagandat programme, but they were not totally obl'ivious that this

approach could be having unforeseen effects:

the change and development of the area has been rapid. and very
t.iiiiãiiory for so s'hort a space of time. No doubt there have

been quite remarkable stresses and strains to the society
unknown, unnoticed by us ... bordering on !h" traumatic'
Without question thele has been quite an upheava'l to the
traditional existence and maybe the excel lent conditions
p"ðr"ilì^g here are to some extent due to the nature of the
peopìe but largely to good fortune.

Pangia is 'lucky that it hasn'_t had to_pass through the most

frultrating perióds of waiting for development ... Development

¡ui-L"pi it"ä¿ of demand and lhis has been possible through a

prevai i i ng cooperati on and w1 I ì i ngness to work - together by

;;ôi" iñ¿ a¿minìstration. Contiñulty of staff has proved

iträlf most effective here (PR5/69-70).

However, in some areas not even the enthusiasm or coercion of tkiaps'

could prevail over traditional values and practices, especial'ly when ìt

came to pigs and gardening:
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The Pangia pig.culture is the basis of the society and'is.thus
the reãl reãson why the agricultural economy and probab'ly
po'litical growth, as we are promot,ing !t,. are so s'low in
develop.ing.- The very best thing that could happen here would
be complãte extermìnation of qigs.or qt least a complete

"hung" 
ìn pig husbandry methods 

'(PR3/71-2; 
see also PR4/70-1).

The "cult of the pig" (PR5/73-4) and the force of tradition

seriously jnterfered with the administrationts plan to turn [,l'iru into a

"farming peasantry", even though it was recognised that there was a

"price to pay" for these designs (PR1/70-1). There was an almost total

neglect of the social impact of turnJng Wiru into peasants, and of the

fact that societiês themselves affect the course of development, hence

they should be understood before plans are made. Encouraging the

emergence of a peasantry - this was aimed at as a terminal not

transitional stage (see Howlett, 1973) - and the example of peasant

entrepreneurs was seen as the best method for removing customs which

delayed development, as well as for bringing Pangia more'Ínto line with

other areas.

The role of individual personalities and the continuity of staff in

bringing development, often in the face of criticism or inaction from

superiors, has to be acknowledged, as does the fact of their unceasing

efforts to do what was thought to be best for Pangia in the face of the

"inequity of government assistance" (PR5/69-70):

Had we stuck rf gid'ly to 'po'licyt we would have no economic
projects under way at all and the area would be backward,
ecoñomicalìy bereft, and politically unhappy (or potentia'l'ly
so). The tiuth is that we have pressed ahead in the face of
continued opposition for which we are unpopular at Reg'ional
and H.Q. levels ... (PR8/69-70).
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The lack of financial and technical assistance from the central

administration moved the Pangia A.D.C. to write that:

it almost appears that there are forces in this country
determined tô' cr.ipple development ... It would seem that
everyone with a say in these matters is very busi'ly pretending
that Pangia doesntt exist - poss'ibly as it may be ac-utely
embarassiãg to have Pangia develop quicker than some of the
longer estãblished areas (PRl/66-7).

The pauci ty of ai d whi ch Pang'ia t k'iapst recei ved meant a strong

dependence on self-help concepts to promote development, and l'liru were

initia'l1y very keen in road-building so that 'their plantationr could

start (PR8/65-6). Yet the apparent lack of return on investments and

arduous labour led to much disillusionment and perhaps anomie by the end

of the 1960ts (cf. A.Strathern, 19828), and to critical comments on this

attitude by some tkiapst:

The theory of self-help and Rural Development funds seems a

Iittle abiurd to these people as they are only interested in
the money they can get, in their hands, not in some nebulous
figure which iñcludes the self-help component. At present the
peõple will work for 20c. per day and are fqirly happy to do

io,' not through any selfless motives of self-help, but mere'ly
because jts a ðash wage. t{hen they refuse to work for Z}c./day
no appeals to their patriotism or the advancement gf Pangia
will mäke them work, unless the rate is raised (PRl6/71-2).

The enthusiasm for hard work 'in the sixties was transformed

seventies to an attitude which was perceived as "comp'letely

and equaì'ly as astute" (PR10/71-2).

by the

mercenary

Pangia administration continued to see a bright future for trJiru if

the hard work, self-help and government assistance were kept up:
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the Pang'ia area... is poised on the brow of the hill and once

ãver shõuld gain momentum rapidly (PR3/71-2)t I predict within
iO years thã area w'ill be really moving and prosperity will
result (PR4/66-7).

Expressions of optimism were sometimes contradicted by statements such

as:

PangÍa may be considered to be ahead of most southern
Htgñlands áreas but, if it is, the reason is simply-continuity
(oi staff) rather than any real self-help or local drive or
ambition (PR3/71-2).

Independence, a desire for wages rather than self-help' and

disappointments with deveìopment schemes proved the optimism of t,he

administration ill-founded. Pang'ia never quite made it over the hill'

but one has to respect the single-mindedness and energetic, if sometimes

naive,3 pursuit of what was, with hindsight, an unrealistic goa'l (given

the limited time-span with which 'kiaps' had to work).

(b) $l,lE EFFECTS OF, AtlD RESPotlsEs r0' DEvELoPl'.lEiIT

gther consequences of development wil'l be discussed below, here I

confine myself to the topics of land and marriage disputes, and

dependence.

1. land disputes: one of the first problems to receive attention from

the administration was the increasing frequency of land disputes, and

this gradually became the "largest problem" (PR1.70-1) bV the late

sixties. The original cause of this increase was the cessation of

warfarer which led to the return of groups vanquished from their natal

lands (now being claimed by the victors in warfare):
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the
(PR1 1

most land disputes originate from ... one side c'laiming
ground by conquest, the other by heritage and usage

/73-4).

This problem, with tkiapt intervention, eventual'ly started to sort

itself out as there is no land shortage in Pangia. But these disputes

were then exacerbated by new factors such as the 'introduction of cash

crops and cattle projects, and the alienation of land for government

purposes or expatriate development. Intra-district disputes were usually

over usage rather than ownership, and compounded by population increases

after pacification (PRl/70-1 ), and by a breakdown in traditional

authori ty:

The power of the older leaders in designating land for usage
and having some measure of control over what indivi.duals may

do on that land seems to be rapÍdly dwindling (PR'10172-3).

The changing perception of land with its potential to earn money

led to increased vigour in claims of refugees to natal land, as well as

increased contesting of claims of usage (PR4/73-4) and to some outbreaks

of skirmfshing:

land was used usuatly by more than one group in the past,
but now with the desire to consolidate ownership for future
development, economic or subsistence, much land that was not
disputed before is now being contested for the first time
(PR14/72-3).

Qther categories of land which were previousìy of little concern also

caused acrimony between groups and individuals; this was land shared by

al'lies or co-resident groupsf no-mants land between enemy groups' and

land bordering enemy or neutra'l groups (PRz/72-3). There was a

traditional fìavour to these disputes as they were sometimes used as a
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new method of gaining revenge on enemy groups (PR9/66-7). Another

outcome of this changing perception was that more land was desired by

some men to increase their status, espec'ially those who had seen

p'lantations in other areas; this was the start of new inequa'lities

between menf and of the possible emergence of el ites and class

differences (see 'teat, this section).

The admin'istratJon was concerned over the extent and persistence of

these disputes because of the threat they posed to Wiru unity, hence

district development, and attempted to legislate because:

only when there has been a sensible land tenure system imposed
on the people will we get any real order and planning into
rural development. The brawls and upheaval will be great but
once done there will exJst a system conducive to rapid
developmerìt .... The present system ... is a severe handicap
to any semblance of unìty within the area (PR3/ll-Z).

Although it was thought that when the older generation died these

d'isputes would cease with the end of old animosities (PRl1 /lS-q)'

younger men inherited the rivaìries and antagonism of their fathers.

Disputes continue today and could cause serious problems in the future;

claims may be satisfied by legal process but the social and political

dimensions of land tenure are unlikely to be controlled by legislation

(which never occurred an¡nray) and wil'l cause more problems if they are

not considered for their part in dispute initiation'

2. marriase di soutes: these problems also received earìy mention in

the patrol reports, although they were not regarded as serious as land

disputes for their adverse affects on development (changes in marriage

practices and bridewealth are dealt with in 3c). The Pangia
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administration and Local Government Council (L.G.C. ) succeeded 'ln

changing some aspects of marriage practice, notably preventing the

taking of child brides (PR4/66-7). They had less success, however, in

dealing with problems arising from the H'ighlands Labour Scheme (H.L.S.)

and the introduction of cash into bridewealth transactions. The Council

also considered setting upper limits on bridewealth and on the kin

categories of people who received it, but these actions were never put

into effect. Socia'l change and inflation in bridewealth' according to

the administration, led to much friction and d'ispute (PR9/66-7) and as I

argue in 3c. this was strongly linked to a change in the form but not

the content of the bridewealth transaction.

Money certainly had a significant impact:

The role of bride price appears to be changing from that of
cementing a marriage to a profit-making one. There are cases
of women leaving their husbands because of insistence by their
relatives. The relatives then repay as little as possible of
the bride price (PR2/72-3)i

and education had little effect on bridewea'lth vis-a-vis changing the

perception of women as a source of wealth:

Girls are considered by parents here to be a commercial asset
due to their value in bride price, there is reluctance to
educate them for fear they will leave the village to seek
employment outside the area and deny their parents of an
income (PRl 1 /73-4).

The H.L.S. attracted many married men out of the d'istrict and when

t,hey returned often found their wives'living with other menf leading to

disputes over the return of bridewealth. The other factor which led to

an increase in the number of divorcesr disp¡rtes, and assaults on women
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was what tkiaps' refer to as the start of female temancipationt (PR9/66-

7), which was their description of womenrs efforts (under colonial and

mission protection) to improve their status and role in society (see

Appendix A on vfomen and development). The absence of men as migrant

labourers meant that women assumed more responsibilities in food and

coffee production, and women thought this should reflect on their status

(cf. Hayano, 1979:44-5). Some women refused to 'look after their

husbandts gardens and pigs, upon which a manrs status ultimately depends

(PR9/66-7). This is related to what Hayano ca'lls the "socio-marital

autonomy" of women, which 'is a product of the extent of their economic

independence which comes from earning money, especially selling coffee

and keeping the proceeds when the husband is absent (Hayano, 1979:46).

In a survey I conducted in 1981, woments share of the coffee income

varied from a few kina to 507" of this income.

It seems that tliru women were much more open than many of their

Highlands counterparts to the benefits to their sex of colonialism, and

much quicker to realize the potential for improving their posÍtion (and

more likely to directly confront men over these new issues):

In marriage the traditional role of women is changing rapidly
- they are no longer wi'lling to be comp'letely subject to the
male whim. Increasingly marriages are breaking up, because of
the women wanting to tdo their own thing' (PR2/72-3; see also
PRI/73-4).

It is unli.kely that t{iru women were ever "completely subject to the male

whimtt but, 'in Takuru at least, they continue to experience a

Itraditional t male perception of their roles, part'ly to contain this
temancfpationr, such that their status in society has not undergone any
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slgnificant transformations and in some respects may have worsened (cf.

Hayano, 1979:50; and see 3c).

3. dependence: one outcome of the sty'le of colonial management was the

encouragement of a dependence on the administrat,'ion. "t,|ith every new

initiative on the part of an officÍal a measure of indigenous

autonomy was lost" (Hughes,I.l978:318), although a ttsense of backwardness

and dependency" (lUi¿) was not for Wiru initially fostered by the use of

shells as currency by representatives of an intrusive economic and

political power. In Pangia the use of moneyr in trade and as payments or

compensation, had the same consequences as the use of shells in respect

of creating new dependencies and inequaìities, especially as deveìopment

onìy gradually spread from the centre of power to the peripheries of

settl ement.

To accelerate the rate of progress in Pangia, tkiapst had to become

very authoritarian in their imposition of a rigid disc'ipline of work,

and often punished those who disobeyed or neglected their developmental

responsibilities (called the rkiap systemr of deve]opment (PR3/71-2)).

It is not surprisìng that as early as 1966 the reports stated that:

the most insignificant quarrels and problems are
before the patro'l for arbitration and it would appear,
to satisfy the pride of one party or another to
decision given in his favour (PR9/66-7).

brought
mereìy

have a

Yet the tkiapst did not see this tendency for what it really was, a

shift in the locus of power relations whfch created a dependence on the

administration for motivation, direction, funding, and leadership (cf.

,strathern,À. 1 9828, HughellJ 978) :
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so long as the present system remains no reál sense of urgency
wi I I dri ve t,hese peoþl e forward as they cons'l der the
benevolent government - as it now exists - wilì provide and

w'il I protect (PR3/71-Z)¿

they would rather eann a regular ì{age
resources to others than develop their own

entrepreneurs themselves (PR4/73-4).

and
I and

sel I
and

the'ir
become

The prospect, of an immediate money income was more attractive than

promises about the future success of labour intensive development

schemes. The 'cocooningt affect of a management style in fact encouraged

this attitude, and running to the 'kiap' was not to satisfy pride but

because there was no other alternative to dispute sett'lement with the

ban on warfare and the dissolution of traditional leadership and the

social order (PR2/71-2). One officer was "amazed to see to what extent

the people relied on tkiapst to solve their problems no matter how

small" (PR4/72-3), and another, writing of the Wiru fear that Europeans

would leave after independence, reported that:

It is perhaps a natural sentiment as this area has had to take
the läads 

'and 
examples from expatriates in government and

mission organizations in the relatively short time that the
area has come under European contact. They still rely heav'ily
on the presence of these expatriates for direct'ion, advice and

the opportunities to earn a litt'le cash. This strong reliance
¡.. hasn't made it easier to develop a confidence in the
ability of themselves (PRl 0/72-3).

This situation did not improve with tJme, and in a 1980 report it was

commented that ttthe people have to be led hand in hand or rather spoon

fed" (PRl/AO¡.

The same constra'ints inhfbited the function and performance of the

L.G.C., which was dependent on European field staff for expertise and

supervision (PRI0/73-4), and as soon as this was withdrawn the Council
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floundered and was actuaìly accused of hfndering development (PR4/81).

Also, part of the power invested in the Council was from its association

with colonial authority (PR8/70-1), and even in 1971 it was predicted

that the end of this association would bring failure (PR3/71-2).

Various propaganda campaigns addressed soci al, Pol itical and

economic aspects of development in an attempt to make t'liru aware of the

need for self-help and cultural unity, but it seems that they could not

keep up with the rapid and extensive social changes which occurred in

Pangia. The failure to consider this 'in planning contributed to the

moribund state of affairs post-independence.

(c) L0CAL mVERf{l'lEtlT C0U]{CIL

Qne of the first developmental in'itiatives was to create a Local

Government Council as a neans of focusing attention on the

potentialities of Pangia (PR3/61-2). The first elections occurred in

1965 and they resu'lted in 19 men obtaining Councillor positions, but by

the late sixties 41 Councillors represented 36 wards in Pangia. The

administratlon had high hopes for the important role the Council would

play in promoting development and the concepts necessary for its

acceptance, and for bridging the gap between adminJstration and lrliru

( PR5/65-6 ) :

The Council has involved itself readily and deeply in many

facets of local affairs. It is particularly active in the
fie'ld of economic development whilst be'lng involved also in
soci al matters such as education, heal th and women's
activities. Through its involvement in local affairs the
Pangia Council is becomlng ever-lncreasing'ly accepted as. a

decision and polfcy maklng body in this area. It is proceeding
well to the day when it will be able to take over comp'lete
control of local-affaìrs in this area (PR7/69-70).
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Yet the optimism with which the Council was perceived masked to some

extent the fact of its dependence on the administration and the negative

consequences this would have after lndependence.

The majority of Councillors were older men and traditional leaders,

and the adm'inistration was concerned at their conservatism and with the

difficulties of replacing them with younger and more innovative men

(PRl0/71-2). By the early seventies, ôS with many other development

projects, the signs were there that the L.G.C. could be headed for

failure from the "growing communication gap between the vi1ìage peop'le

and their elected leaders" (PR8/70-1). In 1976 most of the Councillors

re-elected were older men, previous incumbents or mature rbisnisment

(PR4/76-7), partly because young men were viewed susp'iciouslv (PR3/71-2)

or as not competent, but also because older men were voted for out of

'loyal ty, or for thei r unwi I I i ngness to make peopl e work. Ironi ca'l I y, the

older Councillors favoured a gradua'l over a forced development:

The bul k of the Pangi a Counci'l i s made up of ol der,
conservative men who, whilst in favour of development, are
aga'inst any rapid changes and wish to see gradua'l development
táking its own course without any rea'l pressure on the people
to huiry a'long (PR2l70-1).

It is perhaps a minor tragedy that these wishes were ignored, as they

were relevant to the long-term rea'lities of development. Nonetheless,

the inadequacies of the L.G.C. system were recognlzed and predlcted:

If, for example, the Pangla Council were to take over full and
complete control of its area and the overseas advisors and
controls were removed, the efficiency would be reduced to a

shambles. The Councilìors wou'ld give themselves a large pay
Jncrease and buy one or two cars. The area may vaguely survive
but on'ly because villages do behave and may be prepared to
fol low (our) reasonab'le guide'lines (PR3 /71-2).
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The Councll, which was multi-racial, received much praise for its

work and its input into local development, but its central weakness

hinted at in the above quote - was that by the 1970's the (non-t^liru)

clerk and adviser were "doing the great majority of the work" (PRl/70-

l). Also, many people had little idea of what the role of the CouncJ'l

wasr and interest in it was "appallingly low" (PR8/70-1). Simply, the

L.G.C. lacked experience, capable members, and the expertlse to carry on

projects initiated under colonlal rule. This was a situation recognlsed

by the administration (PR9/73-4), yet the failure to respond to such

things as dependence rendered the Council into a low profile, if not

ineffective, organization after independence.

The holding of elections also diminished the authority of

Councillors which, in turn, affected the efficiency of the Council. One

tkiapr reported that the majority of Counci I lors were "abysmal ly

ignorant and ineffective". and were elected as the people least likely

to disrupt the'lives of the voters with work (PRl3/71-2). Another wrote

that "the Counciìlors'contribution to the running of the Council or the

Council area is appallingly low" (PR3/ll-Z¡. This was related to the

ryoutht of Pangia in comparison with other areasr and twenty years was

seen as a period necessary for the emergence of a viable Council

(PR3/71-2). The coercive and rapid pace of development is hard to

reconcile with this knowledge; the administration felt more

responsibflity in bringing Pangia into line with other areas for the

arrival of Jndependence, and less for prepari ng Pangia for this

eventua'l i ty.

The L.G.C. was involved in financing development schemes in Pangia,

and was responsible for the allocation of funds to cattle proJects,
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coffee nurseries, roadbuilding, etc. The tax collected from tlliru went

straight to the Council and, by the mid-seventies, comprised up to 207'

of its tota'l revenue of about $100'000 p.a. ($40'000 in the late

sixties, $60,000 in the early seventies). Some figures on incomes and

taxes are now presented for varÍous financial years to g'ive an

indication of the growth of the Pang'ia economy (head tax was gradua'l'ly

raised as the economy improved, from 50c. for men, 30c. for women in

1966, to K6 for men, 50t. for women 'in 1977).

Table 6 : Incomes and taxes in Pangia districts in various years.

Tax co]lected: 1966/7 $1,759.60;
1970/1 $13,073;

1967/8 $1,113.50;
"t972/3 $13, 404;

1 e68/e
"t973/4 $

500
000

$8,
Tgo-gni $10,088.50;
1975/6 Kl8,159.

Per capita income: 1964 90c.; 1967/8 $1.7h 1968/9 $2.80; 1970/1 $3.35

Cash distributed:

1 968/9* 1970/1

20

$8,300

$1 3, 600

$1 0, ooo

$1 8, 000

$49,000

food and firewood purchased by mission,
government, private sales

earnings from internal wage labour

earnings from sale of timber

earnings from other sources

$8,950

$25,000

$4, 1 00

$22,000

.tT

$60,550

year $'10,000 was held in savings accounts in the Pangiain this
bank.

Unfortunately, the lnforrnation under tcash distributedt in the

table could not be found Jn other availab'le reports, so a'long-term view

of the economy is not obtafnable (although an income of $10 p.a. was
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is between K25 and K30). I assume that tearn'ings from other sources'

includes money from wage'labour outside Pangia; the amount of money from

deferred wages 'is on'ly referred to twice in the reports. Th'is does,

however, give some indication of the large amounts of money involved:

for the first six months of 1970 $29,laz# (pn$/69-70), and in 1973/4 it

was estimated that $200,000, perhaps more, was earnt in outside work

( PR4/73-4 ) .

tlhen this is combined wÍth the $100,000 invested in development by

the Council in the seventies, it can be seen that a reasonable amount of

money was circulating in the Pang'ia economy, and the desire for it was

probably commensurate with the increasing volume of money flowing into

the area over the years. This is one reason why a demand for wages

overshadowed the necessity for seìf-help in development, especiaìly as

money was increasingly coming into use as a vaìuable in bridewealth and

other exchanges. This contributed to the lessening appeal and influence

of the Council.

InterestinglV, according to the reports a significant amount of

money was absorbed by donations to missions. In 1970 it was estimated

that upto $26 p.a. was gìven by adult men'in donations, as opposed to $2

p.a. head tax for adult maìes. This was seen as unsatisfactory by the

administration because thls was money rwastedt that would otherwise have

gone Ínto the local economy or development schemes (PR8/70-1). If on'ly

$10 p.â. was given by each man in 1970, the missions accounted for

perhaps $30,000 annuaìly. Missions were also blamed for defaulters at

128

# This figure suggests that deferred wages wererearnings from other servicest.
not i ncl uded i n
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tax time after baptisms and donations had drained money from local

communi ti es ( PRZ /70-1).

The failure of labour intensive development schemes and the lack of

direct'lon in Council leadership brought forth an observation in 1981

that was very different from early expectations of the future

performance of Counc'i I I ors:

Counclllors are a hindrance to development in all areas. They
tend to coach their people that they are to expect payment for
whatever work they do ... (they give) no consideration ... to
the Council's finance capability and wilful contribution to
district development (PR4/81 ).

The Pangia L.G.C. was, to an extent, â tfrontt for the colonial

administration - but wit,hout any of its powers - and Councillors became

more concerned with parochialism as the L.G.C. lost even this function,

and as frustration with the Councillor ro'le increased (cf. Salisbury,

1964:234). Generally, Councils were received favourab'ly in the Highlands

because of their strong association with a positÍve'ly viewed

administration and with development; in coastal areas which had a longer

experience of colonialism, many educated younger people rrsaw councils as

parasitical colonial puppets" (May, 1982=373). Since Independence'

Highland Councils have generally escaped this classification and, in

Pangla today, do little to attract outright criticism or praise (they do

maintajn roads, aid posts, markets, etc.)' The Counci'llor position and

local politics are discussed In 2d.
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(d) HrGHI-AilDS LAB0UR SCHEIIE

This scheme was a thorn in the side of'kiapst for years, and they

constantly objected to a poìicy favoured by the Mendi administration

( PRs/65-6 ) :

I consider lt (the H.L.S.) pure exploitation of cheap labour,
a definite damper on local development and the major cause for
nurnerous divorces and consequent running batt'les to repay or
collect bride prices (PRl/66-7).

Many women returned to their natal land during their husband's absence,

hence neglecting his gardens and Pigs, or took up with other men to

satisfy their various needs. The growth in migration to coastal or

Highlands plantations, usually for a period of two years, is shown in

the fol 'lowi ng tabl e:

Table 7 : The rise in labour migration from 1966 to 1973.

YEAR MEN t.l0MEN

1 966
1967
r 968
1 969
1 970
197'l
1972
1 973

170
673

1,129
475
400
260
992
472

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

to 1,800

124

256

The fact t,hat in some years over 602 of the population of married men

was outside the district, and upto 502 of the total workforce missing'

suggests that much socJal, demographic and horticultural disruption

occurred (see Harris, 1972, for a statistical breakdown of mìgration
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patterns). The H.L.S. was also blamed as a reason for the increasing

frequency of famines Jn Pangla, reJnforcing the opinlon of rkiapst that

little was returned to Pangia for 'labour recruitment (PR5/67-8). Some

Councillors tried to contro'l the outflow of labourers by threatening a

refusal of permission to plant cash crops on group land when they

returned (PR1/66-7) but this had little affect on stemming the tide. A

desire for cash and the boredom of post-pacification life encouraged

migration. especial ly that of younger men who had receJved some

education and who wanted to see the outside world.

The prospects of earning money from smallholder coffee started to

lure people back, . or discouraged them from going, in the mid-seventies

(PRl/73-4; see a'lso Harris, 1972=132). Previous experiences of and

storjes about plantation work a'lso played a role in keeping people in

the village, and in 1981 in Takuru people were much less keen to go to

plantations. In this year nine men were workÍng at plantations, six men

were absent looking for work, and about forty men had prevìously worked

at plantations and returned with no intention of engaging in this sort

of work again. The limited potential for earning moneyr boredom and

problems at home xrere among reasons given for labour migration, but most

young men preferred to stay in Takuru if money could be earnt there (the

romance of the outside world seldom 'lures people away today).

People who have non-labourer work - sales assJstants, drivers,

mechanics, aid post order'lies, etc. - tend to be permanent or long-term

migrants (about 15 men and 3 women in Takuru), whereas plantation

workers usually return to Takuru. About 157" of the workforce is engaged

irì, or looking for, plantation work, which is down from 502 at the peak

of the H.L.S. Now that the practice of wage deferrals has stopped (the
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H.L.S. ceased in 1974) little money is in fact returned to the home area

by labour mlgration. In the category of skilled migrant the percentage

absent from Takuru is about 18%, yet this Ís not a meaningful statistic

if these peop'le are permanently absent from Takuru (out of a total of 18

only three of these migrants have made any significant contribution to

Takuru tbisnist, such as helping towards the purchase of a truck or the

setting up of a trade store). Labour migration continues to have an

impact, if a diminished one, on village 'life and the local economyl

although I would not want to generalize from the Takuru data to Pangia

as a whole. \

The return of migrants had many soc'ial effects' as well as

contributing to an increase in venereal disease (PRa/7o-'l):

The council'lors and the people generally comp'lain that the
returned recruits play cards, refuse to work with the. people
un¿ generalìy t"! io adopt the status of rbosboir which
naturãlly cauies discontent (PR4/66-7).

The administration was more concerned with the economic than social

imp'lÍcatJons of the H.L.S., although a few reports stated that the

latter were not as serious as expected, mainly because men over thirty

quickly adJusted back to life in the village; younger men were more

disaffected and changed by the experience (PR2/72-3).

Returning recruits, who had a wider experience of Europeans and

colonialism, helped to undermine the unsophisticated acceptance of self-

help schemes and encouraged the demand for wages for labour (especial'ly

if gardens were suffering from lack of attention due to deveìopment

projects, and food had to be bought). Older men were 'frightened' by
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returnees who neglected their respónsibilities and ignored

thetr elders (PR3/71-2). This suggests that, together w'ith

marital disputes, some tk'iapst had underestimated the

social order caused by the H.L.S., although they were

accept the threat it posed to the tkiap stylef of

By 1970 the situation vis-a-vis the H.L.S. had worsened to such an

extent that the administration recognised the wider consequences of this

scheme:

no other single factor has such a profound social, economic

ind ro..l ef}ect as the H.L.S. on the Pangia area The

initial work on cattle projects and coffee development is
wholly dependent on cheap, intensive labour combined with
iinunäing by the Pangia Council. The stark fact is that this
area naõ Ueén grossly over-re:ruited to the detriment of any

development plan (PR2 /70'1).

The people who were actually praised for the st,age of development

reached in Pangia were women and old men (i¡i¿), especially as little

money was actually returned to Pangia from migrant labour until wage

deferrals started in 1968. Even though this involved much cash be'ing

brought 'into the Pangia economy, the reports continued to maintain that

the:

argument that they are earning money does not ho'ld much water
as the obvious long-term advantage to Pangia is for them to
deve'lop the economy and road system of this area first ¡r..
History may well condemn a system which. permitted such a

stripping óf undeve'loped ruràl Papua New Guinea to the
detriment of the home area and, probably'in the'long term,.the
country as a whole to assist already deveìoped areas (PR3/70-
1).
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In fact, later publicatfons did blame the H.L.S. for stagnant local

economies (see Amarshi et al., 1979).

(e) The main development schemes with which the administration and llliru

became involved will now be discussed.

1. Cattle ects: like all the other schemes, strong expectations

were held for the establishment of a cattle industry in Pangia which

would help to make the area econom'ically self-sustaining (PR5/69-70).

The L.G.C. was used as a means of promoting interest in cattle projects

and for encouraging notions of good returns for cash and labour

investments. Initially, land was alienated by the administration to give

it "the necessary control over a new industry" (PR5/67-8), and by 1967

pìans were developed to occupy all settlements south of the Polu River

with cattle projects (PR2/67-8), with at least 25 acres under pasture

per settlement. A minimum of 200 acres per project was a'imed at (PR5/67-

8), and eventually 1,000 acre pìots for "future large-scaìe projects"

(PRz/67-8) were desired. Alienated land was usually leased to

indjviduals or small groups of men (PR2/71-3) although 'larger groups

were involved in projects as a labour force. Individual lessees were

selected for traJning in animal husbandry at Baiyer rivelin the Western

Highlands (PR2 /67-8).

The Council was actively involved in cattle projects - partly to

encourage trust in them by the locals - but the expertise was supp'lied

by field staff and D.A.S. F.* extension officers, later under the

direction of a Rural Development Officer (PR8/69-70). One of the first

IT Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries.
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leases, developed in 1967, was of 172 acres with twenty head of cattle

and five lessees; the $6,703 invested by the L.G.C. in fencing, stock

and grass was mostly repaid by the lessees in a few years (PR7/69-70).

Many other projects of varying scale fo'l'lowed and 'in 1970 it was

reported that ttthe cattle industry in Pangia shows much promise and

should develop well and rapidly" (PR5/69-70). 2,400 acres were hoped to

be fenced as the totaì for all original projects, with a total loan of

about $15,000 (PR7/69-70), and $30.000 one year later (PRl/lO-l). At the

end of 1971, seven projects had been started or established with a total

area of 2,028 acres (1,500 acres fenced) holding22l cattle; four of the

projects were run by missions or private enterprise, of 100 cattle on 12

acres (PR1/70-1). An average of Kl80 per beast was obtained and there

was a high demand with no problem of selling meat locally and at Pangia

station (PR3/72-3). It as at about this time that a realisation emerged

that inexperience, lack of supervision and poor fodder could hurt the

future of cattle projects (PR8/70-1), although their long-term economic

viabiIity was not considered.

At first, it was necessary to alienate land because people were not

willing to commlt their own land and resources to the unknown (PR2/72-

3), but with the progress of established projects peop'le became more

disposed to use their own land and invest money (PR18/71-2). Some

projects became a mark of district pride (PR17/7"1-2), which was one

reason why districts without them wanted to establish their own proJects

on unal i enated I and. Cattl e projects were i n'i ti a'l 1y preferred by l{i ru

over tea and coffee because they showed a quicker return - $2'640 from

two projects in two years (PR8/69-70) - and did not require, according

to the reports, as much labour in maintenance (PR17/71-2) although it
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seems t,hat tliru dfd not fully comprehend the réasons for a continual

upkeep of fences and the care of stock.

The fjrst indications of waning enthusiasm for cattle aPpeared in

the early seventies and were related to the demonstrated lack of large

returns from the longer established projects (PR5/72-3). The individual

ownership of proJects also contributed to this attitude. as those who

had helped with money and labour became disillusioned when returns did

not filter down to them (as was required by the administration) (PR5/72-

3). Qptimism prevailed, and cattle rrrers envisaged as eventually taking

over from coffee as the major source of income when prob'lems were

overcome (ibid), . with smaller projects of thirty to fifty acres with

less peop'le involved as one so'lution (PR8/72-3).

Shareholding was a'lso introduced as a means of financing projects

and making the distribution of returns more equitable. Once a loan was

repaid all profits, theoretically, went into a savings account and were

paid out to shareholders and/or used to buy more stock and maintain the

project (PR12/72-3). One 'kiap' accurately predicted a reason for the

fai'lure of thi s i ni ti ati ve:

a cattìe project with several thousand dol lars of share
certificates issued has sold off all or most of its stock,
repaid its loans and has no capital to restock or maintain. To

continue the project either further loans will have to be

negotiated or the villagers will again_have to contribute. In
otñer words the peop'le will continually be putting money .in!,o
a busjness venture without receiving any return. No doubt
disillusionment will occur (PR12/72-3)-

The Development Bank eventually took over most of the outstand'ing

owed to the Councll, which left it with more money to invest in

'loans

other
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projects (PR2/72-3). In 1981 a representative of the Bank was asked to

reclaim cattle ln lieu of debts still outstanding, but he refused dq¿to

the log'tstic difficulties and hostilit'ies this would have involved.

Ultimately, the lack of any real returns was the major cause of a

declining interest in cattle projects (cf.A.Strathern, 19828), and where

herds or single animals are found today they are usually owned by men

for status in much the same way as are pigs (and can be obtained 'in

bridewea'lth). In Takuru, cattle are rarely killed for money.

2. Coffee: this cash crop was judged suitable for the area in the

first Pangia patroì report (PR1/61-2), but it had to take a back seat to

other labour intensive development schemes such as roadbuilding and

cattle, which were seen to have a greater priority (PR4/68-9). The

potential of coffee was neglected for many years and accompanied

changing attitudes to its suitability: by 1965 it was thought that the

distance from coffee-buying centres and problems of transport meant that

ttcoffee would not be an economical crop" (PR3/65-6), an unfortunate

comment as ft became the main tllfru cash crop by the eighties (PRl/80).

During the early seventies coffee was fina'l ly being stressed as

necessary for economic development (PR3/70-1 )' and as "the safest, most

stable, and best crop for the local peop'le" (PR3/71-2) (although

D.A.S.F. had started to promote coffee by 1966 (PR9/65-6)).

The folìowing table gives an indication of the growth of coffee

cash-cropping; contrary statements are made by the reports on the

amounts of coffee sold, and where figures are in doubt I chose those

most repeated in the reports or which seem more realistic.
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Table 8 : Coffee statistics for the years 1961 to 1977.

Year No. of
trees

Acres Pounds
Sol d

Sal es Pri cell b.

1 961
1 963
1968/e
1s6e/7Q
ß70/lt
1971 /2.
ß72/3Ì
1s73'/41
1976/7

500
5,81 7

"121,413
141,720

6,700
9,600

1 8, 000
25,658
45,000

102,737
110,000

1 5c. /1 b.
17c. /ïb.
20c. /lb.
20c.
22c.
1 9c.
50t.

205
300

$l ,005
$1.632
$3,600
$5, 1 31

$9,900
$1 9, 520
K55,000

/1¡.
/t¡.
/to.
/n.

Notes on Table

# 607" of trees were still immature at this period (PR8/69-70).

+ I found no figures for this year but 45,000 lbs. were predicted
(pR6/71-Z), anð 32,000 lbs. were sold between July and September
(PR3/72-3).

x Pounds sold this year not available, but $19'520 + .19 = 102,737
I bs.

rÈ Figures in this line based on K11,000 given for 22,050 lbs. sold
foi months June-Ju'ly, and that margina'l1y more pounds would have
been sold than for the previous year. The sharp rise in the price
of coffee was due to extensive crop failures in Brazil.

Despite the late start of coffee in Pangia. the 'development style'

resulted 'in Pangia producing by 1973 more coffee than the rest of the

Southern Highlands put together (PRg/72-3). The rapid increase in

plantings was not accompanied by much attention to the horticultural

demands of coffee; regardless of D.A.S.F. efforts "they expected coffee

to grow in jung'le conditions and produce colossal yfe'lds without any

effort on their parts" (PR12172-3), and people vcre often observed

climbing ladders to pick coffee. People preferred to plant coffee as

individual smallholders rather than as community plantations, which they
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saw as less renumerative (PRz/73-4), but the conservatism and

expectations of [,liru 'in agricultural matters reduced productivity as

they were convinced that the pruning of t,rees lessened the yield, or

ki I I ed the tree ( PRl 1 /tl-+) .

D.A.S.F. ran six or more coffee nurseries, funded by the L.G.C., of

upto si xty acres per nursery costi ng upto $3, 000 to estabì i sh

(PR10/73-4). The nurseries were to supply seedlings and to 'instruct

people in techniques such as shading for young plants, pruning, etc.

Some nurseries were started by Wiru but most new trees came from the

D.A.S.F. or from seedlings growing under older trees, which were

rep'lanted. Today, many men are keen to extend their coffee gardens, and

land has been bought for this purpose (PR3/71-2), but as many are

content to rely on those trees already planted, which still grow in

jungle conditions (see C'larke, 1980:185). The 'latter attitude may relate

to some disillusionment with coffee in the mid-seventies when not all

coffee was bought, for which the D.A.S.F. was b'lamed (PR1/75-6), and to

f'luctuations in coffee prices which discouraged planting or harvesting

if prices were low (cf. Finney, 1973:48-9).

The administration considered that an acre of coffee per household

was a reasonable economic unit (PRl3/71-2) but my figures show that .16

acre per household is the average unit. This is an interesting finding,

given that, there is no land shortage, and raises questions about the

motivation of peopìe to earn money and engage in bus'iness. It also

suggests that coffee is to some extent a 'subsistence' crop if on'ly

enough is harvested, by the majority, to maintain a certain standard of

living ("the use of cash partly replaces subsistence production" (Brown,

1 970: 256)).
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Buyers from outside Pangia started to enter the district in the

late seventies, and peop'le preferred to sell to Hageners and Chimbu who

drove close to their settlements and offered better prices than the
'lT

D.A.S.F. (now D.P.I."), to which coffee had to be carried to Pangia

for sa'te. From this po'int it is'impossible to know the amount of coffee

sold in Pangia annuaìly, as no records are available for non-D.P.I.

sa'les (buyers still paid lower prices for coffee because of the

distances jnvolved and wear and tear on vehicles (cf. A.Strathern,

198U0).4 Local entrepreneurs also emerged who either bought coffee in

bulk and hired trucks to carry it to Hagen, where better prices are

available, or bought their own trucks with loans from banks or kin (the

sort of problems this created are discussed in 2d).

Three, perhaps more, coffee pìantations have been started by local

men prominent in business or politics, but the dubious benefits of

plantations for future social and economic development has been

questioned (see Mullens, 1978, and ttea'be'low). Kawali sub-c'lan in

Takuru has started its own plantation in conjunction with a Goroka

coffee company, which has leased Kawali land and planted 800 coffee

trees of a new variety. Kawali plan to p'lant out seedlings after shade

trees have grown, and increase the size of t,he plantation around the

central nursery; Kawali men have bought shares in this project with

money from the lease, and invested K100 in extra shares. There is

a strong desire to make the scheme work, and a group based project may

be more socially viable than individually owned plantations as there is

no probìem of wages (yet). The success of this venture depends on

whether the Goroka company gives Kawali a good return on their shares,

.tT Department of Prlmary Industries.
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but it still takes money out of the district and people are stil'l

dependent on external sources for incentive and re'imbursement. Also,

working for a dividend from shares could turn out to be merely

exp'loitation of labour. Problems have already arisen over this

plantation because of hostility from other sub-clans competing in

'bisnis', usually taking the form of disputed claims to the land on

which the plantation is situated (problems could also arise in the

future if the land is needed for gardening).

In a survey I conducted in Takuru of the number of coffee trees

per household and the estimated income from coffee per annumr an average

figure of K160 was arrived at for an average of 240 trees per household

(income varied from nothing to around K800; trees varied from none to

1,200). Given that there are approximate'ly 22,000 coffee trees in

Takuru, which is 2.57" of the popu'lation of Pang'ia, it can be estimated

that the number of trees in Pangia today is around the half million mark

(bearing in mind that Takuru is somewhat atypical, and the villages

further from Pangia sell and grow less coffee). If all this coffee was

harvested it would return about K400,000, but the real figure is

probably closer to K200,000 as not all coffee is harvested, sold or

properly maintain"d.5 Hand-treating methods may be 'inefficient to

process a'll coffee picked (cf. Brown, 1970:248), and because extra

labour ls often paid for it may be difficult for a household to pick al'l

its coffee trees without a capital outlay which minimizes its profits.

This may be part, of the reason for a resurgence of interest in polygamy

among some younger men.

Whatever the real figures are, it is obvious that without coffee

Pangiats economy would be in dire straits. Nonetheless, monocrop
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3. Tea: in 1965 expatriate tea p'lantations were proposed as a major

means of giving people local emplo¡rment and making Pangia economicalìy

viable. Emp'loyment of 2,000 labourers was predicted (PR5/69-70)" with

the hope that they would provide modeìs for smallholder or local

plantation development (PR3/65-6; PR5/69-70), as weìì as slowing the

exodus of H.L.S. recruits. To this end, four large b'locks of land, a

total of 4,600 acres, were alienated for $2,800 in the north Polu

region, wi th the expectation of expatri ate i nvestment. llli ru and

expatriate tea pìantations were seen to be the future of cash-cropping

in Pangia as soon as roads were built (8,000 acres were eventual'ly

proposed (PR4/65-6)).

The local desire for tea plantations:

was encouraged and enthusiasm now runs very high ..:- the
people want the road as quickly as possible so that "their
plantation" can be started and hence prosperity and
devel opment wi I I fol I ow (PR8/65-6).

The four blocks were leased to private compan'ies but by 1972 the only

block being deve'loped was Wiowei (1,290 acres emp'loying 200 people),

which was aìso running catt'le (75 head). This did not diminish the

adm'inistrationrs enthusiasm for tea, which was actual ly "succeeding

magnificently", yieìding 9,500 lbs. of green leaf/acre/year (PR4/70-1).

This did not take into account the lack of suitable roads for taking tea

out of Pangia, the dependence on expatriate companÍes or the Southern
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Hlghlands Development Corporat'ion for initiatfve and responsibility

(PR8/69-70), the fragile nature of tea vis-a-vis picking and transport,

the declining overseas market for tea, and the growing disillusionment

of l,liru with the lack of development on alienated land. The latter,

together with the experience of the amount of labour required to create

and maintain a tea plantation, led to non-cooperation and an

unwillingness to pay tax (PRll /72-3), and to a preference for cattle

which yielded quicker returns for less labour (PR17171-2).

Tea, as an expatriate project, never eventuated and llliowei became a

privately owned cattle station, eventually taken over and run by the

Rural Development Bank¡ two of the ot,her tea blocks have become pasture

for Wiowei cattle. These blocks have been the centre of acrimonious

dispute and group demonstrations, with people wanting the land returned

to them as they received litt'le, except in wages for some, from original

promises of development (the expatriate manager at Wiowei received much

verbal abuse and covert hostility from neighbouring settlements).

The remaining block, at Apenda, was developed as a communal self-

help tea plantation by the Southern Highlands Project (World Bank

funded). The prob'lems of this sort of deve'lopment for Apenda have been

di scussed by Mul I en' notab'ly

i. the neglect of its socia'l impact,
ii. the põssible short and long-term effects on nutrition through

labour requirements which decrease t{me spent in garden'ing,
iii. the alienation of land which may be needed for gardens with future

population growth,
iv. lfrä minlmai wages paid under the gloss of a 'self-he'lp' concept

which 'ln real i[y i s an exploitation of cheap labour for a

government run profit oriented plantatlon, and
v. the possible creat,ion of elites - who start the'ir own plantations -

and a dependent labourer class (Mullen, 1978).
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There is, in all probability, no future for tea in Pangia, which is also

the opinion of many of those who manage it; at best it was an ill-

conceived and short-sighted experiment.

It can be seen that coffee, on a smallholder bas'is, has been the

only 'success' of these three projects, which indicates (with hindsight)

the direction in which development should have been pursued, i.e. at the

level of the household and concerned with improving the quality of 'life

and the subsistence base, rather than large-scale capital and labour

intensive projects. The effects of the failure of these schemes

anomie, disillusionment, distrust and non-cooperation - will also

influence the acceptance of future administrat'ion initiatives which may

be of benefit to the people.

(f) TRADE SToRES

I include trade stores because they are an indjgenous response to

social and economic changes, and an attempt to buy into development

without being under the direct control of the administratÍon; they were

also used by older men to maintain their status Jn competition with

younger returned migrants (cf. Harris, 1972). Trade stores demonstrate

some of the prob'lems associated with the development sty'le in Pangia,

and t,he sort of stumbling blocks wh'ichrculture' presented to this

style. Trade stores were a development which the administration did not

really want to promote, partly because it could not control them, and

doubts were expressed as to their future success in 1965 after the first

local stores were established (PR4/65-6).
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Mission trade stores were in existence before this - and "used as

a lever to gain a hold in a v1'llage" (PR9/66-7) - and, along with the

arrival of Namasu in 1966*, provided a model for ìocal stores which

proliferated in response to the perceived success of mission stores

(takings of $1,000 per month from the Lut,heran trade store in Pangia

station (PR4/65-6)). The first three tll'iru stores were in fact financed

by missions to the sum of $1,400, but later stores suffered from lack of

funds to restock and from competition with the better organized and

stocked mission stores.

There were other reasons for an increasing interest in trade

stores:

large amounts of money (are) floating around the area from
purchases of land, road work and all other sources of income
io the demands (for stores) are steadily mounting (PR4/66-7).

The problem was that many peop'le started their own stores, with little

or no business expertÍse, when the economy simply cou'ld not support all

of them. The attraction, according to reports, was the belief that

stores would return money for little physical effort, and the tteconomic

fact that there must be need and ex'isting cash to warrant 5 or 6 trade

stores in every village escapes them" (PR8/70-1).

There were 16 stores in 1966 and 297 by 1972, and only about 15 of

the latter were making a reasonable profit. The average turnover was

estimated at one carton of tinned fish and a 60 'lb. bag of rice every 6

to 8 weeks (PRl2/72-3), with a net profit of perhaps K10 to K15. 'Kiaps'

IF Namasu is a Lutheran operation which established a large store on

the station.
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reported that store owners were not happy with the'ir returns because

there were'

1. too many stores'
Z-. too man! debts irom credit g'iven on the 'wantokr system,

3. lack of cap'ital for re-investment and no business sense

2).

and
( PR1 3/71 -

These reasons continue to apply today, only men who sell a lot of coffee

or who have become successful entrepreneurs can run reasonably

profitable rural stores (unless an owner has a sleeping partner with 9

job).

Many stores remain shut until the coffee flush starts, and in some

instances they act as tlarderst for storing fish and rice out of

the reach of twantokst. Nonetheless, one reason for the efflorescence

and perslstence of trade stores which make little or no profit is that

they are related to the prestige of the owner (PR4/68-9)' be they

individuals or groupsr to which profit is to some extent secondary

(trade stores have even been given as a part of bridewealth).

Because of the difficulties of transport, store prices are higher

in Pangia than in places closer to sources of suppìy, but despite th'is

the amount of processed food bought at stores increased enormously in

the seventies (PR6/69-70). It is a sign of status to consume more

purchased t,han grown food, and the man who does not have to work in

gardens or who does garden work only occasionally (because he has a iob)

is envied by all. This type of man is known as a loiva'li (day man)

because he spends the day in his house and not the garden.
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Traditional crops such as wing beans and yams were neglected in

favour of planting coffee to buy the preferred store goods; peopìe said

they were tired of the time involved in p'lanting and maintaining these

crops in mixed gardens, it was easier to plant coffee and buy rìce and

fish (cf. Brown, 1970:256) (some men said that these crops did not grow

well after pacification6). The necessity for gardening is not being

undermined by store food but it has introduced a perception of people

who rely entireìy on gardens for food as tkanakast. Given the uncertain

future of development a more positive attitude to gardening activities

should be encouraged.

People told me that they would like to live only on fish and rice,

statements based more on the status of this diet than on any.

dissatisfaction with garden foods, although the roìe of tgardenert does

have these negative connotations. Yet a reliance on store food, coffee

and a conservative and perhaps retrogressive agriculture (A.Strathern,

19828) could generate future subsistence problems, and short-term

famines have probably increased in scale and frequency since

pacification (see note, end of this section). The failure of the

administ,ration to first educate peop'le to a stage where they could keep

up with and understand development, to p'lan a development best suited to

that society, or even to maintain a healthy subsistence base, suggests

that colonial priorities were misplaced and suited more to a western

capitalistic model of progress. Development was aimed more at nebulous

future profits than improving the quality of life; the adm'inistration

assumed that the achievement of the first would ensure the latter.T

Despite the enthus'iasm, hard work and optfmism of Pangia personnel

and hliru, the state of affairs today reflects the illusory nature of the
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devel opment , 
boom 

t . The decl 'i ne wh'ich fol I owed the Austral i an wi thdrawal

after Independence (in 1975) was to some extent caused by the removal of

a strong, if unpercept,ive, colonial power. But this was most like'ly an

inevitable outcome of the development style in Pangia, and one merely

accelerated by Independence. The type of progress env'isaged was not

practical or suitable, and an infrastructure was laboriously constructed

with ì'ittle attention to its tsuperstructuralt consequences' Even when

Pangia was still under the colon'ial regime there were many signs of

future disappointment, but these were often blamed by tkiapst on the

lack of a "mental ability to keep pace" (PR8/70-1)'

The tempo of change was such that parochialism and lack of interest

became defence mechanisms, a means of coping w'ith the enormous changes

which followed pacification (see PRl6/71-2); these are what Howlett

calls the "negative traits" of peasantry (Howlett, 1973:272)'

Conservatism was partly a response to change, it gave people time to

adjust to a coercive and rapid development style, and partly because

peopìe were not educated to manage or comprehend the type of progress

required (it was easier to rely on the certainty of pigs and gardens)'

The nature of soclal change emerges out of the dialectical relationship

between development and ttraditionr, and it is this nature which is

examined in later sections.

A on the I m han ri' kobu 'i t

I have already discussed some of the effects of activities such as

cash-cropp.ing and labour mfgration on the system of production' with

particular reference to the declinìng yields of gardens. Short-term

famines occurred in Pangla before pacification, and were re'lated to
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slight seasonality, especial'ly heavy periods of rain' abandonment of

gardens after a loss ln warfare, frost and inadequate garden techniques

(gardens are frequently used 3 or 4 times before fal'lowing and the soil

is often too poor to support such usage). W'iru themselves blamed such

crop failures on, ê.g. enemy sorceryr and today the action of God may

also be cited as a'causet (as a punishment for sinful behaviour).

It seems that a major contributory factor in famines is the

tendency to not prepare new gardens until the old ones are nearly

finished, such that there is a large time gap in which the vagaries of

climate can have greater effects than if gardens were better spaced. A

propensity for ' temporary food shortages was exacerbated under

colonialism by the time and labour which people had to devote to

development projects. Yet whi le acknowledgi ng the truth of this

situation the administration consistently placed most of the blame on

poor agricultural practices, and had to introduce compu'lsory garden

days, and then months in March, July and November (PR3/71-2):

It seems extraordinary ... that after so many years of
clea¡ing, planting, hárvesting and eatìng that these people
still ðannot regulate their plantings to ensure a continuous
supply of food.

About twice a year they barely get by, scrounging for eYery
tittle last moisel. It is ridiculous real'ly and they admit
it, but it is their way that they llve from.one day-to the
next. Advanced p'lanning-(except for pig-kills) is relatively
unknown (PR3/61-2).

The food shortage in the Pangia area is now a regular affair
which reflects -rather more on the local farmers than on the
government or mlssions. It has been mentioned at both villaçe
ãnd district headquarters level that demands on the people's
time for roadwork, economfc projects and mission tasks are
the real cause but this now must be dfscounted as pure'ly an

excuse as I have taken particular care to ensure everyone has

had enough gardening tfme (PRl/70-1).
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tlliru, lnstead of blaming labour lntenslve ilevelopment schemes and

the absence of menr preferred the exp'lanation of declining soil

fertility as a cause of fam'ine, an expìanation which may have some

validity as, in the face of "the rap'idly increasing popuìation" (PR5/69-

70) and an absence of 'labourr gaFdens were re-used continually 'lnstead

of clearing new ones:

... old gardens are being used more and more often and are
thoroughly leached. tlith 402 of the male workforce absent Jn
Mt. Hagen or on the coast and development projects, and
missions using quite a bit of the available time of those
remaining, there is not much time for the clearing of bush
before new gardens can be constructed (PR4/70-1).

Informants stated different reasons for this belief, ranging from

partial eclipses of the sun in 1962 (accompanying the arrival of

Europeans), whites stealing the fertility of the soÍl and taking it to

Australia (loca'l Members were lobbied to a get it back), to the

abandonment of cults ensurfng fertility (Christianity was seenr by some,

as less effective in this respect, which may relate to the notion of God

tcausing' food shortages). The latter folk explanation may also have

some validity as a decline in cults meant t,hat less pigs were killed'

implying that there is less pressure to produce a surplus with a

possible result of famines increasing in scale. The Sunday observance of

work taboos by Christians would also contribute to this problem,

although this may have had more impact at the helght of the H.L.S. Also,

with the extraction of men out of the exchange economyf it is possib'le

that productfon was sufficient for the househo'ld only and that there was

no Jncentlve to surpìus production. which would cover people in times of

shortage (cf. Sahlfns, '1972, ch.2).
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While the division of labour by sex is more or less unchanged,

there has been a marked decline Jn group cooperative garden actfvfty.

This is related to the introduction of steel tools which enable one man

to do tasks that previously required several men (yet see 2d.), and also

to a t'frightfully splintered society" in which t'brother wouldntt help

brother" (PR3/71-2). The colonJal experience certaln'ly contributed to a

breakdown in the spirit of community and group cooperatJon, which was

exacerbated by new notions of the twok kontrakt and of pay for labour.

Some men do pay people to help in such tasks as garden preparation and

housebuilding, and the making of labour a commodity has underscored the

importance of the domestic household as the main unit of production and

consumption. However, the degree to which a decrease in cooperative work

has contributed to the frequency of famines has to remain problematic,

although in exceptional circumstancesr as when many men were away as

labour migrants, the absence of cooperative labour to help deprived

households must have had an êffect, on productivity.S

A common complaint is that while more and bigger gardens are

planted today (informants explained that this was because of the end of

fighting which inhibited gardening practices, suggesting that this is

not such an innovat'ive step as it first appears) and men work harder, a

person ate much better before pacification. Even though many new

varieties of sweet potato and other crops are now grownr the

conservatism 'ln agricultural practice and the preference for store

foods, to the neglect of mixed gardens, indicate that the ttaim hangrl'

will remaln a problem into the future.
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FOOTlOTES

2.

3

4

5.

6.

From lStrathern, 1978, comes the following: Pang'ia station' - 177

u"""r, was bought lor'106 shells in 1961; ã miss'ion station of 43

iã.ãi' *ui-uouÀËi ro" 35.8.0 pounds ln 1964. Monev was used ^after
igOa in nearly-a]'l government and mission transactions, and Pangia

did not e*perì"n." ã pearl shell tboom' as d1d other High'land areas
(åitf,ãueñ 'th" use äf ron"y as a valuable did mean the exchange

à"onoty-tuffered inflation of a sort).

Strathern reports a whole settlement of men being taken to jail for
nòt-Uri'ldi ng 'latri nes (Strathern.l" 1978: 81 ).

For instance, one report states that ttthe Jntroduction of tea and

pyrethrum into iüis ãt"u will definitely make it boom" (PR4/65-6)'

fã. is discusied above, but pyrethrum here-and elsewhere in the

iõütf'""n Higl,rtands was a disastei. SÍlk, chillies, -poultry. projects
inã other schemes were attempted but by qld large they -were
iiilu"", for the same reasons äs tea and coffee - withdrawal of
administration 

-ä*pã"iit" and support, and lack of financial
returns.

For 1978, the total amount of coffee bought by D.P.I. was K3,038,

but I am not sure if the records are comprehensive. If it is
ã"ðu"ãt", ii does indicate a marked decline in sales of coffee to
D.P.I. after private buyers entered the area' D'P'I' -prices for

"ãti"à 
varied flom-¿ã¿./iä. to Kl.31 between 1978 and 1981 (source,

D.P.I. records, Pangia).

uced 455,580 kg. of coffee beans, which was

fee sold Jn thã Highlands (44'389'080 kg'1

Simbu 172, Enga 4Z). At an average price of
022 of saìes in the S.H.P. The 12 of coffee
ces reflects lts development ltg, whereas
iZ-tpã.f'áps half) reflects the 'kiap styl.el
tV òî Pangia - land availability, altitude'
mónetary f"r*s, Pangiats ttradet position

vis-à-vls the toutsidet world iras certain'ly-improved, and îs much

better than many other districts in the southern Highlands.

An agronomist suggested that seeds for such crops as wing beans'

which were storàã-in the rafters of ments houses, may have been

bought rice. ManY croPs not grown

ulté' and mission and evangelist
àcline in Tunda (Strathern,À.1981S,
ven ln Takuru' where PeoPle said
ng these croPs.

This is not to demean the benefits of aid posts, education, a money

income, etc.; tlJlru are certainly appreciative of these aspects of
development. The admfnistration'
over one of these benefits. In a

whom have seen a town bigger th
wish to take uP rural emPloYme

school. All wished for office
(surveyed) a small Percentage w'i

become useful citizens. The rem

7.
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8.

the 'important agricultural role are a'lready potentia'l misfits and

malcontänts. Theie seems to be littìe point in a national educatlon
system un'less it can turn out the type of person this country needs

- that is both educated people for the jobs ava'ilable and educated
p"opi" ãapable ãi lea¿in! til" life of añ agricultural ist" (PR2/72-
3).

Strathern states that lrliru u,omen could manage in garden preparation
without menr and were not so di sadvantaged as Mel pa women

by labour migration (Strathern,å.pers. comm. ).
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2c. THROT'GH THE OPEI{ED IX[R: EVAI{GELICAL IIISSIOiIS III PAI{GIA AIID TAKURU

While it is d'ifficult to gauge how colon'ial attitudes to Papua New

Guineans changed over time, different stances on rculturet can be

recognized. Genera'|ly, they reflect more on the changing priorities of

development po].icy. This was susceptible to international opinion and

political changes in Australia, both influencing the perception of the

'native situationr. There was little recognìtion of the human benefits

of maintaining cultural integrity. Instead pacification and

admjnistration were affected by paternalistic attitudes towards Inative

protectioni smt, often tempered by convictions of racial and moral

super.iority, which nonetheless were amenable to demands for native

labour and land. what were consÍdered to be appropriate plans for the

welfare and development of the people usually did not' take into account

their opinions and needs. Rather they were:

to be segregated, looked after, legislated for and against'
rirriãnisã¿ ãn¿'ãrnoriãi, until in tñe fullness of time lhev
srrãuld by some rnãgìãui r"unt become European in all but colour
;ffi -tträV- *ouiãl of course, be accepted as members of the

àommunity (Hastfngs, 1969:55).

Culture was preserved where it did not interfere with po'licy, business

or the maintenance of peacer but the conf'lict between tradition'

development and the oblÍgations of Europeans towards rcivilizingt the

people was more often than not a result of politics than of confuslon

over what were the moral responslbilities of a colonial power to those

it governed.

F.E. Williams, in his capacÍty as Government Anthropologlst' wrote

in 1923 of the Vailala Madness that:
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compared with the wholesale destruction of irative practice and

tradition. the collective nervous disorder is a matter of
small and transitory lmportance (t,lilliams, 1976:323).

The co'lon'ial authorities of the day were concerned to suppress t,his cult

as a threat to order, in which thetdestruction of native practicel was

the most visible and important contributory factor. The colonia'l setting

which precipitated the Madness had changed nearly forty years later,

such that in Pangia this destruction, while not overtly encouraged, was

not a pressing concern of the Australian administration. To a large

extent the District administratJon was responsible for, and its po]icies

stood to benefit from, the abolltion of many traditional practices

(Christianity was. seen as an'integra'l pant of capital'ism). The lack of

finance, manpower and the exÍgencies of a deve'lopment p'lan set the stage

for missÌon intervention in traditional culture and ensured its crucial

roìe in shaping post-co'lonial tliru society. The reasons for the mission

presencer its influence and success wilì be the theme of this chapter,

presented against the background of Takuru settlement and its resident

Wesleyan mJssion.

Christianìty .ls inherent'ly a proselytising religion, encouraging

the work of missions in foreign lands as a priority of the church,

which, as a secular and spiritual organization, is responsible for the

diffusion of Christian doctrine:

The old non-Chrlstlan past must sink below the horizon. That
which comes from the west must be so absorbed and assimilated
that lt can be transformed and re-expressed in cat
different from those of the world of its origins
19822 537 ).

ego
(Ne

ri es
il'1,
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The orig.lns of this mlsslonary 'impulse afe found in christrs

exhortations about the rGreat Commiss'iont for all Christians: it is

incumbent upon a'll believers to spread their faith wherever they reside

(Matürew 28:19). However selfless and dedicated individual missionaries

may be, the processes of change they initiate are usualìy predicated on

the assumption that those to be evangelized exist in a state of

ignorance (sin) and suffering only to be alleviated through the embrace

of Christianity (see also Bustin n.d.:55). Those who bring this relief

have often answered a call from God or see their work as part of a

divine p1an, as this quote from one of the first representatives of the

Evangel.ical Bible Mission (E.B.M.) in Pangia and Takuru indicates:

gther incentives to missionary work are the rewards it brings to

the individual, in the extreme case as martyrs but:

I can still see a small group of men sitting beside the road
plunning a big pig feast,-tryìng to be p¡epared, but yet lost
:.. beãause 

-the- Bjble says without Christ there Js no

iaivatton. I can hear them yet, as they ask what they must do

ið ãvotd Hell and to make it to Heaven. I can see them as

blind men groping for the wall, with no one to help them.,.It
seems I can-hear ánother voice, more powerful .¡. saying "And

vã- if,ill know thÀ truth and tñe truth shall make you.^free".
Ért -ããn 

they know the truth unless we tell them? (Bustin
n.d.:52).

the days when the blood of the martyrs formed. the seed of the
new cÉurch have gone from New Gu'inea ... The denlal to the
miisiãnãrv of thã chance to martyrdom rather_ reflects the
secularisátion of our own culture, with relegation to a

secòndary place of those re1lgious concepts which to our
ancestori appeared to provide the maln iustiflcation for
unwe'lcome i nterference i h tt'te I i ves of New Gui neans ( Rowl ey,

1 965: I 30).

yet through self-denial, hard work and physlcal discomfort there was a

chance at martyrdom of another kind, the separatlon of a person from his
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own culture for the greater glory of God, a choice often rewarded by the

esteem in

communi ti es.

which misslonaries are held in their own reìigious

1¡hile the impetus for missionisation is located within the logic

of western culture, those members involved in tbringing lightr would in

many instances be viewed as unrepresentative. I do not mean that they

are seen as a specìal'ly selected, educated and talented rel'igious elite

(which may be true for some missions) but that taken out of the

Melanesian context they couìd be viewed by some as religiously or

socially eccentric, often ethnocentric and poorly equipped and trained

to dea'l with the real needs, in times of cultural dislocation, of the

"black, savager heathen New Guineans" (Bustin, n.d.:53). Individual

motivations and sty'les of presentation, while influencing local level

responses to missionaries, are usua'lly inacessible to the anthropo'logist

although one can assume there is a range here from a genuine des'ire to

help people through difficult periods of adjustment, to a grudging rGod

called me to lead them out of darknesst approach which is only concerned

with producing Christians.

Missionarles are often interesting subjects of study but any

further comments on mot{vation are outside the scope of this section:

suffice it to say that wishes are often indulged (the rgentleman

farmer', the tcowboyt, the tbusinessmant) which can provide models for

local behaviour. I have frequently heard misslonaries admirÍng]y

descrlbed as tanarapela kain mant, cowboys (a macho hero model provided

by the Hagen cinema) and even as blg-men (in reference to their

capabi I itles and possessions). Such perceptlons obviously affect
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attitudes towards Christianity. But the attitude'to misslonaries was not

always, as the patro'l reports indicate, one of reverence:

there is quite a degree of cheekiness towards, and lack of any

real respect for, some American m'issionaries. This may be due

to the fact that quite a few are unable to speak P'idgin ol
tljru and some appear to have difficulty with English too alg

cannot .or*Lnicate effectively ... (when he is accepted)
the locals will endeavour to mi'lk him of his last penny

( PR5/69-70).

Given that the same basjc reasons underlie the mission presence

throughout Melanes1a, and that on the whole the response to Christianity

has been hìghly favourable, what sort of variab'les need to be studied at

the local level? I'lission techniques' resources and polic'ies vary from

area to area such that one mission may be more successful in conversion

than others. In Pangia, however, there have been perhaps up to '10

missions at one time which estab'lished themselves in given territories

or in places away from their competitors (though today they compete in

vi I I ages, parti cuì ar'ly si nce the ami val of di fferent evangel i cal

groups ).

Rivalry between missions for settlements and sou'ls was intense'

partly from a belief that theirs was the 'truer religion, and part'ly

from the size of the congregation strengthening a missionrs position and

claims in Pangia. If a mission could maintain itself and was not

threatened by another it seems that the type of mission was not a

signiflcant variable in its loca'l acceptance, the principle operating

being rfirst come, first served', as long as the first could outbid

ìatecomers in the amount of material goods given to assure a welcome.

The initia'l E.B.M. denomination of Takuruns wasr so the story goesr

finally decided by the third mfssionary rprospectort to arrive, (after
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Catholics and Lutherans), who offered the most and best variety of goods

(blanketsr axes and she'lls) and managed from its base in Mele to wln

over an influential sub-clan that steered peop'le away from Catholicism.

It was always posslble to sway local opinion aga'inst other demoninations

once contacts had been made and mission-settlement alllances cemented

through gifts. labour contracts, etc, Although brfbery and coercion were

techniques pecuìiar to most Pangia missions in the first yearsr the

promises, threats and emphases of the evangelists 'lent a distinct

qua'lity to the christianity of the settlements they occupied.

The varying mission approaches to conversion 'ls one factor which

needs to be considered in explanations of different respor6et to

prose'lytization. Another is the pre- and post-co'lonial history of Pangia

which informed the [,liru reaction to missions and facilitated their

success throughout the entire Pangia district. This uniform reaction

(after a short time all missions were warmìy accepted and clamoured for)

has been briefly considered above. The first factor will now be

di scussed.

In the first years of colonialism Takuru experienced two

evangelfcal missions. The E.B.M. occup'ied Takuru for about a year

before selling the station for 1,000 pounds to the Wesleyan m'ission in

1963, a sale prompted by the shortage of E.B.M. missionaries. The

tllesleyans ìfere chosen because they were seen to be of similar

fundamental persuas'ion. They were versed in:

the methods of John Wesley (once a missionary) who

emphasized the presence of evi'l spirits, and t,he threat of
eternal hel I fi re and damnati on for non-bel i evers, al ways
al lowf ng an escaper however, t'hrough acceptance of
Christlanity (Robi n,'19822330).
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The lrlesl eyan mi ssi onari es bel 'i eved i n total human corrupt'i on and that

Takurunsexistedinastateof'aboriginalsin'.Formostmissionaries

this meant a total break with the past and trad'it'ion for those to be

missionised, which meant an onslaught on traditional values' Wesleyan

policywasmoreabolitionistthansyncret.istic.Thestressesand

anxietiesproducedbythisapproach,w.ithitsinterestmorein
,converting, than ,civilizingt, affected local interpretations of

christianity as well as its later Takurun characteristics: a rìgid

adherence to dogma, strong beliefs 'in an impe¡Åing end of the world'

prohibitions on drink'ing and smoking' etc'

Figure 2 : Thefateofsinfu]pagans(from'l,lordlessGospel'forNew
c;ìr;;;-"-uoãll et uieã i n Pang'ia) '

InhisstudyofthellahitaArapesh,Tuzinremarksthatfacedwith

a wide range of miss'ion imposed prohibitions on traditional activit'ies

',the great majority follow the easier course and remain pagan" (Tuz'in'

Hecitesdemographicandpolitica.|reasonsforthemission

inthatl]ahitavi.llagewasso.largethatevangel.ism|vas
1 976: 33).

fai I ure,
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curtailed to hamlets close to the mission station, and that its size

encouraged extreme factional i sm whi ch counteracted a widespread

acceptance of Christianity (tbid:34). These hindrances occurred to some

extent in Pangia, yet acceptance of missions was enthusiastic and where

factionalism arose it was expressed not in reject'ion of the mission but

as a sel ect.ion of denom'i nati on 'in opposi ti on to other f acti ons ( cf '

Strathern,A. lgZlÀ:455).1 Th" reasons for a tliru reaction opposite to the

Ilahita Arapesh are found in the'ir different cultures and colonial

history. The Pangia case will be exam'ined below, after an initial

comment on anthropo'logy and missions'

It is easy to be critical of missionary activity but it must be

remembered that in Pangia missions were an essential part of the

colonial scheme and were viewed by the administrat'ion, if sometimes

grudginglv, as integra'l to the development process. This did not stop

t,he critici sm of most mi ssions for thei r lack of assi stance i n

development and'in inspiring district unity:

missions must be convinced that they should contribute to the

ärã*tfr 
-"t 

the economic and pol iticà1 Pang'iq and not simp'ly

;;;i; with their churches and schools. In fact at this time

riiiiãni are fail'ing to support Council (and) 
-deve'lopment.andes and 'lack of understand'ing

or two excePtions - and tota'l
through Engl'ish, vernacul ar or

In some ways the destruction of certain aspects of wiru culture was the

aim of both missions and colonial officers, overtly for the former and

covertly (insofar as'it was not a stated polìcy) for the latter' To a

certain extent these officers had their hands tied and in some

situations had to deve'lop atlook the other wayrattitude to missions'
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To be fair, the Pangia administration was aga'inst many of the means

of persuasion used by missions to gain converts, and 'it init'ial'ly

emphasized to tl'iru the freedom of rel'igious choice (PR1/62-3). 'Kiaps',

however, had little control over m'issions and even less after the

following message arrived from Mendi H.Q.:

To advise people of their rights of choice could easi'ly lead
to more confused think'ing by both Papuan locals and European
missionaries. It is quite possible for your advice to be

construed as anti-mission and if that did occur, with the type
of peopìe with whom you are dealing, th.en the Administration
wor'k in the area would be hampered (PR1/62-3).

Clearly, the Mendi administration had to bow to the pressure which could

be exerted by the mission lobby in government, as well as acknowledging

that at t,he local level missions had the power to thwart 'kiap'

directives. This is one reason why missions in Pangia enjoyed a w'ide and

successful influence and were rarely 'interfered with by the

administrat'ion, which must share responsibility for m'ission excesses.

tJhile there is much to be critical of, this does not he'lp our

understanding of the processes which transformed society or of the

mission as an agent of change. If Christian proselytization was the

inevitable accompaniment of colonialism in Oceania as Lãtükefu states

"and, therefore, ought to be studied as objectiveìy as possib'le"

(Boutilier, et al., 1978:457), then only the methods and results of

missions, as opposed to their presencer is open to criticism (unless, of

course, the whole process of colon'ialism is questioned).

It should be made clear that a fundamental antagon'lsm separates

many missionaries and ant,hropo'log'ists, whi¿h D.Hughes suggests is a
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product of their d'ifferent attitudes to the sacred and profane

(ibid:65). This may be resolvable at the level of ind'ividual interact'ion

but it nonetheless colours the anthropoìogist's interpretation of

missìon work. The antagonism is exacerbated by the morally amb'iguous

ro'les held by both (cf. Burridge, ibid: 7), and by disagreement over the

value or place of cuìture:

The 'idea of preservi ng cul tures 'i s good' but we must be

careful that we dã-not rãgard cultures as sacred. Men's souls

are more importaÃi ihan tñetr cultures (Wakatama 1976:17)'

The missionary may neg'lect the fact that tments soulst need a culture

to exist irì, but the dilemma for the anthropologist, and where his

objectivity may be tested, is in assessing whether the achievements of

missions are more or less benefic'ia'l in the overall process of' for lack

of a better word, development. This assessment is to a large extent

.independent of the probl emat'i c of God's ex'i stence and can be made

regard'less of faith (bearing in mind that we are investigating results

and not reasons). It is not separate, however' from the biases of

anthropoìogists in the way they present and select from the'ir material'

It would be fa'ir to say that Pangia has received a more diverse

m.issionary 'influence than most if not all districts of comparable

population sìze in the southern Highlands. At last count there were

European representat'ives from six m'issions, running eleven mission

stations, and nine other denom'inations. About 602 of the population 'is

Lutheran, 30i[ catholic, the rest consistÍng maìn]y of fundamentalist'

sects. There have been more missions and sects in the past, creating a

s.ituation made further perplexing by fluctuation in the number of

operating stations from year to year. Needless to say this has been
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confusing for l,liru sought as congregations for churches competing 'in

ideology and prom'ises. Those who had made a choice could find their

missionary had returned to whence he came.

Inter-mission conflicts contributed to this confusion:

None of the missions in the area have any respect for
anotherrs work insofar as each one is prepared and willing to
go into a village and break new ground . on an already
ãstabl i shed set-up run by another church organi zat'i on

(PR?/76-7).

Criticisms which missions made of one another would have minimized the

unifying affects of Christian brotherhood and at least woken people to

the benefits of playing on miss'ion rivalries (see PR5/69-70; PR13/72-3).

The fol'lowing gives some insights into the way 'in which one mission

viewed other persuasions, expressed through a personal attack on a

Catholic missionary, no doubt reciprocated in kind:

while the children needed to be taught in English and their
own language, he was teaching them songs and prayers in Lati.n..
(The sõngi they were taught were actua'l'ly chants and sounded
fully as weird as their own pagan songs). while the children
needâd to be saved by the blood of Jesus Christ, he had not
had that blood app'lied to his own heart ... he himself was

immoral. By teaching them how to pìay cards and to gamble, anq

by... taking part in the sensual dances... in which foul and

suggestive language was prevaìent and immorality the_ultimate
outðome, he was propagating the things of the devil rather
than fight'ing them (Bustin, n.d.:9).

If nothing e'lse, this vitriolic outburst demonstrates the prejudices and

insularity of some of t,he evange'lical m'issions'in Pang'ia.

The rap'id pacification of Pang'ia, coup'led with the enthusiasm shown

for the white presencer allowed missions their eager'ly awaited first
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entry for the conversion of l,liru away from thei|idolatry and pagan

beliefs. As mentioned elsewhere, ôt least one mission contravened

government reguì at'i ons and entered the then sub-dì stri ct before

derestriction to make first contact with the rheathen' and to give 'it

the edge over rivals 'in the keen competition for souls' The entry of

miss'ions after derestriction was recorded by the administration:

the ensuing scramble for the plum spots,- however
no doubt provided alì groups with sufficient of
territory" to 

"u"n 
satisiy them (PR3/61-2).

To protect our i nterests i n the l'li du Val I ey' we

n"c"itu"y to build some houses on the border of this
prepare io enter it as soon as it was declared opened
n. d. :8).

wait.ing for the opening door... word came to us one day._..
that it" Widu (i,{iru)- Valley would soon be opened fo"
missionary activity. it *us a-well-known fact that some other
mi ssi ons were maki ng pl ans towards goj ng 'i nto the val l ey wi th
the intentions of prõseìyting some oi our followers. Some of
these missions have a fòrm of godliness but have little or no

pã*"". gne of them could, by no stretch of the imag'ination, be

cons'i dered evange'l 'ica'l

und'igni f i ed,
thei r ttorvn

The missionisat'ion of Pangia, compared to other areasr was more of

an assault insofar as pacification occurred at a time when missions were

organized in other districts and could work from established bases. The

expectation of a new area (simultaneously one of the last) attracted

many missions including those that had arrived late on the scene

el sewhere:

felt Ít
area and

( Busti n,

Mission

affai r

and to

attempts at conversion were not a sporadic but an intensive

due to Pang'ia's late entry 'into the sphere of colonial control,

the p'lann'i ng and organi zat'ion thi s al I owed the mi ssi ons f rom
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nearby in the Highlands (the S.I.L. had special permission to

a representati ve i n Pangi a 'in 1959 ).

The period during wh'ich Pang'ia came into this sphere and liable to

mission influences is, then, a sign'ificant part of any exp'lanation of

the Wiru responses to colonialism. By 1961 all of the major districts

with1n the Southern High'lands were subject to, with various degrees of

pressure and 'intervention from, a network of district headquarters,

patroì posts and mission stations. This network was o'lder and/or more

efficient in some areas than it was in others. Nevertheless, when Pangia

came under the control of this network a policy towards development and

the treatment of recent'ly contacted peop'les was fa'irly well established.

The fact that the Southern Highlands was the last District to come under

Australian control aìso contributed to the mission impact in Pangia:

The missions have been an especial'ly important and influential
force in the Southern Highlands Province. Because the province
remains less developed than most others in the country, it
relies heavily on the contributions of missions to provide
health and education services. And because the national and

prov'incial governments have had relatively little awareness of
mission actlvity here, missions have been permitted to settle
an¡rurhere and to propagate such religious doctrines as they
haie seen fit. Missions have been regarded largely with favour
and have been permitted to proìiferate (Robin, 1982:323).

The lrl'iru response to pnoselytis'ing was comparable in many ways to

the reactions of other Highlands societies but for an explanation of

differences we must return to the historical and geographical factors

previously considered. I argued that the tbackwatert nature of Pangia

and its lack of extra-cultural contact through trade, had implications

for the perception of, and desire to obta'in access to, wealth and

knowledge from thetoutsidet, i.ê., largely from the west. This operated

to influence the t^liru reaction to externally induced change, mak'ing them
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susceptible to the imagined benefits accompanyÍng the acceptance of

new order and the rejection of the old.2

Thi s suscept'i b'i I i ty was demonstrated by such th'i ngs as the scal e

of 'epidemic madnesst preceding white arrival, the virtually spontaneous

pacification of the distrjct (cf. Sorensen, 19722362)' and the

willingness bordering on total obedience to wh'ite direct'ives in the

first years foì lOwing 1962. There was also a strong desire for

missionaries (which, as I have written above, was linked to a need to

control epidemic sicknesses):

while we were ... waiting for the widu valìey to be opened,

the natives from across the border were constant'ly coming to
us and asking when we would come to their vi'llages.. [l|e would
explain ... that we were ready as soon as the doors were

opäned. They wou'ld then ask how many missionaries we had ready
to go in... (and) where we were going to be located...

Many of the nat'ives were disappointed because those two places
(se-lected as stations) didn't include their villages.. They

offered us land and told us they would he'lp build the houses

if only we would come to their places too (Bustin, n.d.:10)'

The enthusiasm for missions is shown, although the popularity of the

E.B.M. declined when it was known that they burnt down cult houses, and

this mission was warned away by some settlements (PR3/62-3).

Combi ned wi th a geograph'i cal i sol ati on whi ch m'i I i tated agai nst a

wider experience of the ind'igenous and European'outsidetas well as the

extent and timing of its intrusion, the phenomenon of social change

proceeded in a milieu qualitative'ly different to other areas.

Development schemes were carried out in a fashion similar to mission

efforts at conversion, not piecemeal but according to a plan with

a
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object'ives and time limits imposed by an awareness of impend'ing self-

determination and indePendence.

It has been suggested that in the Highlands:

the contact situation has never been such as

oeoole self-conscious about or rel iant on

ià"bloey (Lawrence and Megg'itt, 1965:23).

to
any

make the
rel i g'ious

In Pangia, this is understating the case, many Wiru did become tself-

conscious' of, and were made to feel deep shame in, the'ir traditional

cults, which increased their reliance on Christianity as a rfunctional

alternativet for sinful cult practice. The Pangia contact situation was

such as to make treligioust ideo'logy a central concern for 1¡iru just

from the attention paid to it by miss'ionaries. By concentrating on

tshamet the missions, perhaps inadvertently, used a potent tool of

social control wh1ch reinforced their position and contributed to their

success in conversion. In fundamentalist settlements espec'ial'ly this

also led to the abandonment of traditional dress and bod'i'ly decoration'

and to haircutsa5A Pñrequisite of conversion.

To sum up, Pang'ia was different in its history of tprogress'

because it received from the start a concentrated and zealous attention

at t,he level of the district as opposed to individual settlements and in

comparison with other districts, part'ly as a result of the timing of

coloni¿ation 'in terms of its resources and imperatives, and partly

f rom the geographi cal and cul tura'l 'i soìati on of Pangi a whi ch encouraged

a particular style of white management.
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Development was the prime consideration of Pang'ia personnel and was

ini ti ated practical ìy from the start of derestriction, with t^li ru be'ing

more in the pos'ition of a 'captive audience' for administration and

mission pronouncements and perhaps less in a pos'ition to verify or

discredit them than their ethnic neighbours. The cultural basis of llliru

society was attacked rap'idly and efficient'ly by both colonial officers

and missionaries, the former viewing it as a hindrance to development

and the latter seeing exchange and cult activity as pandering to Satan.

Robin, in an overview of mission enterprise in the Southern Highìands'

apt'ly describes what happened next:

At the same time as the o'ld order was decl i n'i ng, the
missionaries were presenting a new one. They brought with them

a set of policies and codes of behaviour (and) services,
goods, and technological advances. The old ways alone were no

Íonger sufficient to exp'lain the origins or future direction
of the world; but the missionaries offered new solutions and

explanations ... The mission, in effect, initiated cultural
di sl ocat'ion then sei zed the opportuni ty promot'ing
'large-scale conversions to Christianity (Robin, 1982=337).

Missions enjoyed a widespread influence in the Southern High'lands and

even more so in Pangia, where traditional practices appeared to

dis'integrate quicker than in almost any other area of the province.

Today, Pangia is regarded by many Southern High'landers as one of the

most Christian of districts.

Before and after pacification Wiru were open to innovation in cult

belief and practice. Spirit cult and Christian evangelists were quick'ly'

often eagerly accepted and demonstrations of new pract'ices associated

with the introduced cult or religion were soon adopted. An E.B.M. school

at Kaupena (ln Ialibu district) appears to have accepted about two

hundred young Wiru men to train as representatives for the mission some
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time before derestrictlon. probably about 1959 or 1960. This inundation

of |rJiru males anxious to join the school was the result of a previous

selection of a few young men to be trained and sent back'into Pangia as

'front men' for the mission. Other missions, too, had schools in Ial'ibu

to the west which accepted l,liru students before 1962. The enthusiasm for

Christianity shown by Wiru must have surprised even the mission:

The natives wanted us to come or send another white man to go

and teach them about God ... We were temporarily blocked from
go'ing, but we were led to send for several boys and young men

õf sðtrool age to come to our station at Kaupena to be taught.

when word got out among the people of the l^,idu valley that we

were enrolling students from their arear they started flock'ing
in by the dozens ... ltle finally had to refuse enrolment to
those coming later. For even months after that they continued
coming and we had to continue refusing still it was

through those same boys tlve were able to reach the natives of
the Widu Val'ley (Bustin, n.d.:3; see also :10).

It is unclear what promises, if any, were made to entice these

young men from their homes to strange and forbidding lands, or what

expectations they had for these actions, but what is illustrated cìearly

is the desire of Wiru, by sending their children to be trained'in the

white man's tcultt (as it must have been viewed at the time), to have

access to European goods and power. That the young men were not

necessariìy drawn by a need for Christian'ity is evidenced by a fight

invo'lving many enemy tdiru which broke out at Kaupena station (ibid).

Apart from a Wiru readiness for innovation, what is also shown is the

extent to which missionaries were prepared to go to follow their

interpretations of Godts wishes, and to beat their competitors, even if

the 'legal ity of the'ir actions was questionable. Statements such as twe

were led to sendt are distortions justified by the ethics of mission

endeavour.
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That the acceptance of missions was influenced by the'ir percept'ion

as a source of wealth was recogn'ized by the administration:

The connection between acquiring wealth and cult practices suggests that

the church was to some extent another cult'importedtfor its control of

the cosmos (which attracting valuables demonstrates), and playing

missions off aga'inst each other was to select the most effic'ient church

in terms of its provision of an access to wealth. Such a conclusion is

supported by the l'ink made between missions and t'heir (ritual) contro'l

of epidem.ics, and by the fact that missions which were more overt in

promising material rewards and supernatural control were the most

popu'lar. In the north Polu area this led to a great deal of unrest when

the Ful 1 Gospel Movement (Pentecost) arrl ved and attracted many

followers away from the l,üesleyans at Alia by its stress on faith-hea'ling

(which it demonstrated by showing tmiracle filmsr, wh'ich was a new

medi um of evangel i sm):

tions, the reason for (their
ãnã í',i gt "" 

than the si mPl e-ãi 
u.qIirìng greater material

I gain, or the belief that it
ti ãni sì ng i nfl uence ' ' ' The art
st the o[her ìs well known to

.r1 \
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The administration went so far as to compare the shift to the F.G'M'

hav'ing "cargo cult overtones" (ibid).

Some disillusionment did occur when the expectations associated

with missions did not come to fruition:

The early attitude of respect and awe for the missions by

locals hai died and become somewhat mercenary. There is a fair
amount of disappointment that missions have not helped 'in the
econom'i c f i el d as was hoped ( PR4/70-1 ).

This ttrespect and awe" was perhaps related to the tcultr perception of

Christianity, and of missionaries as the representatives of God (and

instructors in the new tcultt).

New cults were practised 'in a framework of traditional beliefs

about ancestral and cult spirits and their control or influence over

health, growth and productivity. This practice was attacked by native

evangelists and missionaries and rapid'ly abandoned. The type of

ChristianÍty which these non-[,liru evangelists spread, most w'ith only a

poor understanding of the Bible, was crit'icised by the administration:

By the time the particular Bible lesson comes to the ears of
tire hliru peop'le one wonders if Genesis becomes a footbal I
match... the final result is very d'iffe¡¿nt from the originaì
( PR1 /62-3 ) .

The 'legacy of this ill-conceived introduction to Christianity is

apparent in many settlements today, where only the haziest notions of

basic Christian beliefs and practices, such as communion, are held by

many (see 4b).

AS
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Beliefs associated with cults have to a large extent rema'ined,

alt,hough t,hey may have been muted after contact or expressed through a

different framework. This raises the problem of syncretism and cultural

continuity. Many authors have argued that Christianity is interpreted in

terms of the tradit'ional belief system and what emerges out of this

recasting of the moral universe 'is a local version of Christian'ity,

often based on a sel ect'ion of appropri ate B'i bl i cal references ( see

Lawrence, 1964; Robin, '1982). The question that really concerns us here

i s twhat i s Chri sti ani ty 'in Takurut ?

The l,lesleyan mission has churches, pastors, deacons and a

congregation; worship and sermons are organized along lines familiar to

western observersr prayer meetings are held during the week,

testimon'ials are given, communion received. The outward form of

Christianity is reassuring to the missionary but, gìven the assumption

made about Holy Spirit induced conversions, the tChrist'ianityr of the

people is taken for granted and hence the substance of it not read'i'ly

comprehended. Still, flissionaries occasiona'l1y obta'in insights into

local Christianity which can lead to anger, frustration and accusations

of tskin kristent behaviour. The organization of church ritual follows

mission guidelines but, as will be shown, the type of Christian belief

in Takuru is specific to that society:

the basic concepts on which they (traditional cults) rest may

persist and influence reactions to any'innovations 'impinging

on them (Lawrence and Meggitt, 1965:23).

This persistence is responsible for many of the features of the church

.in Takuru, but a contributory factor was a belief in "the almost magical

s'ignificance of baptism" (PRz/72-3). Conversion, which in fundamentalist
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settlements was often through revivals (see 4a.), was related, I would

argue, to a cult perception of the church and Christianity; some peop'le

expressed disappo'intment at the failure of conversion to bring prom'ised

rewards, although the material benefits of colon'ialism supported this

perception by tuny.3

What many missions fai'l to realize is that for the majority of

people they seek to convert, without a historical and cultural

experience of a world religion it is difficult in the space of a few

generations for people to become christians in the common'ly accepted

sense of the word. Christianity exists within the western capitalistic

system and, given the stage of development in Pangja, it is doubtful if

money will provide the tenabling conditions' for the tnew mant Burridge

postulates aS a necessary transformation for the emergence of a valid

Christian'ity (Boutilier, et al., 1978:15, 18).

Missions cite the power of the Holy Ghost as conferring the

equivaìent of this experiencer that is, it makes people comprehend what

being a Christian means. I would argue, to the contrary, that people and

groups construct a notion of Christian'ity out of their experience and

interpretation of [,|hite behaviour and oratory, and their traditional

expectations of 'cultst as a technological and moral system. But is

Takuru Christianity

1

2.

the superimposing of the new on a traditional.system which

continuäs to'give a similar morality and function to 'cults', or

a syncretic fusing of elements of the old and the new or

is it something else again?3.
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Cons'ider the folìowing conversation I had with a man found cookìng

pork near his house:

a. What are you do'ing?
A. I am cooking some pÍg because my daughter is sick.

a. Wi'll eating the pig cure your daugther?
A. Yes, an õroiago (curing specialist) gave me some medicine to mix

with the pig.

a. bJhat is the medicine made of?
À. How would I know, I'm a Christian and don't believe in that (the

consultation and curing done by an oroiago).

The man d1d, of course, believe in the power of the medicine, he was

merely disassociating himself from practice cons'idered sinful by the

mission through a declaration of Christianity. At the level of mora'ìity

a distinction is made between the old and the new, wh'ilst at the level

of efficacy this discrimination is not so rigidly adhered to (pigs are

commonìy killed when people are sick). The old still has power but the

new takes exegeticaì precedence. Proposition one cannot exp'lain the

complex interpìay between tradition4 and Christian elements of morality

and social behaviour. The concept of tsint held by Takuruns is not so

much based on a philosophy of good and evil as on properties of ritual

and prohibition. It is somet,hing approaching an tuncleanliness' or taboo

quality which attaches itself to an object or act which categorÍzes them

but does not d'im'inish their effectiveness. In most cases the 'image of

s'in for Takuruns is any traditiona'l belief, or behaviour characterized

as like 'taim bipot (there was no word for rsint so the missions

appropriated abe, the term for dirt, which can have connotations of

po]lution, ê.8., abe kamare, menstrual blood. Abea is also a

generic term for male and female gen'itals. The connection between sin
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and sex is linked to m'ission crusades against promiscuity and the spread

of venereal disease, the latter supporting the mission 
"uur").5

Qftentimes a stat,ement of Christian belief can justify recourse to

traditional activities, especia'lìy those dealing with sorcery. A deacon

who consulted a divination specialist over the cause of a death said

that he momentari]y lost his Christianity (but not his belief) yet after

receiving a verdict he was able to be a Christian again. To cease acting

like a Christian 'is relevant to the group definitional aspect of

denomination, which is dealt with later. It may appear that people are

Christians when it suits them but I suggest that a declaration of church

membership, for the first time or after a relapse, has a force which

emanates from the utterance of the word 'Christiant itself. This

incantory property of English words, and'Christian' is a powerful

English word, has been commented on by Rowley (Row'ley, 1965:132) and

Burridge, the latter writing that (for Tangu):

there is power in the word itse'If... whether they are
intelligible as language or not. Indeed, the strange oruîqommon

word may, potentially, have more power than words in normal
use (Burridge, 1969:186).

These words, and the accompanying church procedures (such as prayer) and

codes of behaviour, are intelligible in traditional terms but have a

greater impact from their association with whites and their manner and

weal th.

Takuruns say that they no longer practise magìc or sorcery because

tmipe'la stap kristen nau', but this does not stop them from consulting

other l,liru or non-Wiru ritual spec'ialists for curing or divination. To

an extent this non-practice is observed as a ritual prohibition of
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because peopìe are Christians' although the magic of pagans

viewedaspowerfuì.Magicsti]lexistsasatechniquebutTakurunsare

prevented from performing it themselves ('idealìy) because of their

embraceofadifferentmoralsystemthat'.intermsofitslogic'

dismisses it as an alternative' Denying magic but seeking it elsewhere

.isonlyanapparentcontradiction,itmaynotbepartofthetechnique

ofChristianitybutitisrecogn.izedasexistingouts.ideofit.Magic.is

sinful but, as the work of Satan' even the m'ission credits its existence

whileforbiddingitspractice.Thisinadvertentdovetailingofmission

andtraditiona]be]iefsisonereasonforthecontinuationofpre-

colonial notions' By acknowledging native spirits' reclassified as

Satan.icagents,andtheirinterventioninhumanaffairs,themissionis

toalargedegreeresponsibleforloca]interpretationsofChristianÍty.

111

its force

is still

Theintroducedbe.|iefsofChr.istianityarestronglygoverned

behaviouralprohibitionsandaconceptofmorality'muchlike

traditiona]system.theprohibitionsandmora]ityaredifferent

are adhered to for similar reasons' to appease a spirit (God)

maintain the quality of life on earth and (a new reason) to ensure

afterlife without suffering. commitment to christianity is on

behavioural more than philosophical grounds, if one acts f ike a

christian God wìll provide, It is not necessary to have worked through

constructsofsin,charityor]ovetounderstandwhatmakesaChristian
.i n western re1 i gi ous terms ( thi s statement' of courser i deal i zes

chr.i sti ani ty .i n western soci ety). Thi s atti tude to chri sti ani ty i s often

encouragedbythetechniquesofparticu]armissions,forexample'the

'r This term is used loosely to describe manioulat'ions of objects'

potions, spelts, etc., t" å.ii"iã'ã'åãti""ã Lff"tt or inflict harm'

by

the

but

to

an
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preference of evangel ists for mass conversion. This minimizes an

indiv'idual commitment to Christianity (Smìth,Â\' 1980), but such a

technique is fac'ilitated by a sharing of "similar etiologies"' the

difference between the conceptual level of the vi I lager and the

Christ'ian fundamentalist is not really very great" (Rowley, 1965:132)'

Regard'less of any conti nui ty between cul ts and Chri sti an bel'ief s'

Takuruns themselves regard the two as antithetical; the former is

rejected because it is not appropriate to post-colonia'ì life. Indeed'

Christianity (and to an extent the colonial order) is perce'ived as a

civilising'if not humanising influence, it turned W'iru fromtwild pigst

to people, emphasizing its acceptance as a new moral order with new

reciprocities. It is wild pigs that are referred to and not the domestic

variety, which to some extent represent their owners (see 3u), i.e.,

they are too thumant. lllild pigs are used as a "metaphor to indicate

rel ati ve capac'iti es" ( Burri dge, 1 969: 180); they are non-reci proca'l and

unobliged and by comparing themselves to such animals Takuruns point to

t,he introduct'ion of a new moral order by Europeans.

The socio-political situation 'in Takuru has changed enormously

since contact and it is to this that a'cultt expression of Christianity

is directed. To a large extent th'is has been precipitated by the

teachings of the miss'ion through its proferring of a morally

transcendent system, hence more effective, and through 'its prov'idin9

a technology superior in its control of nature and dangerous spir.its

(which is influenced by behaving in the manner the new moral order

dictates, such as a'llowing women entry into church).
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The adoption of this technology entailed tak'ing on its ethical and

explanatory baggage, which was not to prove difficult. The hope and

optimism accompanying the acceptance of Christ'ianity, and the relief

which greeted the abandonment of warfare'imp'lies that an idea of a world

f ree from vi ol ence and sufferi ng exi sted as a potenti al wi thi n l'l'iru

society (cf. Sorensen, 1972=362); some peopìe requested the Ialibu

tkiaps' to come to Pangia and stop W'iru from fighting' and peace was

prophes'ied in dreams. One reason for the init'ial success of the missions

was the model they provided for peacefu'l relations between enemy groups

(and between agnates): they suppl ied a rationale for pac'if icat'ion. Yet

Takuruns were not latent Christians, rather they were historica'l'ly

predisposed to ac.cepting a new cult for a greater control of the world

and its resourcesf although the cu'lt and church modalities were more

similar than distinct, which helps exp'lain the ease of conversion (see

Robi n, 1 982: 339 ) .

l,liru have a rather Hobbesian view of their life before pacification

and reflect upon it as a time of darkness and savagery; Christian'ity

supplied a highly appropriate ideology both for tliru expectat'ions of

whites and for what whites promised and demanded of Wiru. It should be

made clear that traditional morality was not negated, rather its

ideologicaì and behavioural import shifted, as along a continuum' with

ChristianÍty. For examp'le, one should not kill obeys the strictures of

the mission but the fear of hell (and prison) provides the stimulus for

aquiescence more than a Christian love of onets neighbour. More

'important'ly, the new version of morality enforces behavioural rules for

reciprocity between peopìe, and between people and spirits (includìng

God). But, as most missionaries will tel'l you, to act like a Christian

ls not necessarily to understand what Christian'ity is about.
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My emphasis on the functional commonalities of cult and church

appears to support not deny proposition one' but Takuruns see

Christianity as the ideologicaì ìnverse of spirit cult belief, and the

transit.ion from one to the other was not a passive but dynam'ic process:

one of the early victories on the tJiru field was the
ã"it"u"tion of tire village spirit house at Taguru (Takuru).
There were housed two stonã fetishes ... These were the last
of such stones in the vi'l]age, and apparently the people were

iomãwhat fearful about destroying them. They sent for . ';; leading national Christián, to come and take away lhq
stones for-us to destroy t,hem, which 

- 

and 

- 

¡tg4

ã;¿;a pleasure in doingl- This act of rengnciation of the old
lpi.it-*orship practÍðes gave an impetus to the work there
... God had famished the gods of the Wirusl

The people themselves burnt their spirft houses and

clear'of their old idolatries and superstitious beliefs.
ãuÀàrlv walked in the lieht (Ridgwav, 1976: 75, 86)'

swung
They

The extent to which these acts were completely voluntary has to remain

problematic; many pastors and missionaries demonstrated the superiority

of God by entering cult houses and den'igrat'ing the power of cu'lt stones.

Their survival was evidence of this superiority and encouraged people to

abandon cults. The fear of hellfire was certainly one reason why most

Takuruns converted first to the E.B.M. and then to the Wesleyans. The

,renunciationt was also from a lack of choice, in an historical sense'

yet the decision to discard the old cults was motivated, âS I have

written, by a desire to import a new'cultt, and to welcome missionaries

as a source of power and knowledge. The rapid acceptance of

Chri st'iani ty suPPorts thi s vi ew:

t.lhen
would
commu

we went to New Guinea, I sanguinely expected that it
take ten years to establ'i sh a vi able chri sti an

nitv. t,le saw Gód do it in as many weeks (iUid:8l).
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The first proposltlon cannot exp'lafn why some elements of the old

remain and why some of the new receive more emphasis than others.

Christianity was not superimposed over cults, it js likely that they

both represent the working out of potentia'lities within the system of

belief under different h{storical conditions. This eventuated in a re-

expression of spirit cults as a Satanic practice, an outcome whlch also

allows cults as a functional, if socially undesirable, a'lternative to

Christianity. Cults and churches are structual'ly similar and both

portray attempts to comprehend and contro'l the natural and supernatura'l

world.

Initially, the notion of a syncretic fusing seems better suited to

promot.ing an understanding of Christianity in Takuru. Basically, what is

imptied is that the old and the new combine into a belief system of more

or less ttraditional' cosmo'logical function and I have argued as much

above. But this is on'ly a partial explanation, for the old is also

reinterpreted in terms of the new, cu'lts are recast as Satan worsh'ip.

There is dialectfcalo ""lationship 
between the pre- and post-co'lonial

eras (cf. Burridge, 1969:xviii) and events which transpired after 1962

can only be understood in reference to the history of Pangia and the

social specifics informing,the Wiru response to colonializatJon. The

perceptfons which generate this relationship change over time and, as

the situation alters, Takuruns ascribe different meanfngs to their

intercourse with misslonaries, administratofs, development etc.

The fol I owl ng di scussf on i I I ustrates the shortcomi ngs of a

syncretic approach. The ideologlcal basis of the misslon attack on cults

The word tdialectict in this thesis is used in the sense of
opposition'leadlng to transformation.

*
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was not that ancestral and deity spirits dld not ex'lst (and therefore

did not have to be sacrificed to) but that these forces are actua'l'ly

agents of Satan.6 By ,ro.rh'lpping God, a stronger spirit than Satan,

f.e., stronger than ancestors and cult deities (evidenced by the

success of whites, thefr assurance, etc.), control uras exercised over

those agents which desired to cause harm to indlviduals. Takuruns saw no

'logical problems with these substitutions, especlaìly at the 'level of

deities. Cult appeasement of paternal ancestors ceased with that of the

deity spfrlts, but now these ancestors were in a confus{ng category. The

mission allowed a belief in ancestral spirits but as Satanic forces, in

other words they wqre not really ancestors but agents of Satan, or what

Takuruns took to be ancestors. This distinction was too subtle for the

majority of people, and ghosts of the dead in this society are not so

easlly vanquished. A strong fear of these ghosts, indicated by a dread

of cemeteries, still perslsts even though Takuruns are taught that

people upon death go to heaven or hell. Ancestral spirits have always

been maìevolent, and the next step of classifying them as evil or

Satanic was obvious yet, although missionaries have offered to spend

nights in cemeteries to allay this tsuperstitionr, to discount their

existence was not so easy (and merely would have proved the superior

control of whites over ghosts, or that these ghosts were not interested

Jn or had no power over whites).

The connectlon between the dead and their ability to intervene in

dally life is stlll made if not openly acknowledged, and is agaÍnst

mlssfon dogma. If questioned people make vague references to cemeteries

as places of Satan and occaslonal'ly it may be said that spirits of the

dead are controlled or sent by Satan to act for hfm in the wor'ld. If

most Takuruns accept the superiority of Christianity over cults it
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seems perplexing that some of these traditional beliefs tenaciously

remain. To put lt another wayr Christianlty ls not obtuse when it comes

to explaining what happens to peop'lets souls, and encourages an attitude

of sadness not fear towards cemeteries, so why are Takuruns so unwi'l'ling

to assign the dead to the relatively clear-cut categories of heaven and

he'll? An area of ideological uncertainty exists between traditional and

Christian beliefs which reflects on mission technlques, assumptions made

about conversion and the inadequacy or failure of misslons to inculcate

into the minds of Takuruns a singularly western notJon of Christianity

(thls is not to say this is the only form of Christianity or, in this

instance, the most appropriate but it was the one with which

missionaries were Concerned). The persistence of belJefs about sickness'

sorcery and spi rits testi fy to this fai I ure, in part because

Christianìty is a world religion and cannot satisfy the specifics of

causality whfch cults addressed.

Although similar to cult beliefs, Christian{ty is in some respects

very different: behavloural and ideological aspects of the new religion

have been adopted but the humanist,ic philosophy - traditional'ly located

in a system of moral reciprocities - which impels and provides the

essence of Christlanity fs lacking. The church cult does not answer to

alt the needs of a people who have been confused and disappointed by

over two decades of involvement with the outside world. Christianlty did

not fJt as neatly lnto native cosmology as cults imported before

pacification, and the resultant grey areas are covered by local

explanations that contlnue to make sense. This is not a simple

rationalization on the part of Takuruns; beliefs about spirits and

sorcery, for example, are underpinned by a cu'ltural logic which now

gives meaning to Christianity (a part of the dialectic mentioned above)
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which is why lt co-exlsts with these bel'iefs wlthout causing too much

intellectual discomfort to those so log'ically embraced.

Cultism and Christianity are polar opposites but are conta'ined

within an encompassing system of belief, lf one does not suggest an

explanation the other wil'l: Takuruns are encapsulated within this system

and can select a beljef which is the most contextua'lly relevant.

Christianity was a successful implant because it supplied a rationality

for the white presence and a means to emulate the'ir achievements. Also,

and as fundamental, lt was accepted in the manner by which introduced

cults were adopted. as a more efficient practice directed at wordly

control and prosperity (when peop'le decfded to become christians pigs

were killed and offered uP to God - and also to mark a move to

residential unity ln Takuru - and to missionaries in what seems to have

been a payment for being tcultt originators. Some missionaries continue

to recei ve meat from pig-kl I ls because God created pigs, and

missionaries (the agents of God) are thanked for this creation)'

lllhi le cargo cults have received attentJon as a particular

response to co1onial change, little emphasis has been placed on

Christian converslon as a Process of adJustment to a new order' Until

recently, studies of Melanesian Christian'lty were often concerned with

the negative aspects of mission excessesr the destruct'ion of culture'

the anomie of post-contact vi'llage life, and so on. That the missions

were not able to provide a tota'lly meaningfu'l substitute for traditional

morality and belief is on'ly partly thefr fault, the conditions under

which they delivered their messages were more alien and difficult than

previous cult innovators experlenced. By the same token, the m'issions

were partly successful in creatlng a framework, albeit an unstable one'
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in which people may come to evolve

Christianity and one in which wider

constructed (through national churches,

Christian brotherhood, etc. ).

a more relevant notlon of

socl al relationsh'iPs may be

unity for development through

Granted that Takuruns had little choice in their acceptance of

Christianity, it remains problematic that spirit cults could have

successful ly coped with exposure to an external po'l itico-economic

control, especially when the particularities of the co'lonial period are

considered. At some stage in Pangiars development the mission presence

may have served a useful psychological purpose by providing intellectual

and emotJonal support for tJjru at a time of rapid change and trauma (to

which the miss'ions made their own contribution), and by allowing them

the possibility of entry to a white world in which they in'itia'lly felt

markedly inferior (they were wi'ld pigs). One outcome of the evangelical

process in Takuru and its outlying Wesleyan settlements was t,he creation

of a dependence on European missionaries for expertise and motivatfon'

similar to that described in reference to the administration in 2b.

Attempts to nationalize the church continue to be hindered by the lack

of management skil'ls needed to give coherence and structure to the wider

dimensions of church organizatlon. For many Takuruns, the presence of

European missionaries is seen as an integral part of ttheirt

Christianity from the advantages and prestige tha.t a mission presence

confers. Nationalization has to cope with a common perceptlon that'it is

a retrograde and not advantageous step.

It is no accident that many Takuruns characterize the m'ission as

tmothert and the administration as tfatherr, the former taking on a

nurturing and caring role which prepared lts tchildrent (congregation)
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for entry fnto the world of the 'father' (demands of, and methods for

achi ev.ing, devel opment), especi al 'ly i n a cul ture where strong emphasi s

is placed on the ob'ligations due to materha'l relations.

In this respect, the adoption of Christianlty could have been a

response to an authoritarian colonial control. The more claims were made

on time and labour for development schemes and the more disillusioned

Takuruns became with them, the more was Christianity retreated into as

an alternative for meeting expectations. The power of the mission and a

reason for its continued attraction for Takuruns, is that to some extent

it does meet these expectations by providing positions of status and

services. More importantly, it combines two aspects of Takuru society

whfch traditionally and today are central to its continuation - cult

belief and perforînance, and the nurturance debt owed to the matriline.

These two factors urere brought into sharp relief in ceremonial p'ig-ki11s

and to a degree continue to be today (a subiect dea'lt with in 3e).

If the effects of the mission in Takuru had to be briefly

summarised, all that could be said is that traditiona'lly cults were

tlehtly bound up in political and social ìife and remain so to the

present. An examination of the role of the church today indicates that

what is practieed in Takuru is a cult of Christianity, historically

determined and social ly constructed.

The foregoing was an attempt to explain the mission presence and

influence in Takuru, and to indicate that arguments of syncret'ism in

tcultt bellef are not concerned with social process. Syncretism is a

conclusion or descriptlon made about process and is not concerned with

its analysis. Nor does the term suggest reasons for the particular form
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whlch syncretism takes in different societies. To respond to proposftlon

three I would argue for a process of synthesism rather than syncretism'

.in which thetcuìtt present'is largely constit,uted through a dialectical

relationship with the past, and that different emergent possib'ilities

occur in a structural transformation which includes elements of the old

but in novel combinations, "in this sense every present situation is

pregnant with new forms and precedents" (Burridge, 1969:35).

The problem arises with conflict between rtraditional' values and

those evolving with the tneY, mant in a changing moral context, i.e.,

when taken for granted assumptions become problematic, which leads to a

restructuring of social relations. Whether this problem, or the need fon

a tnew mant, will stabilize or decline with the prospects for

deve'lopment is difficult to predict, but what is created out of this

ongoing dynamic could only be Christianity by divjne intervention.

Many missions have left the field in the belief that their work has

been done, mistaking outward conformity for inner conviction, but in

reality on'ly a (Christian) cult infrastructure has been precariously

created. If a capacity for alternatives in the face of change exists'

this may be expedient for Takuruns but not entirely congruent with the

missions' plans for the future of Christian'ity. These arguments are

continued in Part 4, after exchange is discussed in Part 3 to set the

scene for a wider examination of the mission and colonfal impact.
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FOOTIIOTES

1 a [,Ji ru settl ements are not as I arge as I I ahi ta but i f they are

regãrded as I i ke the separate ham'l ets of the I atter, the
¿iÏiiculties of making contact and of conversion are comparable.
Factionalism in llahi[a is more intense because of the larger size
of po'l i ti cal uni ts 'i n one vi 'l 1age.

By timagined benefitst I mean in the sense of being perceived.âSr
fór example, cargor and not that these benefits did not exist in
some forin --healtñ, education, etc.r - which were not at first
comprehended.

The Takuru attitude to conversion was similar to that of the Kewa:

The head water (used in baptism) is the blood and water
of Jesus which was collected in bottles by the white men

when chrlst died. tlhen the water is poured on the head it
goes inslde of the stomach where it guards God's ta]k. It
ãleanses us from bad thoughts and he'lps us do good work.
Its power is reactivated through eating the food
(communion) (Frankl in, 1972¿135).

Takuru informants indicated that. at least in the early days of the
mission, there were expectations of some rewards for conversion and

Christian behaviour, 
'and baptism was seen to have a tmagica'l'

influence on this beiraviour. Wiru for Baptism Js ue moroko (water
hotd) and during mass baptisms in Takuru they wou'ld wear long white
shiri,s, supplieã by the mission, and be held under water in a small

the pa]e-skinned uali (water men)
terms of this connection, i.e.,
uns tliket whites - emphasized by

ink to the rpowert of spirits (the
Takuru mfssionary was once mist,aken for ual{ while swimming in the
river Polu).

The use of the term 'tradition' needs to be clarified. It is used

here to mean a co1lection of pre-colonial be'liefs and practices
which themselves were not static and were capable of change.
Tradition continues {nto the present through those aspects of the
soclal universe which continue to be perceived in terms of an

underpinn{ng culturaì logic, even if that logic is adapted to fit
new cìrcums[ances. Bateson uses tradition in a synchronic sense as

iË t;i;; facts of a culture, facts which are 'givent as premises"
(Bateiõñf 1936=24. his emphasis). In a dlachronlc senser I wou'ld

argue that these facts lnforrn new understanding, and in the process
may themselves be altered.

There is a story, probab'ly apocryphal, that a man in wambi

castrated himself so that he could become a Seventh Day Adventist'
i.e., to avoid commlttlng the sin of sexual lntercourse. The story
goes on to mentlon that the man only removed one testicle 'ln case
he changed his mlnd.

2.

3.

4

5.
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6. Alternatively, as the following evangelic_al. cartoon shows, people
were 'worshipping' God but in the wrong fash'ion by offering- blood
sacri f i ce t'tri^ougtr the encouragement of Satan. The I atter,
however, as the First two panels show, is not on'ly responsible for
all sin in the world, but is also the true recipient of pagan mants
tworshipt.

o
lf3

2o
o

s-

Flgure 3: Men and Satan

çA oo
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2d. TO ACT LIKE A KT{AII: DEVELOnIEI{T AIID LOCAL POLITICS

That colonial ism had majolimplications for the pol'itical system

has been hinted at above, and I now cons'ider this dimension of change

w.ith partìcular reference to development in Takuru. Systems of status

achievement and decision-making 'in Melanesia have invariably been

affected by:

changes to the sphere of production,
marked i nf I ati on i n tradi t'i onal weal th,
the introduction of new resources' and
competit'ion for new positjons of status under colonialism.

I discuss the first three factors briefly and the last in more detail.

a. chanoes to the sohere of uction: after the introduction of

mounding in sweet potato gardens, the most recent agricultural

innovation would have followed the arrival of steel tools. As I have

earlier suggested, while steel was first imported in the twenties it was

probab'ly not until the m'id to late thirt'ies that anything ìike

signìficant quantities of it were present. Champion, in .l936, reported

many very old steeì axes in a northern Wiru settlement (Champion'

1936:98),1 but the efficiency of old and probably blunt steel axes in

compar.ison with stone has to remain problematic. Most settlements had

steel by the fifties, although some still used stone axes (apparent'ly

from local imbal ances 'in the i nternal trade network), and after Ial'i bu

station was well established it is likely that steel was everywhere by

the end of the fifties. Takuru men stated that few had good quality

steel axes unti I about the m'id-f ifties.
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The effects of the introduct'lon of steel have been documented by

others (e.g., salisbury, 1962) and undoubtedly when 'newer' steel axes

arrived in Pangia, men would have found their work in product'ion

affected (it is poss'ible that the anthropogen'ic grasslands in Pangia

became more extensive after steel). Elsewhere, the greater freedom from

product'ive tasks which steel allowed, had outcomes such as an increase

in warfare orf with pacification, an efflorescence of exchange (ibid'i

Strathern,l.1971C:109).2 Th. length of time steel has been present in

Pangia makes it difficult to assess its early effects; warfare was

certainly endemic in the decades before pacification but causative

statements about any increase in its frequency with the arrival of steel

cannot be proved. .Informants did not react to my suggestions that either

warfare or exchange were influenced by steel, and the situation is

further confused by the decade of intensive development in the sixt'ies

which dim.in.ished the time spent in production, and perhaps d'iscouraged a

greater build-up in pig populations under an adm'inistration which

controlled the timing and frequency of pig-ki1ls (and the high]eve] of

labour migration probably affected pig numbers. the absence of men

removing one stimulus for surp'lus product'ion for the exchange economy)'

Today, men are seldom seen 'in their settlements du¡ing the hours

of dayl.ight but, whereas I often encountered women in gardens I on'ly

occasional ly saw men involved 'in garden work. Men spend much time 'in

activities such as visiting, looking for Pigs, hunting, etc. Male labour

input is somewhat seasonal and many informants

pac'ification they hardly ever worked in gardens

requi rements of defence, exchange and the I i ke'

said that before

because of the
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Yet men stoutly ma'intain that they actual'ly work harder in gardens

since the introduction of st,ee'l (partly because of a perceived

deterioration in soil fertility, such that men have to make bigger and

more gardens for the same returns of the pre-colonial era)' Statements

about an increased male workload (relative to tbeforet' men today are

not overìy strained by garden labour) may refer to labour intens'ive

schemes which, like steel, were associated with Europeans and "we work

harder today" may be, in part, an allusion to the development experience

which steel presaged. People told me that they make larger gardens today

- more as a consequence of pacification (see above) than steel' âS

smaller gardens close together were easier to defend - but do larger

gardens, with steel, require less labour?

Si]litoeprov.idesquantitativeevidence,fromanother

Highlandssociety,foranegativeresponsetothisquery.He

that:

Southern

suggests

the efficacy of steel tools has increased the amount of work

;;; ão, *f,i"tr reãuces their comparable effectiveness with

,iän"--r"aiure¿ UV--ttre time spänt on a task (Sillitoe,
1 979: 1 55),

with the proviso that "time alone is an inadequate measure of

efficiency" (ibi¿:160). In other words, if men do spend longer hours in

garden work this does not necessarily mean that the'ir productivity is

increased (ttre same area of garden may still be cleared - more

efficiently granted - for a longer time input; given that gardens are

'larger today the amount of time men spend in productive tasks would be

further increased). Yet if men do work longer (rather than harder), then
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conclusions about steel giv'ing men more freedom for warfare or exchange

becomes questionable.

The bas.ica]ìy non-competitive* and cycl ica'l nature of exchanges

associated with t^liru pig-kills and cults, together with the poss'ibility

that an effectively greater surp'lus of food (hence of pigs) was not

created by steel, suggest that any tendency whìch pig-ki'lls had to

effloresce may not have been overìy encouraged with the use of steel

tools.3 Sor" informants said that pig-kills are in fact sma'ller today

because young men are less interested in the work and trouble involved

in raising p'igs. l,larfare was the real barrier to exchange' and once

removed the latter could proceed at regular intervals uninterrupted by

flight or garden destruction (exchange is not a functional equiva'lent

for warfare, it became more frequent in some areas as constraints to its

performance were removed, i.e., as a response to political change and

not from a simple connection between a greater productivity' more time

and the frequency of exchange).

In these terms, the traditional exchange economy would have been

most affected, if allowed to continue, after pacification. But in Pangia

the missions, the administration and the H.L.S. combined to prohibit or

limit exchange if it was sinful or interfered with development, and by

taking men away from it. Older men, with the pressure to develoP, did

not have the opportun'ity to bol ster thei r status 'in response to

colonialism by increas'ing the frequency and scale of exchangef or their

control of the valuables used in it, to the same extent asfl.Strathern

reports for the Melpa (Strathern, 1978) - especially in competition with

JÊ In the sense of being non-'incremental.
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youngermenwhoearntmoneyas]abourmigrants.ExchangeinPangiadid

not have the chance to efflorescer regardless of whether such an outcome

would have occurred.

In light of the above, the most signlficant changes' for politics'

to theS¡h"e of Production were -

1

the removal of PeoPle bY develoP
from time otherwise sPent in P

decline in exchange (in co

prohibition bY the administratÍo

2

b. infl ion i tradi Í onal alth: Pangiars trade isolation and its

experìence of colonialism meant that Wiru did not

shell 'boom' as did other areas of the Highlands
rel ativelY

undergo a

1 ate

pear'l

(strathern,l.l978). Pearl shells retain their.importance - and scarcÍty -

to the present, partly because theÍr tvalue' was not undermined by

inflation (see 3a and 3c). Also, the economy of Pangia is not such to

allow the supplanting of shells entirely by money (Strathern'['tggzg)'

That shells were not inflated suggests that shel'l exchanges concerned

with .individual or group status (kage, see 3d) did not have the

opportunity to increase in scale. Even if some shell inflation did

occurr the dampenfng of exchange under colonialism discouraged this form

of status achievement (a'long with the emergence of alternative means for

this achievement).
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c. roduction o new resou s: money was used very earlY 'i n

pangiats co'lonial history, and soon replaced the use of shell valuables

in the majority of transactions between tkiapst, missionaries and llliru.

This implies that a large proportion of white-Wuru re'lationships were

initially constructed through the use of money, a medium which was

almost completely under the control of Europeans, such that any autonomy

on the part of Wiru in these relationships was minÍmal. This, I would

argue, had two effects -

1

2.

Patrol reports soon noted a t'double system" of value, w'ith money and

native valuables "operating jointly and within their own spheres"

( PR6/6e-70).

Money was certainly an important factor in the acceptance of and

response to the administration and miss'ions in Pangja, and strongly

influenced the nature of white-Wiru ìnteraction. Coffee and other

introduced resources were ultimately means of obtaining money, and of

asserting a measure of independence from administration control. Money

penetrated into all aspects of tlliru life, and made exchange relations

more expensive to maintain and reproduce.

money was a prime factor in creating an . early dependence on

Euroieans in Pangia, as well as reinforcing their authority.

money quickly became-incorporated into exchange-as a 'traditional'
valuábie befóre its 'commoäity' aspects were fully understood - and

the use of money in exchange further increased a dependence. on

Èu"opðán. - which influenced þerceptions of development, self-he'lp
concepts, wage labour, etc.

d. new posit'ions of status: men with wealth'

formerly, prowess as warrJors or cult leaders,

status, respect and,

are known as al i tobou,
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which translates as 'head mant (tobou also mearis tskull').5 I use the

term theadman,to refer to this person, but hasten to add that it is a

position of status and not one of formal authority; it allows for some

influence in decision-making and arbitration. The force of a mants

personality, his stock of wealth, and his capacity for violence and as a

fight leader ffiâjr for a time, select out one man as a pre-eminent

headman for the district, but rserial despotismt (Salisbury, 1964) does

not seem to have been a feature of political life in Takuru'

The rapÍdity of change in the colonial era gave headmen little time

to maintain their established positions by using traditional methods as

a basis for innovation in the control of introduced resources (and of

younger men). The power base6 of headmen is in polygyny and productivity

(in gardens, pigs, and children), and with mission proscriptions against

the former and government work days undermining the latter, the response

by headmen was to compete for new roles offered by missions and the

administration. This helped to buttress their loss of power in the

political system, a loss also caused by the dampening of exchange (which

narrowed

status ).

the channels through which men could augment or maintain their

Headman and older men continued to exercise control over land and

traditional wealth, which was used to bring younger men back into line

(PRZ/72-3). But their control over land distribution was in some

instances be.ing transferred to administration representatives, and money

quickly became the prìme valuable, which younger men could obtain

without dependlng on older men (although help was st'ill needed in

raising bridewealth). These were other factors which encouraged headmen

to subscribe to tdevelopmentt rather than ttraditionr.
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Ithastobestressedthatmencont.inuetoderivemuchstatusfrom

exchange, and in particular from their activities in pig-kills at which

menincurandpayoffdebtsinpork.Inexchange'headmentendto

competeasmuch'.ifnotmore|withheadmenfromtheirowndistr.ictas

withthosefromotherdistricts.Yetthiscompetitionisnottoextenda

headman's poìitical lnfluence outside of his grouP boundaries' rather it

istog.ive,shame.torecipÍentsiftheyfaittoreturnthesame
quant.ityastheoriginalgift;thisaugmentsthestatusoftheheadman

andhisgroup(whichherepresents).Thepoìitica.lcontextinwhichmen

aspire to prominence is still 'largely a parochial one'

Theadministrationintroducedthee]ectedpositionsofcouncil]or

and ward committee officer, tkaunsil' and tkomiti' respectively' the

functionoftheformerbe.ingtorepresenthissettlementorcensusun.it

atmeetingsofthePangiaL.G.c.,inordertocommunicateback

initiatives for development or to ask for local considerations' The

,komiti.isthemanwhopollsthesecondmostvotesincounci]lor

elections, but 'in Takuru it is also a role which fal'ls to

representat.ives - usually headmen ortbisnisment - of major local groups

(sub-clans)whocontestedtheelection,andwonthemostvotesintheir

group. 'Komitir. then, 'is not only a deputy to the tkaunsilt but a

personwhosupportshisgroup'sinterests,hearsitscomp.|aints'

deìegates government work to his group' etc'

Inthe]atesevent.iesanewpositionwasintroduced,thatof

vi.llagecourtmagistrate(alsoe]ected),whohearscasesforinforma]

adjudication ln his own settlement, and also Passes judgement on cases

from a w.ider area at local v.illage courts, in company with other

magistrates; this avoids accusations of group or settlement bias' Land
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disputes and serious crimes are dealt with in Pang'ia by the

admi ni strati on.

Each of the groups that constitute the Takuru clan has onel

sometimes morer ali tobou, depending on the size of a groupr the number

of its ìineages, the percentage of capable men in that gFoupr etc. The

tkaunsiltis different from the headman'in that he is perceived by many

as a district representative (as were some headmen) and as a link to the

wider pol itico-economic system. He has, however, taken over and

undermined some of the functions of headmen vis-à-vis influencing the

course of decision-making, mainly in respect of his areats interaction

with a wider world.

The headman is still largely concerned with a rtraditionalr role -

the organization of h'is group and its resources for pig-ki l'ls (and

sometimes for tbisnisr, such as buying a truck), confront'ing people

threatening members (e.g. suspected poisoners), and the tchairingr of

discuss'ions on group affairs. Headmen in consultation make dec'isions for

their district or settlement on such matters as the timing of p'ig-ki11s,

and previous'ly were the organizing force for forays into enemy

territory. Takuru is a consensus based society but the ali tobou prov'ide

a focal point for the discussion of group affairs and the initiation of

its decisions, as well as being mediators with other groups within the

district (or conversely encouraging factional disputes).7

l¡lith the introduction of moneyr wage labour, etc., exchange did not

become po'liticized to the extent it did, Sây, in Hagen, as a response by

older men to retain control of traditional and new wealth, and to

maintain their status and importance in competition with younger,
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moneyed men. wiru headmen posed no threat to the rise of councillors'

pastors, etc., and 'in fact often assumed these roles themselves'

especia'lìy in the first decade of development. (If there were any

tendencies to cargo cult development in Pang'ia, the early incorporation

of headmen into colonial power structures would have 'inhibited cult

emergence). Headmen continue to be important figures but'they have lost

thei r s.ingu'lari ty. some 'i nformants sai d that i n smal I settl ements many

headmen have died not to be replaced, at least by someone who fits the

concept of theadmant. This implies that relat'ively large populations

with inter-group riva'lries may be necessary for the headman role to be

perpetuated.

A number of other new posit'ions of status have arisen in Pangia

since pacification, but the one most likely to reduce the ranks of men

aspiring to be headmen is thetbisnisman'- unless the two roles become

incorporated over t'ime.8 Th""" are various activities in which rural

tbisnismen, can be engaged, ranging from trade/bulk store owners to

p. M. V. /truc k owners to coffee mi dd I emen I wi th some men bei ng

combinations of all these types. Headmen may be 'bisnismen' - the

reverse is ìess like'ly - but significantly successful tbisnismen' may be

called ali kamo (man of wealth), an alternative name for a headman'

suggesting these roles have someth'ing in common'

In the future, the achievement of headmanship may come to rely a'lso

on ,blsnist as an attribute of th'is position. Yet this may be

unnecessarily confusing the issue, astbisnistdoes not conform to

western not'ions of busfness and economic rationality, and it relates to

the attainment and maintenance of group and individual status as does

the wealth raised by headmen through product'ion. These new roles.
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politica] changes have occurred in Pangia. Nonetheless'

settlement i ndi vidual status and group competition are

ultimate concerns of Politics.
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substanti al

within the

st'i I I the

Another new contender for status is the pastor, who is frequently

involved in'bisnis" usual'ly as a trade store owner'9 Th"t" are no old

pastors, or headmen who are pastors, at least in Takuru. They are either

young or middle-aged men who were brought up in the mission environment'

or worked for the mission as young men. These men saw Christianity as an

aìternative avenue to status achievement (also 'imparted by a connection

wit,h the miss.ion) without going to the trouble and hard work involved in

the ttraditionalt way of accumulating wealth (this is not to decry a

personal commitment to christianity as a motivation for seeking roles

within the church).

Christianity, like cults, is linked to a control of resources and

the environment, a proposition e'laborated on elsewhere in the thesis

(2a, 4b). In 1981, the 'kaunsil' was also the head pastor of Takuru, a

combination of roles which does not seem to take place in other regions

of the Highlands. This overlap of roles is perhaps connected to atcult'

perception of the promises of development and Christianity, and to the

expertise of pastors in helping to fulfil these promises through thejr

connection with God. This may be one reason why commerce did not replace

christianity in Pangia, as clarke reports for the Maring with whom he

worked (Cl arke, 1980:1 79). Commerce was not an alternative to

Christ.ianity for Takuruns, rather the two were inextricab'ly bound

together (in the sense of resource contro'l).
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In Takuru, the flrst rkaunsilt also comblned the roles of pastor

and headman, but this incumbent was criticised for the contradlct'ion

between his supposed Christian example and his habit of sending people

to jail for not working on roads. The conflict between his role as

pastor and councillor led to his losing both positions. Eventually, the

headman-councillor became a more viable role than that of headman-

pastor, as the functions an expectat'ions of headmen and pastors are

largely incompatible and headmen soon realized that competition for

administration positions provided the better avenue to status. This led

to the position of pastor being filled more by younger twordlyt men' who

desired status at a time when rtraditionr was in disrepute. The

existence of alternatives for men aspiring to positions of renown was a

significant factor affecting the rate of political change. Also, the

intrusion of the mission into local politics was a factor in its

acceptance and use by Takuruns.

Counci I lor and church positions are, with minor exceptions'

occupied entirely by men (see footnote 9)' reflecting the continuing

male control of politlcs and the resources used in its manipu'lation.

tBisnist is a recourse open to councillors, headmen and pastors as a

means of strengthening their positions, and it has helped in the

emergence of the councillor-pastor role mentioned above. A pastor is a

well established and respected position, such that a pastor with'savet,

a wide range of support, and some sort of'bisnisr as an indicator of

his secular abilities (and success in 'bisnist reflects his pastorial

abilities), can be voted in as councillor.

The epitome of the tbisnismant, for Takuru and many of those

settlements dominated by what ltliru cal I 'Baibel' missions, is the
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District supervisor (D.S.) of the church. These types of mission are

characterized as fundamental and evangel'ical, and it is interesting to

speculate that the upholding and propagation of a 'Protestant work

ethict is connected to the rise of their foremost representat'ives from

the ranks of houseboy to positions which most closeìy approximate' ln

the use of capital, the ideal of the western businessman; it may be that

their upbringing in the mission environment, the use of the mission as a

tbank,for savings (out of the reach of twantokst) and loans, and their

separation from their natal settlements has greatly facilitated the rise

of this type of tbisnismanr; some pastors are also as tsuccessfult as

D.S. rs.

0f the three D.S.'s with whom I am, acqua'inted a'll are around forty'

all og,n carsr t,radestores (one owns a large store and petrol out'let in

Pangia), have various rbisnis' pr:ojects running (chickens, piggeries'

etc.) and all make large amounts of money during coffee season as

middlemen between Pangia and Hagen buyers, us'ing their vehicles for the

conveyance of coffee and backloading with cargo and passengers' Howlett

describes thi s type of individual as a "big peasanttt (Howlett'

1980:196), and to some extent they are seen by t'liru as outside of their

own society; they are referred to as tblack red ment and are a part of

an emerging teliter group which includes plantation owners.

TheseD.S.ts,asleadersofthechurch,provideanexamp'leof
.individual achievement throughtbisnis' to the ordinary Wiru, as well as

further reinforcing the link between Christianity and a control of

""rou"."r.10 
Also, fundamentalist D.S.ts are helped in the'ir

accumulation of money because they do not drink, and do not have to

treat their twantokst to financially draining beer parties.
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Rather than there occurring an integrat'ion of 'traditional' and

innovative means for the achievement of status, aS may have happened

e'lsewhere, there appears to have been more of a d'ivergence with the

emergence of a new type of person who man'lpulates the introduced

resources of coffee, Christianity, money and contacts with Europeans and

with people outside of the d'istrict. This is not to say that the spìit

is complete or that headmen do not also use money in transact'ions which

maintain their position. The entrepreneur still uses p'igs and pearl

she'lls as one bulwark of his pos'ition when the occasion demands, but

increasingly it is money which is coming to p'lay a major role in status

acqu'isition.

This poses problems for the tbisnismant in that, whereas quantities

of pigs and pearl shells are not determined seasonallyr he has to cope

with a var.iable supply of money, a commodity seasonal with coffee (most

trade stores only operate during the coffee f'lush). Present'ly there are

two men in Takuru who are capab'le of maintaining a fairly regu'lar supply

of moneyr the D.S. and a bulkstore owner, although in both cases the

majority of their money is accumulated during the coffee season (and in

the case of the latter there is the support of a sleeping partner who

works in Hagen).11

It is the individual who manipulates money and new symbols of

powerr rather than the headman whose posit'ion ex'ists in the context of

kinship and group membership, who provides a different and perhaps more

appealing model for achievement. These new pos'itions of status coexist

with thettraditionalt ones, for which there will continue to be a need

as long as groups require a spokesman-representative for their affairs;

as hopes for development recede there Ís every chance that headmanship
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w'ill make up for its loss of singularity (cf. fustrathern' '19828). It is

aS if the various aspects of a headmants role were sp'lit up under

colonialism and allocated to new and more relevant posit'ions, and with

the passage of timetbisnismentmay come to take on a more ttraditionall

aspect (they are often strongly identified with their groups' as are

headmen), or tbisnist may just become a feature of headmanship (a

process apparently under way 'in Hagen (Strathern,h.l982C:155)).

The political consequences of colonialism and the emergence of new

positions of status are recorded in the patrol reports (see also 2b).

The creation of a L.G.C. initiated large-scale political changes buteven

before this event there were new roles, such as pastor and vi'llage

constable, which demonstrated that control was now external and

intrusive. The administration understood that traditional tleaderst

would be their representatives, but hoped to rep'lace these conservatives

with younger, more progressive men; to an extenttkiapstconcentrated on

individuals rather than the group for promoting deve'lopment:

it is anticipated that (in the next council elections) a

number of the present Councillors will be passed over in
favour of younger, more vigorous men who can instil enthusiasm
and obtain active cooperation from the local people during the
political and economic advancement of the area (PR8/67-8).

By 1970 onìy five of the forty Councillors were younger men, yet while

the administration was not successful in ousting the conservatives these

younger men exerted an effect disproportionate to their numbers:

The members of the Pangia L.G,C. comprise an interesting
mixture of the progressive and the conservative. There is a

nucleus of mostly youngr progressive men who are keen to get
on with the job of development. This group is often highly
critical of the other Councillors who they feeì are a drawback
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to the progress of the area' A second fo

the older, conservative group' These m

ãä""1óptãni to ãome and vocal. rn their
cattle, etc., ará- often held back bY

iiiã"iiun¿ine of the need. for their peo

ilffi;;-"ãnã" oit"n the cash (in the form

projects una"" iãi. -In 
the majoritv or cases 

llï".:"1uÊfi4¡äË1
have their *uy,"-ätpecially in developmental mi

e).

Pangiats'concentrateddevelopmenttledtoabreakdowninthe

socialorder,exacerbatedbytheH.L.S.,wh.ichdiminishedtheinfluence

of headmen in decision-making and threatened the viability of their role

modelforyoungermen.Theadministration,spreferenceforthe]atteras

a spearhead for the'ir programs also contributed to a poss'ible decline'in

therespectshownforoldermenandtheiropinions(reflectedinthe

changingqua.lityoffather-sonrelationships.inwhichmanysonsrefer

to their fathers as tkanaka')'

Therearecertaindiscern.iblestagesintheevolutionofthe

councillor position 'in Pangia. At first, when people were willing and

keen to follow administration d'irectives, the tkaunsilt was a much

soughtafterstatusfromitsassociationwiththeadministrationand

deve]opment.Thenextstageoccurredwhentheattractionof]abour

intensiveprojectsbegantopall,andwhenthechancetoearnmoneywas

desired more than local progress. It is possible that colonialism

introducedadegreeofauthorityintopositionsofstatus(authority

comes with the instit'ionalization of power), and the tbosboit nature of

someCouncil]orswasc.itedasareasonforvotingthemoutofoffice.

ButanyauthoritywhichCouncil]orsmayhavehadwascompromisedby

el ecti ons:
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on the whole the leadership at viìlage level is not good. This
is so because traditional headmen who once held posit'ion by

their abilities to lead and exert authority are now dependent
on the whim of the voters to remain as councillors. It is
unreaì i stic to expect a man to be fi rm and i ncur the
displeasure of the people he relies on for election. Too,
Councillors are missing out on the new wealth - trade stores,
cars, etc., by being involved in time-consumming vi'l1age and

counci'l matters. Thi s al I I eads back to the fact that
councillors are expected to do too much of what is not
primari'ly a Counci I i.ob - petty dispute settlement, law
enforcemènt, etc., (PRZ172-3).

Another effect of colonialism was that any powers of arbitration' in

land disputes for example, which headmen had before pacification were

precluded by the presence of 'kaunsil' and 'komiti' (PR//73-4) (except

when these incumbents were themselves headmen, who nevertheless

continued to be compromised in their decisions by parochialism and a

dependence on votes). Voters were influenced by the type of tkaunsil'

they needed to elect to assure them of a constant source of money from

work contracts (PR6/73-4). This was another factor in social breakdown:

discipline in the vi'llage appears to be breaking down. The

elders no longer have control of the young,.. It seems almost
as if the e'lðers are afraid of the young and thus have lost
control of them. It, has been my contention for many years that
Councils will not get too far until they have a majority of
younger Counci I I ors and thi s prob'lem on'ly strengthens - thi s

theory. Younger Councillors would probably be better able to
handlè tt¡e younger bloods. Stealing'is noticeably on the
increase (PR3/71-Z).

By the early seventies, as disillusionment was setting in with the

failure of various development schemes, the 'kaunsil' position became

increasingly untenable for the incumbent. As a representative of the

administration and responsible for encouraging work in projects, the

Councillor of this time was often not perceived as a pos'ition of status

and respect, and "weak and indifferent people" were voted for as a

consequence (PRl 3/71-2).
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After Independence, the negative connotations of Councillorship

began to recede as concerns became more parochial and local politics

again made tkaunsi'l' a desired posit'ion; competit'lon for these roles

'increased as their status improved. 'Bisnismen' began to compete with

headmen, indicating how these two roles started to converge in respect

of loca'l perceptions of their importance; tbisnist was an alternative

but acceptabì e road to status, whj ch counci I I orsh'i p hel ped to

consolidate (and, as I have written, al i kamo is a synonym for

rbisnismant ).

It is worth noting that even in the mid-seventies young educated

men were still seen as largely incapab'le of fulfilling expectations held

of Councillors (PR1/76/7). Many headmen-Councillors continued to be

voted for out of loyalty (verging on reverence in some cases), and if

t,hese positions were lost ìt was not unusual for the loser to be

financiaìly compensated by his co-residents who 'felt sorryt for him

(and empathisdwith his 'shame'). The 1982 Councillor list indicates

that about 302 of tkaunsil' are sti'll headmen, the rest being mostly

tbisnismen'. Today, the Councillor role is more closely associated with

tbisnjsment who are seen as more capable and relevant - they speak

p'idgin, have travelled, etc., - in their mediating role between !h"

census unit and the outside world. Just as a headman's son maytchange'

with him, a deceased Councillorts son (if fre is seen as capable) may be

voted into the vacant position as a show of sympathy for the son and

respect for the deceased. This, together with comments made previously,

suggests that the positions of headman, 'bisnismant and Councillor are

still all roles concerned with status and group representation.
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As mentioned above, the first councillor in Takuru was a headman

and also a pastor. He lost both his colonial roles because of their

incompatibility, and the next'kaunsil' (in 1966) was the most respected

headman - from h.is wealth and Prowess as a killer - and a former v'illage

constable. This position was retai ned unt'i I 1 981, even though

dissatisfaction with his capabilities had been expressed for years, when

the head pastor became the new incumbent. The ex-councillor was voted

back in as vi'l1age mag'istrate because people were sorry for him' and he

continues to be held in h'igh esteem by most as a wealthy and industrious

headman. His co-residents felt that someone more progress'ive and

'kristent was needed to represent Takuru on the L.G.C' (and settlements

derive status from the calibre of their tkaunsilt).

The history of colonialism in Takuru reflects on-going processes of

group fission and fusion; after Pangia station was established the

inhabitants of Takuru district moved to a village sty'le of residence'

encouraged by notions of christian brotherhood and mission suggestions

about the desirability of nuclear families. Yet co-residence led to much

social friction and to the splinterjng of groups to other hamlets a'long

group (and in one case denominationa'l) tines. t'lhen Koliri lived closer

together they contributed to a truck which was to be managed by two

resident non-agnates, who arranged the loan for purchase of the vehicìe'

This truck apparent'ly made a reasonab'le profit and clan donors soon

requested their money back to buy their own car. one of the managers

replied that there was not yet enough profit to repay the loan' but

offered to finance a fence for a Takuru cattle project. A clan headman

received a splinter in the eye while cuttlng posts and went partia'lly

blind. This was the start of much antagonism between the clan and
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Kawirene (ttre group of the non-agnate) which led to court cases for

compensation and for the return of loans' and finally the pg!- mokora

(loosely, ill feelings which can be malevolent) resulted in Kawirene

leaving the Wesleyans to form their own S.D.A. settlement.

The truck x,as repossessed and the manager fled to Lae never to

return. The other manager was taken to court, ostracized, and had his

trade store ransacked by poìice to recover some of the money invested.

This was the end of his attempt at being atbisnismant in Takuru, and he

continues to clafm, tod'ay that his litigants remain hÍs enemies, who

miss no chance to rdown' his and his sonts name.

The next truck was bought by two sub-clans, but one tried to

appropriate it for its own purposes and crashed it on the road to Hagen;

this was after numerous confl'icts over continual costs for repairi and

breakdowns. The result was more court cases for t,he return of invested

money, and po!- mokora also remains from this tbisnisr endeavour. As

Takuru fragmented into different hamlets there was a tendency for sub-

clans to buy their own trucks, and sub-clans now compete with each other

on the basis of cars, stores and other'bisnist activitfes which a sub-

clan owns (this competition became noticeably more vigorous during the

course of fieldwork, âS Kawali vied with Baipo for the status of

tnambawant group). Rivalry, covert hostilities, occasiona'l violence and

marriage and land disputes, although common before pacification, appear

to be on the increase, as are accusations of poisoning between sub-

clans. Poisoning is feared more by those groups which are most

successful in tbisnist; it is also used as a threat in elections for

such things as the Pangia M.P., with supporters of one candidate

threatenfng to poison supporters of another. It is on'ly at these times
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that a return to warfare is discussed, i.e., at the level of Pangia

district. An individual successful man also fears poisoning from his

jealous agnates or co-residents'

Headmen are prominent in encouraging group

shi fts and ri val ri es, and the ex-Counci I I or

opposition by suggesting that the sub-clans should no longer kill pigs

together but at their own hamlets - the ultimate act of fission' This

man also urged the complete abandonment of Takuru hamlet, the

res'idential symbol of Koliri unity, and encouraged Takuruns to se]l

thei r pi gs rather than save them for ceremoni al pi g-ki'l 1 s' Hi s

just.ification for the latter was the money this would bring to his co-

resjdents, but in reality it was to punish them for voting him out of

his Councillorship, insofar as Takuruts standjng wit'h other districts

would have been significantly damaged by a failure to pay back debts in

pork.

Antagonisms in Takuru became more intense after the death of a

headman in 1980, said to be the result of poisoning, which resulted in

many accusations, veiled threats and court cases which continue to the

present. Divisiveness and rivalry assure headmen of a role of continued

.importance in Takuru (cf.A.Strathern, 19828), and while the colonial

experience affected their influence and singularity the predicted loss

by the administration of their r'teadershipr function has yet to occur'

whether headmen encourage these sentiments 'is difficult to know, they

cannot all betkaunsilt and they are concerned to reinforce their status

ln their settlements and grouPs.

divisions,

encouraged

resi dence

segmentarY
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It was these men who, as a counter to labour migrants returning

with rrorì€lr pìanted the most coffee and were most enthusiastic in

starting cattle and other development projects. Headmen were certainly

concerned - by engaging'in development - to maintain their control over

resources, and in this they were mostly successful. Some headmen have

become tbisnisment or partners in tbisn'ist, especia'lly'in the more

prominent sub-clans; while they did not particu'larly try to control

money and younger men through manipulations of the exchange system, they

did and do compete (or jo'in) with younger 'bisnisment through more

modern meansr i.e., development, be it bulkstores' P.M.V. management,

coffee plantations, etc. Some younger menr disillusioned with

development and Christianity, opt out altogether and become 'raskOlst,

or spend periods between village and urban centres looking for work,

which usually adds to their frustration.

The fact that more ttradit'ional' means were not used to bolster

male and group status was not without its effects. Takuruns say that to

engage in development is to tact like a woment, i.e., they must work

hard, be non-aggressive and obey an external power beyond their control.

(Interestingly, it is Kawali, the tproducert groupr which is becoming

the most successful at tbisn'is'). Men, in particular the older onesr

feel that their mascul inity has been threatened, and there is a

suggestion of emasculation in statements that men have been tshrinking'

since pacification.l2 Takuruns much prefer peace and development to

their pre-colonial situation, but men are aware that a price has been

paid for t,heir complicity with and subservience to the administration

and misslons. Christianity, as an ideo'logy stressing obeisance,

meekness, non-violence, brotherhood, etc., has contributed this
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perception men have of their changing nature, and some of its effects on

exchange and sociaì organization are discussed in Parts 3 and 4.

FOOTI¡OTES

1. This settlement may have had more steel than elsewhere from its
advantageous position in this stone axe trade.

2. Sillitoe estimates that steel axes are, on the whole, 1.5 times
more efficient than stone axes (Sillitoe, 1979). As far as I know

there is no published data on the effects of steel tools such as

shovels and bushknives on High]ands womenb work in production;
shovels wou'ld have made woments labour easier but may not have
decreased their overall time spent in production - bigger gardens
may have been made for example - especially after cash crop! ald
other development schemes were introduced. Also, whether shovels
and the like were traded'in before pacification is not clear.

3. Informants said that headmen were among the first men to have steel
because they had the most wealth. Headmen have a vested interest in
productivity so household production for men of this status may

have increased.

4. It was the use of money in transactions which affected exchange,
rather than a tnewt use of exchange in the colonial situation as a

response by headmen to threats to their position.

5. Headmen were known by other names: ali kamo (man of wealth),
ali tiniul (nose manr a reference to the nose as a marker of
ã5'llit)' and inherited male characteristics), ali kebi (cassowary
manr á reference to a headmants singu'lar and aggressive nature),
ali yomo (tree man, see lb), ali mgdu pc (a reference to the string
used to fix a manrs hat to his head; the head is an important
referent because it is the seat of a man 

t s wene and
characteri sti cs ).

6. I use tpowertin the sense of it being an attribute of a headmanrs
status; the tpowert of arbitrat'ion for examp'le. Power is not to be

confused with authority in this case.

7. It is worth noting that I did not observe headmen until more t,han
two decades after pacification, and that I couìd be presenting a

distorted picture of headmen in ttraditional timesr, Headmen may

exaggerate thelr pre-colonial importance, whi'le younger men may be

biased in their recollections by the loss of singu'larity of headmen
under co]oni al'i sm.

8. 'Bisnist is a confusing category of activity. For example, one man

amassed a fair sum of money as a coffee middleman and, at first
sight, appeared to be an individual maximizing his assets. But he

wai an S.D.A. and, to bolster his own and his sectrs status 'ln

competition with the t.lesleyans, he bought three cows with his
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profltsr and cows are not an economic propoÉition (and are kept for
prestige and rarely killed).

The number of pastors in Takuru varied between three and four, with
four male deacons and six female deacons. Male deacons compete for
paitorship, and the position of rhead pastort. is also competed and

voted for. Female deaconship enteils such work as putting flowers
in the church. leading singing in church, etc.

Quite a few rbisnisment are ex-pastors, their fall from grace is
expla'ined in terms of thetbisnistaspect of their calling becoming
tob tempt{ng. one ex-pastor tried to use the status of this
position to ãttract women. He recently sold his truck to obtain the
'bridewealth for a second wife, indicáttng again how 'bisnis' feeds
into a rtraditionalr perception of the 'economyt.

One of the the main drawbacks for tbig peasant5 ', and one which
inhibits the rise of ttrue' capitalisis, is the drain on a mants

resources from his'wantokst and kin. The D.S. in Takuru often had

to contribute the lionts share to a relativers bridewealth.

Ali koloi toko (man, to not spread out from one stem), this is a

verUG toläesèrtbe a plant which the'longer it grows the smaller
it becomes. Informants say that men are getting smaller - they are
'like ratsr - because 1. soil has deteriorated and less food is
produced; men eat 'less and are therefore shrinking, 2. missions
made men put on clothes so that theirtskint and traditional dress
could not b" seen. The body is used as a metaphor for change and

this supports a view that tshrinkingt is to do with notions of
emasculatìon (a process associated with the arrival of whites' as

is the belief in soil deterioration). This makes for an interesting
comparison with my interpretation of the Koìiri origin story' in
which men were less than tmalet until in control of their own

destiny. Perhaps the notion of temasculationt is a cultural theme
(which- may relate to procreation beliefs). Read suggests _that a

'ìpreoccupalion with the body" (1955:268) is to do with a lack of
distinction between a manrs psychic and physical self, such that
the body can be a metaphor for a perception of the self. This
ipr"o"cuþation' is related to my discussion of revivals (4a).

10.

11.

12.
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PART 3 : CHAIIGE AtlD EXCHAI{GE

,,... we can take social rec'iprocity'in the broadest sense as

"rüå¿ving 
ããeplv ielt cultural'assumþtÍons concerning not only

i"ãnsä"tions Uut also the way that the world and events arg

constructed, as wel I as how problems may be reso'l ved"

(Schieffel in, 1980: 506).

"tJhen Tombema-Enga abandoned the tee, they d'id so in favour of
millenarian actiiitv. fne moral altsocial encumbrances of the

t"" -gãu" 
way to a new morality and vision of a new society

ffire"the tee-would not matter, or in some casesr the end of
ô.ãsãntiv õñ'stituted society altogether ...- overt go-vernment

ãnã-rit.ion edict would not stop tñe tee,. for they offered no

;;p;;ñ;iïuã-uit".nitive" (Feii, leBTs-4).

,r... there is nothing in its nature that causes money to
¿åri.ov 

-eift 
exchange-systems. They are destroyed by the

pãiitiä"l"po*"" of foieign institutions when conflict emerges'

Móre often than not gift-exchange systems flourish and develop

under the impact of õuch opposiíioní' lcregory, 1980:648).
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3a pIcS, pEARL SHELLS AtlD HUl,lAtl SACRIFICE : EXC}IAIIGE ITEt'l SYIIBOLISI'I

Before I consider wiru exchange, I need to focus on the meaning of

items used in this activÍty. This meaning can only be understood, in a

society where major exchanges are concerned with the life cycle, in

terms of procreation bel'iefs (see 1b). The symbolism of exchange items

emerges out of the investigatlon of one exchange in particular' the

gifting of shells by ego to his/her MBs (considered in more detail in

the next section), for which a return of pork ribcages is made' I

contend that this symbolism is invariant in other exchanges of the life

cycle, which should become clear when these are presented below' The

sections which follow set the background for a discussion of a major

concern of part 3, which is the effects of colonialism on exchange, with

more specific reference to missions in Part 4'

Shells are given by ego to motherts brothers as a payment for

his/her 'body'. They can be g'iven at any time but especially at

ceremonial pig kills, olno. It is said about these shells that people

give them with no expectation or even wish for a return, but the

recipients do make a counter-gift of pork ribcages, lunori' This return

is certainly not of the same equivalence as shells but the latter are

given in exchange for something which has already been obtained - onets

body - and for an ongoing benevolent rmaintenancer of it by MBs (who can

curse ego and affect his health or growth if he offends them or is

niggardly ln his pa¡ments). This "imbalance reflects a structurally

t givent situation generated from the context of wife-givi ng and

receiv.ing and the reproduction of children" (Strathern.À.'1978:87), and

the gift of lunori refers to the symbo'lic not materia'l nature of this
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return. [l|hy a counter-gift should be made is considered later' but first

I will discuss the symbolic aspect,s of what is exchanged.

The objects which are used to mediate between ego and MBs obtain

their meaning from the context in which they are used' the pay'ing off of

a debt for tbodyt which simultaneously structures and reproduces social

life. The pig, þi, ìs a pan-symbolic animal , 'its meaning in exchange

is relevant to the context of prestation and whether the p'ig is given

live, dead, whole, cooked or in special cuts' Live pigs are "the nearest

complete equivalent to people" (Strathern'A' 1981:223) and in exchange

relate to the people involved or, when sacrificed in cults' to agnates

in general.

An interview with a headman produced the followÍng observation:

live pigs presented in bridewealth means that people tgivim nat'ingr or

@., but when they are given as meattdinat or debt is settled.

lessened or created. A bride is not tpropertyt transacted for, it is her

ab.ility to produce children for whjch the 'bodies' of pigs are given'

Live pigs are given in other contexts, most notqbly in trade, buying

knowledge (e.g., of sorcery techn'iques) and life cycle payments. For the

latter, they represent the person or the social relationship between

people and, when people are engaged in an exchange relationship' lt is a

comment on and a recogn'ition of their social identity; a live pig given

from one person to another fs a special gift. People are not the obJects

of transaction and,

represent them.

to a large extent, neither are the pigs which

A live p.ig is called wene kai (wene; a caPacity for thought)'

underlining the fact, that they are seen to have an emotional and mental
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existence,asdohumans.Plgsarecarefullylookedafterbywomen'who

have a special mag'ic to make them grow, and nurtured as are the'ir

children. women may give choice cooked sweet potato to pigs and, to an

extent, they are another form of rbodyr wh'ich u,omen create. Pigs are

most often used in bridewealth or death compensation where they

represent or substitute for people on the basis of a negotiated

equivalent between the person concerned and a number of pÍgs (and other

wealth items, notably shells and today money)'

When a pig is killed, just as it is transforrned from one category

to another, i.e., live to dead, so too does its mean'ing ìn exchange' as

different cuts of meat, relate to different categories' To understand

the meaning of items used in ego-MBs exchange, I will have to discuss

other contexts in which pork is offered as exchange or sacrifice'

The importance of a v,omants role 'in reproduction is recognized in

the matrilateral bias in the exchange system. The fact that th'is ability

is incorporated into the domaÍn of male control, through the opianago

idiom (men who bear), again emphasizes that while women produce tbodies'

it is men who produce individuals, groups and wealth' In a sense' the

individuals which men produce are the result of tmaleness' superimposed

over tbodiest derived from female substance.

Thi s re'lates to the ambi gu'ity of the col our red, whi ch i s

associated with men but is also the colour of blood which is derived

from the maternal lJne. tlhy is red, then, a colour assocfated with men?

Paradoxically, it is the only substance which men share and can use as a

symbo'l of agnatic group identity and cont'inuity. In Takuru an apical

ancestress is stressed to the exclusion of a common ancestral father'
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and it is thetbloodt from this woman that the clan and agnates share.

Wealth may also be tred" not on'ly from its link with men, but as a

comment on its ultimate source - women.

tlhereas live pigs represent peop'le in exchanger pork ribcages refer

to what is exchanged. The aspects of lunori which concern us here are

that it is composed of flesh, bone and blood, it is the'inside' part of

a pig, and it is the return made by opianago in recognition of the

continued payment of shells made by ego for tbodyt. Ribcages can be

given raw but are usually cooked¡ in terms of symbolic consistency it

would seem to be more logical for lunori to be always given raw (wenea)

as it represents female substance in its essence. The tnewt ortunusedt

aspect of lunori reflects on the nature of the body which women create -

it is free of tmalenesst at, birth, i.e., its potential use as a medium

of masculinity is inherent within it but at birth it is 'new' and

awaiting a paternal conditioning. To cook ribcages is akin to

socializing them, to render the bodies which they represent less

specifically tfemale' and more general'lythumant. This is to equate

rawness and cookJng wìth female substance and male individuation' such

that the raw or cooked nature of lunori may be a comment on these twin

aspects of its meaning; a body is never on'ly female but the product of

female substance and male Yomini.

The act of giving shells to opÍanago is called pine teigu (I cut

the base), conveying a sense in which ego is paying off the obligations

owed for existence, which his/her body metaphorically and visibly

expresses. It is the inside of a body which particularly belongs to MBs,

even though women create it entirely, i.e., the chest cavity, lungs,

etc. lrlhen matrilateral spirits send sickness, tepene yene (trunk sick),
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it is this part of the body which is affected (cf. A.Strathern, 1980:62).

The lunori, then, is a convenient symbo'l for the return made to ego as

it represents what he/she is paying for - the 'body' inside of an

individuated person. Ribcages are teÞene and composed of flesh, bone and

blood, the three elements of physical make-up. They can be given raw or

cooked, reflecting the basicalìy female constitution of individuals, and

after consumption leave bones, as do bodies which decompose after death'

perhaps to demonstrate the power MBs have over ego's life or the point

at which body payments cease' death (Strathern suggests that MBs, by

control I i ng bi rth, perhaps to a degree control death (Strathern,À.

1981:211)). These features of lunori condense into a potent image of the

maternal contribution to ego's pine (base, origin, cause of existence).

In contrast pork sides, midiko, which are external to and envelop

this s¡rmbol of the tbody', are exchanged between men in a political

context where what a man does is on the toutsider, an outcome of his

paternally derived individuality (fathers create the rfacet, ârì external

representation of yomini and wene). Sides of pig are cooked in earth

ovens and formally presented during oino to the decorated and armed

recipients who are lined up siìently awaiting these gifts, which are

heaped at their feet. This context is also ega'litarian and debt, or an

imbalance in exchange can be cancel led out by the return of an

equiva'lent gift. Sides of pork, which symmetrica'lly oppose each other as

halves, comment on the balanced if delayed nature of this exchange

rel ati onshi p.

To delve even further into the pig, the intestines and other offa'l

(with the exception of certain organs of delicacy former'ly eaten in cu'lt

houses and offered to spirits) belong entirely to women, it is t,heir
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reward for their work in production. The movement from skin to entrai'ls,

outside to inside, ma.leness (in¿ividual ity) to fema.ìe substance

(bodies), is symbolicaì'ly reflected in porcine anatomy. The more one

progresses rinsidet a pig, the more associated with female substance it

becomes, just as the closer one comes to the core of a person the more

tbodyt, ôS derived from this substance, predominates (and it isirthe

rinsidet of women where foetuses are created).

To continue the analysis of obJects of mediation we turn our

attention to kina shells, maiyo. These are given either by themselves or

with pork but the return gift of lunori, frequently made at an oino, is

for the shells. The symbolic import of shells in Highland societies 'is

often problematic, partly because they are an introduced wealth item and

not locaìly manufactured to fit a native cosmo'logy. In the Wiru case

they do have certain qualities which make their use appropriate in

exchange, or rather the reverse, they are symbolically worked upon to

fit this cosmology.

Hughes reports that in comparfson with most other High'lands

regions, the pearl shell for Wiru ttwas said to be of great antiquity"

(Hughes, 19772189). This is possibly related to the symbolic elaboration

of shells now discussed, i.e., the length of time t'liru have had shells

may help to explain the emphasis put upon them, although the context of

prestation cannot be separated from any exp'lanation of their symbolism.

Mai.vo are not the product of female'labour and so can be directly

related to a male domain of stat,us and wealth production. A potential

conflict exists, however, insofar as shells are accumulated from a
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woman's role in reproduction, but this is embodied in the shell itself'

as we shal I see.

Shells are durable male wealth - given for perishable female

substance, symbolized by the return of lunori (cf.Àstrathern, 1981:.212)

- and vary in tnamet, history and the extent of their public veneration;

they can be owned by the same man for long periods of time (this applies

particularly to valuable shells, kianea maiyo (red shells), although

their prestation confers much prestige on the donor, who is often under

consÍderable pressure to give them up). A man can identify himself with

his shells by adding various markers attached by string - or by tying

knots in the st,ring 'itself - to the woven red camying band threaded

through the'legstof the shel'ì. He may join the bristled end of a plgrs

tail to the band if the animal has drawn wealth (or that particular

shell) to him. or add marsupial scrotum to mark yaei gifts (payments for

the wife's or children' fertility and growth respectively), or add snail

shells, kalo, to indicate a pig which has been gÍven him or for which he

is still waiting; markers and knots also indicate kage gifts (see 3d)

and deaths from sorcery. Shells record death, debts and exchange

achievements, and the more markers there are on a she'll, or the more

knots it has in the attached strings, the more valuable it is.

Men can personify their male-created wealth in shells just as a

child is individuated by his/her paternity. It is precise'ly because

shells have a propensity for standing for the person who owns them, who

has their plne, that the use of shells as payment for tbody' is highly

appropriate. Ego is obliged to make this prestation to opianago and to

continua'lly confront his own pine or tbaset, but he can counter these

claims to some extent by presenting through his maiyo a representation
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of what he has become by hi s own efforts, i . e. , hi s mascul i ne

individua'lity. Put slmply, what a man owns through his own creative acts

he gives for what his MBs have created and'ownt - ego's 'body" This

parallels the logic of giving cooked ribcages as basic female substance

wh.ich have to be transformed, through cooking' to be of value'

Maiyo embody other facets of meaning; when they initiaìly come into

circulation shells are yellow in colour but men soon rub a red powder

over them (obtafned from a mineral deposit found near streams which is

treated by fire and crushing), a procedure repeated before their use in

exchange or display. As I have written' red is a colour associated with

men, especiaììy .their nosesr and with wealth (it was also used as a

point or powder to coat certain cult stones). This colour is related to

the sphere of male endeavour and is not directly linked to the nexus of

body payments; it makes statements about a male potential to generate

and control wealth as opposed to a womants (and a MBts) control over

bodi 1y creation.

The bottom edge of the shell crescent is coated with tree sap of a

darker red colour whlch perhaps emphasizes the fact that it is the

outside of the shell which is rendered tmalet. The only other work done

on the shell itself is a pattern incised under the top rim of the

crescent, said to represent the mark'ings on the larval stage of a

certain bee¡e (see Figure 4). The red edge of maivo opposes this

design, tobe keli, âñ observation which becomes significant when 'it is

related to the constitution of the shell; it is yellow underneath' in

its tbody,, before it is externally transformed through an application

of redness.
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The larva, tobe, is yellow, a colour associated with women and

their tomonu (see 1b); 'it lives'in the ground and metamorph'izes into a

black. horned fly'ing beetle which is said to l'ive in trees. Black is

another colour strong'ly'linked with men and used in bod'ily decoration.

Its use comes from a connection between cassowaries and particular male

qual'ities (cassowary headdresses are a feature of certain important

exchanges). The name of the tree sap which coats the bottom edge of

shells is pouwe, but the generic term for sap or res'in is page, the same

term used for semen. An analogy may be beìng constructed between the

colour red and semenr such that male:female::pouwe:tobe::semen:tomonu.

Shells encompass notions of gender and procreation;'if'semenr is at the

edge, nami, of shells then perhaps this is a reference to procreation

being the cause of exchange relationships (nami also refers to the cause

of gift return).

Tobe is in the category of things beìonging to womenr aroaneal

which 'includes animals or crops grown or found 'in the ground or just

above it. Th'is is contrasted to male food, alinane, which is crops or

animals grown or found above the ground, such as bananas and marsupia'ls,

or tubers such as yam and taro which have tall growing parts. Symbo'l'ic

oppositions between men and women are muted in Wiru soc'iety for reasons

which should be becoming obvious, and statements of the order

male: female:: high:'low are unusual. This particular examp'le is deduced

from food classifications, but even this may be forcing a comparison as

informants reacted to my observation as if it was novel, âlthough they

did not dismiss it once considered. This could be a reflection of a

cosmology lacking coherence, a common state of affairs in the Highlands

(see Brunton, 1980), but other reasons are suggested below.
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What does emerge out of shell symbolism is a strong statement that

male:female::red (or black):yellow, yet these opposìng qualities are

contai ned wi th.in the shel I as a si nguì ar ent'ity. Thi s mi rrors the

const'itution of people as'bodies'(female, yellow) over which is

superimposed the paternal 1y contributed self (male, red). The

individuation of a newly-formed tbodyt corresponds to the

personification of shells by attaching objects or markers to the shel'l

band s'ignifying male acts of exchange. InterestinBlV, shel ls ' are

decorated with colours and objects which men wear when they decorate,

and in both cases the decoration is on the thetskin'.

A man does not permanently own shells, and they carry not only his

individuat'ing marks but those of other men. Maiyo relate to the men who

have owned them, and the more thistoryt they have the greater their

value. This does not detract from my argument that shells are a

presentation of self as the ownership of a shell, regardless of its

va¡ied history and previous possessors, is enough to convey a sense of

the ownerts individuality. At a diachronic level shells do not represent

a clan 'historyt as they are continually passing between peop'le of

different districts and descent. Yet at a given moment the combined

shells of a clan may stand for its present status and viabilìty. This is

not the same as Wagnerrs notion of a stock of male wealth as groups do

not oppose each ot,her on the basis of marriage (l'Jagner, 1967:pp.150-151;

see also Strathern,D. l97lþ; shell gifts are normaìly made by individuals

not groups. The exchange of maiyo from generation to generation

complements the reproduction by women of a succession of physical bod'ies

through time.
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Brief mention should be made of another wealth item which peop'le

give, a'long with shells, for the'irtbodies'- salt, to' This item is no

longer regu'larly used, but th'is may be from prob'lems of supply rather

than from its falling into disuse (Hughes remarks that in 1968 Pangia

was unique in h'is study area for the cont'inued cjrculation of

traditional salt (Hughes, 1977=99)). Salt was traded in from outside of

the district and, a'lthough salt springs exist in Pangia, lrliru did not

have the technology to process it (ibid:100), and hence had no elaborate

symbolism related to its manufacture. There was, however, an ttelaborate

termino'logy for to and its role in economic and socia'l l'ife" (iUi¿:99)'

and salt was an important ingredient in the ritual consumption of pork

(it was also used as a medicine).1

yet what are the properties of salt which make 'its use appropriate

in prestations to MBs? Salt found its way to Wiru in trade from Enga

salt springs ('ibid:98), p'igs be'ing exchanged for salt packages with

their Kewa and Imbonggu neighbours. Before pac'ification lrliru did not

know where salt originated, or rather they did not know it came from

Enga. Many peop'le though that to was manufactured south of Mt. Giluwe at

Lake Umbuna, a perception heightened after pacification even though

people now had wider horizons with labour m'igration, etc. (cf' Hughes,

1977:98). Umbuna figures prom'inently in orig'in storjes and, for

Takuruns, i t i s the p'lace f rom whi ch a l,li ru tree was brought for

pl anti ng i n Pangi a ( see 'lb).

Salt has associations with agnatic groups - it is eaten communaì1y

in male ceremonial and comes from Umbuna - and with 'maleness' and

possibìy its source in the High'lands. It is 'involved in the pub'lic

sphere of exchange and is a tmalet wealth item which, like shells and
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stone axesr comes from outside of Pangia. Salt is the only wealth item

which is traded for and eaten;2 ¡t is added to pork and is said to give

vitality to the body and to especial'ly affect the skin (by heating it),

the latter quality relating to its perce'ived medicinal properties. This

association with the skin is important as it is the outside'male'part

of the body. Men perhaps augment their tmalenesst by eating sa'lt' wh'ich

makes to a very apt gift with which to represent the masculinity of the

donor (ttris also suggests why a bride's father returns salt with shells

in a stage of bridewealth transactions, as the father is concerned to

emphasize h.is masculine identity threatened by the loss of his daughter,

see 3c).

Formal prestations to groups are made with pork sides not shells

because the tatter obtain their meaning from ìife-cycle exchanges and do

not lend themselves to the sort of intergroup statements which midiko

can make (except in some instances of kage' a category of death

compensation). Groups whi ch exchange at oi no are not necessari'ly

affinally re]ated. Pork sides are su'ited to delayed reciproca'l exchange

between men outside of the affinal-maternal nexus' they are the

toutsidet parts of a pig for which the same parts are returned, and

beyond this they do not need a symbolic loading of the type associated

with shel ls.

Men'create' shells as they do the self (and agnates). People then

give these shells, which represent their (and others ) acts of

individuation, to their MBs as a pa¡rment for 'bodyt, their original

fema]e substance, for which a return of ]unori is made. Shells are

strong'ly associated with men and belong in a category of 'maler wealth,

yet they are not themselves sexed because, 'like pigs and peop'le' maiyo
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are both ,malet andtfemale' -'interna'l1y 'femalet and external'ly

tmalet. Truly, ttthere is a sense ìn which each sex defines the othertt

(M. Strathern, .l981(MS):36)-

Pigs are pear'lshel ls, 'in their use as exchange items, reflect on

bel 'iefs about procreatÍ on and i ndi v'iduat j on, i . e. , on the essenti al

bisexual constitution of each personr which is why rigid gender

distinctions are not made us'ing oppositions found in nature and culture.

It is not surprising that women can'ownt male wealth, shells, and use

them to pay off their debts for'body'. The act of giving shells to MBs

is to some extent, perhaps, a sacrifice of self, a presentation of one's

own individuality to ensure a continued beneficial maternal influence,

which is recognized by the return of lunori as a symbol of

undifferentiated female substance. Giving shells is also a statement of

the donorts worth or status, and to an extent this gift opposes the

maternal contribution to tbodYt.

It is worth noting that the shell-ribcage exchange is also a social

as well as a symbolic transaction, and maintains a relationship between

donor and recipient. Every time a person returns lunori he is

acknow'ledging the individua'lity of t,he donor, to whom his relat'ionsh'ip

gradually changes insofar as the donor becomes more his townt ind'ividual

with each gift of shells.

I now need to discuss another type of pear'lshell, yobo maiyo. This

is an especially va'luab'le shell which has its own aesthetic qua'lities of

colour and s.ize; it is decorated in a singular fashion and has a more

impressive 'h'istoryt than other shells. It is said that one could not

possib'ly buy one today with money, if an ordinary man somehow comes into
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possess.ion of a yobo he will immediate'ly become a headman (wealth is the

mark of a mants abilities). Yobo mailo are so valuable that indiv'idual

men cannot own them, unless they are a very wealthy headman, such that

agnatic groups are often their possessors: it is groups and not

individuals which usually eift and receive these shells.

Informants stated that one yobo maiyo was worth all the shells

given in bridewealth, although this shell is not used in bridewealth or

in 'bodyt payments. It had two traditional uses -

f. it was given to a group to obtain ownership of'land, and

à-. giuån-tã uiliÀ, ut-u räward for kill'ing many of one's enemies

5d fo" tnewt uses of Yobo maiYo).
( see

The signìficant aspect of th'is shell is that it is said to be aroa

(female), it is sexed unlike ordinary shells. This, I suggest' is

related to its decoration; a band of Jobts tears is attached to the

sheìI, which is displayed on a woven fibrous mat of the same shape as

the shell, and fringed at the bottom with green leaves (un'identified).

yobo maiyo are tfemalet, I would argue, because they acknowledge that

the ultimate Source of wealth is women (see 3c). Job's tears were worn

as necklaces in mourning by womenr and a connection may be being made

between wealth, women and death which reflects on the fact that

tmalenesstand agnatic identity has to be continually constructed over a

generational transmission of female substance (men may d'ie but wealth

and agnatic groups continue).

Ordi nary shel I s are not sexed because of the'i r bi sexual

connotations and the context of individual prestation, the former

re'lat'ing to the shared substance of those who exchange (cf ' M'
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Strathern, 1984(MS):18). Yobo maiyo, through their association with

groups rather than 'individuals, are not so bound by the ambigu'it'ies of

gender and are identified as 'female' as a comment on the origins of

wea'lth through female reproduct'ion. By being an ultimate form of wealth'

yet 'female', .vobo maiyo are transcendent of these ambiguit'ies as they

negate the necessity of mak'ing male-female distinctions; yobo refer to

unity not difference insofar as they relate to the underlying 'female'

constitution of people and wealth.

The association of these shel ls with death refers to their

transcendent nature; at death the internal is rendered external'

i.e., a mants bones remain after his flesh decomposes. It is death which

releases a man from the ob'ligations of matri-exchange and renders him

fuìly individualized (free of tfemalenesst), such that his bones can be

stored in the male cult house (see fn.2, 3e)'

The display of shells aga'inst green fernleaf backgrounds or green

fringed mats - which sets off the'red' of the shell - is related to the

power of shells to augment fertility and growth (a'lso, lunori when

gifted are often wrapPed in yoro ferns). Shells were used by ritual

specialists to scrape the ground while uttering spel1s des'igned to

improve soj1 fertility, and to increase crop yie]ds and pig popuìations'

The use of certain green leafed foods with cult stones was also strongly

related to maintaining ferti'lity and health, as was the gifting of fern

leaves as yagi in a stage of bridewealth (see ¡c).3 ell good quality

shel I s have a connecti on wi th wi der cosmo'log'icaì concerns' but yobo

mai yo have an extra qual i ty whi ch prec'ludes thei r use i n I i fe cyc'le

exchanges because they relate more to groups, and relations between

groups, than to the individual.
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Procreation beliefs, and their articulation into exchange and

exchange 'item s)rmbol 'i sm, have, as woul d be expected, profound

implications for male-female relations. The debt which men owe for a

female source of creation, and the contrad'iction of tmal eness'

enveloping an internal feminine constitution, can not only lead to ego-

MB tensions or resentment, but also to antagon'istic and sometimes

violent intersexual relations. t,liru women' relative to their High'lands

counterparts, may have a greater autonomy in da'ily life and be more

outspoken, and can to some extent enter the public domain of exchange'

This is not because men offer encouragement but because they cannot deny

women some participation without drawing attention to the amb'iguities of

gender; women also participate because they take advantage of these

ambi gu i ti es.

It is not surprising that there is a relatively high inc'idence of

father-daughter incest, brother-sister raper rape, and wife murder among

tÚiru. Antagonism 'is generated by the ambivalence of a mants sexuality;

rape is an act of sexual po'litics in a context in which women say men

are their renemiest. It is perhaps too much to argue that these

occurrences are entire]y the result of a structural contradiction, but

at the same time their existence cannot be 'ignored and deserves

exp'lanation.

To finish th'is section one more object of mediation has to be

di scussed. Thi s i s the adapi ni or tai I meat' of a Pi8, whi ch

traditionally was one of the major offerings to cult deities and

ancestral spirits. It comes from a pig specially selected for sacrifice

at the base of the spirit house. The smell of this meat being burnt

pl eased the spi ri ts because thi s h,as the'i r favouri te food, i nformants
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stated that spirits actually'l'ivedtin this part of a pigts anatomy. I

do not have complete data on the symboì'ic sìgnificance of adapini but,

can venture some tentative remarks.

Adapini could be a reduction of adene pini, base of the penis' a

possibility supported by the close posit'ioning of a pig's scrotum to its

tai1, and by the importance of male scrota in relation to certain cult

stones. Also, fertility, growth, spirits and human and marsupial scrota

are linked, such that this relation to certain cult stones (in which

male ancestral spirits also res'ide; the tapa muu (ancestorsr testicles)

is one such stone, to which certain headmen attach their testicles at a

stage in cuìt Èituaì ). Ferti I ity, growth, spirits, and human and

marsupial scrota are linked, such that this derivation of adapini makes

cultural sense at least. A statement that spirits tlivet 'in this port'ion

of meat refers to the extent of their contro'l over human and garden

fecundity. Through this spirits hold the'base' (pine or pini) of people

- for whom pigs are a referent and it is the tbase' of pigs where

spirits reside - just as MBs hold the tbase' of a person through his

tbody', and as men hold the tbaser of their shells, which represent

their selves. !.lhile cosmology lacks coherence, the symbo'lism of wealth

and sacrificial items shows a remarkable consistency in acts which are

concerned with mediating the relat'ionship between people and their

'baset, and which are concerned with the statement that

male: female::outside: inside. This consistency is strongly and perhaps

caug¿l ly related to bel iefs about procreation and the locus of

reproductive power.

The

spi ri ts

sacrifice of pigs and the offering of adapini to paternal

and cult'deities - a wider collectivity of spirits than those
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associatedwithMBs,whichcansendsicknesstoego-istoensurethat

cont.i nui ty of the sacrif i c'ing group by a recogni t'ion of i ts sp'i ri t
tbase'. The argument of thjs Chapter is that where the 'base' of

individuals or groups has to be recognized through prestation, this

offering is, or is like, a sacrifice. The fo]lowing attempts to

summarize the above:

(1) affinal-maternal nexus: outside - ins'ide

shel I s

(2) intergroup relations: outside - outside

exchanee of individuated Person
-----> fort¡õdyt and cont'inued vitality

delayed balanced exchange between
men from different' groups

----- lunori

4---- pork sidespork sides --+D

(3) group - spirit wor'ld relations: tbase' - reproduction

adapini ----+ ;ïiltli"il.'iïit 
ror continued ferti I i ty,

+--- growth,
heal th

Figure 5 : A cosmology of mediating objects.

It has been suggested that pearlshel'ls given to MBs are a sacrifice

of self. I now want to consider a case of actual human sacrifice for the

light it may shed on comments made so far. In the early sixties an

influenza epidemic raged through Pangia district and this event in

Takuru was judged, as I have written (see 2a.2), to be the resu'lt of ulo

sorcery. The scale of death was unprecendented and, because of the

reign.ing confusion, many of the obl'igatory death compensation pa)¡ments'

kioli, were not made to the maternal relatives of the deceased- The
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mortalìty rate was exacerbated by the actions of maternal spìr'its, nine

ipono, who were angry that these payments were not being made and as a

result they started kill'in9 peopìe in retribution. The spirits of those

killed by ulo also attacked the living because kioli was not made for

them. Also, there was a strong suggestion that patril'ineal spirits' tapa

yener were angry about an impendìng sense of change under coloniaj'ism,

with the result that peop'le continued to die from spirit attack after

the sorcery assau'lt had waned.

At the height of the epidemic many headmen had also dìed, and

people were becoming a'larmed at their failure to control the deaths by

the normal means of kiol'i (invo'lving the presentat'ion of pigs) or pig

sacrifice. Perceiving the need for a new means of deal'ing wìth these

sp.ir.its Wili, an intelìigent informant and a respected headman, decided

to innovate to brìng the deaths to an end (this desìre for a more

powerful and effic'ient control of the cosmos often facilitated' as

suggested above, the initial acceptance of Christian'ity; lllil'i claimed to

have been responsible for first bring'ing the mission to Takuru). He

selected the body of Loko, a recently deceased headman, and burnt it

over a fire'in the same manner as adapini are burnt, and as p'igstbodies

are singed to remove bristles prior to butchery; the smell of burning is

said to attract and appease spirits.

It is the burning of flesh wh'ich is the actual sacrifice. Wiru for

f.ire or flame'is iripono oko which translates as "the sp'irit of the wood

speaks" (Kerr, in Ì,Jurm, 1975:290). Special wood is used in fires which

heat stones to cook pork from pìg kil1s, and to burn sacrifices'

Casuarina is often used, a tree strongìy assocìated with settlements and

the individual men or ancestors who p'lanted them. Fire, by'eating'the
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offeri ng, may represent spi r.i ts wh'ich are appeased by sacri fice'

Nonetheless, the sacrifice of this body worked' according to þlilì' and

the deaths ceased soon after'

It was no accident that a headman - who was specìa'lìy selected for

this sacrif.ice as are p'igs for cult occasions - was chosen for this

offer.ing. It is only headmen, and today.successful businessmen' who are

said to be able to finish their 'body' payments whìle still in their

pr.ime or before they become old. Most people continue to pay for'body'

their whole l.ives (as do most headmen), although payments may become

irreguìar or stop in old age when the body wears out and the skin loses

its t.ightnessr even then descendants of the aged may cont'inue to make

payments for them. The significance of be'in9 ab'le to finish one's debts

for 'body' is that any man who is capable of doing th'is must be wealthy

in shelìs. If he can afford to gìve enough of these representations of

his self to cancel out his obligations to opianaqo' then he has the

potent'ia'l for becoming his own man which, in l'Jiru society' 'is akin to

becomìng the ult.imate individual - one who is no longer compromised in

h.is achievements by the necessìty for acknowledg'ing debt to his MBs'4

The sacrifice of a headman would have been more efficac'ious than

that of an ordinary man or of a woman; headmen are the epitome of men

and his 'smell'would have been more attractive to and assuaging of

spì r.i ts (thi s cho'i ce aì so suggests that pi gs offered i n sacri f i ce are

,maìe'). Also, it was the headmanrs skin which was burnt, the outside

and truly male part of his body which demonstrated his individua'l'ity' If

shells, which have rmalenessr on the outside, are gìven to MBs to

appease them (and by extens'ion nine ipono), then the sacrificial burnìng
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of the skìn of a headman is perhaps the ultimate act of giv'ing what is

externa'lly 'malet in exchange for maternally derived tbody' (this

sacrifice perhaps also assuaged those spirits recently ioining the ranks

of tapa yene' who are respons'ible for group continuity)'

What the preceding suggests to me is that, while burning the

headmants body was 'innovati ve, the potent'ia'l for doi ng thi s al ready

existed insofar as pigs stand for peop'le in contexts such as bridewea'lth

transactions and death compensation payments. Instead of giving p'igs in

kioli death compensation the body or'skintof a headman was offered. so

not only was th'is act innovative but also a combination, I would argue'

of kioli and sacrifice (insofar as the body was not given live). Another

conc'lus.ion which'Ís difficult to escape is that, if a man can be cooked,

the potenti al for canni bal i sm exi sts as wel l, as at I east the

recognition that pigs substitute for peopìe in sacrifice and

consumption. Interestingly, blood from the wounds of dying or dead men

could be tasted by his children or brothers, apparently to absorb his

sub¡tance. Anthropophagy 'is abhorred by W'iru and seen as

unnatural, Vet the equat'i on between people and pigs rai ses the

possibility that the pork offered to spirits is an act of symbo'lic

cannibalism.5 ttis may also be true of the consumpt'ion of Iunori

returned by MBs, which is a symbol of the substance from which one's own

body 'is deri ved.

Relat'ing procreation beliefs to cosmology and the life cycle

exchanges, it can be proposed that the wealth of pigs and she'lls are

metaphors for the person and that jn certain situations the'ir use is

similar to acts of sacrifice. Thjs one and perhaps unique examp'le, for

the High'lands, of human sacrifice suggests that in extraordinary
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ci rcumstances these metaphors are transcended by the use of an actual

human body.6

FOOTIIOTES

1 Salt was stored in rectangu'lar woven cane Y¿rappings, like shells'
un¿ tuy have had a s'imilár aesthetic. The salt conta'iner turned
¡lack f-rom ceiling itorage above household fires. Black is a colour
urio.iut"¿ with"ñen,- uñ¿ tn" 'black' and 'red' of salt and shell
prestations may h;;;'haà a symbol c s'ign'ificance. The salt traded

i;-;;t p.ouuulv rendered """iung, 
ar bi the Mendi, who broke up the

iï"1;- 'rpñã"icäl -pacLages 
they r rce1vôd from the north, used what

tËt' 
"åqri ""¿, änd [h"n répackaged. . it .after setti ng i t i n

"ä"iungrìã" 
roul¿ (Hug¡es, 1977:99). Wiru.did have their own salt

móuldsl so ttre' àouid break up traded packages and form sa'lt to
the'i r preferences.

Eaten literally, that is, as wealth items fiven in exchange are

ãit"n said to fráve bààn 'eaten'. The consumpt'ion of salt with pork,

rvrúäli- ãt--'rileness' and of people.. respectively, may have an

ãiàment of tvruãiiã cannibalism.' t^¡hile to -'is associated with
irãiãnãtti I -Jã not think it is symbolìãally l'inked to male

procreative substance.

In the male house of the aroa ipono cult, shells were þ,ng from

male cult ston;;-pianted ue"tiãìl] in the ground; in shape- the¿

rãsemble penes tr"f ihat the pìanteã stones are obvious.symbols of
penile erect'ion--(whiclr i: a function of the testicles). This is
ãnðttãt example of the link between shells, testicles, cult ston¿$

ancestors and fert'i I i tY.

The expression for th'is ultìmate development is PiE, þ$
base stands up', which acknowledges the maternal 'þase'

simultaneousìy inferring an'independence from it'

The fat of enemy p'igs, seized in raids, was rubbed into the main

.rit iion" of t-he'pãternal cult, tapa yapu. This stone was the tgPa

;;;- ¡;;;ãrio.i 
-tãiii"iãt), inîñ'iãñ-ancestors'lived'. The

i nference i s that the ancestors are 'eati ngt thei r enem'i es t

;bo¡ì;;i (wh'ich the p'igs represent). Also'- the bark of casuarina
tråãs-*u, àh"*ed to gìvã men courage 'in warfare; these trees held

ihã essence of male ancestors, wñich is 'consumed' to augment the

fight'ing prowess of their descendants.

For an illustration of the relation of shells to the body in
cãrta'in erchangei, see Appendix B. Self-decoration' like shells'
reflects notion åt gen¿er, although further fieldwork needs to be

done on th'is observation.

3

2.

4

5.

'the
while

6
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3b. CHILD AND .BODY, PAYI,IEiITS

Ch'ild, bridewealth and death payments are connected by a logic

which underlies all life cycle exchanges, which is the negation of a

debt for the'bodytof the donor. or of those for whom these payments

are given. Gifts for'bodytor tigini are given to MBs, tllF and lllBs, and

they are concerned with creat'ing agnatic individuals (with the exception

of gifts given for the 'body' of the bride). Th'is section dÍscusses

'bodyt pa¡rments made for children and for onets own tigini.

I take it as axiomatic that children are recruited into their

father's group atbirth, and in this schema tbody' pa¡rments are less to

do with recruitment than with severance from the maternal 'line. While

patrifiliat1on is ascriptive, agnatic groups come into being through the

creation of individuals; tbody' payments reify rather than constitute

patrilinea'lity.

Following the career of an ind'ividual man will provide useful

background to the argument. Upon conception and birth the father of the

child starts to make payments to the sonts MBs for the tbodyt they

created through the conduit of the mother; these gifts continue until

the son commences to raise and accumulate his own wealth, at which pojnt

he takes over the payments for hi,'body'.l When he marries he may or

may not assist in the payment for his wifetstbodyt, but with the birth

of children he starts to g'ive gifts for their tiein'i to his l,lF and then

WBs. Throughout his life he continues to make prestations to his MBs and

when he dies his agnates and close kin give a more or less final

payment, kioli toko, for h'is 'body', which involves the distribution of
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much of the wealth of the deceased as well as of contributions from his

co-residential kin.

A woman follows much the same career, including mak'ing some of her

tbody' payments, until her marriage. At this point the male locus of her

payments changes from her father to her husband (a bridets MBs may

receive some of her bridewwealth). The father is now jn an unusual

position. he has given wealth for his daughter in respect of hertbodyt

and now he receives it (a circumstance wh'ich may be behind father-

daughter tension at marriage, see 3c). After marriage or the birth of

the first chjld, the husband appropriates the payments for his wifers

'body' wh'ich in fact started with the bridewea'lth.

A wife may continue to make the occasional payment to her opianago,

yet this is no longer a concern of men as husbands, fathers or brothers,

i.e., her father or brothers take over after her marriage as the

recipients of hertbodytpayments. The death of a woman also involves a

final gift to her brothers, but this is not on the same scale as that of

a manf nor is her death likely to be as elaborate'ly mourned. K'ioli is

not always given for a woman but her husband does give compensation for

the loss of her tbody'to her agnates (as if she was a member of her

husband's yarene).

From the maìe perspective, it is not so important for women to

i ndi vi duate themsel ves through she'l 'l prestat'ions as i t i s for men. A

woman's role is in reproduction and payments to her MBs made for her

cease at the point a woman engages this ro1e, upon marriage and

childbirth. 0n1y men create agnatic groups, hence onìy men need to be

individuals; the 'body' of a wife is not so much compensated for, by
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shifting the payment from her MBs to her brothers, as is her potential

for reproduction. Her'bodytat th'is point ceases to be a real concern

for others, but not for herself, except for th'is potential and the

labour it provides.

The birth of a chiìd generates ties of exchange between it and its

motherrs kin, and its eventual death as an adult to a large extent' by a

final exchange, severs them. B'irth and death paralle'l the creat'ion and

abrogat'ion of exchange connections forged through marriage. As a man

matures he becomes gradual'ly 'invo'lved in a a larger number of tbody'

payments' first his own, then for his wifetstbody' in bridewealth which

he continues to compensate for after marriage, and final'ly for his

childrents tigini and the bridewealth he has to he'lp raise for his sonst

wives, ,bodiest (he may also give payments to his fatherts MBs for his

father if he is old and has no wealth, and gives kioli at his death'

The gifts a married man makes are basically to two categories of

kin, his l,lBs or keme, and his MBs or awene (opianago for maternal kin in

generaì). The payments are -

't to keme of aroa
and ãñTTdren)-õT

mari-ke
marì kl r1

iven for (the 'bodies' of) wife
(.vaei is discussed below )

2 to MBs of I cut or pu'lt the base) for his .own;úo¿vii -u (to brea'k the eye of the spirit) is
the name s so that spirits do not attack for
failure to give wealth.

That pa¡rments for the childrents tig'ini are merged with those of the

w.ife is indicated by the title of .|., which supports the statement made

above that when gifts are made for the bridets'bodytthey are for her

reproductive capacitY.
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Separate gifts can be made for the children, especia'lly at stages

in the bodyts development, such as taking solid food for the first time,

first haircutting2, reaching puberty, etc., when, it could be argued,

the body itself sign'ificantly changes (as does the nature of the

exchange relationsh'ip) - which demonstrates a continued benevolent

maternal influence. A yag'i gift is sent to the tllF and/or lllBs on

pregnancy, and growth paJ¡ments, mari yane tigini-ke mereko, are also

given to the same peoP'le.

After birth, the mother of the new mother takes the tskinr of the

child, (the foetal membrane and perhaps umbilical cord) and wraps'it in

a pandanus leaf and buries it in the bush, toma ka. The impression g'iven

is that this is the first of a series of tskinsr which a person

progresses through, and 'its appropniation and disposal by MM emphas'izes

its maternal locus. That this first tskin'is compared to a netbag, ka,

suggests a comparison between netbags and the womb (the netbag a foetus

is carried in), and points aga'in to the maternal source of creation, as

'if a person 'is a'lways enclosed in opianago ka.

There is a real sense of ob1 igation to op'i anaRo and keme'

particuìarly in the case of the former and which sometimes causes

tension. A synonym for chi'ld payments is modo pono tikipu (sweet potato

runners trap); the trap refers to a device for catching wild animals but

the reference to sweet potato runners is interesting as it suggests that

the act of propagation is attraprwhich no man can avoid upon marriage'

after which he has no alternative but to start and continue to make

child payments (sweet potato may be a metaphor for sexual intercourse;

they are not eaten during the end of the tibu cult cycle). Another po'int

of interest is that a comparison is drawn between a woman's labour in
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making gardens and her sexual reproduction - women mound and pìant sweet

potato gardens - which 'indicate again that it is a woman's attributes

and capabilities which are compensated for, albeit to men as opianago'

for which her tbodyt 'is a metaphor.

Gifts to a personts MBs may be made aggress'ively to indicate the

donor,s displeasure, or wealth can be heaped at the rec'ipient's feet,

wene kowiroa poko toko (to heap to forgive feelings), to make him feel

'goodt so that he will not complain; there is also a sense in which this

gift rel.ieves the donorrs ill-feelings towards h'is MBs (a'lthough such

heaped g'ifts often convey covert hostility)'

There is a complex of sickness beliefs wh'ich revolve around the

failure to make adequate tigini or yagi payments. Ekelo yene (inside

sickness) is caused by spirits who are related to ego through blood'

i.e., maternal ghosts, nine ipono, who have to be appeasdby offerings

of pork, rats or marsupials. The person affl'icted has to take specia'l

medicine comb'ined with the kidneys, lawene, of a pig to recover'

Spirits may cause illness not only for a lack of tbodyt payments

(which have to be made good by the sufferer) but also to punish people

for wrongdoing or moral failure. Ipono may, for instance, send s'ickness'

miscarriages or Permanent physical impa'irments such as deafness, to a

man,s family if he keeps secret the name of a poisoner of affinal

relatives, or is himself a po'isoner. Pigs can also be attacked and

killed by spirits, part'icularly nine ipono, suggesting that displeasure

can be shown by harming a rsubstituter person which a woman raises as

she raises children (a maternal nurturance rather than a blood link 'is

used in this examp'le).
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If a man has no children but is remiss in sending yag'i for his

wife, she may be sent crazy by the 'influence of her fatherts or

brother's disp1easure (the husband could not be so affected because he

is not related by blood to her male agnates). It'is not only sp'irits'

then, which can send sickness to a person; MBs, as I have written above,

can curse a ZS as a child or adult, wh'ich is another instance of the

mystical influence that maternal or affinal relatives have over hea'lth

and growth (fathers have a simila|influence over their daughters' see

3c).

Strathern remarks that yagi is a generaì term for 'bodyt payments

(strathern,A.1980:62), vet 'in Takuru it is used only'in reference to

bridewealth and child payments. There are reasonsr considered in the

section on bridewealth (3c), why yagi would not be used to describe

onet s own t body' payments from i ts parti cul ar associ ati ons wi th

fertility, pregnancy and the growth of children, an emphasis made to me

by 'informants. Also, yagi 'is more often a presentation of live animals

or meat (and today tinned fish) than of the shel ls or money

characteristics of pine teigu, and of formal prestations of aroa

marikiri-ke mereko. It is possible that yagi is given more for ensuring

the nurturance and vitality of a mants children, than as a straight gift

of wealth given for debt in 'bodY'.

A father has a di f ferent physi ca'l consti tut'ion from hi s chi I dren

but his gift,s for t,heir t'ieini is the st,art of an individuating process

which renders them into agnates, a process continued by his children as

they mature and make their own gifts to MBs. The valuables g'iven to

opianago are aìso partly to extract the donor, or those for whom wealth

is given, from the'ir control (togu, I puì'1, i.e., remove). These
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prestati ons were al so descri bed as cutti ng the ' rope' ( a poss'i b'le

reference to the umbilical cord) which joins people to their op'ianago'

which again suggests that one of the'ir major purposes is to separate not

recrui t.

Pa¡rments for 'bodyt do not have to be to the actual MBs of the

donor, and classificatory maternal kin, opianago, or opianalir are often

chosen as recipients from considerat'ions of proxim'ity, political choice

or both. Still, "there is a notion that all one's opianali kin should

receive some measure of payment from one" (Strathern,A. l97'l:456)' and an

opianago recipient w'ill, if he has tgood thoughts" endeavour to pass on

some of the wealth given to him to the actual MB of the donor. Strathern

suggests that a selection of opianaRo over awene, for the purpose of

constructing more relevant and productive exchange relations, means that

recruitment is not the on'ly function of'bodyt payments (this is related

to the example of a man living with his ch'ildrents MBs, who rece'ives

gifts for these children even though they will not be residentia'lly

affilitated into their father's natal group (iUi¿:458-9)). I argue that

it is disengagement rather than recruitment which is the ma'in purpose of

these payments, such that it makes sense to continue them when a man

lives permanent'ly with his own or his ch'ildren's MBs - they both need to

become t'individualst and d'istanced from maternal k'in. Male cont'inuìty is

assured by this autonomy. Another reason is that non-agnates, as shown

above, have a greater rate of intra-district marriage than agnates, and

the making of tbodyt payments reinforces or legitimizes non-agnat'ic

claims to district resources.

In the example given by Strathern, the children of the'ir migrant

father retain their descent even'if "for most social purposes they will
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with their mother's peopìe" (ibid:458)' Yet 'in a similar

in Takuru a man who followed h'is wanuwane wife to Takuru was

regardedasaWanuwaneandhischildrenexplicitly SOr even

though pa¡ments continued to be made to their awene (actua'l MBs)' This

suggests that the politicaì problems which descent poses for individual

non-agnates varies with the particular situation' and that incorporation

may follow in some instances.

3
These payments never become, as far as I know' problematic and

this wanuwane examp'le indicates that they ßôv, for individuals in

specìfic instances, be directed towards incorporation as well as

i ndi v'i duati on. Thi s i S, however, i n response to the po] 'it'ical and

pragmatÍc consequences of non-agnatic residence. The incorporation of

non-agnatic children into l'lanuwane implies that' descent is not a rig'id

idiom of group membershiP if a childts paternity can be so easi'ly

nullified. But from another perspective it could be argued that child

payments, through t,he'ir indÍviduat'ing effects, enable a child to

identify itself with its father's yarene name such that, when it is

living with its mother's peopìe, 'it is more viable for the child to take

itsmother.syarenename-whichisstil]'paid.for(seefn.15'1b).

This does not explain why at other t'imes the fatherts yarene name

is retained, but it may be significant that the children of the w'ife-

fol ì ower were born and nurtured i n Takuru and not brought from

elsewhere, i.e., residence at birth may affect descent group membersh'ip

and, because his children were born in Takuru' this may bear some

relation to the labellìng of the father as 'Wanuwanet' This is related

to the issue of adoPtion.
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The id'iom for adoption is opia mereko (born g'ives), and is used to

describe events such as looking after the ch'ild of a dead mother or for

taking care of children from a wifets prev'ious marriage. In the case of

adoption tbody' payments, as in the examp'le given above, do appear to

have a recruitment aspect insofar as the descent of these children is

open to question. The adoptive father, if he makes payments for these

children to their MBs, can incorporate them into his yarene if they are

young enough, but the real father may chose to continue his paternal

duty (especially if the children are older and he has aìready made

payments for them) even though for al'l intents and purposes the children

remain with their stepfather and will not return to live with their

father or his agnates. Significantly, older male ch'ildren often remain

with their divorced father; it was said that this is because bridewealth

is given for sonsr whotchanger with their fathers.

Sometimes a child is returned to its father if he remarries or when

the child is old enough or on solid food, in which case those who looked

after it, if the child was female, are entit'led to a share of her

bridewealth in return for giving her mjlk and nurturance. The

genealogicaì father of an adopted girl is not entitled to any part of

her bridewealth if he has not contributed to her nurture or tbody'

payments.

The act of giving child payments is suffic'ient to incorporate

adopted children, as babies, into their stepfather's yarene 'irrespective

of the fatherrs agnatic identity. Child payments'in this case are part'ly

to do with affiliation but are not ultimately concerned with patern'ity'

which is not surpris'ing if one cons'iders that fathers do not share

physical substance with their own children. It is of little concern to
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the ¡4B if a man who exchanges with him is the real or adoptive father of

his sister's children. It is the exchange re'lationship itself which is

.important, otherw'ise the choice of classifacatory MBs over awene would

not be feas'ible. To this extent, exchange is concerned w'ith peop'le as

members of categories rather than of agnatic units.

Ilìegitimate children, kode mari opiko (stolen - in the sense no

brideweaìth is given - child born), are incorporated into their motherrs

yarene with few difficulties (except for the mother, in the past she may

have been killed) if the fat,her cannot be found for marriage. This is

not the equ'ivalent of adoption as the idiom for this is not opia mereko

but pakale mari eRereko (cd¡cchild look after), and the child is

Ínvariably converted into an offspring of the motherrs father, ie., into

a sibìing of the mother). Chiìd payments for it may still be given to

its mother's opianago - to whom it is connected by blood - such that its

contradictory existence does not pose any problems (there is no father

to give its 'bodyt payments to ensure its growt,h). This is not rea'lly a

logistical probìem but a structural one, the child will be living among

its MBs and affiliated with their group, and they wi'll be unlikely to

send sickness to it (although extended matrilateral kin may still have

to be compensated). The husband of an i'llegitimate woman is required to

make payments for her and her children to his wife's MF and MBs as they

rai sed and nurtured her.

I I 1eg'it'imate chi I dren are not so much adopted as t converted' ,

although the outcome of both processes is usually membership of the

yarene of the nurtunant family. Adopted sons can inherit land be'longing

to their stepfathers and can 'changer with them even though they were

not rstarted' by h'is semenr and the same applies to i'llegitimate 'sonst.
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Informants stated that nurture and consumption of food grown on yarene

land is enough to give an adopted or'convertedtchild the physìca'l and

mental characteristics of the stepfather and MF respective'ly' As an

asidetothis,ifaman,ssonsdonothaveanymaleoffspr.ingbuthis

co-resident daughter does, her sons can inherit their MF's land if no

other claims to it are made. In this situation a man is also not

connected by shared substance to his daughter's children but co-

residence, nurture and food consumption do provide grounds for access to

what otherwise would be a restricted resource. If a man gives an adopted

or iì'legitimate child a name or re-names it, this is enough to create

the chitd as his legitimate descendant and as a member of his yarene,

perhaps as a result of the sharing of a metaphysical substance

transmitted through naming.

How do women fit into this nexus of tbodyt payments and, more

specifical ly, if my arguments that these payments relate to

disengagement is valid, what does this imply about bridewealth

transactions which compensate for thetbodytof the bride? Upon marriage

there is a strong separation of a wife from her natal group and

residence; she is enJoined to move to the house of her spouse even if it

is only a hundred feet away, and is discouraged from return'ing home in

the event of marital problems or divorce. A womant s attempts at

controlling some aspects of her life are a source of much annoyance to

her father and brothers, who are dependent on her for the construction

of exchange relationships w'Íth affines (and a bride is encouraged to

marry into a wealthy family). Clearly, bridewealth is partly concerned

with severing a bridets connection with her natal Sroupr and to remove

her from its rcontrolt'
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It i s si gn.if i cant that the reci p'ients of a womanr s ti gi n'i payments

change after marriage from her MBs to her brothers. This shift has to

take place to allow for the creation of an exchange l'ink between a

woman's husband and her brothers, which her children take over as they

mature. MBs are aìways gifted to but the focus of gift'ing has to change

w.ith every marriage in order to allow the exchange system to continue.

After she has borne a few children the payments a man makes to his keme

(l¡JBs) for the wifets tbody' may even cease, as the husband has received

what he has tpaidt for - children. Traditionally, a man made a last

pa¡rment to his keme for his wife upon her demise. This was called ipono

yagi toko (yagi for the wife's spirit); this was part of death

compensation but was probab'ly also concerned with ensuring that the

mother's spirit did not harm her children if this payment was not made.

Ipono yagi toko is not a kioli payment which, if it is g'iven at all,

will be made by her male agnates to her MBs.

It is only ments tbodiest which have to be continually compensated

for because on'ly men are ttruet ind'ividuals, in the sense that it'is men

who control the public domain of exchanger cults and formerly warfare.

By engaging in these activities men further individuate their tbodies'.

There are no overt statements made to the effect that, by g'iving

bridewealth, a woman becomes a member of her husbandtt Ju""*, but the

emphasis on the separation of a wife from her natal kin and residence

suggests an .imp'licit incorporation of the wife as a start on wrest'ing

her children from their MBs.

A husband takes over his wife's 'body' payments, which were

previously a task of her father. G'ifts given to keme are for the

capacities and potential of a wifets'bodyt, and are not concerned with
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substituting for payments made to her MBs. But a $roman is concerned with

her 'body' /i n¿i v'i duaf ity and she may conti nue maki ng these g'i fts

regardless of the'ir cessation from her father, or of the cessation of

pa¡rments from her husband to her brothers'

The descent of women is remembered but both men and women refer to

wives as rbe.longingt to their husbandtt Jrc - a woman's future lies

with her children'. xry - and some wives appropriate the yarene names

of their husbands, especia'lly if they are outside of the husbandts

district. This identification with the husband's group 'is reflected in

the requirement for women to change to the religious denomination of

their husbands upon marriage (in Takuru at least)'

At the level of normative statements, wives are not incorporated

into their husbandrs agnatic groups but, after marriage, a woman is in

an ambiguous position as she is neither fulìy of her fatherts yarene (he

has stopped making her'body' pa¡ments to MBs) or of her husband's (who

may cease payments to her brothers after a few births). This may be a

reason why women refer to themselves as pake, at the edge yet centrally

between affinal men (discussed further in 4c). This ambiguity is, as

Weiner notes (1976:1 18), a feature of societies with patri I ineal

descent, yet i n a sense tlJ'i ru women are I ess amb'iguous than thei r

Highland counterparts because of their central role in transmitt'ing

tbodiest over time, and the lack of emphas'is on shared substance in

bodily constitution. This is perhaps one reason why Ìlliru women can

engage in a¡4 initiate exchanges in the public domain (and in some

respects theY are exPected to).
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üJoments amblgu'ity poses a problem for men lnsofar as they come from

outslde of the group and have other ìoyalt'ies, but here I am concerned

with the response r1omen have to their ambiguous position as wives' t'lomen

attempt to make statements about their individuality (and membership

when they still live with their fathers) by participating in exchanges

of the affinal-maternal nexus' which lnvolve raising wealth as a

condition of this partic'ipation. To deal wfth this, a discussion of lagi

toko exchange must fi rst be made.

This ls a category of exchange which involves gifting between men

and uromen which can lead to exchanges between men linked by a u,omanl

notably as brothers-in-law. cross-sex exchange provÍdes the model for

lagi gifting, for which cross-sex sibling exchange, laine lagi, is in

turn the basis. A woman can also gift to her pewali, male cross-cousin'

to whom she is not related by shared descent or blood but through a

connecting womanr her M or FZ. Laine lael - between people who share

substance - provides the basis for lagi exchange between people who do

not share substance (btood) but who are cross-sex to each other or

connected by a woman. Sharing substance is not particularly important 'in

this context but what is indicated is that it is the B-Z relationship

whÍch is generalized out into wider lagi exchanges, which comments on

the male-female nature of the exchange relationship and on the moral

obligations of the Partners.

These exchanges are of vegetab'les for wealth and are conceptualized

as being tfemalet in origfn, which relates to the meaning of lagi - to

promote growth through a combination of foods whlch have properties

based on a folk nutrition of vegetables and meat whlch give blood'

,skin, and vitalfty. An unmarried woman will give vegetables she has
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produced to her married brother, and lagi may refer to this unl'lateral

gift on'ly. The return a brother makes is described as ne tukuku (I give

back the food), which the sister can use to engage in exchange with

other people (by herself or through her husband) and. when shells are

recÍprocated, to pay off her debt for 'body' to her MBs'

There is no ll|i ru word encompassi ng the t gri s 
t qual i ties of

vegetables, meat, so{1, and human procreatlve substance' The vegetables

most often involved in lagi are red pandanus, bananas and sweet

potatoes, and the return prestation can be of pork as well as shel'ls'4

These vegetabìe foods, in combination. assist bodily growth and provide

energy, while pork gives tfatt to the body and prevents sickness. Lagi'

as a tfemalet exchange, relates to the body in an obvious way and is not

disconnected from the life cycle exchanges. It acknowledges a womants

centrality - she is given tmalet wealth - which is disguised or made

subject to male control on other occasions'

t¡,lomen engage in these exchanges to assert their individuality

which. to an extent, is denied them by their fathers, brothers and

husbands. Men see women as important primari'ly ln relationship to

themselves, ê.g.¡ as wives. sisters or daughters, while women perceive

their lmportance as stemming from their role in production and in

promoting exchange between men they connect. If women do engage in a

ttpublic documentation'' of their roles as Strathernr pace t'Jeiner' states

(Strathern,A.1978:87-8), then I suggest this is because men cannot deny

women participation in exchange as much as it is a result of women

actively taking on an exchange role to emphasize their social importance

(see 3a).
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I am not suggesting that l,liru women exlsi as a class or subcu'lture

in opposition to men. Rather, it is that individual women. given the

stress on matri I ateral exchange, can hardly be unaware of thei r

centrality in the scheme of things (cf. M. Strathern, 1981:680), and it

is to be expected that they try to use this to their advantage' When

women do exchange lt is most often with men and not other women; their

independence is partly a result of their ability to act like men, 'i.e.'

to overcome their femaleness. Women obtain their status, and appelations

such as aroa tobou (headwoman), from the praise of men and of their own

sex (although it is aroa tobou who are most at risk of belng accused by

men of being rmeri nogutt because these are the women who most threaten

them). Such status is also obta'ined from using tmalet wealth. indicating

that women do not create an autonomous domain of their own through the

use of 'female' valuables (cf. bleiner, 1976).

It is noteworthy that when women give wealth to their MBs they say

it is going to their 'motherst, and if women become sick, especially

with menstrual problems, they point to a female ghost, ninene ipono

(motherts spirit), as causjng it. As with tbodyt payments, an unmarried

u,oman or her father placates her MBs with gifts if she is sick but' once

married, her husband gives wealth to her father or brothers if she is

suffering from problems with lactation or menstruation' t¡lomen

undoubtedly see the power of creation as being maternally derived (cf.

Strathern,A. l98l:211), and so too do men through the use of the opianago

idiom which points to this fact at the same time that it d'isguises it by

appropriating thls Power.

single x,omen gjve lagi to their brothers, pewali' 7H, M, þ17, F and

FB. Married women can expand this range of recipients by gifting to
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their HB, HF. zs, HBl/||, DS, BS and other catego¡ies of kin' while women

give their own produce as lagi, it is interesting that other food

products they g.ive. especially as wives, are tmalet' e.g., red pandanus

andbananas,whicharethepropertiesoftheirfathers'brothersor

husbands. If men give lagi to other men it is still a vegetable-wealth

exchange and they do it using their wives or sisters as intermediaries'

This implies that men wish to become involved in 'female' lagi gifting

such that both sexes are engaged, if to different extents, in the public

exchanges of the other.

That u,omen can give tmalet foods implies that men support thefr

female relatives in exchange, which reflect's on the complementarity of

the sexes in production and distribution. "The logic of the wiru glft is

that of a cross-sex transaction indeed" (M. Strathern, 1984(MS):18)' Vet

in the case of lagi it does provide a context in which affines can

exchange without the uni lateral debts or obl igations of tbody'

restricting the relationshiP.

Lagi mlrrors the giving of wealth to MBs, it is from rather than to

a tfemale' source, and weaìth is returned rather than given' It is like

a life cycle exchange in that it comments on male-female relations.

,bodyt and wealth but unlike them in that lagi does not particularly

relate to birth, marriage or death. It is perhaps to do with life in

general as it celebrates growth and good exchange relationships' and

lagi is especial ly engaged in during the season of red pandanus

fruiting, which relates to the maturation of individuals and the tlming

tr
of pig-kì I ls.'
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t¡lomen extract

pa¡ments for t bodY'

out of lagi the wherewithal to make their own

, oF to help their husbands w'ith these pa¡ments'

wh'ich is a statement of female individuality; women also use this wea'lth

toinitiateotherexchangesbetweenaffines.Ifherhusbandisremissin

mak.lngì/g'l.paymentstoherfathersorbrothers,awomancanmakethese

giftsherse]fandfurtherinvolvebothpartiesinacontinuingexchange

relationship:ifshegivesyg!.toherfatherhemayreciprocatewith
pork to her husband, who will be prompted into mak'ing 'body' pa¡ments

for h'is wife and children'

A wife may also chose a classificatory male agnate(s) for her

husbandtomakepaymentstoforherchildren,hencetosomeextent

fnfluencing the networks through which wealth flows (as Langness notes

for Bena Bena, 1969:47)' She can also express her dissatisfaction with

men as husbands or brothers with respect to discharging their exchange

obligations,andbystressingheropinionscommitmentoexchangesand

perhapstolargergiftsifsheconvincesheragnatesoraffinesthat

theyhavebeenn.iggardlyintheirgifting.Thelatterprestationsare

often of pork heaped into pfles, a gift ca]led aroa poko toko (for the

womanheaP),asI98'ioraroaurukakoforrecentlymarriedwomen(see

3c). This'is a gift given to a woman to make her thappy"

Itcanbeseenthatawoman|sw.ishesareoftentakenintoaccount

bymenintheird.isposa]ofwealth,andthatwomenarethemse]vesactive

in dlrecting the flow of valurbles by participat'ing in the life cyc'le

exchanges. Any autonomy which women have is al lowed more by the

particularities of the exchange system' and its accompany'ing ideology'

thanltisbymen.Thiscan]eadtolntersexualtensionandsometimes

vlolence, and perhaps to a more overt domination of women by men in an
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attempt to deny them their tmale-threaten'tngt independence' Men may kill

their wives but they cannot entirely control them; they resort to

homicide or rape as the ultimate deterrent to female individuality (a

woman was gang-raped during my fieldwork because she was acting'like a

man,. Her husband was compensated, after court act'ion' by t'he rapists)'

Tiein.ipaymentsarepartof]ifecycleexchangeswhichare

concerned with creating and presenting the individual in varying social

contexts - childhood and puberty; the birth, growìng and marriage of

one,s children; and onets death. A person who gives payments is not

alwaysopposingaboundedunitbutacategoryofpeople,opianago.

Insofar as a per.son creates and asserts his/her individuality through

these exchanges, it suggests a reason why classificatory and proximate

MBs are often chosen as recipients for tbodyt payments; there is little

pointindemonstratingoneselftoMBsonemayrarelyrifeverrmeet'

Agnaticgroupsareformedlessbydescentthanbytheco]lective

imprinting of fathers on their children, and by the attempts of the

latter to rpullt themselves as they mature from their debt to opianago'

As indicated above, agnation ls a]ways compromised by residence and by

the politics of choice'in gifting. This is not to deny the importance of

agnaticgroupsbutrathertosuggestreasonsfortheirstructure.

chi ld and 'body' payments conti nue today and, unl i ke other

exchangesr appear not to have diminished under colonial'ism and the

missions. The context of group membership may have changed, but

individuals and agnates still need to be created, even though the

punitive dimensJons of spirlt attack (for failure to make payments) may
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have shJfted from lpono to Satan (see 4b). The underlylng 1oglc of life

cycle exchanges remains, as the following sections hope to show'

FOOTilOTES

1

2.

3.

5.

4.

s for his 'bodyt, he saYS noke
Ís) bullt). This seems to mean

his she'lls which rePresent h'im

i ltt his t bodyt .

Compensation may also be given to MBs for haircuts which follow
Uáplism ('long hair is pagan) or incarceration in jail'

yet see ÊvStrathern ( 1981 22',11), where - 
he g'i ves the exampl e of a

headman not paying for his children's tbodiest.

Ê"Strathern (1981h 11, manuscript) suggests that laei went. into
decline after iaciitcation beca.se miied gardens were not planted

as often. If this Js so, women may have been disadvantaged during
in¿ utt"" colonialism in their attempts to engage in exchange, and

hence to improve their status.

The idiom of maturation is kamare kako (blood stands up), .which
also refers to pandanus ripenäãlTtTñ-Tch-point they turn red' The

ã"ã*¡h ãt individuals anä the-maturing of pandanus appear to be

ielated to the concerns of pÍg-kills.
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3c-l BRIDETIEALTH AllD I'IARRIAGE

The hliru marriage system 'is based upon the exchange of wealth for

women, and involves transactions between a network of people associated

with the bride and groom. This network can include affinal kin and

friends, aìthough in larger sub-clans the groom's lineage tends to be

the main if not the on'ly group concerned. The father usual'ly contributes

more to the br.idewealth then other indiv'idual donors. and is the most

active person in the organization of the marriage. l¡lhile young men and

women are sa'id to be able to choose the'ir partners, all marriages I

witnessed were arranged by fathers (or FB, stepfather or an older

brother if the fat,her was dead), except when an older man contemplated

taking another wife or a wìdower remarried'

Young peop'le could meet each another at courting partles, o'i, or

g.i rl s formed smal I bands wh'ich roamed Takuru di stri ct prospecti ng for

su.itable husbands (cf. Kerr, 1984:31). These activ'ities, however' seem

to have been more an occasion for sexual interludes than serious

attempts to find mar¡iage partnersr and girls were no less retjcient

than boys in arranging these encounters (although it seems that it was

the more experienced younger men involved 'in the encounters; less

experienced boys were afra'id of sexual contacts). It did happen that a

coupie met at oi and eventualìy married after the young man informed h'is

father of h'is wishes, but the sexual freedom allowed to young people was

and.is matched by the father's choice of a su'itable partner'

The arrival of Europeans brought many changes to courting pract'ices

i n Takuru: o'i was regu'lated by the ' ki aps' because it encouraged

promiscuity and disrupted pìans for development, and prohibited by the
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mission for lts emphasis on pre-marital sexuality (iui¿:¡z)' The

practices of ,taunJm hett was imported from the Ialibu area as a

replacementofoi,andmayhavebeenmoreto]eratedbythe

administration and mission because it was less openly sexual (lt was

more ceremonia'l) and did not involve the whlspering of closely seated

couples in oi which led to assignations'

Today, rtaunfm hetr has largely fallen into

replaced by the rsix to sixr or thaus socJalr; also'

cited by more educated inforrnants as another method of tcourtingr' It is

likely that the level of sexuality which accompanied oi contlnues lnto

the present, despite the best efforts of missions' Thetsix to sixr is

very popular and often involves a-band which provides music for dancing'

and sometimes beer is drunk (needless to say these affairs have never

been held in Takuru, where the misslon forbid the building of a 'haus

social'). The pattern followed is simi'lar to oi' single and married men

select young girls to dance with and, according to male informants' the

object of the evening is sexual intercourse orr failing this' to have a

good time. As in ol, it is more or less prohiblted for a married woman

to attend 'socialst, and one who does is invariably labelled tpamuk'

( prosti tute).

The end of warfare means that young people, through tsocialst and

the fact that groups of young glrls sometimes roam outside of the

district, meet a wider range of prospective marriage partners than was

previously possible, or at least a wider range of people with wh'ich to

have casual sex. lfJhi Ie the marriage pattern has changed i n one

significant respect (see 2a.1), which 'in turn affected bridewealth (see

disuse and been

letter-writing was
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below), I would argue that this greater tfreedomt bears little re'latlon

to this change.

l,lhen a marriage is arranged there is still some room forindividual

choice; a girl in company with her female friends may visit the groomts

residence to assess hjs looks and su'itability, or the groom may hide and

watch his prospective bride while she is doing garden work' to gauge her

industriousness (cf. Kerr, 1984:32). Although appearances are Ímportant'

it is apparent that men and women are concerned w'it,h different qualities

and if these are not deemed satisfactory

fall through. When marriages are not
esteemed in marriage Partners'

bridewealth negotiations can

arranged, both sexes can use magic and love potions to attract or keep a

desired partner, a practice whjch continues to cause much dissension

between a father and his daughter if his marriage choice is disregarded

because the daughter is thought to be under a spell. The father's loss

of control over marital destinies can lead to much argument and even

vio.lence, and in one case in Takuru a father took his daughter to court

for wanting to marry the man of her choice (who had bewitched her). The

daughter lost the court case and paid her father compensation'

eventually marrying as her father wished'

Wh.ile I have no statistics on the number of proposed marriages

aborted by individual cholce, the bridewealths I observed suggest that

the fatherrs wishes can be satisfied even when one or both of the

partners are unhappy with the union. A woman forced into marriage has to

be strong-wfl'led lndeed to disobey her father or return to his house

after marriage. Qne woman, who was notorious for hertstrengtht and had

already left one husband, went to jail for her insistence on marrying an
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agnate of another sub-clan'

sub-clans concerned.

which caused much acrimony between the two

Mostfathers,especia.llyheadmen,prefertheirchi]drentomarry

into wealthy families of good repute, gÍven that 'it is exchange which

defines the strength of the affinal relationship (and this 'is one

reason for a fatherts concern to arrange marriages)' l'liru fathers are

often dominat'ing of their children in this respect and especially of

their daughters, who may be beaten to encourage them to obey and to

bring more bridewealth by impresssing the groomts group by her work and

desire for marriage. Another reason given for beating daugthers was

that the bridewealth obtained from a marriage she may not have wanted

was to make up for the 'loss of valuables given in the bridewealth for

her mother.

Agirlwhoresistsanarrangedmarriageriskslosingthefuture

supportofherkin,whomayexpresstheÍrindignationataunionnotof

their choice by giving few or notdowryt pigs for the new couplets herd'

Theymaya]sorefusetohaveanyth.ingfurthertodowithher.The

bridewealth 'is ]lkely to be smaller in this sort of marriage as good

exchange relations between affines are not expected to follow' In the

long term it can be disadvantageous for a daughter to go against her

father's wishes; fathers and brothers seem remarkably indifferent to the

future of the'ir daughters and sisters after marriage - for men and women

itlstheexchangere]at.ionsgeneratedoutofmarriageandthe
product'ion of children which are important'

Yet it ls daughters more often than sons who voca'llY (if not

successfully)objecttomarr.iage,andsonsappeartobemoresubservient
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to their father's wishes. This is possib'ly a reason why tlliru women use

,sexual persuasion' to attract potent'ial husbands in an effort to pre-

empt their father's decisions on marriage (at least sons had the

alternative of poìygamy). t^lomen have been known to commit suicide if

forced into a union aga'inst their will, the strongest objection possibìe

and an alternative unthinkable to a man for whom marriage represents

different commitments and hopes. A womants body is the on'ly means she

has of opposing male control, and of assert'ing her independence: she

uses ìt to try to obtain a husband and, in the extreme caser sujcide is

the ultimate use of her body to express individuality' This type of

suicide seems as much a personal statement as an act of frustration

which may attract sympathy for the deceased (see Healey, 1979)' women

also committed suicide so as to not have sex wìth their husbands (which

den.ies him children and exchange relatjons)' Suicide and seduction are

two ways a woman can use her body to express her individua'lìty'

A]though the negotiations which broke down ìn Takuru were mostly

over disagreements on the quantity of bridewealth, on one occasion the

bride-to-be brought the proceedings to a haìt by simply refusing to

marry the groom; women who are determined do have some freedom if they

are strong enough to oppose their fathers, and a father may respect h'is

daughter,s wishes. A son'is less like]y to oppose his father and kìn

because he is dependent on them for raising most if not all of his

bridewealth, and in this respect a son may have less freedom of choice

in marr.iage than a strong-willed daughter. Arranging a marriage is not

without its problems, and the tensjons, arguments and violence which can

accompany th.is event, and inf]uence its success, are due to in a large

parttothevaryingpersonalitìesandstrengthofcharacterofthose
'i nvol ved.
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Fema]einformantssaidthatthemaJorchangeinmarriagesince

pacificat.ionwasthatmorewomenIespeciallythosewithsomeeducation'

refuse their fathersr choice because they do not want to marrytkanakat

men|preferringinsteadmenwithjobs,educationorsomesortofincome.

conversely, men do not obJect to marrying tkanakat women becaqse they

are less trouble and are better workers' Men state that the major change

in their opinion is bridewealth inflation, which again reflects the

differentexpectationsofthesexesinmarriage.liliththeintroduction

ofnewresourcesandperspectivesintotheconjugalprocess|itseems

like'ly that the problems associated with bridewea'lth negotiations have

been exacerbated since pacificatlon'

Anotherobservationmadebymenisthattheymarryo]dertoday

because, prior to European arrival' so many men were killed in warfare

thatamanhadtomarry("asaboy"'itwassald)toproducechildren

forthefuturedeferrceofthedistr.ictandforthecontinuationofhis
,name,. some men reported that they marrÍed before they could grovr

beards,whichistheoppositeofthesituationfoundinotherSouthern

H.ighlands societies, where men did not marry until they were suitably

hirsute.l Alro, lnflation in bridewealth means that a man has to waft

'longer today for the necessary items to accumulate' inflation being seen

as a direct result of the planting of coffee;

s'igni f i cant earni ng of money'

i.ê., of the first

Itisdifficulttoascertainpeople'scorrectagesandmoresoto

retrospect.ivelydiscovertheirageatmarriage,butastatementthatmen

marry older, as a genera]izat.lon, may not be true. It .is perhaps that

men seem older at marriage because time is quantified by different

measurestoday,andnotbrokenupbyper.lodsofwarfare,cultactivity
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orflight.Presently,ach.ildgoestocommunityschoo]andthentohigh

school ff possible, or to distant places in search of employment' These

stages' together with the ,s]ower, pace of ]ife, may have produced a

differentpercept.ionoftheageatwhichmenmarry.Asfaraslcan
judge,therangeofvariationinaman|smarrlageableagewasfromlSto

2syearsranditismuchthesametodayalthoughmoremenmaymarryat

the older end of this range if they have been away at migrant labour' or

iftheirfathershavemanysons(thelatterwou]dhavebeenasimilar

constraint before pacification, regardless of bridewealth inflation)'

Womenusua]lymarrywithlnthesameagerangeasmen|butinthis

casetheyprobablyaremarryingolderasthemarriageofoverlyyoung

girlswasdiscouragedbybothadm.inistrationandmisslon'andthe

pract.iceoftaklngchildbridesprohibited.Thispracticemaynothave

beenascommonastheadminstrationthought;bridewealthcouldbegiven

foryounggirlswhocontinued,nonethe]ess,to]ivewiththeirparents

untilpubertywasreached(yetquiteafewwomenreportedthattheywent

to live with their husbands before menarche)'

Theargumentforinflationisalsoproblematic¡whilelessitems

wereinvo]vedinbridewealthpriortopacificationthisdoesnot

necessarilymean|acceptingthatPangiawasatradebackwater,that

their value was any less than those items displayed today' older male

informants said a wlfe could be obta'ined for a pig or one pearl shell'

butthisisanexaggerationtoemphasizethefactthatmoreitemsare

required today (see below). That a bridewealth now involves more ltems

does not necessarily imply that a bride,s abilit.ies are worth more| or

are more ,valuable', than those of her predecessors (yet see 3c'2)' It

may have been as difficult to accumulate enough items for a bridewealth
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in the past as it is in the present, such that'relatively there is no

inflation Ín the strict economic sense of the term - only in the number

of items - but rather new variab'les such as money and roads, which have

to be taken into account to iudge what is adequate in the transact'ion'

one of the problems of dealing with social change is that the

observer is never sure how much things have altered or why: the above

could be argued differently, that in fact women have come to be assigned

an economic value as twealtht which they did not previously have' and

which has tended to diminish their status to that of a chatte'l of men'

The latter do see the work abi]jty of women as inferlor to that of thelr

pre-pacification counterparts which, together with the posited

devaluation of woment s importance in exchange, (see 4c), would

complement this interPretation'

In this sense, bridewealth may well have inflated economically if

men now see their daughters - as well as their capacitÍes - as something

to sell¡ the bridewealth transact,ion is labelled tbisnist, and some men

do call their daughters tmy coffee treest (these expressions are not

offered as proof because 'lt is misleading to equate them with western

concepts of business and property ownership: what they do is provide a

basis for a different male perception of women)'

I could not satisfactorily resolve whether or not there is now a

tpricet for women wh'ich emerged out of the colonial context' Informants

perceive bridewealth as 'dolng' the same thing today as it did before'

and if there has been a transformation in 'its meaning it was not one

which was articulated to me. A presentatlon of the stages and payments
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involved in bridewealth may provide some answersr in terms of how the

actual pract'ice of arrang'ing and giv'ing bridewealth has changed'

The encompass i ng name for the seri es of transact'ions 'invol ved 'i n

bridewealth is aroa moroko, which translates as twomen they gett, and

,they' referr.ing to the group wh'ich helped raise the bridewealth and

wh.ich is not always comprised only of agnat'ic kin. Thìs again stresses

that the groups of individuals involved as donors and recipients of

b¡idewalth are not necessarily opposed as discrete kin groupings' a fact

which inhibits the formation of exchange and all'iance relat'ions between

descent groups or sub-clans of districts. As remarked above (1c)' if

there are high rates of intermarriage it 'is usualìy between distrìcts

and not sub-clans. Also, that a bride is brought ìnto a kinship network

as a producer of chi I dren 'i s as much for the f uture vi ab'i I ì ty and

continu'ity of that network as of the lineage or sub-clan of the groom'

It can be seen that marriage influences the construction of group

identity and the appììcability of descent as a criterìon of membership

(ln a s.ituat'ion where agnates are opposed to d'ifferent opianaqo

groups ). 2

The stages in bridewealth are -

1. Aqale ìuruko (to tie up taìk): a pre'l'imjnary talk between the

parties involved, part'icuìarly the respect'ive fathers, which agrees or

not on the potent'i al for a marri age to occur. There 'is no f ixed

bridewealth and each one has to be negotiated'

2. 0'i I awa

between the

or moroko (count sign or to get): the

bridets and groomts parties prior to

di scussion

a di spl ay

hel d

of
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bridewealth to arrange, by using pieces of wood as markers, for the

number of .items to be given for no return, JW. (wood or tree)' l' and

Z. occur before the actuaì day of showing b¡idewealth, after wh'ich

further negotìations and stages may drag on for months'

3. Ka.i maiyo yamereko (pig shel l show): thi s 'is the di spl ay of items

involved in the bridewealth. P'igs are usually tethered'in a location

away from the other valuables, which were arranged ìn the verandah of

the father's house or on the ceremonial green, and today are dìsp'layed

in the decay'ing government rest house (which reflects on admin'istration

attempts to control bridewealth, and on the assoc'iation made between the

admin.istration, development and wealth). The physical separation of p'i9s

from shells and such is part'ly for pragmatìc reasons; it is difficult to

get 'large numbers of p'igs to one spot and they are usua]ly tethered

where it is most convenient (today close to the road): also. peop'le do

not want pigs rooting up near their houses. But the separation of p'igs

from other wealth ref lects, too' on a d'iv'ision between wealth which

vromen openly he'lp to ra'ise' pigsr and that wh'ich men see as being owned

and produced exclusively by men - shells, moneyr cassowaries, etc'3

This distinction between tmalet and 'female' activities and attributes

arises in the fol'low'ing transactions, and relates to the difference

between topo exchange and yomo 9ìfting'

4. Aroa luburuko (to follow a vroman in process'ion): the bride is

followed to the groom's house by the bride's party in order to observe

the bridewealth transaction.

5. Aroa ka.i p mereko (to give a pig rope to the woman): the bride,

not decorated but wearing ornaments and a new grass skirt and netbag, is
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led by the groom's father to where the yomo p'igs are tied. He unties the

rope tethering each of the p'igs to a stake and passes it to the bride to

hold, and then the animal'is retied. At this stage the bride is usualìy

carrying the yomo pearlshells in her netbag, and she has moved by now to

the groomts group. The yomo p'igs are the ones given d'irect'ly for the

bri de, s ' body' , and by carry'i ng the yomo shel I s and movi ng to the

groomts group she illustrates her separation from one group and the

beg'inning of her incorporation into another. The hold'ing of the pig rope

s'ign'ifies the successful completion of the exchanges so far (cf' Kerr'

1984:34), if not the total acquiescence of the bride 'in the proceed'ings

(the bride and groom are mute participants, aìthough the bride is more

involved as an actor than is her partner)'

6.

today

Maiyo urukako (to carry shel'ls in a netbag): the yomo shells and

money (yomo kue) are put into the bride's netbag in preparation

for the next stage. The connect'ion between netbags, womenr wealth and

reproduction has been commented on above in reference to marriage

preferences, but what this action indicates is an exchange of shells for

the bride's 'body', or of something which is distinct'ly 'male' for

female substance, i.e., of atmalenesstwh'ich is carried away in return

for a tfemalenesst which stays. The latter is emphasized by the fact

that a bride must move to her husband's house upon marriage, even if he

resides in the same settlement.4

Interest.ingly, valuable yomo shells are named and confer a special

relationship between an individual and the shell he'owns" Names within

a lineage are linked with an historicaì group identity (Strathern' A'

1978277). suggesti ng that the shel I s wh'ich a man' s I i neage prov'ide for

hi s bridewealth represent a loss of 'malenesst which has to be
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compensated for by the future product'ion of ch'ildren, which is the

explicit reason for giv'ing bridewealth and perhaps one explanation for a

preference for Sons - to repìenish a stock of 'malenesst or group

.identity depleted by marriage payments (the name of a gifted shell 'is

calìed out when a sister's brother makes a return for the child payments

made by sister's husband).

7. Yono moroko (to nold hands): th'is event involves the fining up of

pigs from both partìes under the d'irection of the groomrs father' The

groom's line'is longer because it contains both yomo and topo pigs' the

latter being the subject of an equ'ivaìent exchange w'ith p'igs of the

bride's group. Great care is taken to match as close]y as poss'ib'le a

topo pig from one side with a topo pig from the other' such that men

'hold hands'through a pig changing sides. As remarked in stage 3' this

exchange takes p'lace in a location different to the d'isplay of other

bridewealth valuables, which are yw - given for no return for the

,body, of the bride; yomo gifts do not by themselves create social

rel ati onshi ps.

Each topo p.ig is from a donor or recipient of bridewealth, cìearly

the exchange is a symbolic one and the exact matching'is not just for

economic reasons, i.e., not on'ìy because men do not want a smaller p'ig

in return for the one they g'ive, but for the construction of a

rel ati onsh'i p of exchange through the establ i shment of an 'ini t'i al

equivaìence between the two groups. The topo pìg exchange may be part'ly

to create the necessary sociaì ambience for the bridewealth transaction

to proceeed. The 'idiom of 'hold'ing handst underlìnes the '¡oìning'

aspect of th'is exchange and the setting up of a dyadic relationship' not

only between the groom and his wifets kin but also between the kinship
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networks of the groups involved. Topo toko refers to trade as well as

exchangeand,aslhavewrittenabove(see2a.1),thisdimensionof

marr.iage may be related to the greater percentage of marriages to the

west today (a direct'ion cìoser to the new sources of wealth)' Marriage

may still regu'late of stimulate a flow of wealth' especiaììy money'

around the district, and fathers continue to be concerned w'ith their

daughters marriages so as to control and draw off some of this wealth'

The preceding lends support to the argument that the establishment of

trade connections was an essentìal part of marriage' and a contributory

factor in the marriage Pattern'

8. Aroa urukako (a woman carries (something) in her netbag): the

bride's father will kill one or more yomo pigs and cook the'ir ribcages

and send them to the groom's partìy'in the bride's netbag, 'in emulation

of the later return of lunori for shelìs given as ch'ild payments' It is

significant that a yomo pig(s), g'iven directly for the 'body' of the

bride,isk.illedanditsribcage-atheultimatesymbo.|offema]e

substance - presented to the husband's group: this g'ift encapsu'lates the

meaning of bridewealth. Aroa urukako is also a return for the yomo

shellsandyaqigiftsg.ivenpreviously,and.itnormal.izestheexchange

relations which now follow the marriage and future childbirth' By this

stage the bride's father will have d'istributed the bridewealth among his

network.

Durìng this stage the bride's group sends one or more pìgs to the

groom,s group; this p'ig(s) is kil'led, then cooked for d'istribution and

consumpt'ion among the latter. This seems to be the penu'ltimate exchange

between the networks involved, and the remaining g'ifts are majnly to or

from the respective fathers until the collective rat hunt of 10' That
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this pig 'is killed and eaten suggests that exchange relations between

the two groups are now possjble, as one side has g'iven a gift which is

reaten' to sign'ify the commencement of a relationship, or alternatìve1y

to .indi cate that thi s rel at.ionshi p i s am'icabl e and al 1 parti ci pants are

satisf ied w'ith events regard'less of any pursuance of future exchange

connections.

The br.idewealth yomo gift,s presented by the groom's group are saïd

to be'eaten'because they are given for no return (pilia nako; shells

broken, pigs eaten), ìmplying that they have no exchange value in

themselves but presage or enable exchange relations' just as the pig(s)

which 'is sent from the bridets to the groomts network is also eaten to

set up the poss'ib'i]ity of these relatìons. Both of these gifts are in

actuality exchanges, the first of yomo gifts for 'body' and the second

of pig to acknow'ledge rece'ipt and distribution of bridewealth'

The coupìe will later receive p'igs as dowry from the bride's

father, and sometimes from the groom's father, with which to start a pig

herd of their own. These animals are known as'iri kai, iri be'ing a

woman,s walking and digging stick, 'implying two th'ings. One is that

these p.igs are to help a w'ife 'stand up" that is to be a successful

p.ig-raiser and producer, the other is that a woman's role, and the one

from which she obtains status, 'iS one of production (dowry p'igs could

also ind.icate that once a woman leaves her fatherts control shetstands

upt, 'i.ê., 'is adult).

9. Yoro tara mereko (to give fern leaves): the bride and groom adjourn

to the bush to find fern leaves - a metaphor for sexual intercourse - to

cook for a gift to the bride's father from the groomts father (the
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leaves are cooked with pork and wrapped in a banana leaf)' This is sa'id

to be a test of the coupìe's sexua'l compatibility; the groom's father

awaits the return of the coup'le'in antic'ipation of events going well' in

which case the presentation is made and the marriage can go to its

successful conclusion. If either partner finds the other sexuaì'ly

unacceptable the transaction so far is terminated and the bridewwealth

returned: .it is said that the woman has fallen down, aroa kil'iko.5

Informants stated that this outcome was common enough' although at this

stage in the proceedings the couple, especialìy the bride, is under some

pressure from respective fathers to ensure a successful outcome' In the

past, an unenthusiastic bride may have been escorted to the bush by the

husband's agnates Who urged her comp'liance, and her hands may even have

been tied.

There are grounds for consìdering that the sty'le of consummation

was raper which seems odd in the face of statements made about the

bride,s freedom of choice (at least in sexual matters). such statements

mask the extent of male control over a womants ma¡ital dest'iny; u/omen

may be forced .into sex (and the groom may also have been 'intimidated

into performing the act) because fathers cannot take the chance of the

transaction failing. Men say that women have a choice 'insofar as it

reflects badly on men' and part'icularly on the fathers involved' if

compì i ance 'is not forthcomi n9.

It may be that a bride has some freedom to refuse a potentìal

husband after th'is sexual encounter, but no freedom to partic'ipate in

it. Some male informants suggested that even when a woman w'il'ling'ly

participated, she could refuse marriage if the groom failed to satisfy

her. It is possible that this stage provides a last opportunity for a
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strong-wìlìed bride to abort the marriage, but the introduction of

choice for the bride, in a situation controlled by men, 'is also the

introduction of uncertaìnty, This ìs probabìy one reason for the

aggress'ion a father may show towards his daughter as part of an attempt

to control her behav'iour. Because the conclusion of the bridewealth

transaction 'is dependent on the sexual performance of the bride - as an

indicator of her ability to bear ch'ildren - it'is not surprising that a

father, whose status is affected by the success of this transactìon'

sometimes develops a hostile attitude to his daughter'

A daughterts errancy aìso reflects bad'ly on her father as he is

seen to have a ¡e¡-physicaì influence over her sexuality (wh'ich her non-

compliance questions), for the maintenance of which he is pa'id by the

groom's father.6 The lack of hostility shown towards a son as groom

reflects a difference in the quality of the relationship a father has

with h.is cross-sex children, as well as a difference jn what a father

expects as the outcome of the marriages of h'is children; a father does

not have to control his son's sexuality and may even encourage it'

The main purpose of this stage, however, is not to satisfy the

vagaries of individual choice, as by now it is assumed that the coupìe

are will'ing partners or at least reconciled to marriage. Rather, yoro

tara mereko is concerned with sexual concord on'ly to the extent it is

central to the raison d'âtre of bridewealth, the future production of

children. If a couple is not to engage'in frequent sex, and many acts of

insemination are Seen as necessary to initiate pregnancy, then the

rational ity of bridewealth and marriage 'is abrogat'ed'
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This g.ift is in the category of yaqi and, insofar as'it is the

first yagi gift and follows d'irectly upon a sexual act' 'it is the first

payment for fertilÍty and perhaps a guarantee for future ch'ild payments'

It is for the tworkt wh'ich went into sexual intercourse as much as for

the capacity of the bride to produce'bodies' (yaqi g'ifts are also given

on the occas'i on of f i rst pregnancy). Th'is gi ft i s connected to the

influence a father exercìses over his daughter's sexual ity and

fertiIity, for which prev'ious fifts of marsupial (not vagi) have been

made, and wh.ich for fert'ility cont'inue to be made (as .vaqi) after

marri age.

Kerr suggests a mother may conn'ive wìth her daughter to run away

from her husband,s house (to which the bride usual'ly goes after stage

9), especially in the case of the eldest daughter ('ib'id:35)' This may be

to exert some'influence over a situation which the mother had no control

over when she married, as welì as expressing sympathy with the daughter

(cf. Langness, 1969:45; Healey, 1979:96). In some instances a bride's

mother may receive a payment of pork for her approval of the union - she

may even hold the pig rope to signify this - but when women oppose the

wishes of men it is as individuals and not groups' The follow'ing stages

can take place over a number of days or weeks'

10. Abu tepolo vaoi (wi ld pi t-p'it rat -vaq'i ): i n the days or weeks

following the marriage many rats are caught by the groom's group, gutted

and put in leaves and immersed for a few days 'in a stream for storage'

and supposedly to clean and soften the flesh (a connection may be being

made here between flowing water and fert'ilìty)' The rats are then cooked

and put in the new wifets netbag and taken to her natal place and given

to the rec'ipients of bridewealth, who later return vegetabìe g'ifts'
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The gift is yaqi, and is similar to previóus gifts made to ensure

the father's control of his daughter's sexuality and fertility' The

latter were usually of marsupial wh'ich'is metaphorically related to

fertility, and which 'is one story caused a woman to conce'ive a group

founder by scratching her breasts (see also A. Strathern' 1980:61);

marsupials are possibly a symbo'l'ic referent for the pen'is. These

prestatìons are tuu kaperuku (I vomit marsupial for (pandanus?) plant

not fruiting), an obvious gift for fertility, and also given after

marriage as yaoi. Gifts previous to marriage, tuu p'iko, were apparently

not yagi, and what makes the rat prestation of th'is category is that the

daughterts fertility is now tested by authorised sexual intercourse and

eventual conception. The name of the gift supports th'is claim, for rats

make the.ir nests'in wild p'it-p'it and are prol'ific breeders, just as the

couple w'i'll form a household and have children.

The return of vegetables is to acknowledge this g'ift' and to send

back what is a product of the bride's natal gardens is a symbol or an

assurance of her ab'ility in reproduction. That rats, marsupìals and also

cassowaries can be g'iven as yagi for fertiìity suggests a connection

between the twildt, a father's influence over h'is daughter's procreative

potentia'1, and th'is potential itself.

The specifÍc use of rats for the onìy major collective yagi

fo'l'lowing marital intercourse is interesting; rats are wild but come

into houses and eat food meant for people; to an extent they bridge the

gap between wild and domestic and - because they make thejr own 'houses'

and interact with people - reflect on the purpose of this gift and on

the bride moving from the psychic influence of her father to the
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domestic control 0f her husband. That rats are a speciaì food for women

after chjldb'irth may comment on th'is'

But the object of this yaqi gift is not to oppose the categories of

wild and domestic, which do not correspond'in any rigid way w'ith gender

d.i f ferences. Two poi nts need to be made, one 'i s that a f atherr s

influence has its locus not in the 'w'ild' but in the supraphysical

domain of yomini transmission; a fathe|is connected to h'is daughter by

his contribution to her tspiritual' make-up. Secondly, the daughter's

sexuality/fertility is equated with the'wild'only to the extent it 'is

beyond the influence of men, with the except'ion of her father and her

MBs and their ancestors (notice again the conflation of a bride's father

with her MBs).

Nature reproduces itself and is its own source of fertility: wild

animals, which live within it, can represent 'maleness' and hence are

approprÍ ate g'ifts for ensuri ng and symbo'l i si ng the f ather' s i nf I uence

over his daughterts sexuality and his tblessingt of fertility (wh'ich he

does not create but only reìeases). In a sense' fertility/tfemaleness'

encompasses tmalenesst just as wild animals live in nature, such that

different d'imensions of nature represent tmaleness' and tfemaleness'

(wh.ich could reìate to the 'bisexualr const'itution of people)' t^lomen do

not pose a threat to men in general because they are cìoser to a state

of nature, but their reproductive roles do threaten the'ir immediate male

kin because of the prob'lems this poses for their essential malenessr and

which again I would relate to the incidence of incestr rape and violence

against women in Wiru socìetY.
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11. Kai tobou wiriko (to hit the pig's head): the bride's father fills

h'is daughter's netbag with shells (and prev'iously with salt) for

presentation and dispìay to the groom's group. The name of this stage

may refer to the fact that it will be the bride's father who will later

kill pigs and give ribcages to the DH in return for'bodytpayments made

by him for daughter's children (it also presages the killing of pigs in

10.).

The bridets father is concerned to return plenty of shells - the

ultimate symbo'l of maleness - and I was told that a weaìthy man (q]-1

kamo) may even return most if not all of the yomo gÍfts he obtains as an

individual recip'ient of bridewealth, an act wh'ich is seen to increase

his status. Despite this, status acquisition 'is not a prime

consideration in bridewealth, rather it is the objects exchanged - as

symbols of the meaning of bridewealth - wh'ich are crucial to this and

other stages. A father, through child payments and the transm'ission of

h.is yomini, creates his offspring as individuals, and Mariìyn Strathern

suggests that this gift is "the fatherts last act of individuation

towards his daughter" (1981:681).7 gut this is not a gift to the bride's

MBs, which again illustrates how marriage leads to a realignment of

exchange connections, in the course of which the status of the bride's

father is made problematic.

A father loses direct control over his daughter upon her marriage'

although payments to ensure her fert'i'lity cont'inue to be made to the

father until pregnancy, ôrì occurrence marked by more yag'i gifts' and

then often to the wife's brother(s) as if by now the father has lost

control total'ly of his daughter and his patern'ity I'swa'llowed up in a

more generalized and feminized parenthood" (iUl¿.). I would argue that
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kai tobou wiriko, by reversing the flow of valuables expected after

marriage and childbirth, is as much to do with cutting loose an

individualized daughter as it is with an expressìon of the father's male

individuality which is weakened by the loss of his daughter' The father'

by receiving valuables for hÍs daughterts tbodyt, is temporari'ly

conflated with her MBs (i.e. "feminised"), but by giving shells to the

groomts group.it is as if this group too are temporarily identified with

the bride,s MBs. In other words, the father attempts to set up some sort

of equivalence between himself and the groomts group such that his

status vis-a-v.is the latter is made less problematic.

This gift is a temporary denial of the'swallowingtof the father's

paternity which becomes unavoidable with the birth of his daughterrs

children (who share substance with their mother, hence her mother' but

not with their paternaì grandfather). By giving shells and being

generous with the amount, the bridets father is for a moment re'ifying

his threatened maleness by making a prestation of it' and perhaps giv'ing

as much as he receives is to emphasize his masculinity, i.e., it lessens

the identification between himself and his daughter's MBs' The threat

his daughter poses hints at another reason for F-D incest; 'in effect, a

father may have intercourse w'ith his daughter to assert his maleness'

Yet as a father is losing his daughter he is also ìos'ing his

shells. suggesting an alternative explanation for the name of thìs gift:

if pigs stand for people the kai that it is 'killed' here could

represent the father as a symbolic sacrifice of his self, or that part

of the self which confers paternity and'individuality to h'is chiìdren

(it is the'head'of the p'i9, which ìs'male', that is hit/killed).

Previous and future yaq'i payments are also said to be g'ifts to the
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bridets father for taking his daughter, tottok sori' or sympathise with

him for his ìose. Bridewealth seems to be as much for the briders'bodyt

and her procreat'ive potenti a'l as for providì ng a context for the

redefinitìon of the status of the bridets father' and of his

rel at'i onshi p to her husband's group (who take over some of hi s

functions; cf. M. Strathern' 1982:35).

Informants were more pragmatic in their explanations, it was stated

that this shell gift'is a promise of the pork to come as a return to the

husband for shells presented for his wìfe and children, and it also

estab'lishes the bride's father as a man of wealth who is worth making

substantiaì gifts to - which facilitates the construction of affinal

exchange links. Too, kai tobou wiriko validates the bride as a daughter

of her father, i.e., 'it proves she is not i'lìegit'imate and indeed a

product of her fatherrs yomini and nurturancer a view wh'ich fits the

'interpretation of a father losing part of h'is 'selft through the

marriage of his daughter.

The shells which are returned are those given âS ]@r with some of

the father's own if he wishes to make a large gift. Accepting the logic

of the abovef every father shouìd give many shells as a proof of his

paternity and 'malenesst. This may not work out in pract'ice for various

reasons - obligations to distribute the bridewealth shells, fo|instance

- except for wealthy headmen, the ideaì type of man. This gìft is vomo

pedeko (pedeko - to break off), and today money as well as shelìs may be

retu rned.
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The rhetoric of aroa urukako, and of the gift of pig which the

brìdewealth recipients send to the donors, is to make the 'latter tfeel

betterr about their contributions. Yaqi gìfts are also sent to the

bridets father to sympathise with his loss, such that there are

prestations made 'in both directions wh'ich deal wjth compensating people

for emotional states produced during the bridewealth transaction. There

.is no notion any superiority of one group over another, indeed the topo

pig exchange is concerned with creating equivalence between the two

groups.

Yet there is one person whose status becomes ambiguous, the bride's

father: his paternity becomes problematic and his tmaleness'

threatened. It 'is as if exchanging tbodyt for tmale' wealth is not an

advantageous activity for men with daughters. A father does not share

substance with his daughter but his sons do, which'is perhaps why they

take over the payments made for their sister's children. A father

receives gifts for his daughter's 'body' which is not properly his but

her MBs, and the recognition of this may contribute to F-D tension at

marri age.8

Yaqi gifts continue to be made to the briders father after marrìage

and eventually become 'incorporated into child payments after pregnancy

occursr such that bridewealth prestations (for the wife's 'body') do

not cease after marriage but are given instead d'irectly for what the

bridewealth is primari'ly exchanged for - children. The po'int at which
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bridewealth is seen as terminated and replaced by child payments ls

after the birth of a second child' which 'uses upt the brldewealth'

After th.is event, the child is at some stage stood up with a shell on

its front and back, and one on each arm. Then the wjfers brother, @,

dances around the child so it will grow and be heaìthy, and takes the

shells whichcover the body of the child and returns home.

The end of bridewealth marks the point at which the wife's brothers

more or less take over from the wifets father as the main recipients of

chiìd payments, supporting M. Strathernrs statement that the fathe|ls

absorbed .into a "generalised and feminised parenthood" which detracts

from his desirab.ility as an exchange partner. The choice of wifers

brothers is reinforced by the fact that the specific paternity of the

fatherrs daughter is denied and t'obliterated" through her production of

children (M. Strathern, 1981:681).

Child payments have been considered in the previous section but it

should be noted agaÍn that they are not separated from bridewea'ìth but

express a continuation of its logic, eventua'lly fuìfilled in death

payments, kioli. Changes to the above series of bridewea'lth transactJons

will now be discussed.

FOOTIIOTES

Yet the relative lack of emphasis on female pol'lution may support
informantst statements about not having beards at marriage, if
g"oott did not necessarily have to be adult men with some strength
of reslstance to this Pollutlon.

1
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3

4
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Large agnatic units are not usually invoìvei il bridewealth, rather
ii i; iñà lineages or klnship net ôrks of the bride and groom. In
conjunction wi[h this, fndividual marriages are spread out to
various groupsr such that there is no sense ln which one group is
constructed, through exchange, Ín oppos'ition to another.

This does not mean that women cannot own wealth but that they are
not dfrectly concerned with its production, and that men are the
ideological controllers of this wealth.

The practice of a husband and wif
recent phenomenon and undoubte
Christian household. It is the
her kin (and previouslY on movi
which is important ln this context.

If this is the first occasion of sexual intercourse this supports a

proposition t,hat many marriages are arranged, unless this first sex

act is a statement-made abõut the bride moving to her husband's
ðãnt"ol (a statement which may be enforced by rape). . A woman- may

reialiate'by denying her husbañd sex, a decision which often 'leads

to divorce.

The father can obviously attempt to physically control his
daughterts sexual'ity once she has been promised in marriage.

A bride would wear some of her fatherts shells on her chest, which
may be an attempt by the father to underline his mascul'ine
individualÍty.

where
they

5.

6.

7.

8. This makes for an interesting comparison with Bena Bena,

fathers cannot accept bridewealth for their daughters because

share substance with them (Langness, 1969:42).
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3c.2 I'IARRIAGE, t'OtlEY AtlD COLOI|IALIS!'|

An obvious change in bridewealth is in the type of valuables given'

prevfousìy,itemssuchascowryshellropesrcowryheadbands'stone

axes|containersofoil,packagesofnativesalt,cassowariesandbaler

shells were given along with pigs and pearlshells' Many of these items

arenotlongerusedandthereston.lyrareìy,yetpigsandshellshave

retained their importance in the gÍft economy because' as I have argued'

of their symbo'lic articulation into gender and interpersonal relations'

Money is now a major component of bridewealth but has not replaced those

items fallen into disuse, rather in a tgiftt context it is seen as being

'liket pearlshells and displayed in a similar fashion - in

carefully arranged pì1es of different denominations of notes

and as neu, as Possible.

separate'

as clean

As mentioned above, Pangiats economy is not of a kind to allow

money to repìace shells entireìy, as it has in Hagen (seeA'strathern'

1982). Even if this was so it is doubtful that the use of shells would

be discontinued. as men set great store by their shells and lavish care

and attention on them, for reasons discussed in 3a' At the end of the

coffee season t.liru men actually buy top quality shells for K30 or more

from travelling Imbonggu salesmen. The near veneration of shells is

simllar to the attitude shown by Balinese men towards their fighting

cocks, for reasons wh.lch may be similar, a symbo'lic expression of the

owner,s maleness (Geertz, 1973:419). It is unlikely that money could

carry the same symbol'lc load in a transaction in which the construction

of meaning ls dependent on the use of sheìls as symbols and markers of

male achJevement. Money can certain]y representtmalenesst but it is not
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as powerfuì a symbol in this regard as maiyo (although it 'is

powerful symboì in other respects, see be'low)'

a more

The pig also remains an essentiaì component in an exchange

involving wealth and livetbodiest. Pigs are the only items involved in

both the topo exchange between groups and the yomo gifting' suggesting

that it is the tbodies' of p'igs exchanged against the 'bodyt of the

bride which most strongly comment on the twin aspects of bridewealth

transactions - obtaining the bridets tbodyt and creating ties of

exchange (yomo p.igs are also known as kai tiqini, body pigs). They

represent the production of wealth' food and exchange links, the

combined efforts of husband and wife (who aìso combine to produce

children) and, by being raised on group land, signify nurture' Pigs' as

pan-symbolic animals, refer to what'is exchanged in marriage and what is

desired as its outcome - tbodiestand wealth. As tive animals they are

not sexed in exchange but represent tbodiest in general, ì.ê., peop'le,

and every person is a combinat'ion of male influence and femaìe

substance,inc]udingthebride.Beingalive,pigsalsocommentonthe

expected durabi I ity of ensuing exchange relationships (Gregory'

1 980: 646).

Aìthough pigs, like children, are viewed more as the product of

woments labour, men do assist in the processes which give rise to both

products and in their development.l In this context' pig prestat'lons are

particularìy appropriate in a society where the inherited physical

substance of each person is tfemale', and the individuaìity of each

persontmalet. i.e., pigs. ìike people. are bothtmale'andtfemalet in

constitution (which reflects on their use in exchange as animals or

pork ),
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are

to

typlcal examples of pre-pacification bridewealths

in Tab'le 9. The marriages were made in the early fortles

Table 9 : Bridewealths : early t40's to late '50's'

Yomo pig Yomo shell ToPo Pig 0ther

1 a
45

3

'16

16

12

1 oi I contai ner,
2 cowry ropes

1 salt, 1 baler shell

4

4

2

1 cowry rope, I salt

1 bal er she'l I

alt, 1 cowry head-
d, 4 steel knives

2

3

4

1 salt, 2 stee'l axes

2 salt, 3 stone axesr
3 cowry ropes

2 salt, 4 stone axes'
5 cowry ropes

2.

4

5

I

4

2

3

4

2

3 4

5.

6.

1s
ban

1

7. 5

8. 6 32
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the mid-flfties and it is possib'le that by thls time more shells were

coming lnto Pangia from outside areas now under Australian control (see

2a.1). Steel tools are not common in bridewealths for this period,

although this could be from their rarlty - wh'ich comments on the trade

situatfon - or from their retention for personal use rather than

exchange, which again comments on the scarcity of steel at this time.

Bridewealths 5 and 6, although they appear smaller, may reflect the

value of steel tools which had become available in limited quantities

before these marriages took place. Most of the variation in the number

of yomo and topo pigs occurs between 2 and 8, and for shells I to '16.

Other items such as stone axes and cowry ropes were usually given in

units from 1 to 5, and they deprec'iated in value after pacification due

to their readier availability or replacement by introduced items' such

as steel axes. The fact that Pang'ia was isolated from trade routes

indicates, from the number of valuables given in many instances' that

brides' tbodiestwere high'ly valued and not bought for one or two items

as a few male informants suggested.

Some bridewealths which I recorded ln Takuru are presented for

comparison fn Table 10. They are nottaveraget as are those presented in

Table 9 because I wish to give some idea of the range of variation in

present-day bridewealth. There is a good deal of divergence in the

amount of plgs, shells and money given, as can be seen. Much of the

variatJon, however, ls from marriages which were contracted outside of

Pangia to areas where the economy is more viable and bridestcosttmore.

The reverse also holds as a non-Wiru husband often gives more

bridewealth for a l,llru girl than 1s taveraget.



Yomo pÍg Yomo shell Yomo money Topo pig Pedeko

K.120

200

360
2,400
2,000

100

1,600

1,000

240

400
400

1,000
280

30

K,50
shel I s

.500
shel I s

.200
shel I s

. 100
6 she'l I s

K.80
8 shells
none
K.50
6 shells

Other

1 yomo cow

1 yomo cow

1 axe

Comments

unsuccessful. Not enough
bri deweal th.
unsuccessful. Bride disliked

bride educated, sister of
important man.
bride educated.

bride from Enga: too far.

husband from Ialibu.

bride from Ialibu.
husband f rom Mi'lne BaY.

6
K

18
K

2
K

3

I
6
5
4
1

1

2

3
4
5
6

7

I
9

7

I
9

13
12

5

16

16

16
30

6

22

9

12

16
16

I
18

12

I

3 vomci cassowary
1 iõmõ salt

10
11

12

9

4

9

i
2

8

2

10

2

7

3

ã

4

2

12
13

14
15
16

1

1

000
800
300 K. 10

1 shel I

17

Table l0 : Bridewealths z 1978-82.
Ñ.g.-ii time of fieldwork K1 = A$1'31'

l\)
æ
!
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The other source of variation is the larger bridewealth given for

girls who have been educated to high schoo'l level, and paying school

fees 1s d.i.rect'ly compared to pay'ing bridewealth - in econom'ic terms it

is paying now with the hope of a good return in the future. That is' a

man (and his group) gives bridewealth knowing that sons will result,

and that his daughters w'ill recoup some of his losses upon their

marrìage. The idiom used in asking for bridewealth is one in which a

father gets back what was given for his bridewealth. A father who sends

his daughter to high school expects to either get a good return for his

investment when she marries, or to receive money from her (and educated

sons) if she gets a job.

Giving bridewealth and paying school fees both outlay male wealth

(a category including money) for the 'bodiest of children, which are

individuated by their fathers. A father, by investing his wealth in his

daughterts education, further individuates her and hence makes her

tbodyt more valuable than those of non-educated gir'ls. That a gir'l has

had a good education is secondary, when a man gives a large bridewealth

for such a girl it is because of her relative singularity - as a product

of her father.2

Marriages which involve more money than is usual often affect the

other bridewealth components, more pigs and shells may have to be given

for a bride whose'bodyt is highly valued. Also, shells may no'longer be

acceptab'le in some places outside Pangia such that the money component

has to be increased (pigs may not be given if the distances involved are

too great and problems of transport arise: where exchange relations are

not likely to follow marriage the bridewealth may be m'inimal. This

could, however, reflect differences in marriage and exchange practices).
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There are many more variables today, then, which affect the size of

bridewealth in Takuru, and nearly ha]f of the marriages recorded in

Table 10 are of this 'affected' kind (although a larger sample would

lower the number of these marriages).

The most consequential changes to Takuru marriage, marrying further

afie'ld and the introduction of fiorìêlr have had the most significant

quantitative effects on bridewealth, which have in turn affected the

status of the bride. Marriages in the vicinity of Takuru with non-high

schooì educated girls exhibit a degree of sim'ilarity in the number of

items g'iven which. when compared with pre-pacification bridewealths'

suggest that while the number of pigs and shells involved may be higher'

the real d'ifference today is the addition of a money component.

Takuru men comp'lain endlessly about inflation in bridewealth, the

greed of fathers with daughters, and the difficu'lty of raising the

necessary items, aìthough relative to some Highlands societies the

bridewealth is not especially high (the fact that shells and money are

returned by the bridets father as pdeko, lowers what may initially seem

to be an 'impressive bridewealth). In some areas of the Southern

Highlands, where coffee is a more recent introduction, the bridewealth

can be greater; yet these sorts of comparati ve statements are not

part,icularly meaningful because of differences in the tpolitical I

dimens'ions of marriage for Pangia and other u""u..3

Marri age

rel ati onshi ps

choi ces

between

are

sub-cl an

not overly

groupsr

concerned with

and intergroup

exchange

competi ti ve

That womenexchange such as moka is not evident (see Strathern,A. 1978).

are not central in creating 'links of exchange between sub-clans (but
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rather between individuals and kinship networks) possib'ly reflects the

size of bridewealth in a situation where groups do not compete for

prestige or status on the basis of marriage aìliance, and do not have to

give 'large bridewealths as a part of this competition or to ensure the

continuation of exchange relations.

1¡hile districts can be intermarried to a significant extent the'ir

po'litical reìationship is supported by exchange between individuals

within various groups of those districts, and not usuallV bJ exchange

relationships between groups. Wiru bridewealth acknowledges a womants

potential for reproduction and the exchange relations this generates' it

can make political statements but these are tempered by the fragment'ing

influence of numerous and individualistic affinal connections.

Even ìf Wiru bridewealth is not particularly h'igh*, a man can still

receive a substantial amount of valuables from his daughterts marriage'

which he has to distribute among his lineage or kinship network'

Brideweaìth ll illustrates this, the father kept for himself Kl00' the

cowr two of the best shells and distributed the rest among his agnates

except for three pigs which he gave to his lrlBts sons' who in turn used

them as part of one's bridewealth(9). A father with an educated daughter

or a daughter who marries a non-l'liru man can accrue more rlealth than is

usual ly the case, and the potenti al for thi s has I ed to the

characterization of all such fat,hers astgrgedyt, and perhaps of fathers

in general.

IF this is in reference to taverage' marriages only'
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conversely, a father whose son wishes to marry a non-wiru woman

often has to expend more wealth than is usual. The gain or loss of

wealth 1n both lnstances is primarily enioyed or bemoaned as florìêvr

which lends support to the notion that the component of bridewealth

which engages the most attention vis-à-vis inflation is money (and

Takuruns directly lfnk bridewealth'inflation to the introduction of cash

croppi ng).

This raises the difficult quest'ion of what sort of changes have

occurred'in the male perception of women with the introduction of moneyl

which fs not separate from other issues such as the adoption of

christianity (see 4c). It would be unrealistic to suggest that men have

not aìways seen their daughters as a source of wealth' and calling

bridewealth a rb'isnist and daughters tcoffee treest continues this

perception. Nonetheless, this view may have become more pronounced after

pacification, and the administration was concerned about an

tendency to promote chi 1d brides for t bi sni s 
t reasons

inf'lation at this time is not yet a problem):

i ncreasi ng

(and note

s though these gi rl s are hav'i ng

the sãke of a few Pigs and

needs close survei I I ance to
thi s area descendi ng to an

The administrationts emphasis on tnegativet marriage practices may

not reflect the true extent of th'is problem. tKiapst satf marriage as a

major stumbling block to development and quite possibly overstated the

sJtuation in their enthusfasm for dismantl'fng these practices. Nearly
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theten years 1ater, the reports record a [l|iru mants vlews on

relationship between women and 'bisnisr:

..r we have no business in the vlllage, the only way we make

money'.is through our daughters, therefore we regard.femalgs- as

ways of making money or business and the pigs (from
brìdewealth) we iell to the peopìe. ll|e are very worried as our
daughters are being influenced 1n western ways and we are not
get[ing bride price as good as we were in the ]ast ten _years.
ihen tte viìiage couit system ls .r. estab'lished Council
should make ru'les to prevent our daughters from going. to
soclals and smoking because they are the two main th'ings which
are taklng our daughters away from our culture and traditions
( PR3/75-6 ) .

Whiìe one suspects the literal translation made by the'kiapr, I am

inclined to accept what this statement strongly infers. This is that the

introduction of money, together with the administrationrs emphasis on

development through 'blsnis', significantly changed the position of

women insofar as men became more reliant on woments wealth generating

aspects.

What also emerges out of this quote is that, in the eyes of menl

women were devalued because of tttheir apparent new freedom" (PR9/66-7)

under colonialism, i.e., because they were not behaving 'like women did

before pacificatJon. This reflects badly on men as rcontrollerst of

womenr and is one reason why there was a marked rlse in the number of

assaults on women during tLaw and Ordert (PR9/66-7). It was a womants

attempts to lmprove her status, and to assert her individuality, that

led to male comments about womenrs attitudes and labour belng 'inferior

to pre-pacification women. Paradoxica'lly, I was told that women are more

rvaluablet today since the introduction of coffee, which hints at the

tenuous position 'ln which women now finds themselves: they are

personally devalued whlle thelr value as tbodiest has increased.
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But seeing a daughter as a means of obtain'ing valuab'les or like a

valuable herself are two different things. If men said daughters are

like shells the equation t,daughters = valuables" could be proposed in

terms of the logic of the exchange system this is improbable as

shells/maleness have to be opposed to female substance. To say they are

lfke coffee trees fs to lmply daughters - who, as ind'ividuals' are the

product of their fathers - are more a source of wealth rather than

wealth itself. coffee trees by themselves are onìy valuable by producing

beans,grownonyareneland,whicharetransformedthroughalengthy

process of male and female labour to ßofìêjr with husbands usually

keeplng the bulk of it.

Letusconsideranothermetaphor:Koiya,onlosingthel9Sl

councillor electlon lamented that the people had taken his twomant away

from him, i.ê.r his one continual source of prestige and money' The

Pangla 14.P., when contestfng the 1982 national elections, asked his

audiences "why do the other candidates want to take my wife?"' another

direct reference to his occupational status and source of income' These

allus.lons to twJfer are not Just in terms of a wealth source but also in

terms of what makes a man what he is. Wives give their husbands autonomy

from other menr i. ê. , they are a cruc'i al component of thei r

individuallty. A hard-worklng wife gives a man status and helps to

produce wealth, without a wifets permanent labour he would be nothing

(while wives and daughters are metaphors for wealth production' mothers

are not. It is motherrs people who take wealth away from men)'

w'ife

and

A man,s status ls acknowledged as significantly dependent on his

- not all men have daughters - as a producer of food, hls chlldren

wealth, but women as a category of person are not cultural]y
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esteemed or given any special status for their role ln society. It is

only as a diligent individuaì producer for her husband t,hat a woman can

obtain prestige. Marilyn Strathern points to t,he tconflated substancet

of man and wife through the use of the term adono, as conflation of the

words 'breast-penis' to mean 'spouse' (M. Strathern, 1982).4 Th'ls term

could also relate to the perceived interdependence between a man and his

wife in the production of wealth (including coffee) and food. which in

some respects is lJke the production of children, although the status a

man receives from this cooperation is qualitatively different to his

wifers.

A man is the composite of his fatherrs 'influencer his wifets

labours and his own actlons fn exchange, 'bisnìst, etc. He is socially

constructed in numerous ways in contrast to his singular physical

constitution, yet lt is worth remark{ng again that in the first instance

the locus of a manrs status, his wealth sourcef ls referred to as his

twifet or twomant, literally or figuratively. Women can make their own

status, to the extent they can inìtiate and engage 'in exchange, and are

not overly dependent on their husbands 'ln this regard.

It appears, then, that women are not d'irectly comparable to wealth,

they are not an ltem of value and in bridewealth are seen as 'subJect'

not robjectr (M. Strathern, 1984). Nor are they 'ln any sense the

'propertyt of a father or husband but rather an extenslon of the

formerts individuality and a critical component of the husbandrs status

(the use of adono 'ln this context seems particularly appropriate). With

the introduction of money as an element in bridewealth it is possÍble

that the dlstinction between 'subJectr and tobJect' does not hold as

strongìy today. This is related to the fndividuating effects of money
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and its tendency

producti on.

to confuse male and femâle domalns of wealth

It is ev'ident that when @ money is used in bridewealth it is

displayed and thought of in much the same way as traditional tmalet

wealth items, especial1y pearlshe'lls. It is gÍven for the tbody'of the

bride and a return can be made of yomo kue pedeko. But money can be

produced in a way in which shells cannots, through coffee processing,

tbisnist or the sale of a personts Iabour in various forms of

employment. Yet the ultimate use of money is, I would argue, as a

valuable and these avenues to its possession are alternatives to

traditional forms of amassing wealth, and should not be viewed as

aìtogether different from other activities within the exchange economy.

There are grounds for viewJng trade or bulk stores, for example, as

another symbol of maleness (whfch can be used in bridewealth), group

identìty and wealth, and when they or their doors are painted it is

frequent'ly with the colour red, a colour associated with men, shells and

cult stones. Red is aìso the preferred colour for

emphasizes that men control them, as they continue to

forms of 'male' wealth, be {t shells or money.

trucks,

control

whi ch

other

Although moneyf like all major valuables, kamoiya, is 'in the

ideological control of men, women can keep the small amounts they earn

from sales of vegetable produce or of coffee beans which have fallen to

the ground. Wives, however, are expected to give the'lr husbands access

to the money they earn, and a woman who does this without argument is

said to be a 'good wifet. Men say that all the money from sales of

coffee ls thelrs, but they often glve their wJves a share of the coffee

income. My 1981 househo'ld survey lndicates that up to 502 of thls income
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may be given to wives, but an average flgure fs closer to 207"' The

coffee income varies from household to household, and a womants share of

it ranges from a few kina to around K200. Some women maintain that this

money is a present to them from the'ir husbands.

The problems which money poses for men ls that it Ís "too much like

pigs and not sufficient'ly like shells" (Strathern,À.1982c:313)' that is'

woments efforts in helping men to raise money is more visible, as it is

in pig production, than their influence in the shell 'economyt. Because

money, unlike shells, can be used'ln domestic consumption. women tend to

emphasize their consumerts role to stress their contribution to the

raising of money (cf. l"Strathern, ibid.). lrlealth is said to be kau, dty'

as it is meant for exchange and notreatingt (domestic consumption), Vet

both men and women may accuse each other of reatingt wealth when it is

not used in their respective interests (buying food and clothes for the

family. or for use in the exchange economy): to reatr wealth is to waste

it. Shells, as I have discussed in 3a, embody the conflict between male

and female domains of wealth production and usage. Yet th'is is only a

symbol.lc resolution and money perhaps wldens this conflict, and prov'ldes

grounds for a changing male perceptlon of women.

In bridewealth and other exchanges money Js treated and disp'layed

as a va'luable, although fn other contexts it is non-ceremonially handed

over for purchase. Nevertheless, what men buy with money - trucks, trade

store supplies, cows, etc. - is often determined by the local politlcal

economy and by considerat'ions of individual and group status. Also. it

is virtually'impossibìe for men to permanent'ly accumu'late ilorìêlr like

all valuables it is determ'lned by the demands of kin and the 'wantok'

system, and is inexorably drawn into the exchange economy. A trade store
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ou,ner, headmen or entrepreneur has to continually make money to support

this status, there is no point at which a man can opt out and llve on

his capital.6

It is perhaps significant t,hat the money used for subsistence or

minor transactions is most often coins (kue lene, stone eVe), which

never enter the sphere of exchange - not even the Kl coin which was

partly designed for this purpose - in which only paper money (kue tara,

stone leaf) is used. As shells are graded in value and appearancer so is

paper money in terms of amount, denomination and agei old or soi'led

money is used in less prestlgious exchanges or for non-ceremonial

purchases. Even coins are graded, people refused to take copper coins

from me, preferring silver coins as basic unfts (although 5t coins were

not popular). KZ and K5 notes are the units preferred Ín bridewealth

because there are more of them for display purposes.

In common with some Highlanders, Wiru use the word for stone, in

this case kue, for money and for the first steel tools they saw; a

comparison is drawn between the hardness and smoothness of stone and the

introduced metal (as tools or coins). One older lnformant provided a

different perspective, and said that kue, as money' was rstrong, i gat

hevir, maklng an analogy between the power of money and that of cult

stones. l,lhether this was also a factor which initially contributed to

the labelllng of money as kue I cannot say, but it does suggest that

money may be perceived as more than a valuable, and that it has a

t power t whi ch i s stronger than other t maì et weal th f rom 'its pri macy i n

the post-paclfication context. Money is certainly seen as more

tpowerful' than pearlshells in what it can do.7
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paper money is an universal wealth item unlike the culturally

specific maiyo, and al lows ldiru a greater and more effìcient

intercourse with the outside world, and a way of controìling their lives

in respect of it: money can be used in exchange with or for alì other

wealth items, as weìl as being the only vaìuable which can be used in

tcommod.ityt transactions (cf. Healey, 1983:20). Today, a man can augment

his status not only through exchange and his own labor, but also through

the production of money, which as become a new attribute of tmaleness'.

A man who generates and dlstributes money is revered in his own

settlement to a simiìar extent as headmen; this comparison is not

accidental, a man who is successful at making money can be known as an

ali kamo (man of wealth), a term which was previously synonymous on'ly

withheadmen.Atdeath,asuccessfultbisnismantismournedasifhewas

a headman, and his body displayed on a leo (exposure platform).

To clarify my position, paper money is seen as a valuable in what

could be described as the top sphere of exchange. Coins, like

vegetables, are in a bottom sphere. where their use is more similar to

commodity than gift exchange. Coins are most often used for non-

ceremoniaì and trivial purchases (tne latter often made by women and

children). This does not mean paper money cannot be used like a

commodity, i.e., for purchasing items in a transaction not based on an

exchange relationship. Paper moneyr pace Gregory. can be used in both

gift and commodity exchange because it can be used as a qua'l'itative and

quantitative measure respectively (Gre9orV, 1980:649). I would argue

that even when money is used as the latter. it ìs still brought'into the

sphere of male status and intergroup relations (tt¡e purchase of a truck,

for instance, makes a political statement about the viab'ility of the

group that owns it).
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The use of money in bridewealth does not seem to have particularly

affected the nature of this transaction. or by itself deva'lued the

importance of women as creators of'bodyt. What it may have done is to

make marriage a more teconomict occasion. for while money 'is used much

as a traditional valuable it is recognised as a quantitative measurel

i.e., for its capacity to obtain things in commodity exchange' This

characteristic of money may 'lend emphasis to the pidgin express'ion for

bridewealth, 'balm meritr encouraging the perception of women as

something which can be rboughtt. The meaning of bridewealth remains but

the status of women is t,ransformed' an hypothesis linked to the

devaluation of woments labour and of their role in exchange - a move

from tsubjectr to robjectt.

tlealth has its origins in women as wives or daughters, and it is

not surprislng that money has strong metaphorlcal associations w'ith

these female roles. The fact that money can be interpreted in terms of

indigenous categories does not meanr however, that these categories

persist unchanged. Money cannot be wholly subsumed as if it was a

traditional valuable, it does things and affects life 'in ways these

valuables cannot. Its use redefines these categories such that the

relationship of men to women is transformed (cf. sahlins, 1981:37). This

will be explored jn reference to other changes in the practice of giving

bri deweal th.

A not.iceable feature of present-day marriage in Takuru is the lack

of ceremony which previously accompanied this event. This has not been,

as far as I know, the result of any specific lnjunctions on the part of

the mission, although shows of ceremony may have been curta'fled by

Takuruns themse'lves in the be'lief that this was what the misslon
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requlred (ceremony is equated with the sinful past of cults and

warfare).

While topo pigs are still an essential part of the transaction. the

practice of yono moroko is infrequent. Informants state that it is now

too difficult to move a number of pigs to other p'laces because of fences

and ditches which are today more prolific. Topo pigs are selected and

viewed at the natal places of bride and groom and exchanged when it is

convenient for both parties, usually after the marriage is finalized so

that a man does not have to go to the troub'le of bringing back his own

pigs. The spirit of tholding handstmay remain, that is, a reìationship

fs still constructed between the bridets and the groomts group, but this

change hints that the relationship is of a different order to the pre-

colonial one (the need for refuge, al I ies and trade has either

disappeared or changed). Topo pig exchange may be emphasized when

Takuruns want to construct exchange relations with wealthy and better

located groups, which may be non-l'liru.

A bride may put on her best 'laplap and 'meri t blouse for the

bridewealth display, but the ceremony of handing over the pig ropes is

not always performed. The bride may not be present, although this is

unusual; yet lt is not unknown for a marriage to take place in the

groom's absence, if he was away on wage labour. Also, the bride does not

necessarily carry the wealth items in her netbag and they may be taken

by the men involved, effectively denying the symbolic importance of the

bride's presence and actions.

I am not suggestlng that women are novf tobJectsr, but that

changes ln bridewealth couìd reflect a grow'ing tendency for

these

men to
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percelve women ln these terms. This may be more marked in fundamentalist

settlements where women are encouraged to accept thls perceptlon, and

acquiesce 'in a chauvinist presentation of what makes women good

Christians, i.e., these women willingly take on an inferlor status by

concurring ln the presentation of a Biblical reality.

Yagi prestations of wild animals are no longer made with rats,

although marsuplals and cassowaries are occaslona'lly given. The

collective rat hunt is a thlng of the past, and is vJewed as an activity

which men engaged in before they were Christians. This may imply that

the rat g{ft had some connectjon with spirits and fecundity, and in

separate sacrifices rats were offered with certa'in vegetables to spirits

to facilltate conception and for garden ferti'lity. This form of yg!- is

now often given as tinned fish which, while not as scarce as marsup'ial,

is stilt largely a luxury food and one which one comes under the

classificatlon tawe, which is meat which promotes growth and health'

Thls indicates that the logic of the yagi gift is still operating if

subdued by Christianity.

The decline of ceremony is partly to do with the missionrs

prohibitlons on tsatan worshipt but other factors have also influenced

this development, notably the incidence of marriage with non-['liru

partners and a concentration of marrJages to the west. Also, there is a

posslbllity that a fatherts control in arrang'ing marriages is

diminÍshing. This has to be balanced by claims that women have less

choice in marriage today because of their fatherst eagerness to marry

them to suitors with the most money, and that arranged marriages are not

decreasing regardless of a larger field in whlch to select partners.
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Prestations and exchange that were centrâl 1n the pre-colonial

context of Takuru have had their fmportance undermined by unions

contracted to more distant. non-Wiru areas. As mentioned above, many

Takuru marriages still tfitt a more or less traditional pattern; the

point is that those whlch do not fit have affected, 1n conJunction with

the introduction of florìêlr the practlce of all. Informants, speaking of

changes in marriage custom, say that tttoday there are more types of

sweet potato, before there was on'ly one"' an allusion to the fact that

more and different alternatives are now possible.S

Bridewealth 4 in Table 10 apt'ly il'lustrates this development. The

marriage was of .a successful young Takuru man, with a wel'l-paid and

prestigious job in Banz, to a girl from Kaupena in lalibu district'

Takuru has many links to Kaupena through the E.B.M. which is located

there. and through a former Takuru missfonary who ran an a'id project

nearby (another missionary contributed Kl00 to the bridewealth because

he was in favour of the marriage and knew the groom well).

As a rule, neither of the mar¡iage customs of the briders or

groomt s society take precendence and some sort of compromi se i s

attempted, usually wlth one group trying to exert its will over the

other. To a degree, though, the group of the bride is in a stronger

bargaining posit'lon and its demands more readily met. The outcome ls

that the parties of Takuru men and women marrying non-Wiru spouses

confront different bridewealth practices and innovate new and temporary

ones 1n the spirit of compromise. These innovat'ions may be temporary but

together they have a 'long-term effect on the practi ce of ['Úi ru

bridewealth in general.
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In this lnstance, no malyo or kue pedeko was made so that none of

the money and shel ls were recouped (thls is common in external

marriages). There was much complaint that the Kaupena men wouìd not do

the topo pig exchange correctly and gave one large pig in return for two

small onesr as well as returning some of t'he yomo pigs as topo' an act

which Takuru men found difficult to conce'ive. The confusion of yomo and

topo categories and the repudiation of yomo pedeko partly denies the

meaning of the transaction for Takuruns, as well as inhibiting the

sett{ng up of exchange'links between the affinally connected groups. The

latter was one reason for the marrÍage as the bridets group was

conveniently located to Kaupena resources and the road to Hagen'

There is possib'ly another reason for marrying to the tHigh'landst. I

have wrJtten in 1a how wiru identified their future with t,he Highlands

in terms of trade, cults' etc. Pangiars position vis-à-vis the rest of

the High'lands has not radical'ly changed, the latter is still rricher'

and better located in terms of development. In lb I discussed how the

origin story comments on Takuruns being less tmalet than Umbuna people'

and I suggest that when one of Takururs most successful men marries into

Kaupena he is tapping into a source of greater tmalenesst. In other

wordsr there are reasons other than economic for constructing marriage

connections outside of Pangia (which perhaps shores up the threatened

mascullnity of tshrinkingt men).

It was direct'ly after this marriage that informants stated that'

because of hlgh prlces Takuruns pa'id for most non-wiru brides, some l'liru

fathers had to lncrease the bridewealth of their daughters to recoup the

losses incurred ln buy'lng wives for their sons, a trend which encouraged

other fathers to follow suit. Hence, as a direct result of these non-
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¡.¡iru unions. inflation and new possibiìities are incorporated into the

overall practice of bridewealth. That some marriages are now viewed as

largely teconomic' transactions implies that a potential now exists for

this aspect to receive increasing attention in aìl marriages. This 'is

despite the fact that bridewealth in Takuru retains ìts meaning, that

iS, the integrity of its logic is undiminished by a posited increasing

perception of women as tobjectt.

This is perhaps one reason why women have become less vis'ible

actors in bridewealth exchanges and why some of the ceremony has

disappeared: men are less incìined to give importance to women's central

importance in the production of weaìth and children. Instead, men can

directly create relatìonships out of a transaction in which women as

mediators receive a different emphasis, such that a womants marriage no

'longer has to be celebrated. Because women can have a greater claim to

money than pearlshells. men have to more rigidly oppose women for its

control, to which changes in marriage custom are related.

FMTTNTES

1 Male rhetoric does exìst to deny woments primary roìe: it is said
itui t"n make gardens. women oniy pìant them, which implies that
women need men more than the reverse. and in particular that women

cannot exist without access to male resources such as land'
strength, etc.

Because education was seen as an investment (PR5/73-4), more boys

than girls were sent to school as boys xrere a better ìnvestment'
2.

3. Pre-pacification bridewealths in Pangia may have been

in äther areas because of its trade situation, but
bridewealths may have been more or ìess equivalent'

In the previous section I referred to a story in which a marsupial
scratcheä a woman's breast. which led to conception' The story may

relate to the derivation of the term adono insofar- as marsupiaìs
riy--U" 

-iymbols of the penis, whì?ñ-'scratch' (have sexual

ìower than
reì ati veìy

4
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5

6.

intercourse with?) ttre breast. The source for M. Strathernts
etymology of adono is A. Strathern.

It is true that shells can be obtaìned through purchase rather than
ãictange, but this transact'ion is usualìy with non-Wiru and is not
relevant to the local po'liticaì economy.

It is to be noted that money can be saved with the connìvance of
external inst'itutions such as m'issions. which can hold back pay of
those in the'ir empìoy and keep their sav'ings secret. People - are

secretive about 'how-much money they have because they are- afraìd
the qovernment will take it away as tax (there is also a fear of
i*ãntóLst). I was occasìonally accused of being a communist because

of my queries about money.

Cult stones were protective if taken on raids, and related also to
a control of the äotrnot. It is possible that money is seen to have

thìs protective and control'l'ing function.

Sweet potatoes may be a metaphor for sexual intercourse. and the
reference to t*""i potatoes here may relate to how exchange

connections follow the production of children.

7

8
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3d. DEATH

This section continues the discussion of ìife cycle exchanges and

tbodytpayments, in part'icular the notion of tseverance'w'ith respect to

death and.its accompany'ing compensation payments, kioli. These are'in

the nature of a final prestation for the'body'of the deceased, which

also assuages the grief of maternal relatives. Kioli is given, too' for

the spirit of the dead person to ensure that it does not send sickness

to 'its agnates, i.e., 'if this payment is not made to jts matrilateral

kin. Failure to give kiol'i could cause warfare between districts.

Upon a manrs demise h'is opianago come to his residence place. where

they may express their sorrowr and perhaps their anger at his co-

resident kin for letting his die, by digg'ing up h'is gardens, destroy'ing

his property and taking his pigs. This action is called kaipo toa niki,

probably referring to the pig ropes (kai pg) with which opianago lead

p.igs back to their settlement, and it emphasizes or points to

compensatory claims for wealth - pigs and shells in particular' The

tak.ing of pigs which gìves this activity its name could indicate the

substitution of p.igs for the dead personr pìgs which MBs take back with

them 'in place of th'is Person.

various kin and co-residents, including some who may be in the

category of op.ianago, ßâv contribute to the k'iol'i put together by the

deceased's agnates. This 'is known as ela teigu (sorrow cut) and is to

demonstrate both empathy with the bereaved line and a relationship with

the departed. The presentation of kiol'i is ela teigako (sorrow break),

and pigs given to the MBs of the deceased allows them to rub off the mud

they have been wearing in mourning, kamo kogako'
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Durì ng a peri od of mourni ng the body i s d'i spl ayed to the

accompaniment of much wai'l ing, and activities described as tumai

kamaroko (death (mourners) rise and leave) take place in the tumai yapu

(death house), involving the kill'ing of p'ígs and the distribution of

meat to the mourners, as well as a communal feast, loi.vo kai, and

dancing by men and womenr poro popoi toko. Taboos on garden work and

certain food follow a death, their duratìon being related to the

importance of the deceased in the community. Also, the group of the

deceased do not wander far from their homes in case the ghost of the

dead person attacks them, espec'ial I y wh'i I e the body remai ns on an

exposure platform, leo.

Traditional'ly, bodies were wrapped in banana leaves and left on the

leo to decompose, after which the bones of men were collected and put in

cavesr buried, or installed in the tapa yapu (patrilineal cuìt house).

Skulls especially were put in the tapa yapu or in 'skull houses' near

the poma, or in the kedo be'long'ing to the deceased's yarene. There seems

to have been some variation in mortuary practices. Bodies were also

suspended from poles also called leo, by the hands and feet; they were

not left hang'ing but'interred ìn graves lined with banana and cordyl'ine

leaves, where they decomposed until exhumed for bones.

Smaller bones were sometimes worn on the neck or wrists by the

widow or agnates of the deceased, and head hair was also removed from

the body by means of a spring device attached to the leo. This hair was

kept by the widow in a special netbag, or fixed to the wig of a brother

to remind him to revenge this death. Widows also wore mourn'ing skirts

which were larger than normal, and Job's tears necklaces for the removal

of which the husband's group has to be paid if she remarried.
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There are other situations which the term

given to redeem land or lost or stolen sp'irit

this term. This implìes that k'ioli given'in

retrieving what is in the control of others'

payment not assoc'iated with 'death is the most

two examP'les '

The first is of some Kawali men from Takuru who went to a

rsingsing, at pokare where they encountered an Alue man named Kand'i'

Aluebeingapìrikange€g'groupofKawaliofwhichthismanwasamember'

althoughhehadneverlivedinTakuru.Hewasalsoanon_agnatic

res'ident of Pokale' The Kawa'li visitors conv'inced Kandi to leave Pokale

andtocomeandlivewiththematTakuru,wherehisrealbrothers
(wamene)resided.Butfirst,akiol.ipaymenthadtobegiventoPoka]e

for]ookingafterKandi,givinghimland,etc.Thepurposeofthisgift

was'forgettingthemanbackt'irìotherwords'itwasforcompensat'ing

Pokale for its nurturance - which affects the development of 'body'

andforbringingKand.ibacktowherehe.be]ongs'(towhereheshouldbe

affiliated).

The other example involves a group of people and not a single man'

AtthetimeoffieldworkthreeoftheTakuruygrenewerecompetingfor

the status of,nambawan lain', and one of the determinants of this was

groupsize(anotherwassuccessin,bisnis').Kauwepiniisasettlement

closetoTakuruwhichiscomposedofKo]iriyglenela.lthoughitisnot

connectedtotheKoliriofTakuruexceptbyname:thereìsnostrong

overarching sense of group membership through a sharing of a group ñôrllêr

exceptasmembersofthesamedistrict.lKawa]i,inanattemptto

increaseitss.izerelat.ivetotheotheryarenelofferedeachindividual

kiol i describes' Gifts

stones are al so known bY

these 'instances is for

The other use of a kiol'i

i nteresti ng, and I gi ve
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Koliri man gifts as an'inducement to leave Kauwepin'i, and to reside with

Kawali - a residential realignment which would be accompan'ied by a p'ig-

kill.

The payments were known as wenali kiol'i (man's thoughts or emotìons

kioli). In other words they were compensation for the disrupt'ion' at

both an emotional and demograph'ic level, such a move would pose to

Kauwepini Koli¡i. As in the previous examp'le, it could be argued that

kioli is a payment for a transfer of affiliation and perhaps, in this

case, to mark alliance. I would suggest, however, that kioli only sets

the stage for an alliance, which is achieved later through pig-ki11s'

co-residence, sha'ring land and food, etc., and that alternative acts of

kiol i operate w1thin the same log'ic that motivates kiol i prestations

after death.

Thi s i s the logic of severance: obtai ni ng by payment the

townershiptof a person or thing, in response to its loss or capture for

the latter, and for the former extract'ing men from residence elsewhere

to that of the group whi ch gives ki ol i. The Kol i ri men of Kauwep'in'i

would have had to change from being an'independent group which nominally

'belongst to Baipo (see fn. 1), to one wh'ich 'is aff iliated to Kawali in

a more demographic and rigorous sense.

Kioli given for a death finally extracts a man from the oblìgations

he has to h'is MBs for his pine (existence) and tigini, such that at

death he becomes a tru'ly agnatic individual. There is a sense in which

it is only the deceased who are'fu1'ly pa'id up'members of their yarene,

which helps to explain the s'ignificance of the tapa yapu cult in the

construct'ion of group identity (see 4b). The bones left after bod'i'ly
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decomposition are derived from female substance, but after death they

become the property of the deceasedrs agnatic aroup insofar as the

'bodyt has f inal]y been compensated for at the moment when kiol'i is

given to MBs. Hence, there is no contradiction in installing bones 'in

the ultimate representat'ions of group and maìe identity, the tapa yapu

and kedo.

After death, the spirits of people follow waterways to reside in a

land to the east ca'lled Apera Takela where a s'imilar existence to that

prior to extinction is experìenced' includ'ing pig-k'iìls and feasting

(cf . Kerr, 1984: 18). Yet thi s sim'i 'lar post-mortem exi stence suggests

that death is not.seen as a total disjunction to life' and perhaps to an

extent is a continuation of some aspects of it'

Kiol.i is also the name for a species of marsupial whìch is thought

capable of transforming ìtself into a bat; 'it'is also the specìes which

in one group origin story bras responsible for making the mother of th:

group founder pregnant. If such is the derivation of kioli, then this

term has connotations of life and death invoìvin9 a notion of

transformation which compìements a movement from life to death' and from

yomini to ipono. Death is never natural but neitheris it antithetical

to life. they are part of the same process and without death the

potentìaì for achjev'ing a complete agnatic indiv'idual ity wouìd not be

possible.

The giving of kioli completes the logic of tiqini payments: from

gifts made by one's father and oneself for one's'body" to bridewealth

and payments for oners wifets and her chiìdren's tbodies', to death

payments given to MBs for one's dead 'body'. This g'ifting represents a
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continual attempt to pay off debt'in'body', which also ensures his/her

health and growth, as well as to sever the debtor from maternal control'

Kiol.i is made not so much to celebrate the loss of a person but to

gather the person ent'irely into his/her group. The only real loss is a

fi nal separat'i on of a person from an aff i I i ati on through shared

'existencet with matrilateral kin. It is only after death that a man's

name can be used 'in the construction of names for his agnatic

descendants (naming being related to group identity), reflectìng that

ki ol i i s not about I oss but i ncorporat'ion.

In line with the above and the section on tig'inÍ payments, it is

not surprising that k'iol'i is not always given for women. If kioli is to

do w'ith severancer a woman's death does not alter the fact that her

corpser as was her body in l'ife, is in an ambìguous positìon with

respect to group membership. As discussed prev'iousìy, this is because

only men are capable of becoming agnatic individuals in a process which

constructs the group and defines its members, such that women are denied

a last.ing or compìete agnatic identity. Yet a wife is still more a

member of her husband's yarene than that of her father, and her bones

are not returned to her natal settlement but remain in her husband's

district. Because a woman does not become a comp'lete agnate, it is

possib'le that no kioli may be g'iven at her death as there has been a

direct rep'lacement in her lifetime of her 'body' by wealth.

Gifts to MBs for one's tigini have already been compared to

sacrifices. If, as I have argued, the I ife cyc'ìe exchanges are

underp'inned by the same logic, then it is reasonable to assume that

kioli prestations are also sacrifices, an observation made byÀstrathern
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(1981 r|lg). He suggests that because of the "equation between 'wealth'

and tthe persorìt", the giv'ing of k'ioli. to the deceasedts MBs "bears the

unmistakeable mark of an offering" and that the g'ift'is arrsacrifice to,

and for, the dead" (ibid.). Gifts gìven to opianago are, by present'ing a

version of the indiv'idual through his wealth, a sacrifice of self. The

prestation of the wealth of the deceased, espec'ially pigs and shells'

p'lus contributions from kin and co-residents, is partly a 're-creationt

of the individual in life to g'ive force to his agnatesrclaims for his

final separation from h'is MBs. The'selftthus represented is offered to

MBs as a final sacrifice wh'ich redeems the deceased into his yarene.

While it is true that, through kiol'i prestations' "personal

individuality is a'lways being returned to the folds of matrilateral

kinship" (i¡l¿.), this is not to suggest that this individuality is

extinguished at death. Instead, it is transformed or accumulated into an

agnat.ic group .identi ty whi ch i s the hi stori cal product of its members'

'faces'/individuality. Death 'is one of the means whereby agnat'ic groups

are created. When the headmen of Takuru's sub-clans attached themselves

to the central cult stone of the tapa yapu, the tapa muu (ancestors'

testicles), by tying kalipo vine around their respect'ive scrotum and

'laying the vine ends on the stone and pouring oil on them, then this is

as much a demonstrat'ion of the process of group construction as of a

,,continu.ing male procreative presence"'lt ('ib'id:223). The bones of men are

markers of this presence and of agnat'ic identity, and together w'ith the

tapa muu they store group'power', wh'ich is tapped into to reproduce the

cosmos and groups.

l+ This is in reference to the symbolism of male bones'
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While spirits can intervene on behalf and perhaps at the behest of

MBs, the separation of tbody' payments from cosmologica] concerns'

managed through cults and pig sacrifices, is marked. Life cycle

exchanges, âlthough they often take place within a cult context' are

concerned in the first place with severance and the creation of aganat'ic

individuals, and onìy secondarily with - or perhaps as a result of this

- the regeneration of the social system.

Regardless of woments transmission of female substance over time'

it is men who control the constitution of'bodies'as agnates, and who

control the wealth used in exchanges w'ith the affinal-maternal nexus

which compensate'for this constitut'ion. Given that "the power of life

is materna'I" (ibid:211), while covertly recognÍsed, is effective'ly

masked by thjs control, 'it can be surmised that exchange maintains the

political and soc'ial order involv'ing re]ations between men, and between

men and women.

Inthisscheme,deathdoesnotreleaseexchangebutisencompassed

with'init;peop'leontheirdemiseare"cutaway(from)social

relationsh.ips deve'loped through exchange" (weiner, 1976:120)' but this

outcome does not by itself regenerate the system. A.Strathern (1981 2220)

maintains that kioli could indicate a severance rather than a renewal of

exchange ties, if it were not for the fact that it is also often given

to classificatory MBs. I have previous ly stated that life cycle

exchanges are best v'iewed as transact'ions between categorìes of people

rather than between bounded kin units, in which case the cho'ice of a

classif.icatory MB does not alter the fact that an opianaRo has still

been selected. This is because the mean'ing of the exchange relationsh'ip

js derived from the donor present'ing his 'self' through his shells, a
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prestation which is only v'iable if a relationsh'ip can be maintained

between donor and rec'iPient.

If this claim is valid, kioli wh'ich is made to classificatory MBs

is still a severance of exchange relations between the deceased and h'is

genealogjcal MBs - a'cutting away'of the indìvidual through the act of

exchange. Social relations between the deceased's kin and his opianago

do not necessariìy cease upon payment of kioli, other marriages and kin

connections may keep this connection open. Indeed, kiol i may be

elaborated into further exchanges called kage, discussed below' but I am

not denying that death leads to exchange. Rather, I suggest that k'iolì

cannot be viewed separately from the other 'life cycle exchanges or as

,doìng anything' different from them. Exchange follows death but the

prime purpose of this is the redemption of individual agnates by

compensation payments made upon their demise'

If a woman has an abo

husband compensation, mari

rtion and is found out, she has to pay her

wi rane ki ol i mereko ( ch'i I d ki I I ed k'i ol i

given). The woman invariabìy has to go to her agnates to ra'ise the

wealth necessary for compensating the husband for the loss of an

offsprìng. Suspecting a woman of persistently aborting ìs one of the

main reasons men give for divorce, and women say that they practice

abort.ion because they do not want the work involved in raising children'

which 'spo'iìs' their lives.2 Y"t one would have expected the woman' in

terms of the log'ic of the system, to pay her agnates or MBs for the

term'inati on of a foetal ' body' whi ch they 'own' , and of a potent'ial for

exchange.
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Instead, it is the husband who is compensated as this child could

have'changedrwith him. The husband'is not being pa'id for the loss of a

'body', wh.ich properìy belongs to its MBs, but for the loss of its

potent.ial agnati c ident'ity. Thi s change i n the expected di recti on of

gift.ing implies that kioli, even though the idiom'is normally one of a

final pa¡rment for 'body', is more to do w'ith the creation of agnatic

individuals than with a renewal of exchange tìes through death'

For ¡¡iru, death is not "the ma¡or regenerating mechanisms within

the system" (Wejner, 1980:82) because it does not pose the same threat

of ìoss or of the end of exchange as it does in other societjes' Death

.is only a part of this 'mechan'ism', it is contained within the system

and is its logical end point. It may temporari 1y rupture soc'ial

relations which are mended through exchange, but in the final analysis

mortal.ity .is required to relinquish exchange'in a system which is about

redemption, and where death allows for the continuat'ion of the system

but by itself does not ensure its reproduction. The "major regenerating

mechan'ism" is the life cycle exchanges, starting wìth birth' a process

which simultaneous'ly init'iates exchange and transmits female substance

for male imprinting. The other exchanges celebrate this and kiol'i

acknowledges their completion and the fulfilment of their purpose

severance from maternal control and the creat'ion of agnatic (or

incorporated) individual s.

Thi s leads to a d'i scuss'ion of kage, whi ch i s another exchange

generated out of death or its possib'if ity. Unl'ike k'ioli, kage is a

voluntary death compensation payment and has the potentìal for making

politica'l statements between groups. There are two k'inds of kage (cf'

Strathern,A. 1978:8i) wh'ich are concerned with two levels of interaction'
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between groups and between an 'ind'iv'idual and his opianago. The idiom of

kage is one of ensuring peaceful relations, and of making the recipients

feel 'good'. Status is also derived from kage prestations although not

from any returns made to the donor (cf. Strathernå"l978:88).

Both types come under the head'ing kage wiko (wiko' to plant

someth'ing i n the ground ), whi ch may be rel ated to the p'l ant'i ng of a

cordyline, for a man killed in warfare for example, by those who give

kage for the deceased. Kage may be derived from the verb kagekako, to

prop up (especial'ly in reference to male crops), but it is also the name

of the black peaked hat, made from cassowary feathers attached to the

kiwa gourd, which is worn by the kage dono".3 Th" two kinds of kage are

now discussed.

1. A'li wirane kage (man killed kaee) - this is basjcally a warfare

compensation payment made to an allied or enemy group. It is an exchange

of shells and sometimes cassowaries for a later return of pork, often

given as ribcages. Men of the donor settlement or yarene, under the

organization of headmen, would all contribute shells for a prestation to

an allied group for he'lp'in warfare, which involves the possib'iìity of a

death, or for the death of an ally or enemy (if peace is desired with

the group of the latter). When the rec'ipients killed pigs, pork would be

reciprocated to the kage donors. Kage gifting was the occas'ion for

ceremonial dancing and bodily decoration, and it was often if not a'ìways

performed as an adjunct to cult celebrat'ions. Status accrued to the

donors, espec'ia1'ly to the headmen who organized kage prestat'ions.

The impression given by Takuru informants v/as that kage gìven to

allies was less frequent than that gìven to enemies, and men stated it
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was even less so as a reparation for the deaths of allies incurred in

warfare.4 It was sa'id that if an ally was k'illed the procedure was to

compensate the allied group not by giving kage, but by killing two men

f rom the settl ement of the k'i I I er. Apparentl y revenge k'i ì 'l 'i ngs were

incremental even if kage exchanges were not.

Alj wirane kage has disappeared since pacification and mission

injunct.ions on cult ceremony and display, but group prestat'ions of kage

still occur for different poìitical reasons. This reflects chang'ing

po]itical relations between groups now that warfare has ceased and

people have become Christians (although enemies and allies are not

forgotten). Kage . by groups could become more frequent orimportant in

the future, poss'ibly as a response to a declining control, post-

Independence, of the socio-polit'ical context by the administration and

miss.ions, and to an emerging need for making poì'itical statements

between groups as the Pangia economy becomes more 'Íntrospect'iver wìth

the decline of development schemes.

InterestinBly, a mechanism has been created to compensate enemies

for their losses of property and people in warfare. These payments were

kept secret from the colonial administration as people feared they might

be jailed for making them, wh'ich gìves an indication of the disapproval

and reguìation by the administration of exchange act'ivity. This

compensation consists of gifts of shells, pork and moneyr and was called

takerene yomo wiriko, for the trees of the district killed (for the

dest,ruction of trees which mark a settlement's location and ''identity').

Whether these are'one-off'payments or will lead to the development of

exchange relationsh'ips between enemy groups remains to be seen.
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Contemporary instances of group kage are considered in the conclus'ion of

this section.

2. Nine.vene kage (mother group kaee) - this is a payment of shells or

money, made by an individual to his MBs or keme, for which ribcages or

live pigs are returned although peopìe say no return is expected- These

prestat'ions still occur, and may be on the 'increase after a decline

brought on by the demands of development (cf.AStrathern, 1981:219). Like

al'i wirane kage 'it is motivated by death, either an actual one of the

possibi'l'ity of one, including onets o\l/n.

One Takuru n.on-agnate gave 24 shells to his actual MB, who was a

tapinago of Takuru, because his brother had recently died. It was not a

gift made for his brother but because this death had turned his thoughts

to his own mortality and the need for recognizing thÍs MB's role, after

the donor left his natal settlement, in provid'ing 'land and assistance 'in

Takuru. This'is a particular form of gifting to express appreciation and

thanks and, a'lthough the donorrs status may have been 'improved, it was

not given primarily for politica'l purposes. More ttypica'l' instances of

nine yene kage would indicate, however, that they are partly concerned

with augmenting the status of the donor, who is often a headman.

There is a sense in which kage, in both forms, is concerned w'ith

compensating fortbodies' or debt, but not as explicitly, or in the same

fashi on, as I i fe cyc I e payments. The gi vi ng of kage makes po'l i t'ical

statements and is related to status acquisition 'in a way wh'ich is not

given adequate scope by these payments. Headmen from the same v'i'l'lage

can, for example, compete in kage gifting. Kage allows a person an

outlet for expressing a greater individual ity, which ult'imate'ly is
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connected to a disengagement from opianaqo control¡ it overcomes for

ambitious men the limitations of ìife cylce exchanges whìle stiìl being

influenced by them.

Atthough kaqe is separate from the context of 'life cycle exchanges

(ideo'logicaìly and often temporally)5 it is still fundamentaì'ly a

response to them and operates within the same log'ic, in which the basis

of exchange is derived from marriage, i.e., from relations betweentment

and twoment. In writing about an alliance between two groups in Tunda,

A. Strathern remarks that t'hlidiperi give pearl shells in kanqe to

Agaìiri, who return ribcages of pork as if they were twife-giverstt'

(1978:88). There were no such aììiances in Takuru. but it is noteworthy

that kaqe frequently invoìves gifting shells in one direction for a

return of lunori from the other, an exchange characteristic of tbody'

payments.

In all shell-ribcage transactions there is an element of fifting

from a tmant to the twomant (from ego to MB, from wife-taker to wife-

giver, from tbodyt taker to tbody' giver). The concept of individually

based affinal relations underlies the nature of kaqe exchange; it is as

if this exchange represents a tmarriaget relatìonship. Being so

influenced is perhaps one reason why it has no competitive, incremental

aspects (for a more detailed description of kage see A. Strathern 1978.

1 e81 ).

Just as the context for giving kaoe has changed, so can it avail

itself to different meanings and s'ituations today. For ìnstance, the

M.P. for Hagen, in oratory directed at the 1982 nationaì elections, told

l,liru audiences that if they did not appreciate the Member for Pangia

they (the Hageners) would take him for themselves after giving kaqe for
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him. I do not know if the Hagen M.P. was confusing kage with moka, wh'ich

is the nearest equ'ivalent Melpa have to kage' but it could be that kage

is here being made to serve as a compensation for the loss of a

'po'l itical ' rather than a physical 'body' (for the loss of a

representative of Pangia, who is its tfacer 'in national government)'

Inarecentp.ig-killatNoiya,kagewasg.iventoBaipoandWanuwane

sub-clans of Takuru, and consisted of shells, money and pork' This was

,free, gift totthanktTakuru for not burning Noiya to the ground when

it had the chance in a series of raids waged against Takup'in'i and other

allies of No'iya (instead Takuru men broke the bows and arrows of Noiya

menandhungthemfromapandanustree).Thisgroupprestationofkage

has, I i ke the other exampl e, pol i ti cal imp'l i cati ons over and above 'i ts

s.ignal'l.ing of apprec'iation: Takuru and Noiya are both Wes'leyan and it

makes good poìitical sense for Noiya to have a viable relationships with

a close-lying m'ission settlement. There is also some notion of 'debt'

involved here,6 und No'iya until recently prov'ided'cheaper' brides to

men from Takuru as an acknowledgement of Takuruts benevolence (and a

connection between marriage and kage is suggested aga'in)'

Another example of a use of kage in a changed polit'ical context'is

now given, and other instances are offered'in 4c. Group kage is g'iven to

make po'l.it.ical statements, and trad'itionally'it was to'make peace'w1th

enemies (at least at the level of rhetoric, see fn. 4). But with the

cessation of warfare there is st'i'll a need to express hostility towards

enemies, especial'ly if previous deaths or suspected pojsonings continue

to rankle. The custom of poi mokora mereko (see 3e) is often engaged in

at the 'individual level as a revenge mechanism when actual fighting is

not allowed' between agnates or keme for example' During a p'ig-kill in
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Takuru in the late seventies, Baipo sub-clan gave a yobo maiyo (a

valuable pear'lshell) as a poi mokora gift to the enemy settlement of

Talipiko, but they gave it as a part of kage prestations' Thìs kage was

still mak'ing a pofitjcal statement, but a very different one from the

statements traditìona1'ly made by kage in respect of ensuring good

relations between groups (it was given to render infertile or'kill' the

ground, i rono w'i ri ko, of Tal i pi ko). Soon after thi s a Bai po headman

died, which some people saw as the result of Talipiko'giving backt the

pg.i mokora in the form of po'ison. This death continues to preoccupy

Baipo men and is the source of muted hostility, court 'litigation and

sometimes violence (see also 2d).

The above exampl es hel p to i I I ustrate the f 'lexi bi 'l i ty of certai n

exchanges in response to colonial and post-colonial changes' These

changes are st'i I I concerned w'ith maki ng po'l i ti cal statements ' or w'i th

acknowledging debt, with the poss'ible exception of the example in which

kage was g'iven to Talip'iko. This certainly made a statement about the

relations between these two settlements, albeit a negative one, and one

in which gender may cont'inue to prov'ide a basis for the exchange (Pg1

mokora renders problemat'ic the masculìnity of the recipient while

emphasizing that of the donor, see fn. 5, 3e)'

This type of g'ift cont'inues to be informed by the logic of pre-

colonial kage but is now d'irected towards a different political end: it

may be that kage is today becoming more politicized as a response to the

need for expressing host'ility in the absence of warfare. Tigini, kioli

and marriage payments are more constra'ined by the system and are less

, po'l i ti ca'l ' , but these too have undergone a d'i f ferent i nterpretati on

since pacificat.ion, a topic considered previously and in Part 4.
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FOOTI{OTES

2.

3

4.

5

6.

Kauwepini is possibly in Takuru district but, if so, it is still a

separate, autonomous settlement which owns the land it gardens. It
was previous'ly decimated in a raid by Takuru and resettled after
pac'ification. Kauwepini may be geographically 'inr Takuru district
but it is not pol itica'l'ly 'of it, although Baipo sub-clan say that
Koliri of this settlement tbelongt to them, possibly because Baipo
gave them land in Takuru dist,rict.

Informants differed widely on the frequency of abortion, in part
because some said it did not occur today as people were now
Chri sti ans.

Uiko can also mean tto build or constructr, and kage wiko may refer
ñ man 'building' his status through kage gifting. 

-
Invitations to receive kage were sometimes excuses for taking the
recipients by surprise so as to massacre them.

A sugar-giving ceremony took place before pig-kills to allocate the
amounts of pork which would be given to recip'ients. A man who was
to receive a side of pork wou'ld be presented with a length of sugar
cane, and in this way the pig-killers could arrange their debts and
pìan their actions. It was during these ceremonies that kage was
presented (possibly accompanying the erection of the central po'le
of the tibu yapu).

This fits into the tbody' taker/tbodyt giver dichotomy as Takuruns
spared the 'bodiest of Noiya men, and interestingly emasculated
them by destroying their weapons. This is also the logic of Ei
mokora.
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3e. THE PIG-KILL

The following analys'is of an oino kai wiriko (ceremonial p'ig-kill)

highlights a dominant motif in tliru soc'iety, expands on some points

ra.i sed .in 3a, and provi des a background for assessi ng the col oni al

influence on ritual and social life. The oino is a context in which

beliefs about the construction of individua'ls are demonstrated, and in

whi ch rel ati onshi ps between groupsr i ndi vi dual s and spi rì ts are

negoti ated.

The poìitics of pig-k'il'ling is not a major concern of this section'

beyond stating that these are occasions when individuals and groups

attempt to maintain or augment their status by paying off debts in pork'

or by k.iìì.ing many p'igs and g'iving generous gifts. Despite this'

Strathern is correct when he states that:

it is as .if not great pof itical hopes or ambitions wene p'laced

on the presentation-ãt'l"g:_o!_pork to the rows of formal male

reci pi ents. (Strathern'tr.l gZA: A0).

Enemies could be invited to oino if peace was des'ired for a short

or'long-term period, and the idiom of gift-giving and receivìng' and of

competing .in gift-giving, is very much one of fighting, such that

prestations may be acts of sublimated aggress'ion (and perhaps more so

today now that warf are i s proh'ibi ted ). 
1 Yet al 'l i es or men of the

affinal-maternal nexus arer in Takuru, the regular recip'ients at oino'

so why this aggressive idiom?

The exchange re'lationship overrides distinct'ions between friend and

foe by converting all acts involving gift, debt and rec'iprocation to one
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hav.ing the same impl ications for this relatÍonship. That is' g'iving an

al'ly a gift of pork is, 'ideally, of little difference to giving an enemy

a gift; they all become involved in the same connexion of debt and

obligation. In reality, a person has better exchange relationsh'ip w'ith

an affine than with an enemy partner, but the idiom used nonetheless

stresses the close link between warfare and exchange (this is not the

same as stating that they are functionally equivalent)'

I would argue that the recip'ient, regardless of the type of

relationship he enjoys with the donor, becomes for the duration of the

oino a non-individual 'in respect of the donor. This is a temporary

status conferred on all recipients, be they enemy or aì1y, such that

they become a generalized group of people deprived of ind'ividual social

ìdentity. They do, however, have a collective'identity, which is that of

a stereotypi cal mal e - warl i ke, aggressi ve, strong, etc. Thi s i s

demonstrated by the recipients arrìving s'imilarly decorated (where

decoration is a mask of individual'ity while simultaneously emphas'izing

maleness) and armed with bowsr arrou/s and axes, and s'ittjng or standing

in groups. Little conversation is entered into among the rec'ipients' as

.if they are aware of their collective role, and virtually none between

donor and rec'ipient with the exception of formal chants or insults

accompanying the gifts: social connections are not acknowledged. Also,

this is not an occasjon for oratory on the part of headmen or groups

(cf. A.Strathern, 1978:81 ), which would tend, to 'personaf ize' the

exchange.

By reducing al I recip'ients to an equ'ivalent identity, in a

prestation emphas'iz'ing the potential for hosti'l'ity or resentment, the

oino comments on the basis of the tenuous nature of relationships
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between men who exchange - as if they are connected by women.

Nonetheless, that the host'ility may remain muted and that peace ìs

maintained or ensuesr suggests to me that the oino is, in part' an

attempt to transcend the reaì ity of interdi strict relations by

acknowledgìng the possib'ility of a world without war. I will return to

these comments below, but first I need to present contemporary oino in

more detai l.

The pig-kill takes place on a settlement's ceremonial greenr the

number of pigs killed may be increasing since the early seventies but

may not be as many as those killed pre-pacification. I would estimate

that today about. 100 to 150 pigs are kiìled in a settlement of 400

peopìe. The animals are tied to stakes on the poma and cìubbed to death

in the morning; butchering follows with women carrying away the entrails

for washing and cooking, they also prepare'blood puddingst by wiping up

blood with fern leaves and stuffing them into bamboo tubes for cooking

in earth ovens.

A U-shaped longhouse (ludu or mi yapu) 'is constructed some months

previously, and accommodates the famiìy of the pig-killer and visit'lng

kin for the duration of the oino, after which it gradually rots away or

is used for firewood. In Takuru, sections of the longhouse beìong to one

of the four sub-clans and their non-agnatic co-residents. In front of

each section a long pole(s) is erected horizontally up to six feet off

the ground. Formerìy, the central poles. lowalia. of the tibu yapu cult

houses - each sub-clan having its own house, with oino occurring as an

endpoint to the tibu ceremonial cycìe - were brought from these houses

and erected vertically on the ceremonial green ìn front of sub-clan

sections of the m'i yapu (Kerr, 1984:10). The horizontaì poìes are known
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as ]gr or kupoleo, which is the same name as the exposure pìatform for

the dead. 0n the former are draped the pork sides from the p'igs wh'ich

each sub-clan has kilìed.2

After earth ovens have been prepared in pìts running between the

leo and the 'longhouse, the pork is cooked a'long with vegetables and

offaì. In this ìnìtial period of activity there occur many informal

exchanges between individuals and their affinal-maternal nexusr ì.e.'

var.ious tbodyt payments are made or reci procated which involve

pearlshells or pork ribcages. The name of the g'ift may be cal'led out but

othervise there is little ceremony and the transaction is qu'ickly over.

These exchanges continue throughout the day but appear to be

concentrated .in the early stages of oino, and shells and lunori may

change hands many t'imes as peopìe attempt to balance their gifts and

debts. Regardless of the informaìity and brevity of these exchanges they

are a crucial part of the pig-kiìl; the ìack of ceremony is because the

oino is directed more to exchange wìth formal recipìents.3

I.lhi le the pork is cooking the recip'ients, who have been waiting

just outside the settlement, enter in single file and march around the

poma several times. They then, ôS yarene and/or a district, ììne up in

front of the leo oppos'ite that section of the mi yapu which houses the

donor group. Takuruns onìy went as Koliri to oino held by Po'loko, with

which it sometimes held simultaneous pig-kil'ls. Poloko was Takuru's

major ally, but ceased to be a guest at Takuru oino after the ulo

ìncident (discussed in 2a.2). Sub-clans went separately to p'i9-kiìls

held by other districts - or by groups within these dìstricts - to which

they were allied and/or had marriage links. Individuals a'lso went to

another settlement's pig-kilìs for exchanges of the affinal-maternal

nexus.
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Tab'le 11 illustrates major o'ino relationships for Koliri and its

constituent sub-clans. The situation, at first sÍght, is confusing'

There is extens'ive intermarriage of Koliri w'ith Poloko groups, but

little between Baipo and its ally Pokale Lerì (and none with Marapinì,

perhaps because they are both Koliri, aìthough the same group name does

not necessarily prevent intermarriage between groups of the same name in

different districts). Kawal'i maintains that it has no allies, and it is

extensively intermarried with Kalue Tawid'i (an enemy of Takuru Kofirì)

and Weri ko Ka'imari ( neutral , but an occasi onal a'l 1y of Kol i ri ).

Marriage at the sub-clan level does not support alliance or create

it but, as argued in 1c, marriage cho'ices do reflect patterns of

alliance (or its potential) at the level of Takuru district. It may be

that the sub-clan all'iance existed first, and any ensuing marriages were

more or less incidental to it. tlanuwane and t^lal'iapini Kabiri are a case

in point, they continue to be oino partners despite the fact that

tJa'liapini is in Poloko district, wh'ich no 'longer exchanges with Takuru.

This is because of a strong h'istorical connection which ex'ists between

the two groupsr Kabiri apparent'ly having been host to Wanuwane migrants

in the past and described by some l,lanuwane as a'mama la'in'(possib'ly an

antigamous relationship has developed between these groups).

It is th'is sort of connection, rather than marriage, which is

important for allied o'ino partners (and these groups often took refuge

with one another). Sub-clan allies do not have to be affines, the

relationship of alliance stands by itself, but oino partners who are not

all'ies are supported by ties of consanguinity. This suggests that, in

the absence of an alliance between them, marriage may be necessary to

construct a relationship between groups of d'ifferent districts. Allies
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Kol i ri

Bai po

Kawal i

Wanuwane

Groups i n al I'i ed and
oi no rel ati onsh'i P

ffiñ'Takuru groups

Poloko - various grouPs

Pokale Leri

Marapini Kol iri

No al I ies

Niripu Kabiri

Waliapini Kabiri

Number of marriages
between these groups

31

Groups invited to oino
soìe1y on basis of
consanguinitY with

groups

Number of
marri ages between

these groups

3

0

6

0

Kalue Tawidi

Weriko Kaimari

9

7

Tabte ll : Oino partners of Takuru district'

Notes on table

1 Toe sub-clan is.included with Baipo; it 'belongs'to Baipo and has the same allies'
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are described as wamene yarene brother groupsr and they fight together

and support each other's mil'itary endeavour (this 'is an extens'ion of a

kinsh'ip term to l'ink groups, a relationship which must be supported by

exchange ) .

It is interesting that both Ba'ipo and Wanuwane are renowned as

tfight groupst, wh'ile Kawali is known more aS a tproducert $roupr and

has no all'ies (Kawali was referred to by the other sub-clans as 'our

womanrr which was also a reference to its ' l'imited role in extra-

dist¡ict politics). A"Strathern remarks that oino "gifts do not

clearìy reflect relations of alliance and enmity" (i968:547)' yet the

Takuru data indicatef such a reflection at the sub-clan level and,

'in the case of Kawali, they reflect a relationship of neutrality.

These oino relationships, with the exception of Poloko, continue

large]y unaffected by pac'ification, and this may be related to the same

sort of conservatism which underlies the relative stability of the

marriage pattern (see 1c). There'is, however, one exception and this is

Baipo. While it still has an oino relationship with'its two allies, it

does 'try'different groups and t,his seems to be for po'litical reasonsr

i.e., to establish relat'ions with groups in the changing context of

colonialism. Baipo was the only groupr apparent'ly, wh'ich invited

enem1es. pre-pacification, to its pig-kills and went to enemy oino. This

is partly to uphoìd the status of Baipo as'nambawan' group, but it is

also because Baipo'is to an extent the spokesgroup for Takuru, and it is

through Baipo that alternatives are tried.

For example, the enemy group Leri of Mele-Tal ip'i ko may be inv'ited

by Baipo as this district 'is important for its resident E.B.M. station
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and for its successful 'bisn'ismen'. This process is st'ill very much

emergent and many thìngs can go wrong to prevent an oino reìationship

be'ing formed (enemies, for example, are more likely to be accused in

cases of suspected poisoning). Also, there are some s'igns of a tendency

to contract o.ino links with settlements of similar fundamental

persuasìon, such that the cult/group membership aspects of oino continue

into the present (see below and 4b).4

To return to the description of oino, when the recipients line up

in front of the donor's leo they sit down and quiet'ly wait as the latter

continue with their preparations, during which they bring delicacies of

cooked offal and vegetables to the recipients. This part of the

ceremony, from the entry to the final gifting, certa'in1y has the air of

being 'stage-managed'; at one oino I attended three large European pigs

were not k.illed until after the recipients had entered the pomar and

could observe the satisfaction of a man clubbing an expensive and status

enhancing animal in front of his guests.

After the meat has been briefly cooked, the earth ovens are broken

open and the recip'ients stand to await their gÍfts. A donor carries a

pork side, often over his head, or pork 'leg and dumps it in front of the

recipient, who may or may not be related to him. A man may receive meat

from more than one donor and, as the guest s'ilently stands' a s'izeable

heap of pork can build up at his feet. At the conc'lusion of the g'ifting

the female relat'ives of the recip'ients, part'icularly wives' converge'in

front of their male kin and stuff the pork into netbags, at which point

the oino is over and most guests return to their settlements where the

pork is redistributed.
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The oino displays the unity but also the constitution of the

settlement and/or district where it is held. It confirms the ident'ity

and status of the donor groupsr in which the performance of cults also

pìays a part (see 4b). Yet the traditionaì pig-kill was as much directed

at the cosmological locus of fertility, growth and health. Ideally. it

was timed to coincide with the growth cycle of pìgs, a certain number of

fruitings of pandanus trees (corresponding to notions of human growth,

using an idiom of tbloodt to signify maturation, see fn.5, 3b)' and the

point at which the lowalia pole was fult of animal bones (which

symbolise a male controì of fertility).

0ino encompassed three different activities which together

underpinned l.liru society and ensured its reproduct'ion. The first uras

cuìt performance, second was life cycìe payments, and third was paying

off or creating debts in pork to extra-district groups (and sometimes to

groups within the district. depending on its size). Cults and tbody'

payments assured the continuity of groups and individuals respectively,

while the formal gifting of pork pointed to the fact that a district was

not a closed entity and needed intercourse with other districts, be it

warfare, aìliance or exchange, to survive.

The physical arrangement of the oino itself, and the ceremony

accompanying the formaì gifting, bear out this observation' The

longhouse is basically composed of connected woman's houses (which

encompass ments houses and render them tfemalet), and its U-shape

relates to this fact. The recipients. decorated in such a way as to

stress their maleness, enter the poma and become enclosed by the arms of

the ìonghouse, i.e., they invade a space which is symbolicalìy female

(it may be too much to suggest that the longhouse design is uterine.
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which the recipient males rpenetratest). The man who leads the

recipients into the poma is often a headman or a man who somehow

threatens h'is hosts (by being. for example. the brother of a man kiìled

by the donor group, eithelin battje or by poisoning). In other wordsl

the most'male'man of a group is chosen to lead his fellows into the

poma.

Donors act astwomentto the recipienttmentand'it is the former

who, on th'is occasìon, do the domestic chores of food preparat'ion and

feed their guests. If we refer back to Figure 5, it can be seen that

exchanges are between men and spirits. or men and men. Yet in the

transactions of the affìnal-maternal nexus the exchange is between a man

and a feminized source (of onets body, or of one's bride and children)

which controls "the generalised forces of fertil'ity and good health"

(Strathern, 19824: 76).

Exchanges involving intergroup relations, which have a more overt

poìitìcal content, are of the delayed, balanced varìety and can be

between unreiated men. These transactions do not invoìve notions of

continual debt and obl'igation, but it is interestìng that even these do

not escape the categorizat'ion of alì mundane exchange as be'ing between

'ment and twoment (where this use of twomenr refers to the feminized

source),

When the donor becomes recìpient at a later oino, it'is h'is turn to

be the consummate 'mant to his hostts twoman', although thìs may also

reflect on the fact that a man who is in debt to his MB or WF may be a

[r{F or MB to someone else, that is, tmant on one occasion and 'womant On

another. Superiority is attempted by men over their rec'ip'ients by giving

a large pile of pork. which it is hoped cannot be reciprocated, thus
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giving shame to the recipient and sett'ing the stage for a reversal of

'gender' roles. The aggressive idiom of gifting, and a reason why oino

are often occasions fon reviling recÍpients and for covert hostility' is

because exchange relations between men and groups are to some extent

sexed. It .is the tension inherent in such an arrangement that leads to

expressions of aggression and insult.

The log.ic of Iife cycìe pa¡ments 'informs alI exchanges between

peopìe, by which I mean that whenever a man is in debt, temporarily or

otherwise, he is less than a man in respect of the person he owes (see

my discussion of kage in 3d).o Th'is is why a man gives pork sides' a

symboì of maleness., to the rec'ip'ient, after which the latter is in debt

and his maleness quest'ioned (but note that this symbol, ât the

conclus'ion of the o'ino, is put into netbags, 'i.ê., it is contained by a

female source again). The above helps to explain the preoccupation with

masculinity, and the theme of emasculation in the origin story and

present-duy e"egeri s. 5

The bas'ic conflict within lrliru society is that every man is

indebted to another: Euery man is less than a man while simultaneously,

as MBs, they are more tmalet than those who owe them - but even MBs are

a feminized source. Incest and incestuous rape are attempts by men to

overcome the ambiguity of gender, in other words to assert their

masculin'ity on those women who most threaten it, their daughters and

sisters (brothers are physically more similar to their sisters than

their fathers; see also 3c). This conflict impels the exchange system'

This may contribute to the 'shrinkingr of mel post-pacification'
insofar ás men are ''in debt'to missions and the administration for
development, and have lost autonomy in the control of the'ir future.

tÊ
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and uìtimately provides a basis for the reproduction of society. The

oino ìs a forum'in which the logic of this reproduction is displayed.

Enemies and a'llies are reduced to the same status in relation to

the donor, the latter being temporariìy in a position of inferiority to

the assembìed recipients. The pig-kiìl demonstrates the basic nature of

exchange, which is why "no great poìiticaì hopes" accompany gifts of

pork as even these recognize the intersexual character of exchange,

which limits its political usefulness (exchange is never between men as

tmen'). Such prestations convert the relat'ionship of exchange partners

to one resembìing that obtaining between a man and his affinal-maternal

nexus.6 tnis gives. a moral force to the re'lat'ionship, which is part of

the attempt to impose order on the wider envi ronment of sh'ift'ing

alliances and enmities. The oino is certainìy concerned with issues of

status but its political aims are secondary to its desired transcendent

quaìities (and o'ino are also crucìal1y concerned with ensuring

ferti I ity, growth, etc. ).

hlarfare and cults have been prohibited but groups and districts

still have to interact, and the oino today provides a maior context

where this interaction can take pìace (and where new relationships can

be negotiated).7 Wnile oino continue, it is possìble that ìess pigs are

killed today now that cult occasions for slaughter have disappeared, and

the incidence of kaoe decreased (cf. A. Strathern, 1978:92-3). The

pressures of deveìopment affected the timing and size of pig-ki'l'ls. and

'it is l'ikely that until recently the po'lit'ica'l aspects of o'ino were

dampened (as, for example, men ìeft for years as labour migrants. t'Jomen

still tended pigs but w'ithout the husband's presence the incentive for

surpìus production, to feed more pigs, diminished. As noted in 2b' women
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also threatened to not look after pigs in an attempt to improve their

status - a bargain'ing chip in the'irtlr,ar'aga'inst men).

Informants stated that less pigs are killed today because young men

are not interested in the work'involved in p'ig-raising, and turn to

other avenues for status, or marry later in life, or become thumbugt,

etc. I would not, on the basis of this, suggest that o'ino could

disappear and there are reasonsr discussed above, for why these events

may become increasingìy important. As in many other instances' more

obvious explanatÍons are chosen to explain change, and people in

response to questions about diet, for example, will say that "we ate

better before because we killed more pigs", without going int'o the

reasons for a decl'ine in the number of pigs killed (except under

prompt.ing from the researcher). The real reasons for change may not be

accessible to the individual because they are 'informed by a logic of

soci ety,

At this point in time, it is difficult to know if oino have lost

some of their importance olif they suffered a temporary decline during

the years of concentrated development. As the extent of external control

and demands on labour lessened, 'it appears that interest in pig-kills is

becoming more intense (cf.A.Strathern, 19820)as concerns become more

parochial and freer of colonial constra'ints. It is aìso possible that

oino are becoming politicized and larger, since Independence, as a

response to a changi ng poì i ti cal economy. D'i stri cts now 'interact i n a

situation where resources are no longer equitab'ly distributed (in a

relative sense), and where such things as proxim'ity to Pangia station'

the amount of coffee grournr proximity to roads, or a mission presence

advantages one settlement over another.
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0ino have the capacity to make political statements if groups which

formerly held one together decide to perform them separate'ly or at

different times (an option presented by some Takuru headmen, see 2d).

These either expresses hosti'l'ity or that a group feels that it'is strong

enough to 'independently oppose others. In such cases the outcome is

group fission or the end of district alliance, and now that warfare is

not a pol i t'i cal al ternati ve oi no may become more compet'iti ve at the

i ntra- and 'i nter-di stri ct I evel . 
8 Contemporary p'ig-ki 'l 1s can al so

express a wider level of group allegiance, and the local candidate for

the Pangu Pati was said to be arranging an oino, together with his

agnates, for his supporters prior to the 1982 nat'ional elections- There

may be a denominational aspect to adherence to po'l'iticaì parties; 'in the

f.irst elections to the House of Assembly three candidates were from each

of the three main miss'ions, Catholic, Lutheran and E.B.M.' each one

receiving a majority of votes from areas influenced by his mission

(PR4/63-4).

What about the cult dimensions of ceremoni al pig-ki'l'ls, have they

d.i sappeared si nce paci f icati on? D'istri cts often attempt to hol d thei r

oino at stages 'in the church ritual calender, such as Christmas or

Easter, or at events such as the departure of missionaries. It may be a

trifle fanciful to suggest that oino today are (attempted to be) held at

endpoi nts of the Chri sti an ceremoni al cycl e, but Chri sti an'ity i s

certainly related to notions of exchange and the moral order which

reciprocity generates. The follow'ing points illustrate this contention.

1. Qne reason given for staging an oino, by different informants for

different pig-kil1s, was that the end of the world and the second coming

were imminent, and people wanted to discharge their exchange obligations
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before dyjng. This is connected to the transcendent aims of oino, as the

'new world' wh.ich these events herald are dependent on people fulf i'lling

their exchange requirements. Christianity provided a convenient idiom

for these a'ims to emerge with a stronger emphasis'

2. A hliru politic'ian, who survived a car accident, 'thanked' God by

killing two pigs (a continuation of the logjc of sacrifice).

3. The adapini, a symbol of reproduction and fertility, previously

offered to sp.irits, were collected at one p'ig-kj1'l I observed and put in

a netbag for presentation to local pastors of the church' This porcine

port'ion can also be given to a pastor when a pig'is killed to help a

person recover from sickness.

4. Minor pig-kills often accompany the opening and ded'ication of new

churches, at which recipients line up for pork as they do at o'ino' Life

cycle payments may also be made on such occasions (and kage prestations

were made at a church opening 'in Takuru).

5. In fundamentalist settlements people are discouraged from eating

'blood puddings' because of Biblical d'ictates on d'iet. If people do eat

these puddings they are said to get very s'ick as when food taboos are

broken, i.e., Christian taboos are Seen to have the same force as cult

taboos.

A missionary once confided in me his concern that during oino there

was still a small cult house hidden somewhere out of s'ight, where the

theathen, continued to make offerings to ipono/Satan. Strathern writes

that ceremonial exchanges were "shorn of their ref ig'ious aspects and
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impetus by mission influence" (Strathern,A. 1978!100). This impetus did

decljne but both are partly in error; 1 to 5 above suggest that cult

notions of sacrifice and the cycle of growth - through the medium of a

pastorts connection with God and missionaries - to some degree remain

(prayer can also be directed to what were previously cult concerns). The

missionary was wrong to suspect atcult houser in the bush, the tcult'

which was operating to render offerings to a 'spiritr was the local

Christian church. This is an example of the synthesism of cult and

church elements proposed in 2c. The preceding sets the scene for part 4,

in which the continuity of thetoldt into the'new' 'is discussed.

FOOTT{OTES

1 As a man prepares to give pork to the recipient he says neke Þ9iyo
togu, your arrow (hurts and) I pull it out. When the gift has been

Ñn, the donor says one poiyo togu, (I shoot an) arrow (and) he

pul'ls it out. The arrow is ã metaphor for debt; men who comp'lete in
gift-giving are engaged in poi toko, fight do. A hostile g'ift is
known as pg!_ mokora, fight quarrel, which takes the connection
between figh-TTnã-arxl-gifting to a log'ical conclusion. The id'iom of
exchange between men mirrors the idiom used by women to describe
intersexual relations, they say that men are their 'enemies'. There
is, then, an idea of hosti'le opposition between men and women,

which relates to points made about exchange relations between men

being sexed.

A case could be made for a symbolic connection between lowalia, leo
of oino, and leo for the dead. 0n the former are hung_bones of
variõFanimal sacrifices. The leo of the dead supports flesh and

bone but ultimately bones onìy, wh'ich are then buried or put in
cult houses or kedo. The lowalia /leo is also buried after the
completionofth@cycìã-ffi'suresthefuturegrowthof
pigs, people and crops. Pork sides, as I have argued, represent an

ongoing tmalenesst which is col lective'ly d'isplayed at oino on ]1ro,
Thã deãd are also displayed on leo, and their decomposition - which
parallels the butchering and cooking of pigs - into the ground may

be part of ensuring the same cyc'le of fertifity and growth with
whici'¡ tibu is conceined. Bones of men (and sacrificial animals?)
also rãÞEsent tmaleness' (I am hesitant to call it paternal
substance) which the leo, and later their deposition in cu'lt
houses, demonstrates. ffiti I ity, growth and 'maleness' are thus
related in a process of cult performance, sacrifice and death which
has as a major concern the display and construct'ion of groups.

2
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0n other cult occasions, such as aroa ipono yapu (female sp'irit
cult), gifts of shells to MBs were accompan'ied by much ceremony and

decorati on.

Denomination'is not such a problem for marriage choice as the bride
becomes the persuasion of her Koliri husband. The denomination of
an oi no reci pi ent cannot, obvi ousl y, be subject to such

manipfTãfion (un'less guests are selected from settlements of the
same denomination).

The purpose of the hostile g'ift, po!- mokora, is ultimately to
question a man's mascul ìnity. The glf-t lÑolves heap'ing pork sides
at the feet of the recipient, or giving hjm a whole pig. The donor,
by giving more of his 'malenessr, emasculates the recipient. Poi
mókõra ii said to break the bow and arrow of the recip'ient because,
ãÑo the quality of pork given, he has to put down his weapons
and spo'i1 his decórations by acting like a woman in assisting his
wife to carry the pork home. A prestat'ion of a whole dead pig may

also comment on the asoc'ial relationship between donor and

reci pi ent.

In the light of th'is statement, some comments made in 3a have to be

modified. I . argued that formal gifts made to the decorated
recipients were between men, whereas it it more between men as they
alternate between the role of donor ('woman') and guest ('mant).

There are other occasions when groups or d'istricts come together,
such as basketball andtsingsingt compet'itions, and Christian
events like Easter. Traditional rivalries may influence these
competitions, and violence has accompanied content'ious decisions
about who won. Courts are also a significant context of group
interaction, and issues such as land disputes, and their increase,
do reflect the state of re'lat'ionships between settlements.

It is impossible to be more precise in these claims, as'it is only
just over 20 years since pacification, and less than a decade since
[he end of colonial development. l,liru are still reacting to these
eventsr and the 'labi I ity of the Pangia situation makes it
difficult to predìct what will happen in the future.

6

7
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PART 4 : THE l,lISSI0l{ IIIPACT

"Tell you what - I use ta get the people jumpin' an' talkin'
i n tongues, an' g'lory-shouti n' t'ii I they just fel I down an'
passed õut. An'sõme i'd baptize to bringtem to. An'then -
you know what I'd do? I'd take one of them girls out in the
lrass, an' Itd lay with her... You'd think thatrd be one time
when the devil ðidntt stand a snowballts chance in hell ...

ght to be just about mule-ass
i up of Jeius, why is it thatrs
gerin t his pants buttons?"
).

tllhy is it t
proof agains
the time
(Stei nbeck.

hat when a fella ou
t s'i n, an' al l ful
a fel la gets fin
The Graoes of Wrat,h

"The long-term effects of revival movements on the people of
the Southern Highlands have yet to be determined. It seems
probable, however, that at some stage in the future. cult or
revival activities will once again surface. Eventua'11y, these
activities will probab'ly take the form of a cargo movement, 'in

a syncret,ic relationship with fundamentalist Christianity and

traditi onal i nd'igenous bel iefs and practi ces" (Robi n,
1 982: 341 ).

"High]ands religious beliefs and rituals stand out clearly as

symbols of strong group unity" (Lawrence and Megg'itt'
1965:23).

"Among many H'ighl and peoples, the most 'li ke'ly reaction
Chrisiianity) seems to be either the total rejection of
new religion or its assimilation to the traditional cult
the dead" (tui¿:z+).

(to
the
of
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4a. THE JOY 0F JUilPIllG: CHRISTIAiI C0tlVERSIOtl AND REVIVAL HYSTERIA

In th'is section I want to consider in detail the phenomenon of

revival inspired conversion, and its relevance to the acceptance and

comprehensi on of Chri sti anity. Conversion i s i nfl uenced by the

proseìytizing style of individual missions, reflected in variations in

the form Chri sti ani ty takes i n settl ements of di verse re1 i gi ous

persuasion (see Read, 1952=230-1). Denominational differences are, of

courser obv'ious between m'i ssi ons and churches i n P. N. G. , rangi ng i n

orientation from fundamenta'list to non-evange'lical; these bodies, too,

have varying forms of Christianity, i.e., it is interpreted and stressed

in line with basic theological preferences.

In Takuru these biases, emanating at first from the Evangelical

Bible and then l^lesleyan Miss'ion, gave rise to a singular Christianity,

one which was specific to Takuru (and doubtless ot,her settlements under

the l^lesleyan influence) and not historical'ly informed, as were the

western Christian churches, by a sharing of common beliefs, tenets and

reìig'ious traditions.l Th" reasons g'iven by Read for mission acceptance

in the Eastern Highlands hold equally as we'll for l'liru:

there is no major intellectual conflict between the native
concept'ion of God and the diffuse, unformulated belief in
supernatural power which is the core of the indigenous
relig'ion. Indeed, in many respects Mission teaching has
supplied an acceptable answer where there was former'ly doubt
and speculation ... there are no real log'ical inconsistencies
between the old religion and the idea of God which the M'ission
has fostered (ib'id:237; see also Bulmer, 1965:159).

Thi s quote po'ints to a central feature of Takuru Christianity,

the synthesism between pre- and post-colonial 'cult' belief:which is
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because one is understood in terms of and helps to exp'lain the other,

the form of Christianity is understandably different from that in

western societies (which, 'in the case of persÍsting beliefs 'in sorcery

and ancestors, suggests agaìn why 'traditional' explanations rather than

Christian ones may be used when more appropriate or when Christianity

offers no solution). To underline this claim I will assign the label

'kristen'- in future without inverted commas - rather than Christian to

the Takurun adherents of Wesleyanìsm (as practitioners of a cult of

Christianity). The use of this term implies similarities yet major

differences between m'ission and Takuru cosmology.

The purpose of the above is to indicate that care must be taken in

applying such terms as 'conversiont and treligious revival' lest they,

from their "Eurocentric pred'isposition"r' shift ana'lysis away from the

particularities of the local situation (see Barr and Trompf, 1983)and

confuse the issue by assuming a Christian nature to these events. There

is no reason not to use these terms provided they are shorn of their

western connotations, if this is done they may in fact be accurate

descriptions of the activities and behaviour associated with conversion

and revivals.

Thi s sort of exceptional behaviour al so occurred before

pacification in cases of madness or possession, and simi larities exist

in the origins of this behaviour and its social effects. Pace Stephen, I

distinguish between two types of possession, controlled and uncontrolled

(Stephen, 1979:'13). Individual or collective madness is related to the

latter, while a controlled use of possession, as in a trance state for

example, confers knowledge or power on an individual.2 I must stress at

this point that I am concerned with cultural explanatìons of possession
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and, while this term is psycholog'ically loaded, Î retain it as an useful

description of an event. My use of tpossessiont refers to an

ethnograph'ic not psycho'logical occasion, i. e., 'uncontrol led

possessiont, for instance, refers to a descriptìon of certain behaviour.

I will argue that both types of possession, with some quaìifications'

occurred in the revival about to be discussed.

In the psychological explanation the tcauses' of madness are' in a

general senser stress or an inability to cope w'ith a novel situation or

circumstance; it is often described as a short-term adaptational

response to avoid obligations or a stronger control (see 2b). Yet the

outcome of a controlled spirit possession was a greater knowledge and

powe¡it left w'ith the possessed individual, who could become from this

experience a sorcery on curing specialist of renown (cf. Stephen,

1979..12). This, to me, suggests a cuìtural rather than a psychologica'l

locus of possession. It remains to be seen if declarations of

Christianity were made in Takuru which left some individua'ls durìng or

after revival hysteria, sa'id to be tcaused' by possession of the Holy

Ghost, with the knowledge of Christianity as a more powerfu'l answer to

the technol ogi cal and moral prob'lems of the col oni al worl d . ( Fol 'lowi ng

Rob'in (1981), the use of 'hysteriar is retained because, although its

selection is arbitrary, it is commonly cited in the literature on

madness and innovative cults 'in Melanesia. Unlike Robin, however, I

retainthysteriatas an ethnographic term, liketpossession', and not as

a psychologica'l symptom of a stressful state).

Conversion does not necessarily take pìace in a revival setting but

the pressures of group conformity (ibid:159) and the s'ignificance of

'cult' performance for the group in Takuru, comb'ined w'ith the
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fundamental mission emphasis on mass conversion and baptism, means that

the two are seen as closely connected by the mission and to some extent

ìnterdependent. In other words, there has been a tendency amongst the

various Takuru missionaries to v'iew group conversion as a 1ogìcal

consequence of Holy Ghost 'inspi red revivals, rather than as the

intellectual embracing of Christianity on an indiv'idual level.3

The mission technique of promoting Christ'ianity by focusing on the

groupr in contrast to missions which seek to convert prominent men in

order to win over their groups (see R. Smith, 1979), affected the

acceptance of Christianity and its development as a cult 'in a society

where strong emphasis is placed on the group definitional aspects of

cult perfonnance.4 Takuruns became kristens from a combination of

"precipitating and enabling conditions, the one being represented by the

history of contact and the other by the native culture" (Lawrence,

1964:223). These conditions have, to varying extents, a'lready been

examined but they should be borne in mind for the following.

If 'conversion' describes the situation in which an individual

(through group conformity or whatever) confesses to Christian belief and

discards the past, and 'revival' the process whereby the individual and

others are brought to this point, then two significant differences

between traditional and Holy Ghost possess'ion become apparent. One is

that the former is not, as far as I know, a product of attempts at

'religious' change (which, in the psycho'logical explanation, generates

the causal fact,ors of stress and uncertainty), and the other is that the

revival was a collect'ive event on a larger scale, involving both sexesl

than was the case traditionally (for other differences, see Rob'in,

1981:160).
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tlhile precedents exist for the type of behaviour demonstrated 'in

revivals, there are other features - the 'precip'itating conditions' -

which must be taken into account in expla'ining revival hysteria, such as

the manner of conversion and an emphasis on an approaching millenium:

revival hysteria (in the Southern Highlands) has been the
result of fundamentalist relig'ious indoctrination, transformed
into a rather extreme form of prose'lytization by overzealous
church workers. The underlying cause of hysteria has been the
presence of intense stress, introduced and developed through
methods of int'imidation, hellfire and brimstone evangeliz'ing,
and techniques that produce heightened stated of
suggestibi 1 ity (lbid: 161-2).

I am not discounting a psychological cause of hysteria, rather I am

unable to prove it, and suggest that other factors need to be

considered. Terms such as trevivalt and tconversiont are only expedient,

in a study of this kind, if they are related to the social and

'rel igioust context in which they take place. A revival has been

described, somewhat mechanistically, as a process and conversion as an

effect, but they are not independent of th'is context which, together

with the features mentioned above, gives them their form and

characteri sti cs.

I have elsewhere referred to a redisposition of W'iru towards

accepting new cults, which influenced the reception of missions. This,

with missionary metanoia and an emphas'is on mass conversion, led to the

first revival (or'awakening') in Takuru in 1963, and one of the first

ìarge-scale revivals in the Southern H'igh'lands (technically it was not a

revival, gÍven that the people were not Christians before this event).

It occurred soon after the Wesleyans bought out the understaffed E.B.M.,

and hence could supp'ly the manpower and techniques for a successful
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'crusade'. Revivals were initiated, apparently, in the north Polu area

by the E.B.M. at Mele, and quickìy spread to eight other fundamentalist

settlements, with over 2,000 W'iru involved at its peak (PR4/63-4). The

Capuchin missionaries and the administration were both very crit'ical5:

Certain aspects of the activities of this sect are disturbing
and will be observed closely from now on. In particular the
apparent encouragement of forms of mass mysteria Seems to be a

thoroughly undesirable activ'ity among prim'itive people
( PR4/63-4).

The majority of Takuruns were enthusiastic for the mission and many

other tliru came to attend church services, which in'itiaì]y were held

three times a day .(Ridgway, 1976¿82). The few dissenters were those men

who were threatened by the introduction through the mission of new power

relations, but even these men came to see that Christianity had to be

accepted 'in order to take advantage of these relations, a perception

reinforced by group consensus and a realization of the superiority of

the missionts deity and cult. Ridgway, one of the first Wesleyans in

Takuru, writes of a headman's change of mind:

When the government came I was not afraid, and when you
missionaries came I was not afraid of you. But now I see the
change in the lives of our village peop'le, and I am afraid of
your God. I want my'life to be changed too. Can God forg'ive a

man like me? (Ridgway, 1976:85).

The missionary observer tends to put into Christian terms what is

often a pragmatic evaluation of the facts and of the need to respond to

a new situation. It is at this point that the efficacy of the

traditional cults are reappraised and their assumpt'ions and beliefs

questioned. Individuals also reassess their pos'it'ions and priorities,

"Can God forgive a man like me?" is not so much a statement of regret
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for past tsint but a recognition of a new moral order with certa'in

requirements for its entry. It is probable that peopìe came to condemn

their past, vrorry about the present and fear for the future (ttre

introduction of the notion of hell was a strong component of this fear),

no doubt creating some anxiety and confusion. While it is'impossib'le to

know how much the emotions contributed to a cultural reaction to change,

it can be seen that even a headman, under these conditions, could come

to question his status and achievements for their worth in the colonial

worl d.

It is no surprise that Christ,ianity, with its promises for the

future - exempl ified by the confidence of missionaries and their

comparAtive wealth - was fervently practised for its reassurance as

well as for its benefits:

Deep conviction came upon our people, and they flocked to the
churches to pray day and night. Gardens were neglected as the
peop'le sought the Lord, many of then literally shaking under
conviction as they confessed their sins to God. And as they
found peace in believing, they would leap to their feet,
l itera'l'ly jump for joy, cryi ng, "thank you Jesus" and
testifying to all, "Jesus is REAL" (ibid:11).

The description of revivaìs by the administration, at least of

those observed around Mele, was not so positive. It was reported that

people were hitting themselves, climb'ing all over the church, and

ro'l1ing around the ground in a frenzy; one unfortunate had to have his

eyes removed after hitting himself in the head, (PR4/63-4), and in

Takuru a man jumped off the church roof convinced he could f'ly and broke

h'i s l egs.
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Mission accounts also describe v'isions (of the crossr heaven, and

Jesus), violent head-twisting, vomiting, hanging upside down from church

rafters, and people falling unconscious:

There were agony of soul manifested by 'lying on the
whìle the body writhed and twisted in seem'ing torments
the ind'ividual-prayed in soul travail (Harvey, 'l973:190).

fl oor
while

Express'i ons of admi ni strati on d'i sapproval met wi th I i ttl e response

from the miss'ions 'involved, and the latter often quoted Acts 2, Chapter

2 to patroì officers, "And they were all filled with the Ho'ly Ghost, and

began to speak with other tongues, âs the Spirit gave them utterance"

( PR4/63-4). The sort of behav'iour cl ass'i f i ed as ' hysteri ca'l ' by Robi n

was demonstrated to various extents by the Mele and Takuru rev'ivals (see

Robin, 19822330;33a), and it is difficult to ìmagine that emot'ional

states were not created in peop'le which made them susceptible to belief

in mission pronouncements, often originating more from local pastors

than missionaries. That the message'imparted was often imperfect'ly

understood by the pastons themselves, was demonstrated when Ridgway had

to assure a woman that just because she had not'quiveredt did not mean

she could never become a Christian' a "young pastor apparently had

taught that unless one trembled under convjction one was not tru'ly

saved" (Ridgway, 1976:84).

Implicit in Robin (1982) is the idea that these proseltyizing

techniques inc'luding 'long periods of pray'ing and sermon'ising,

fast'ing, pub'lic confessions, threats of punishment for s'in, etc.6 - v/ere

simi lar to rbrainwash'ingr which, in the physchological explanation,

he]ps to account for the uncritical acceptance of Christianity and

dogged obedience to [.lesleyan'ism, in opposition to other denominations.T
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F.E. [l|illiams, in a typìca]1y perceptive remark, compared the

extravagance of the Vailala Madness, "which was perhaps a product of

ref igious zeal and boredom" (Williams, 19442140)' to a rel'igious

rev'ival. He saw this cult primarily in negat'ive terms as a'diseaset and

overlooked its innovatory features as a cultural response to rapid

social change. Yet, if the Eurocentric bias of the term 'revivalt is

discarded, the cult can be regarded as a reviva1 of the traditional

relig'ion, an attempt to make it meaningfuì again and, by changing its

emphases and adopting ne\{ insights and practices, making it more

relevant to the colon'ial situation. Christianity and revivals have until

recently occupied a nebulous place in Melanesian ethnography and are

sometimes viewed 'in terms as negative as those Williams use for the

Madness.

Cultural continuity in rreligious' understanding and the

flexibility of rituaì systems have been cited by many authors to explain

cargo cults (Lawrence, 1971; Stephen. 1979), but the widespread

acceptance of Christianity and its interpretation in traditional terms

are oft,en overlooked as examples of cultural assim'ilation in response to

change:

t,.lith the intrusion of the white man, gu'idef ines from the
ancestors as to how to deal with the new and devastating force
was sought through the usual channels, in some cases resulting
in only m'inor modifications of existing ritual and social
practìce, and in others, the development of ful l-blown
rel i gi ous and soc'i al revol uti ons, dependi ng on the
circumstances of contact and the ideological adjustments made

by different cultures (Stephen, 1979:20).

These rcircumstancest and 'adjustmentsr I have already outlined for

Pangia and Takuruns, suggesting they led to the practice of l,lesleyan'ism
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as a 'cult'. Allowing for cultural continuity and ritual flex'ibility it

seems unusual that few authors, if any, have described post-pacification

Christian'ity in a like fash'ion, lim'iting the use of 'cult' to cargo

movements and similar phenomena: perhaps the situation in Takuru 'is

unique but preconcept'ions of Christ'ian belief may be held which obscure

the recognition of cult characteristÍcs in Melanes'ian versions of

Chri sti an'ity.

Revivals have been compared to phases in a cargo cultts career when

they both generate hysteria (Robin, 1981), but the suggest'ion that

revivals may be a phase in cult activity 'is not made. Cargo cults are

often explained in terms of their pos'itive, innovatory qualities during

social transformation but, while the adoption of Christianity is seen as

functional, a dynamic incorporation of Christianity 'into traditional

cosmo'logy and its recasting as a cult, in response to change, is not

reported (yet see Morren, 1981:59). I'lesleyanism in Takuru is not as

obvious, ideo'logically and in practice, or as exotic as traditional

cults. A lack of fit between traditional and Christian aetiologies

accounts for its relatively low profile as a cult but Wes'leyanism,

nonetheless, had directly replaced or made obsolete many traditional

beliefs: it is represented by its own cult house, the 'lotut .y.qp.!., and

in many instances has helped remove the "doubt and speculation" of

indigenous religion because, as Read states, the introduction of God

supp'lied a logical coherence formerly lack'ing in the belief system

(Read, 1952:237).8

I have argued for a structural analogy between cults and Christian

worship in Takuru, but there are other reasons for subscribing to this

view. Evidence exists to suggest that in Melanesia new cults h,ere
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adopted or created to cope with disaster or social upheava'l (see review

in Stephen, 1979). Glasse (1980) avers that Christ'ianity was accepted

by the Huli as a means of coping with epidemics, and some Takuruns gave

similar reasons. The problem becomes, was Christianity embraced for the

same reasons as traditional cults, until more was learnt of it (when it

became Christianity), or did it become a cult itself?

For Takuru, I clearly favour the latter course. Epidemics and new

forms of authority and power were viewed by many as 'disasterst in the

sense that they were totally out of the control of Wiru. The mission

abrogation of the past, combined with the instilling of shame for this

purpose, compounded this perception insofar as the "equating of natural

disaster with sin is, of course, consistent with the well established

Melanesian interpretation of indiv'idual illness, misfortune and death,

as the result of (mora'l) transgress'ions" (Stephen, 1979:18). Stephen is

not explicitly referring to missions or their techniques or persuasion,

but in line with her argument the discovery that oners past (and a

former moral scheme) was tsinfult is a tdisastert, and perhaps enough of

a revelation for people to seek or create a new cult. In Takuru both

contingencies aroser Christianity was brought to the people - as a

ready-made'culttsolution -but its eventual interpretation and use in a

transforming moral universe was 'innovative.

In a review of revival outbreaks in Tari district of the Southern

Highlands, Robin asserts that it is difficult to know whether, in a

psychol ogi cal senser they are "pathol og'ica'l or benef i ci al " ( Robi n,

1981 : 1 53). For Takuru, the psycho'log'ica'l exp'l,anati on i s not a concern,

rather it is the social dimensions of revivals which are important:
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cult 'hysteria' should be recognized as a positive phenomena,
an ecstatic validation of the new order and the means of
breaking with the constraints of the old (Stephen, 197924).

Stephen is, perhaps, somewhat extravagant in her claims but I do

agree with the gist of this statement. The point I raise is that if

hysteria and possession are associated with stages in innovative cults,

what is there to prevent us from applying this assessment to revivals as

stages in a local Christian cult?

The correspondence between hysteri a ' s¡mptoms' i n cul ts and

revivals is marked (see Robin' 1981); behaviour including glossolalia,

rhythmic dancing,.shaking, etc., is common to both, as is the neg'lect of

subsistence activities to perform new or introduced ritual. The major

differences appear to be that Christianity is not an indigenous response

to change, and whites were involved in promoting the cult's message and

rituals. Yet these differences are not as crucial as they initially

appear, the first is not greatly s'ignificant as cults were often

imported from other cultures, not necessari ly prox'imate (seelr.Strathern,

19798), and Christianity and introduced cults are each transformed to

suit local conditions. t,rlhile missionaries and other Europeans are not

directìy 'involved in the creat'ion of cargo cults, for example, their

presence is enough for the tmessage' (the rituals and exegesis of a

cult) to be given by indigenes in order to have access to what whites

represent - power and wealth.

Cargo cults are often concerned with obtaining the true knowledge

of cargo, hidden from people by whites, but this is a reaction to a

certain stage in colonial history and often to a long-term experience of

missjons, plantation work and the administration. Pangia was innocent of
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this experience when it entered a colonial phase similar to that

descri bed for Lawrence' s thi rd stage of cargo bel i ef ( Lawrence,

1964l.74), and because jt lacked this knowìedge its inhabitants were

prepared to accept the promises and st,atements of missionaries as a new

truth. Takuruns did not see m'issionaries as withholding vital

information, almost the reverse.

Traditionally, new cults were introduced by non-Wiru ritual experts

who entered Pangia, or who trained visiting t¡liru, in language border

areas. The cult could then be spread further into the district by

knowledgeable Wiru, who received payment for services rendered. The use

of non-Wiru pastors, (plus those tliru trained at Kaupena) who bore the

brunt of mission proselytizing, is really not very different from this,

and soon after derestriction some ['liru pastors were sufficiently

trained, according to mission standards, to leave their settlements and

spread the Christian message (they were given food and g'ifts for their

efforts). Many non-Wiru pastors urere sole'ly responsibìe for the

destruction of cult houses and stones and, in line with my discussion,

replacing them with a new tcultt.

The fact that in Takuru whites were involved 'in giving the message

does not detract from the argument. At the time it tended to support the

credib'ility of the cult, their presence lending it an aura of power and

efficiency. Also, it was tlljru and indigenous non-Wiru, especial'ly young

men, who were large'ly responsible for the zeal of performance and

attendance which led up to the reviva'|. The latter was not totally

ìmposed on Takuruns but an indigenous response to social change, and it

appears that the revival was partly an attempt by younger men' as in the
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'madness' described by A.Strathern (1977), to take control of the

s'ituation.

At this point it is worth considering another account of the

reviva'I, which was built up to a peak by demonstrations, graduaìly

increasing in size and frequency, of hysteria, probably'in a t'ime period

of about a month:

Such si ngi ng ! And such prayi ng ! I was remi nded of the
rebuilding of the Temple under Ezra when peop'le could not
discern the noise of the shout of ¡oy from the noise of the
weeping of the peop'le. Under conviction some trembled and
cried aloud, confessing their sins and beating their breasts,
even sniting their mouths as they were convicted of ìying or
cursing. Then as they grasped in simple faith the pnom'ise that
"if we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us
our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousnesstt, there
came alight of joy upon their dark faces, and they arose from
their knees to give joyous testimony that God had pardoned and
delivered them from their sins. They literally leapt for joy;
and as one and another found peace in believ'ing, they joined
those already on their feet, jumping for joy. What a sight!
Hundreds of redeemed heathen, rhythm'ica'l1y jumping for joy,
shouting the praises of God. There was no m'ingling of men and
women - the men kept to their side of the tabernacle, the
women to theirs; and as if there were a divine conductor to
that orchestra of praise - as I believe there was - if the
women swayed towards the ments side, the men unconscious'ly
gave ground (9). I watched carefuìly lest there be any
scandalous behaviour, but there was none. (Ridgway, 1976=82).

If the Biblical phraseology is discarded, this 'is an accurate

description of the revival and matches that given by Takurun 'informants

who were involved (who were less rreligioust in their accounts, see

below). t^lhat is noticeable from these quotes is the'extravagant joyrof

those caught up in the revival, but is this "an ecstatic validation of

the new order"? There appears to be two parts to this revival, and to

borrow from mission terminology I shall describe them as 1. Convict'ion,

and 2. Liberation:
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Pungent conviction seized sinners until they trembled and

shook, unable to be still until God spoke 'peace to their
souls. And their liberation was manifested in what might be

thought to be extravagant joy (ib'id. ).

The first phase involved emphatic singing and pray'ing, fasting and

self-directed violent behaviour (Robin writes that Southern HÍghlands

revivals are generally more emotional'ly intense and violent - in one

case leading to a death from an excorcism beating - than rev'ivals in

other parts of the world (1981:158)). During this period the techniques

of the mission perhaps worked on the suggestibility of the people by

instill'ing uncertainty about traditional beliefs and practices; this

whole moral scheme is attacked, seen as unworthy and finaì1y rejected in

favour of the alternative offered.

There was a rejection of the old but it is problematic wkther

exhaust'ion, hunger and the repetition of hymns, sermons and prayers

created a susceptible psychologica'l state for the experience of

'individual and group 'sin' (cf. Robin, 1982:330)' further exaggerated by

public confessions and self-condemnation. The psychologica'l reasons

underlying hysterical behaviour I am not equipped to explain, but the

argument that it is a release from mental stress and bodily discomfort

through a loss of physical and cognitive control does not hold up (see

Worsley, 1970:256-8): people are reported doing tnormal' things, such as

men and women dancing separately or re-fastening their clothes, while

jumpìng. The form which hysteria took is also d'ifficqlt to account for,

a'lthough men and women did dance together (invo'lving rhythm'ic jumping)

in celebrations accompanying cult performance.
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The body can be used as a metaphor for change (see 2d, and

fn.12,2d) but during revivals it may be being used as a vehicle for

change. That is, the mission emphasis on a comp'lete transformation in

the beliefs and behaviour of individuals led - because of the story

connection between the 'psychic and phys'ical self' - to people

transforming themselves through 'renewing' their own bodies by self-

directed violence (destroying their pagan 'bodies') 'in attempts to make

a Christian 'body'. There are some similarities to the 'liminal phase'

as described by Turner (1974), in which there 'is a movement between

structures, in this case from the tpast' to the 'present' through the

reconstitution of the 'body' (but see fn. 11).

The second part of the revival, liberation, involves a movement

from a largely uncontrolled and individualistic response from within the

groupr to a controlled group response; the rhythmic jumping and swaying

is in direct contrast to the trembf ing, cry'ing and violence of

conviction. This roughly parallels what could have been a shift from

behaviour suggesting uncontrolled to controlled possession. It marked a

shift from a perceived disorder of the past to a desired new order under

colonialism, and the revival embodied the transitional atmosphere of the

time.

InterestinBlV, one informant said that when the mission arrived

tapa ipono (paternal spirits) became mad and went around slash'ing people

*
with their axes and urging the burning of cult houses: hence a denial

and destruction of the past was culturally ìegìtimized. If a literary

allus1on is allowed, the rev'ival illustrates the tension and conflict

Aeroplanes, which were associated with Europeansr were thought to
resemble flying axes wh'ich would cut peop'le. This could be a

deliberate confusion of whites with ancestors to validate change.

It
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between tradition and the demands of the colonial present, between a

metaphorical possession by the past/sin and possession by the Holy

Ghost, as an entity promising rewards in a new world. The shift referred

to is almost an exorcism of the past, 'it indicates the point at which

many aspects of tradition were rejected in favour of the promises and

offerings of a new moral scheme.

Liberation was a collective action with no apparent leaders; it

involved people in perform'ing, from the observation of behaviour in

others and from a shared social response to change, similar acts and

vocalizations as a controlled reaction to a conflict between the old and

the new - which had to be culturally resolved through the innovation of

the'¡oy of jumping', in which a total transformation of the individual

was attempted, and encouraged by the mission.

While precedents exist for these types of behaviour, there was an

event previousìy described in 2a which relates to this section. This is

the tmadnessr which reached large-scale proportions among young men

prior to the establishment of Pangìa station. in which possession was

cited as a cause (St,rathern,A.1977), but which was more ìikely to have

been the result of innovatory attempt,s to resolve role conflicts in a

pacified society. The visits of madmen to other settlements encouraged

this behaviour in men experiencing sim'ilar confl'icts, and demonstrated a

means for its short-term resolution, i.e., becoming mad. This madness,

too, was a collective response by young menr who exhibited behaviour

ana'logous to that of revivals (which spread like madness), including

violence and hyste"iu.10
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beThe use of the terms 'controlled' and 'uncontrolled' needs to

further clarified; the difference can be summed up so:

Pre-colonial era spi ri t possess'ion --r uncontrolled group or
individual madness.

OR
It lt --> control led individual

trance or post-trance
state.

Revi val conversion technìques + uncontrolled hysteria;
convi ct'ion.

Holy Ghost possession --D control led group re-
ponse (or ecstatic
state? ) ; Li berat'i on.

Figure 6 : Controlled and uncontrolled possession in the pre- and
post-colonial eras.

The movement from uncontrol'led to controlled with'in the same

revival event, in response to changes brought about by the colonial

situat'ion, is innovative and perhaps unique insofar as Takuruns could

not recalì any instance of a s'imi'lar group response. Controlled is used

here in the sense of its rhythmic group organ'ization, and in the abììity

of this possession (metaphorical'ly, by the past) to confer knowledge and

power from a communication with the 'divine' (cf. Stephen 1979:12-13).

Cri es of 'thank you Jesust and vi sions of Heaven i rnpì/ thi s

communication, as does glossoialia which was interpreted as speaking in

the voice of the possessing spirit.

Many people now look back on the 1963 revival as an amusing episode

in their colonial history, and relate humourous stories about it, wh'ich

is the same attitude Strathern reports for post facto accounts of the

madness preceding Pangia's pacification. Perhaps with the passage of

time, as the past becomes less relevant, the force or necessity of the
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'Holy Ghost possesÍon' argument wanes and, instead of seeing it as a

significant episode in their Christian'ization, as does the mission, most

Takuruns see it as a t'ime of inexplicable behaviour and as a source of

humour.

If there was a logica'l continu'ity between cults and Wesleyanism why

did the revival exhibit such exceptional behaviour? The answer l'ies in

the fact that it was on'ly fundamentalist settlements that experienced

revi va'l s ( Cathol i c mi ssi onari es spri nkl ed ho1 y water around the

boundaries of their villages to prevent the entry of tdemonict revivaìs,

and Lutherans renounced their f'lesh'ly excesses (Ridgway, 1976:85)).

E'lsewhere, ChristianÍty was accepted without too much disturbance.

Revival hysteria $/as not the result of a cognitive disjunction between

two bel ief systems, but of a technique of mass conversion that

manipulated Takuruns into a rejection of, and an aversion to, the past

(sin) in place of an intellectual adjustment to Christ,ianity. Missions

may have prov'ided the occasion but it was society that shaped the

response to the manner of conversion. Once the revival was overf there

were few problems with incorporating l.les'leyanism into a traditional

cosmology - once its tsinful' parts had been edited out - and vice

versa.

To return to liberation, people were told that if they let God'into

their hearts, through the agency of the Ho]y Ghost, they would forget

their future, and become eligib]e to share in Christianityrs material

rewards. Being possessed by the Holy Ghost was a cultural means of

breaking with the constraints of the old order (Stephen, 1979:4), at a

moment when Christianity was recognized as an alternative to cults and

capable of being understood and used as a replacement of them.
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My interpretation of the rev'ival, then, along with the emphatic

recordings of joy expressed through I iberat'ion, lead me to the

conclusion that this part'icular case of revival hysteria was directed

towards construct'ing a relationship with m'issions and the colonial order

though the creation of a cult of Christian'ity, in which possession

prov'ided a "source of val idation for new knowledge and cultural

innovation" (ibid:14). That ÍS, possesion by God or the Holy Ghost

validated the group acceptance of Christianity and the discarding of the

traditional cult system, and supplied a rat'ionale for a reappra'isal of

the moral universe during a period of rapid social change. The continual

cries oftJesus is real, thank you Jesus'testify to the rea'lization and

acceptance of a new knowledge, and the ioy and gratitude expressed is

perhaps a result of intuiting that this knowledge was accessible and

presaged the start of a new order:

When drastic change was necessitated by warfare, migration or
natural disaster, innovative cults arose to meet the
challenge, in which the possession of the whole community and

not juit the prophet or medium occurred, enabling a swift
"convers'ion" to take p'ìace (ibid:20).

In Takuru the necessity for 'drastic changet was brought on by

mission techniques a'imed, ironical'ly, at conversion. Possession by the

Ho'ly Ghost of "hundreds of redeemed heathen" was the start of

l,Jes'leyanism as an innovative cult of Christianity to cope w'ith 'large-

scale social transformations: "it might be sa1d to represent a full

religious tconvers'ion"' (iUi¿:19-20). Here, Stephents use of

"conversion" is especial 1y appropriate and, as a conversion to

Christianity was in fact desired, the term hardly needs inverted commas

in this examp'le. Yet it is worth noting that this is a moral conversion

as Well, which encompasses more than the 'cult' domain. Through the
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acceptance of Chri sti anity the moral order was reconstituted, as

conversion through tecstatic states' reconstitutes the person and the

group (with the revival provid'ing the context for this process).

The revival demonstrated a reorganization of society. The'meaningt

of revi val possessi on i s that i t embodi ed symbo'ì Í cal 'ly the nature of

relations between Takuruns and white; it is an expression of a po]itical

situation in which there is a need to construct a relationship of

equality with whites, be they patro'l officers or missionaries (although

the latter are more relevant and visible in local life). Power was seen

i n the pract'ice of the wh'ite system, not i n the structure of i t:

Takuruns attacked and discarded their own practices because they were

seen as weak, tsinfult and ineffic'ient, and new practices were adopted

to reorder the socio-political system (in the course of which the

society underwent a permutation of its structure (cf. Sahlins, 1981)).

Possession was an attempt to overcome a relative subordination by

appropriating the power of Europeans, which was seen as being derived

from a contact with God.11

To conclude this section some more evidence is offered for viewing

Christianity in Takuru as an innovative cult. In these movements there

is frequently a charismatic leader who, if he does not initiate the

cult, promotes and gives to it the cult's characterist,ics. It is the

existence of these leaders which conveys to cult observers an'impress'ion

of its indigenous and innovative nature. This leader appears to have

been lacking in the early days of Wesleyanism in Takuru; there are

grounds, however, for arguing that [,liru and non-Wiru pastors were cult

leaders to an extent. These men were often revered, and were the major

disseminators of the mission message and made many of the promises and
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provided the ritual techniques (and cults, which led to a significant

restructuring of societ'ies, could be initiated by men from different

cultures (see Burridge, 1969)).

But there was an attempt by at least one man to¡Jrest some, if not,

all, of the control of the new'cult' away from miss'ionaries and pastors

and to himself and Takuruns:

One man ... claimed to have special revelat'ions from a bird
whi ch, he cl ai med, al i ghted on hi s shoul der. Among hi s
revelat'ions was one that the missionaries were all wrong; that
he was the great power of God' that the people on the morrow
were to wash and prayr for Jesus was coming when the sun was

hi gh. So at noon he cl ambered onto the ri dgepo'le of the-

tabernacle and walked up and down awaiting the coming of
Jesus I

Even though his prophecy failed, he drew away some followers
by announcing that he was God... His star set, however, when

oñe of his adherents heard him invoking Satan to raise a dead

boy from the grave. He found no place among uS, but the
Seventh Day Adventists tried to use him as a spearhead to
establ i sh. ^á work i n our terri tory and fai I ed ( Ri dgway'
1976:83). r¿

It is because Wesleyan'ism became a Christian cult that the rise of

indigenous leaders seeking control was 'impeded. People were encouraged

to become leaders within the framework of the mission or adm'in'istration'

but those who attempted to step outside this framework were thwarted by

the rid'icule of the mission which now controlled the symbols of, and

access to the avenues of, cult knowledge.

The attempted apotheosis of this leader is common to innovative

cults for purposes of tapp'ing into the 'divine', indigenizing the cuìt

and thereby allowing a new source of validat'ion and power. This worked

for a while as the man attracted fol'lowers, but this movement was

stopped while nascent by the mission's external control over the
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resources of the new cult, which hindered his rise (or anyone'lìke him)'

The development of an 'ind'igenous cult was restricted by the imposìtion

of a new moral scheme, whi ch was off ended by t 'i nvok'ing Satant , and

ultimately floundered because of a controlled access to the new domains

of power and status.

There have been several revivals in Takuru since 1963 but none, as

far as I can tell, has been as behaviourally eccentric as the first. The

conditions of pacification and colonialism are no 'longer, after all,

being experienced. Yet such is the human condition that doubt,

uncertainty and the fear of an approaching millenium continue to produce

period'ic revivals in Takuru (ttre last in 1980, unfortunately finishing

before my arrival ), but ones which have different concerns and

motivations as knowledge increases and the experimental world changes.

This has been accompan'ied by a perception that rewards are more 'likely

to be found 'in heaven than on earth. Transformations in Christ'ianity, as

they are expressed through the changing priorit'ies and preconditions of

revivals, suggest that a validation of a Christian order is today only a

part of what revivals are about.

Latter-day revivals are characterized by attendance at church every

day for many sess'i ons i nvol vi ng prayer and si ngi ng. Revi val s are s'imi I ar

to the periodic anti-witchcraft movements of Africa (see tüillis, 1963),

in which whole communities become aware of a need for protection against

rwitches' - the negative and destructive elements of their societ'ies.

Revivals and these movements both involve this awareness and pub'lic

confessions of tsin': they deal with a failure of expectatìons and the

contradictions of the colonial and neo-colon'ial order. Revivals in

Takuru are also motìvated by a strong fear of, almost an obsession with,
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the end of the world and the second coming of Christ. Conversions in

revivals are part'ly a product of mil lenial thinking (Gu'iart, 1962), but

these events are also attempts to make Wesleyanism and soc'iety more

relevant to a qhanging socio-poìitical context, 'i.e., to make a better

world in which peop'le wìlì be better kristens (to create a new society

in the event of apocalVpSe, and to avoid going to hell).13

F(nTilOTES

Wiru themselves do differentiate between various denominat'ions as

this Tunda account of l,Jes'leyanism demonstrates:

They are good Christians over there, they have turned
their stomachs and they cry a lot over their sins, and
their ìegs shake, but one thing is that they are always
sayi ng Jesus i s comi ng . . . Real 1y those peop'le are act'i ng
like God, predicting things, whereas onìy God himself
knows his own jntentions (Strathern,[.pers. comm.).

Strathern comments that this last observation is distinct'ly
Lutheran influenced.

2. The most capable t^liru sorcery and curing specialists are reckoned
to have obtained their knowledge from an initial possess'ion,
apparently uninvited, i.e., uncontrolled. Female spirit mediums,
possesed by ghosts who spoke through them in whist'les, were common

in divination. There were also men who specialized in dreams which
predicted the future or identified sorcerers.

3. This emotional rather than intellectual convers'ion was often
referred to in missionaries accounts of their own conversion. Many
missionariesr from personal experiencer are predisposed to belief
in the efficacy of mass conversion through revival.

4. The quote from Ridgway on p. 346 is an exampìe of a headman won

over to Christianity from the pressures of group conformity. During
my own f i el dwork a Kawi rene headman f i na'l 'ly became S. D. A. after
years of persuasion from his group.

5. J. K. McCarthy, the Director of Native Affairs, decried the
ttextremist viewstt of many Pangia missionaries. He wrote that:

(hysteria) can be more dangerous in this Territory than
in most places, because the whole soc'ial system is going
through a period of great change and consequent strain,
and unbalanced views can therefore lead to considerable
social disturbance and trouble ... there are apparently
no limits to evangelistic effort. I hope your ta'lks with
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members of of the mission have some effect, but I doubt
it, and in the face of this belief it is probably
imposs'ible to reason with their native adherents
( PR4/63-4 ) .

He did go on to write that convers'ion !{asr nonetheless, not a

matter for the administration.

6. The following is a mission account of the ìead-up to the revival:

Last Friday night we heard our boys having a prayer
meeting. Not too 'long after one of them ... came sobbing
his heart out. l,lhen he quietened down enough to ta]k, he
confessed a few things and asked forgiveness.

Next Monday night there was another terrific prayer
meeting. It went on until midnight, with much crying and
shouting. Early next morning they were back again. This
time some found real forgiveness and then ìiteral ìy
danced before the Lord. They just couldn't stay still
Almost continuous prayer meetings have continued for a

week.

The looks on the faces of those praying showed that to
them were being revealed the wickedness of their past
sins (Ridgway, 1976:8i ).

The conviction of bel ief in l,lesleyanjsm invites comparison with the
fundamentalist rura'l areas of the American mid-west, where many
missionaries, especially those of the E.B.M., had their origins
and, incidentally, where revivals are a feature of relìgious life.
Similarities that exist, however, are more from the techniques used
and a common relig'ious rmentality' than from a Christian impetus
supplied by the Holy Ghost. There are real differences between the
revival in Takuru in 1963 and Christ'ian revivals in western
countries, and these centre on the issue of possess'ion and the
recognition of tllesleyanism as an innovative cult of Christianity.

8. This is especially the case for fundamentalists who admit no doubts
as to the veracity of the Bible and their interpretation of it. The
common characterization of God as Akolali (see 1a, 4b), contrary to
mission teachings, does suggest a rtrad'itional' interpretation of
Chri sti an'i ty.

9. At Mele, it was reported that men and women se'ldom jumped together
(Harvey, 1973:198). This may have been because the E.B.M.'s
emphasized a more rigid separation between the sexes. The rhythmic
organization of the jumping is demonstrated by this quote:

Together we saw a man we knew to be blind, jumping from
seat to seat the ìength of the tabernacle, never missing
a seat. Who guided him? tlle saw two teenage g'ir'ls, hands
linked, eyes fast closed, dancing the 'length of the
tabernacle, parting hands as they approached the centre
poles, joining hands in between, never missing a beat ...
l.lho guided them? (Ridgway, 1976282).

7
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10. The nature of the v'iolence exhibited in madness and conviction
points to a difference in what possession achieved. For madness,
v'iolence was d'irected towards other people, perhaps in an attempt
to control them. V'iolence in conviction wasr however, 'inwardly
directed, an attempt to punish the individual for 'sins' committed,
and perhaps to'cleanse' him/her for entry into a new world.

11. Turner describes, amongst the Ndembu, sim'ilar behaviour to that
which occurred in the Takuru revival. For the Ndembu it was a

result of possession by the European's cult (in order to become

like whites) and Turner relates th'is to a communitas of sufferers
(1974¿250). It may be possible to discuss the revival in terms of
communitas, during which innovative acts occur and people
experience their basic humanity as a source of creative power
(e.g., the making of a Christiantbody'during self-violence in the
'liminal phase of the revival). Nevertheless, the revival occurred
in 1963 and there is insufficient evidence for the existence of
communitas (a'lthough the abandonment of garden activ'ities, the
co]lapse of statui positions, etc., are reminiscent of ranti-
structure' ).

12. The bird which alighted on the man's shoulder could be a

to possession, as birds could be identified with ghosts
ancestors (although the bird in this instance may have
I sp'i ri t' sent by God ).

13. The message of these revivals continuesr nonetheless, to be derived
from interpretations of Christianity and the Bible' evidenced by a

preoccupation wjth the number '666t from Revelations, which is
strongly linked to the end of the world. Some peop'le thought ift666' appeared on banknotes they could buy as much as they wanted
with that money; the number'666t has a power like taboos or spel'ls
to control or enforce behaviour; peop'le say that if' for instance'
you I i e, because of t666' you wì I 1 go to hel 'l .

reference
of the
been a
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4b. GOD, GHOSTS AI{D PEOPLE: CHRISTIAiIITY AND $CIAL ORGAiIIZATIOI{

This section continues an exam'ination of the effects of the

introduction of Christian'ity on social organization, in particular the

changing nature of the group from its definition through cult observance

(especially the tapa yapu) and exchange to its articulation today

through church attendance and ritual . 'l,nIc' some of the 'impf ications of

this for male-female relat'ions are considered in a society where the

importance of women in exchange relationships between individuals and

groups is to an extent devalued, I would argue, by an embrace of

Chri sti an'ity.

The evangef ica'l sty'le of the Wes'leyan mission 'in Takuru, and its

priorities regarding conversion, are reflected in conceptua'l changes

about the properties and powers of ancestors. l^lhether these changes are

common to all tliru settlements'is uncertain, especial'ly those of

different denominations and without res'ident missions, but there are

indicat'ions that this is so. Nonetheless, the presence of the mission

and its fundamental Christian ethic imparted certain characteristics to

the group in Takuru (as it did to local Christianity).1 Church

denominat'ion became a component of group membership, hence the criteria

for becoming 'l^lesleyant affected the moral aspects of group definition

in a manner d'ifferent from, Sây, Catholic settlements .2 W'rru of the

latter persuasion differentiate themselves from Takuruns by call'ing them

tBaibelr, which is a pìdgin term comment'ing, in this context, on their

fundamentalism. Church membersh'ip, by mak'ing statements about group

identity and separateness, has a potentia'l use for po'litical purposes,

and hosti I ity between settlements or settlement factions has been

expressed through re'ligious opposition.
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For the purposes of this section I aver that co-residence and

agnat'ion - with their imp'lications for a type of behaviour appropriate

to people who live together regardless of kin connect'ion - are more

important in everyday affairs than notions of descent. The latter does,

however, provide a 'moral symbolt for this behaviour (see 1b). The

mission and its presentation of Christianity had to deal with the

definitional aspects of cult performance for groups (and vice versar as

this influenced the interpretation of Christianity). Mission repudiat'ion

of cults led to changes in the conception of ancestral spirits, and the

problem for Takuruns was that an express'ion of group viability, in

response to this ancestral reclassification (as Satanic), was requ'ired.

[^liru conceptions of individuals and groups are bound up in

practices of exchange and the performance of cults and pig-ki1l'ing

festivals. I have argued that the rationale for exchange between

individua'ls and groups is ultimate'ly located in procreation beliefs,

which provides a model for male-female relations which is extended into

relationships between men, and finds its clearest expression in the

ceremonial pig-kil1 (previousìy in conjunction with the major cult of

the ceremoni al cyc'le, ti bu yapu ).

The separation of indi vidual s and groups i n terms of these

activities is related to the two categories of ancestors discerned by

llliru, matrilineal and patrilineal. There is a connection between

ind'ividuals and maternal spirits, nine ipono, which is related to the

production of children and of a debt to opianago, upon which social

reproducti on i s conti ngent, i . e. , the affi nal -maternal nexus i s

responsib'le for the conditions under which agnatic groups replicate

themselves and the individuals they contain. Tradit'ionalìy, the
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construction of agnatic aroup identity is in opposition to the tfemale'

contribution to 'bodiest. lt is a cultural construction after a folk-

bioìog'icaì act of creation and it is because groups have to be created

that they are objectified at the local level by, for example, cult

performance, and reinforced by ideo'logies of descent and brotherhood'

There was no cu'lt directly concerned with propitìating nine ìpono -

the differential maternal input is to a'large degree'anti-group' - but

there was none for paternaì ancestors, the tapa yapu' although other

cult celebrations did provìde contexts in which'bodytpayments could be

made. The tapa J3g., sited on the ceremon'ial green' was a small round

house wìth a conical roof, and contained a selection of bones prìma¡ily

from male paternaì predecessors; in Takuru there was one cult house for

its clun.3. hlhììe'body'payments promoted the growth and health of the

individual. cult sacrifices perpetuated the group and product'ive

fecundity. Patr.iìineal ancestors, tapa ipono (general, distant, perhaps

even a singular reification) or kauwa (close)' aìso aided men in warfare

and their cult stones were often taken on raids or stolen from enemy

groupsr and their kedo destroyed. This was an attack on a group identity

constructed through cults, and today competition between settlements can

take the form of hostility between rival kristen communities over the

issues of denominational membership, and one white tllesleyan missionary

was physically threatend while supervis'in9 the construction of a new

church bui lding in a settlement where two factions. wes'leyan and

Pentecost, coexisted (not altogether peacefully). This 'cultr bas'is of

group membership, then, can stiìl be manipuìated in frìction between or

within set¡ements. Cult activity in the tapa yapu is concerned with and

demonstrates agnatic group membership at the clan level and other cults'
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notably the tibu yapur bring the sub-clans together for ceremonial

exchange with other districts.

Beliefs about the two types of ancestor are part of Wiru cosmology

but it 'is by focusing on paternal spirits (together with cult deities)

as a concern of cult ritual, that the group is constitutued at one level

through attendance and performance and its continuity promoted (which is

one reason why pig-k'i1ls are held after group fission to demarcate net{

settlements). Appeasement of maternal sp'irits, based upon a relationship

between individuals who make up the tbodies' of their respective groups

(of ego and opianago), does not define these groups, i.e., groups do not

define each other. through exchanges based on marriage connections (see

1c and À"Strathern, 197t4). !'lhi le Christianity is often viewed as

suppl ant'i ng or extendi ng on the moral dimens'i ons of tradi ti onal cul ts

(see Bulmer, 1965:159), the possibility of a transference of group

membership associations from the latter to Christian'ity is overlooked.

The basis for cult abolishment was, as stated previously, that such

activity was sinful and people were mistakenly worshippÍng Satan and not

God. The immediate appeal of Christianity was in its similarity to

facets of cult bel ief , and from its offering of a technolog'ica'l-moral

system for reacting to the colonial situation. From th'is moment the

ancestors, to fit in with m'ission cosmology, became agents of Satan (or

Satan themselves; many informants are not clear on this distinct'ion) and

associated with sin, and their propitiation a sinful act. The t^l'iru word

for spirit is ipono and this became the term for Satan and ancestral

spi ri ts.
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The malevolent. non-human (in origin) denizens of stream and bush

which phys'icaìly send sickness, by shooting arroh,s or objects into the

flesh, generalìy escape an associat'ion with Satan. To some extent their

existence is taken for granted and ìs independent of exegesis about

Satan and sin: uali, water sp'irits, are capricious and non-reciproca'l

and were outs'ide of the realm of cult inf'luence. In other words, they do

not enter the moral domains of tsint, although ipono may be gaining

wider usage as a generìc term for all tbadt th'ings.

Regardless of mission attempts to define ancestral spiritis as a

manifestation of Satan, a belief in these spirits coexists with notions

of God and Satan, for reasons wh'ich Read describes:

... there is no real chaì'lenge to the belief in ancestral
powerr the generalised concept whjch l'ies at the heart of the
indigenous religion. This power, by 'its very nature and its
diffuseness is difficult to define or locate; indeed the
natives themselves do not formulate it in any concise or
explicit dogma; its existence and its nature have largely to
be inferred from behaviour ... the essential bel'ief is one of
a supernaturaì force, not located in time or spacer but
deriving from the past and continuing in the future. a force
which transcends human knowledge and on which society depends
for its continuity, indeed, its very existence (Read,
1952:236).

Takuruns, like the Gahuku-Gama. env'isage God as the creator of an

'enduring ordert, but one in which ancestors have a part (ibid:237).

So it appears that Christianity has on'ly entered into or replaced

certain features of the Takuru bel'ief system, specificalìy those overt

actions of ritual and sacrifice which most cìoseìy resemble Christ'ian

worship, prayer and communion. and which deal wìth spiritual entities

that respond to the requests or behaviour of peopìe. This heìps to
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explain the particular nature of local Christianity, and is repons'ib1e

for mjssion observations of contrasting behaviour, which on some

occasions is categorized as tha'iden' and on others as Christian (or as

'skin kristen' when it 'is suspected overal I Christian behaviour is

superficial). Takuruns react as kristens to those evens which they know'

through mi ss'ion teaching, are si nful, and react more or less

,tradit.ional ìy' to instances in wh'ich Christianity is not direct'ly

applicable or does not provide a solut'ion, €.8., when sorcery is

suspected. The mergÍng of traditional and Christian beliefs in response

to such a situat'ion is 'illustrated in the following examp'le.

tlliru believe that a particular b'ird' koruaro, which em'its a

melancholy cry at nìght, is the spirit of a dead person, not necessarily

an ancestor, coming to announce an 'impending death in the community'

when the person dies (the bird does not cause death but presages it'

koruaro usually appears when somebody is ill or close to death) this

bird will accompany the deceased's spirit to the land of the ancestors.

This belief is held by all from h'igh school students to those who

regular'ly proclaimed that all pre-pac'ification activ'ity was sinful.

People remained adamant in their claims even when I argued that such a

stance is not held and even scorned by the mission. The presence of

koruaro roosting in the vìc'inity of Takuru for the night caused much

distress, accompanied by the banging of tins' shouting and the throwing

of objects into the tree to encourage its flight elsewhere to make

intimations of mortality.4 Sp'irits of the dead, which send sickness and

can cause death, have been renderedrevil'by the mission and under the

control of Satan.
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Evil is more precisely the ability to effect harm rather than a

metaphysical abstraction (as the opposite of good, for example). The

bird is said to be Satan or ipono but the notion of a s'ingular

personification of evil - Satan - is not ent'irely obv'ious or relevant to

most Takuruns and when, after a misfortune, Satan may be blamed it is

often ipono p'lural, in the vernacular, which are the culprits (unless

the identity of the offending spirit is known or guessed at). The

syncet'ic qual i ti es of th'i s I new' expl anati on poi nt out

1. the innovative use of christianity ìn times of change, and

2. the fai lure of the mission to promote a Wesleyan notion of
Chri sti ani ty.

This suggests that a Christian concept was adopted to account for a

belief which has pers'isted since pacification, although it is used not

so much for a different explanation but as a more appropriate one. The

m'ission, instead of dismissing the ex'istence of ipono, and by

concentrating on cults as the major barrier to convers'ion' made a

tacticaj mistake by al'low'ing ancestors to remain in Wiru cosmology,

albeit as Satanic agents.5 0n" missionary I spoke to was upset that

people could still believe ìn koruaro, he called themrskin kristenras

if they had not absorbed the true meaning of Christianity even after

years of mission endeavour, and as if this was a failure on the part of

lrJiru. Takuruns, however, see no contrad'iction'in preferring to be

Christians and at the same time also believing in koruaro. This 'is

basical'ly what they understand about the requirements of Christianity

from mission teaching, i.e., by ca'lling the bird Satan they beì'ieve they

are complying with m'ission edicts on the origins of evil. Also,

Christianity does not account for the local specifics of religìous

belief or offer reasons for their discontinuation 'in every instance. It
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i s i roni c that the Wi ru noti on of 'God' (Ako'l al i ) was d'i smi ssed as not

help'ing the cause of conversion (because it was too thumant; see Kerr

1984:7) while at the same time there was an acceptance of ipono as Satan

which wasr I would argue, more of a hindrance to the comprehension of

Chri sti ani ty.

The Kyaka, according to Bulmer, assign to God a greater power than

ghosts and traditional deities, and filled in 'blanks' 'in their

cosmology with Christian'ity (Bulmer, 1965:159). This has many

similarities with the Takuru situation, where Christianity 'init'ia'l1y

provided a cosmologica'l embellishment more than an entirely new belief

system. Nonetheless, once a process of reinterpreting cu'lt belief and

practice is started, the end result will not be a traditional cosmology

with Christian additions, nor will it be a wholly Christian one' but a

cosmology synthesised out of an historical and social process.

The avian manifestation of Satan is, then, also ipono, a spirit of

the dead; it becomes a variation on a theme of causa'lity. This is not to

legitimize a belief wh'ich otherwise would be s'inful, instead a style of

proselytizing facilitated its 'incorporation into ideas about

Christjanity. The bel iefs expressed by Takuru Christianity may be

different from those of cults but they are encapsulated within a similar

aet'iologicaì framework, with which Christian beliefs are not entirely

congrueåt (atthough this may be less the case for areas served by

fundamental evange'lists). What is emergent out of this discussion is the

likelihood that if m'issions abolished cult functions they must have to

some extent rep'laced them - given the continuation of a cultural 'logic

which now gives meaning to Christ'ianity - raising the question of the

effects of the mission on group defin'ition.
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The tapa yapu and deity cults heìped to constitute patrilineal

group 'identity, and distingu'ished it from other groups and dìstricts.

Cults had a poì ìtical dimension vis-à-vis group membersh'ip which

Christ'ianity had to deal with and to a degree subsume. The converse also

holds, as a response to the exigencies of change Takuruns came to see a

potentiaì in the neu,tcult'to attain, as individuals, pos'it'ions of

leadership or status and, as yarene, a moral identity as kristens which

had implications for the articuìation of group identity. The latter was

based less on ethical considerations and more on the necessity for

reacting to colonial conditions by creating a basis for interactions

with Europeansr ìn part to increase control over introduced resources.

Groups are focused around import ant men. ali tobou (head man), or

cult ìeaders, roles which often overlapped. If groups find expression

through prom'inent individuals it seems probable that the new tcult'

leaders, pastors, have an abiìity or authority to structure moral

behaviour by coa'lescing attributes of tgroup' around them, i.e., the

Christian elements of group membership - what it 'is 'incumbent upon a

member, a Christian, to do or not to do - which he'lp to define the group

by reì'i gi ous attendance and acti vi ty. Cu'lt speci al i sts were known as

mane lukaqo (teacher of speìls and rites), and pastors are known as

oìuku kaqo (reduction lukago), that is as teachers or transmitters of

the knowledge of Christianity. It is this knowledge, from train'ing and

an association with mìssionaries, which confers some power of control

over the cosmos.

Headmen are still important figures in community politics but now

other avenues ex'ist for achievìng status or influence over the decision-

maki ng processr such aS tbi sni s' , or becom'i ng a pastor and perhaps
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ris'ing to the top posit'ion in the church hierarchy, that of Distt'ict

Supervisor; or by competing for the elected posit'ions of 'kauns'ilt or

'komitit. The political context in which the group exists has altered,

such that the group itself has had to transform to meet the requ'irements

of mission and administrat'ion and as new statutes and activities come

into being (see 2d).

New information and novel events were received in terms of

traditional categories, yet this produced new insights and expectations

with which Takuruns could plan the'ir actions and understand the present.

Sahl i ns, i n hi s anal ysi s of Hawai i an cu1 ture, opi nes that the

differential re'lationship of Hawai ians to Europeans led to a

redefinition of "categorical distinctions" because of the pressure "put

upon the entire Hawaiian scheme of social distinction, together with its

cosmological values" (Sahìins. 1981:37). l.lhile a major distinction is

made 'in lrliru society between men and womenr this society is more

egalitarian than was the case in Hawaii; nevertheless, [.liru categories

also came under great stress, and cosmo'logical shifts 'imposed by the

acceptance of Christianity led to a "pragmatic revaluation" of beliefs

(tUt¿.). The timing of colonialism in Pangia, and the fact that Wiru

could offer little to the outside world except their labour, meant that

t^liru society, unlike its Hawaiian counterpart, could survive its meeting

with Europeansf albeit as a structural variant.

The dialectical relationship between pre- and post-colonial eras

constructs the present and re-interprets the past (as sinful. for

examp'le). Previous'ly taken for granted assumptìons about the world

become problematjc, leading to a transformation and a restructuring of

the relationship between social organ'ization and cult performancef but
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wh.i I e thi s had consequences for cul t techn'iques and moraf ity the

function of Chr.istianity remains similar to that of Íts cult forerunners

- 'it is emblematic of the group and assures its continuity through a

ritual control of the env'ironment by prop'itiat'ing spirits/God.

The Chr.istian stress on'brotherhoodrprov'ided a convenient idiom

for the move to residential un'ity in Takuru and for the type of

behaviour that people felt, with the optimism of the 'inexperienced,

wou'ld soon be rewarded by deve'lopment. Administrative encouragement for

the re-settling of warfare refugees was helped by locals accepting them

.in the spirit of brotherhood, with the settlers prepared to forget their

grievances and reclaim their 'land in the knowledge that their enemies

are now Christians (and that warfare is punished by 'kiaps').

Chrjstianity served po'litical purposes jn a changed context of

group alliance and cooperation, in which the church was a symbo'l of new

inter-group relations and of prospects for the future.

Instead of groups having the'ir own cult houses and sharing others

they now combined into one church (the tapa yapu represented Takuru

Kol .i ri ), ref I ected i n the trend towards one I'ivi ng area (churches are

often built close to the poma of a settlement, as were tapa yapu and

kedo). This marked other changes, to family structure for example, with

women cohabiti ng with thei r husbands, a move reflected i n thei r

attendance at'cultr observances if on the opposite side of the aisle to

men. Thìs implies that men continue to make a distinction between their

'cult'affairs and woments, which is supported by claims from both sexes

that the Bible forbids women from ttalking' in church, effective]y

denying them positions of leadership.
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Th1s gives an example of the redefinition of categories, yet with

an underlying cont'inuity. The relationship between men and women is

modified so that shared residence is possible, a move which, with the

abolition of po'lygyny, satisfied the missionts des'ires for a more

Christian form of family. But whjle this distinction is redefined it

does not lose its force, and is perhaps even strengthened as a reaction

to the concessions granted to women, for which men reassert their

superiority and - because they now 'live together and women have become

more visible'in dai'ly and'cultt l'ife - become more dogmatic in order to

preserve this distinction.

Christian notions of the behaviour to be shown towards one's fellow

manr manifested as brotherhood and the idea of a wider community

of bel ievers, al lowed for the construction of new inter-district

relations with former enemies or with groups previous'ly non-reciprocal

in warfare or exchange. The wamene idiom which linked allies can be used

in this situation, suggesting political overtones to these relations -

which are not always on the basis of shared denominations, although

Takuru appeared to have closer ties with rBaibel' settlements than with

others. If people had to behave and live together as Christ'ians to

receive the prom'ised benefits of development made by both mission and

administrat'ion, then Takuruns were prepared to accept and even welcome

these conditions. But there was cultural cont'inuity in the acceptance

and performance of Christianity. Groups which traditiona'lly organìzed

their exchange relationships through cult actÍv'ity either conducted

exchange as a secular affair or, as frequent'ly happened, as an adjunct

to some s'ignificant phase in church ritual or career, ê.8., Christmas or

the completion of a new church bu'ilding (and traditiona'l'ly the

construction of cult houses initiated pig-kills and exchange),
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In this way the term 'Wesleyan' signifies the group (the majority

of Takuruns, Wes'leyan yarene) insofar as Christian'ity is an activity'in

which they participate as a group in the'ir district church, and which

defines them apart from other groups not only in a traditional sense (as

did the tapa cult for example) but also in a neu, sense, as

denominations. A denomination can be known as tukili, school, wh'ich

points to the control and dissemination of knowledge that are essential

aspects of cult performance and transmission.

There is another larger church in Takuru on the mission station,

wh'ich is used for special celebrations such as Easter when it

accommodates Wesleyans from other districts, providing a demonstration

and symbol of a wider alliance in Christian'ity through shared belief and

membership. (There are several Takuruns who are clan agnates but

Catholics, and these people do not attend church services in Takuru).

Wesleyanism, through the metaphor of denomination and by allow'ing a

wider partic'ipation in worship, unites a larger population than did

cul ts.

If a cult. through its thouse' and performance, is emblematic and

constitutive of the groupr then Christianity has created a larger group

and another basis for differentiation from other groups in terms of

denomination. Takuru is still a relatively insular and self-sufficient

community but Christianity does provide a potential, in any future

situation, for a more extensive poìitical alliance than was possibìe

traditìona1ly.6 It has also attempted to counteract tendencies to clan

fission which is not rkristen' behav'iour in the eyes of the mission'

church leaders or congregation. Unlike cults, Christianity provides an

i di om of membershi p and, I i ke descent, prescri bes an i deal of
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agnatic/brotherly behaviour (and even real brothers fight and move

elsewhere to live). Perspect,ives on what constitutes Christian behaviour

varies, however, from the mission to the congregat'ion. For the former it

is motivated by a Christian ethic, for the latter by a need for group

so]idar"ity; whereas before an agnatic principle was appeaìed to in times

of frict1on, today Christianity (in situations where both are concerned

with the moral dimensions of group membership) is just as much invoked.

I had occasion to ask strangersr while walking through the bush,

whatrlain' they were and often the answer was a statement of church and

not patrilineal group membership, 'implying a connection between the two

is made in terms of group definition. It is possible this answer may

have been the result of my being mistaken for a missionary, wh'ich

supports rather than detracts from the point bejng made. Although the

people of Takuru belong to one clan, Koliri, fighting between its sub-

clans was (and is) not unknown. Evange'lism and church attendance united

groups, at least initia'|ly, into a closer collect'ivity. The clan could

no longer use the tapa yapu and sacrifices to paternal ancestors as a

means of group display and defin'ition, yet Christ'ianity continues to

define the group at the clan or district level through the'worshipr of

God who, like spirits, perpetuates the world, provides wealth and

enforces a moral order:

Re'ligion is the most'important aspect that un'ites the various
(llliru) tribal groups together. People strongly believe that
people who doñtt give iheir rearts to the Lord wontt be a

prosperous person here on earth nor in the spirit world.
(Paia, 1977:55).

The difference is that God enforces directly or through the threat

of not containìng Satan, as a punishment for immoral ity, whereas

trad'itionaìly ipono had free rein (although they could be djrected by

the anger of their descendants). ldhites themselves are perceived as
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having a similar control over Satan, when the time came for me to leave

Takuru people were upset because my presence kept ipono away'

Missionaries are seen to have a similar control over the traunimt of

i pono, such that thei r presence maybe a form of soc.i al control

(exercised through not controlling Satan). The m'ission and whites have a

power over Satan wh'ich formere'ly resi ded i n cul t acti vi ty, a control

which has been transferred to the church' 'lotuty.g-U' ('church house')

as the locus of the tcultr of Christianity'

cosmologicaì changes, then, have heralded transformation in cult

practice and morality which have affected the nature of the group' hence

social organization, although continujty in the latter is demonstrated

in Figure 7.

t.lesleyan yarene group membershiP yarene (clan)

Chri sti ani tY

,les'teyan !nr""
('1otu' yapu)

escent

h- Koriri *Jr*

\
brotherl y/agnatic behaviour

Figure 7: cults and group definition'in Takuru: past and present'

A yarene is sti]l organized around a core of male agnates c'laÍming

common descent, and continues to oppose and compete with other groups

for status and resources; the point made here is that the group today is

constituted and finds expression in other ways, ê.8., through lrlesleyan

membership and church attendance. Adam and Eve are envisaged as the

ultimate ap'ical ancestors such that, whi le ancestral spirits are
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condemned as Satanic, there still exists in cult belief a not'ion of

descent, a more encompass'ing one than before admittedly, but also one

more suited to the present now that a greater contact is possib'le

outside of the narrow confines and concerns of the group. The use of

[.lesleyan yarene indicates the group boundedness of religion, and hints

at a notion of wider group membership from a shared descent from Adam

and Eve. (This also indìcates that Christianity is embraced by the moral

dimens'ions of kinship; see Read, 19522238). Christianity, as an aspect

of group membership, allows for the establishment of relationships to a

previous'ly unknown ¡outs'ide', an understanding of which has been created

by the intervention of missionaries, 'kiapst and by direct experience

through, ê.8., labour migration.

I am not suggesting that whites or non-Wiru are viewed as

rbrothers' in every instance, but that this potential'ly can be used as a

basi s for deal i ng with and comprehendi ng the worl d, and can be

manipulated bytbisnistmen or groups to further their interests - us'ing

mission facilities outside the Southern Highlands to repa'ir trucks is

one example.

In Takurur one of the ways for a person to demonstrate membership

is to attend church services whether or not he or she Ís a devout

Christian. It is worth pointing out, again that an agnate of different

denomination wi I I not attend the Wesìeyan church, so Christian'ity

provides a new 'idiom for internal differentiation. Another way is to

change church denomination in response to'inter-group conflict and, as I

have written, one non-agnatic yarene in Takuru, to oppose other groups

and the mission distribution of resources, became Seventh Day Adventist

to i I I ustrate thei r separation and autonomy, accompanied by a
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residential relocation and the building of their own church. At an

int,er-district level, Pentecosts oppose the t,Jesleyans in the north Polu

area to attract new members who were, I was told, prom'ised material

rewards for their defect'ion. If groups have new criteria for membership

and al I .i ance, then regardl ess of any cont'i nui ti es i n ' f uncti ont the

group today is at least structurally different from its traditional

predecessors (and it is defined differently; see Fig. 7).

This digression allows a return to the consideration of ancestors.

God has taken over many, 'if not all, of the attributes and powers of

ancestral and de'ity spirits and has a role, alien to the missionrs

concept of Christianity, in the control of malevolent ipono (God is also

similar to MBs in this respect). Before, if a man was stricken by tapa

ipono it was possible to cure h'im by sacrifice to the appropriate

ancestor (identified through divination), now 'it is said that a man with

taparsikrwill die as no cure is available, i.e., the'curet is s'inful

and divinations are no longer performed. It can be seen as a punishment

from God who has decided not to control the responsi ble ipono.

Administering European medicine is to no avail (perhaps from

observat'ions of peop'le dying from illnesses such as V.D. and cancer soon

after hospitalization) because the sick person does not have a d'isease'

ipono are not amenable to dismissal by drugs. The two types of'curing'

are in different categories of belief about sickness causation (sorcery

victims also cannot be cured by non-trad'itiornl medjcine. the two

catego¡ies are so antithetical that the act of attempting th'is would

kill the sufferer).

Prior to pacifÍcation, ancestors were susceptible

mani pu1 ati on, to use Burri dge' s termi nol ogy they were

to human

'divinet
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(Burridge, 1969:152) but capable of being brought into a rec'iprocaì

relationship with people. Tapa and deity ipono rema'ined divine but made

non-reciprocal by the mission, as objects of appeasement they \a/ere

replaced by a divine Christian pantheon, perhaps 'including the mission

with which people nov, entered into a rec'iprocal relationsh'ip. Changes in

mora'lity accompanied these shifts'in reciprocity from one divine doma'in

to another, and the type of behaviour wh'ich now became appropriate for

interpersonal and intergroup re'lations he'lped to construct Takuru

Christianity and the colonial group.

Beliefs about maternal spirits were also incorporated into this new

moral scheme, they were ipono and therefore Satanic. But these spirits

support the basis for a relationship between individuals which continues

unchanged into the present - ego's opianago (real or classifactory MB)

mediates his/her relation with nine ipono, which only intervene 'if ego

errs in'body'payment or offends opiango, who can curse ego and afflict

him without any assistance from nine ipono. Because there was not a

direct contact through cults with a personts materna'l ancestors, the

mission classification of ipono as Satanic came down less heavily on

these spirits.Opianago have a positive, nurturing role in bodily growt,h

which offsets, by assocìation, the malevolence of nine ipono. These

spirits on'ly become a negative force if opianago are angry or displaced,

there is an idea that the latter control ego's maternal ghosts, Other

spirits were managed through cults which, if a generalization is

permitted, operate to maintain the status quo (cf.A.Strathern, 1968).

I have commented in 2c that the mission is referred to as 'mother'

and is seen to have a nuturing ro'le for its tchildren' (congregation).

So it is significant that a person suffering from tapa'sik'(dysentery,
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hemorrhoids, fever symptoms - sickness on the 'outside') dies while a

victim of nine ipono (tepene yene -tinside' sickness) or a child with

stunted groûth can have his/her condition ameliorated by praying to God,

and if this fails opianago are pai¿.7 t¡ris latter recourse is not

entirely pragmatic but stems from a perce'ived simi'larity between the

mission, 'mothert (and its opianago overtones) and bodily creat'ion and

nurture. Patrilineal spirits still exist but now God is often sacrified

to, by presenting adapini to pastors, to control them. Spirit attack'is

caused today by sin.

Traditional beliefs made relatively clear-cut distinctions between

cults, maternal and paternal spirits, and exchange between individuals

and groups. Christian teaching has confused this order by collapsing

categories( all ipono are 'Satan') and functions( ultimate supernatura'l

control is now located in one deity, Goa). Tne cosmology has been

simplified, instead of numerous cults to prop'itÍate deity and ancestral

spirits, belief in God reduces tcult' activ'ity to one church (there are,

of coursef many different denominations). For Takuruns, Christ'ianity is

a logical extension of cults and a more relevant replacement. Cults and

spirits are discredited as Satanic but not disbelieved 'in, the former

still exist, as an alternative practice but one made redundant from the

threat of hell and not because they were inefficient (some men said that

they had changed their minds about Christian'ity and now considered cults

to have been more efficient, even though this efficiency was achieved

through appeasing Satan. This'is not the same as renouncing Christian'ity

for reaSons that should have been made clear above). Christianity, as a

combination of mission, church, God, Satan and ipono, operates within

the trad'itional parameters of cult belief, and has taken over the
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funct'ions and attributes of the cults and spirits that were former'ly its

expression. This needs to be elaborated.

There is a continuing association of the'loturwith the tapa yaÞur

and an overlap in their cult concerns, through the link between the

latter and kedo. Casuarina trees were often p'lanted to mark the deaths

of headmen, and their skulls were buried in the base of kedo, wh'ich,

l'ike tapa yâpur were repositories and symbols of group and ancestral

power, and assure group continuity.

A 'newt type of kedo is made today for important headmen. and is

called the a'li tobou-ke marane yomo (headman planted tree). A connection

is still made between this tree and the spirit of a deceased headman.

The following illust,ration is of the grave of a Baipo headman, who died

in 1980 of suspected poisoning. This grave Ì{as made on the poma of

Figure I : A headmants grave and the tnewt kedo.

Takuru hamlet, and some Baipo men gave as reasons for staying on in this

hamlet the desire to remain close to the deceasedrs sp'irit. The latter

was buried in the hamlet and on the poma contrary to health regu'lations,

which demonstrates t,he strength of the spiritual connection between

headmen, their group and place.
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The'houset, which was built on top of a concrete slab covering the

grave' is a replica of the Wesleyan church on the mission station (as

opposed to the local church) which is the centre of worship for the

tJesleyan 'districtt, which encompasses Takuru and other settlements.

This 'houset, then, is associated with the miss'ion rather than the

local church, i. e., with a more powerful and wider symbo'l of

group/Wesleyan identity. The bones of the deceased headman could not be

put. as would have been the case traditiona]ly, in the tapa yapu or

kedo, so he was placed underneath the modern equiva]ent, the Wesleyan

church (in m'iniature), and a kedo made near h'is grave so that his sp'irit

would inhabit it, and protect his group.S G"uu", and cemeteries feature

in other instancès of cult-Christ'ianity synthesism; women who cause

trouble, or go against male wishes, are threatened with being tied up

and left in the Takururmatmatt (cemetery), In other words, these women

will be punished by the spirits of paternal ancestors buried there. If a

man is sick, and paterna'l sp'irits are suspected of causing it, the only

recourse he has today to appease them, apart from appealing to God, is

to clean their graves (spirits which send sickness may appear in

dreams). Spirits can still intervene in daiìy ìife, and can be used or

controlled in a kristen context.

The argument pnesented in this section can be summarized by adding

the following to Figure 5, which is the kristen equivalent of (3).

Grouo - God reìat'ion s: I baset- reproduction

Church donations, prayersl
commun'ion, offerings of group viability and fertility,

adapini to pastõrs -"+ continuity '¡-ãrowth, neäitfr

Figure 9 : An addendum to Figure 5, p. 233.
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Support for this kristen version of Takuru cosmology has been presented

above, and I continue my reasons for this interpretation below.

God created Wiru and is'largely benevolent but capable, directly or

through not controlling Satan, of pun'ish'ing moral transgressions; God is

part of the moral order generated by kinship. God, unl'ike local sp'irits,

can punish whites and when the house of a missionary burned down in the

south Polu, it was said to be a punishment for opening his own trade

store, i.e., for making money out of Wiru. God can also cause accidents

such as car crashes. Spirits can act independent'ly of Godts control and

if, for example. a child falls into the fire, Satan is blamed.

The church is symbol ic and constitutive of group unîty and

Christian worship serves to maintain the social order by providing this

appeasement. The mission, by introducing Christianity and Ínstructing

people in its user is seen as nurturing and maternal (bV producing

kristens). God, and his agent the mission, bears similarities to an

ultimate opianago - he is creative, nurturÍng, punishing, has to be

appeased and controls ipono - but the comparison many Takuruns make is

with Akolali (man on top; a sky being), a deity which holds an

individualts 'rope of life' (Kerr, 1984:7) which may be a supernatura'l

version of the rope (umbilical cord) which MBs'hold'; it'is responsibìe

for ìightning and is not malicious but benign.9 Akolul'i had no specific

cult and is not appealed to for assistance. Takuruns speak of him as a

vague notion of God that was held before the miss'ion revealed his true

nature ( i n l i ne wi th Readt s assert'i ons about Chri sti an'ity maki ng

traditional beliefs more coherent (19522237)), so this deity has changed

somewhat since contact as he now requires a thouset for worship and
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offerings directly made to him (of money, vegetables and meat), which go

to pastors but are said explicitly to be given to God, Gote mereko.

I suggest that God has appropriated qua'l i t'ies of Akol al i ( not a

creator deity) and opianago, in this case benevolencer responsibifity

for a person's life, and a creative, nurturing ability which has in the

background a threat of ipono or, to pursue the point, of punishment for

sin (which is behav'iour not apposite to the tnew man' Christ'ianity has

created from 'wild pigs').10 tfrls punishment is st,ill sickness sent by

ipono or final]y hell which is, after all, a domain of Satan/'ipono. Hell

is a capacity of ipono which Takuruns did not previously recogn'ise, just

as the Chri sti an aspects of Akol al i went unnoti ced ( I i ke most

Christians, Takuruns have a clear-cut picture of toera (hell, 'p]ace

firer) but little comprehension of heaven). Also, through his control

over ipono God has taken over their roles in punishment, curing and

assuring fertility, group continuity and attracting wealth (Kerr notes

that those who possess Akolali's shinbones will multiply their wealth in

pigs and shells (Kerr, 198a:7)). I now discuss communion in terms of
t synthesi smr.

A mission account of a revival provides an ìnsight into the

connection between communion and sacrifice (see also fn. 3 on baptism,

2c). It descri bes a group wh'ich i s worried because it was not

'demonstrating' their Christianity in a similar fashion to groups around

Mel e:

The Lowiti tribe left Mele station on August 4th and went home
to cry to God. In nearly one hundred per cent strength, they
fasted and prayed for five days. They told God, "tle love you
but we arentt demonstrating as others. [..lhy?"
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0n Thursday noonr they saw heaven opened to their eyes. The
entire tribe saw visions in the sky. Many saw Jesus on the
cross. Others saw inside heaven where Jesus was with little
brown-skinned children. Nearly a'|1 of them saw pieces of a red
something fall'ing from the sky. It seemed to fall like l'ight
fìakes from the foot, of the Cross. It landed on them and on
the ground. Some tried to grab them up from the ground and
found they had only earth in their hands. They rubbed this on
their bodies (Harvey, 1973:200).

The meaning of the 'red flakes'becomes clear when the following

evange'lical cartoon is viewed -

Figure l0: The blood of Jesus cleansing sin; fromrWordless Gospelt.

l.lhile the sacrificial aspect of communion is understood by most

Takuruns, few understand the concept of Godts sacrifice of Jesus for the

perpetuation of a moral mankind (cf. Read, 1952t236). In other words,

this aspect is understood in terms of its similarity to traditional

sacrifice, 'in which pigs were killed and their blood and fat rubbed on

cult stones to promote health, growth and ferti'lity and to ensure group

continuity. Pace Turner (1974) there is a transfer of the meaning of

symbo'ls, which leads to understanding. Communion, like sacrifice, is
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transcendental, it unites a community of peoplé in a relationship w'ith

God/spi ri ts.

In 3a I suggested that, when the occasion demanded, a human body

could be substituted for that of a pig in a sacrifice to the spirits

(pigs usually substitute for people in exchange), and that human blood

has an essence which can be absorbed through its consumption.

This absorbtion'is in the same sense as spirits being'fedtby the blood

of a sacrificial pie (which is rubbed 'into the stones in which spirits
tlive', and sometimes human saliva may be used which indicates that it
is thetmalenesstor maletsubstance' of group members which'is offered

to spirits).

In communion it is not the spirits which are'fed'but the people

themselves, and this reversal of the logic of sacrifice tends to confuse

many Takuruns - why should they be appeased rather than God?

Alternatively, some people recognize that communion, like the blood of

dead agnates, should infuse the essence of Jesus into them, i.e.,
physically make them better kristens. This, too, confuses people as

there i s no demonstrable change in thei r behaviour after taki ng

communion (usualìy of grape juice and wafers). Drinking the blood of

Jesus (blood is an agnatic symbol) also converts him into an ancestor,

suggesting again that Christianity is infused with the mora'lity of

descent. Nonetheless, confusion and disappointment with commun'ion leads

people to confess to ignorance as to its purpose, and to statements such

as "I have eaten the body but I am still hungry".

The cartoon suggests that thetred flakestwhich peopìe rubbed into

their bodies is the blood of Jesus (red is also associated with maleness
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and wealth), and the rubb'ing was to absorb the potency of Jesus and to

become tlike whitest who, like Umbuna ancestors, represent power and

wealth. This blood, which people consume in communion, is not seen to be

effective, in the main because this activity is perce'ived in terms

sjmilar to that of sacrifice to the spirits. Compla'ints that communion

"doesntt work" realìy'implies that it does not work like cult sacrifice.

The symbo'l'ism of communion is understood (it can be called kepene

kamarera, skin and blood, or by the pragmatic, E, food) but because

spirits are expected to be sated by offerings made to them, so do people

expect to be full after eatÍng the wafer and juice, hence the complaints

of hunger. 0lder men especially, refer to the wafer and juice of

communion as yoborono, traditional medicine, and believe that it has

curative power of the abil ity to ward off spirit/Satanic attack.

Communion, in this explanation, has a tpower' like sacrifice to appease

or control t spi ri ts | .

The emphasis in convers'ion was a total transformation of the

personr i.e., a complete change in thethearts and souls'of peop'le. The

construction of a Christian'body'was partìy accompl'ished through

bapt'ism and revivals, accounting for the emphatic phys'icaì activities

oriented around the body, such as self-v'iolencer in revivals (see 4a).

God is seen to create bodies and wene as do, in combination, the opiUrago

and father of a child, such that Christian'ity encapsulates and crosses

the boundaries of trad'itional categories. The Christian 'bodyt is also

part'ly constructed through commun'ion. People are in debt to God for this

construction (as they are to MBs), but this belief is comprom'ised by

d'isappointment in the expectations of communion and in the efficiency of

tles'leyanÍsm as a cult. The narrower cosmological concerns of mission
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Chri sti anjty I 'imi t i ts effecti veness at the I ocal I evel , and as a

greater awareness deveìops from post-Independence experience the

distance between Takuru and mission Christianity may further increase,

and the control of the mission over'cult'expression recede (cf.ltSmith,

1980). Such an eventuality is not the same as suggesting that the desire

for a mission presence w'i'll diminish.

Chri sti ani ty contai ns the reci proci ti es tradi t'ional 'ly he'ld between

people, cult spirits and ancestors. In its practice it is, like tapa

J.qp.!., limited to one thouse'. Takuruns do not appear to be concerned

about the overlap between pre- and post-colonial belief ,yrt.tr.11 Such

an observation is. not at variance with Bulmerts and Readts assertions

about Christianity filling in cosmolog'ical BaPS, thereby making the

traditional system more coherent. There are elements of Christ'ianity

which do, however, puzzle Takuruns and these concern its fa'i'lure to live

up to the rtraditional' expectations of cult ritual. Takuru Christianity

is seen as a total replacement of pre-colonial beliefs (that this is not

actually the case is beside the point). In situations where Christian

explanations do not apply or do not have the force of relevance of

traditional interpretations, this does not weaken the cosmological

coherence of a partly traditional, partly Chnistian beljef system; one

or the other, or a combination of both, w'ill provìde an exp'lanation.

Bulmer and Read were both present in the early days of the mission

presence, and I suspect that their assertions u/ere more valid then than

they are today. Chri sti an'ity hel ped exp'lai n a certai n vagueness about

orig'ins and deities but with the passage of time and a reworking of

beliefs, the cosmo'logy became less one w'ith 'gup.r filled by

Christianity and more a synthesised one with its own aetiology and
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characteristics peculiar to the colonÍal and post-Independence

situation. Some anthropologists have commented on the lack of coherence

in Highlands belief systems (see Brunton, 1980), and it is not too much

to expect that Takuru Chri stianity i s al so not an 'ordered' or

exegetìcally coherent system, a notion which observations 'in Takuru

support.

God can be prayed to for his assistance and intervention in word'ly

affairs, pigs may even be killed to 'thankr God. W'iru for prayer is

kulio piko, which traditionally meant imploring spirits for help, and

activity associated with magical spe'llr.12 Th" mission can also be

'thanked' (and through it God) by eiving it pork at oino t'ime; this may

be a payment for the Christian'body'wh'ich it helped to create. This is

an exchange, like that of'bodytpayments, for the nurturing role of the

m'ission. 0p'ianago and groups produce tbodiestand agnates; m'ission and

church produce kristens and denominationa'l groups. This is a cultural

use of Christ'ianity not intended by the m'ission.

Reciprocìties between men and rspirits' which affect the groupts

existence continue with prayer, worship and donations in the church

context. MBs can curse their ZS independently of any intervention from

nine ipono, and it is because of this that MBs are still paid for the

tbodies' they create. To pay or to pray are the two alternatives in

Takuru society. Christianity has problems in dealing with the cult and

exchange dimensions of both group and 'indiv'idual construction in a non-

western society. It is because l^lesleyanism (as a statement of group

membership) has to be constructed that it is supported by 'idioms of a

kristen brotherhood, but a person still has to be created and

individuated, a process which the mission could not satisfactorily
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account for, except, to say that God created Man.l3 this om'its much of

the social and moral dimensions of individual and group construction

(a'lthough God is incorporated into the domain of kinsh'ip). The influence

of'Wesleyanismton exchange and male-female relations is the subject of

the concluding section.

FOOTTIOTES

1. For example, the group is defined as rBaibe]r, non-drinking, non-
smoking, etc.

2. 'Moralt refers to the type of behaviour app'licable to kristens
which was not demonstrated by pagans. This moral identity is
constructed through relat'ionships of new reciprocities which affect
behaviour. This use is adapted from Burridge (1969:xviii).

3. The number of clans or tubea. yarene varies per district. Takuru had
one tapa yapu/Kol i rì-6'ut alTo one for Kawi rene whi ch,
interestinglV, was the group which formed its own church after
breaking away from l,lesleyanism and becoming S.D.A.

4. It may be asked why koruaro is scared off if it does not cause
death, the answer is that the death it announces will take place
elsewhere if it Ís caused to leave.

5. This is part of the mission prob'lemat'ic; at first it needs similar
concepts to promote itself, and tsint or 'evilt lend themselves to
borrowing more than notions of tgood'.

6. This will depend to a large extent on the prospects for development
'in Pangia and the satisfaction or not of colonial'ly created needs.

7 A distinction needs to be made between tapa sickness and that sent
by the recently deceased of one's patri'l'ineage. Tapa sickness 'is a
more potent form of the latter insofar as the tapa stone represents
the collective ancestry of Koliri clan in Takum, and as such was
less amenable to manipulation (especially after pacification with
cult abandonment) because individual ancestors could be divined for
appeasement.

8. The mission to some extent encouraged the perception of
Christ'ianity as a cult. During the revival the mission constructed
compartmentalized longhouses to accommodate visiting t^liru, just as
these longhouses were bui lt to accommodate visitors to oino
(Ridgway, -1976:81). Miss'ionaries demanded t,ithes of pork from õFñã
because, I was told, they said God created pigs.

9. According to Kerr (1984:7) there is a purely fictional character
called Kekulali (down below man) who only exists to oppose Akolali
when lightning occurs. Structuralists can make what they want of
this inventionl
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10. The concept of 'new man' used here is different from Burridgets
(1978:15,18). In t,his context I mean simp'ly kristen. God 'is also
like a father in that he givestthought', wene, to peop'le, thereby
helping to create'individuals.

11. There is an overlap because, in Feilts terms, Christianity is not a

'total ' repl acement. Fei I tel I s of Chri sti ani ty repl ac'i ng the
centrality of the tee in some areas of Enga (Fei'|, 1983).

12. tllilliams gives another reason for the enthusiasm for prayers:

prayer represents a great advance on magic. It exerts
a far more potent influence because, it presupposes a
personal Being, a sp'irit of love and protect'iveness, who
if it suits His divine purpose, can grant any request
that is made to Him. No unschoo'led Papuan magician ever
rose to such noble heights ... of faith or self-
decepti on ( t,l'i I I i ams. 'l 944: 1 20 ) .

13. cf. Burridee (1978:19): "... whet,her seen subjectiveìy as a force
for good or a force for evil, at the sociological level of
negation of a present social order, which is contained in the
notion of individuaf ity, coup'led to the necessity for creating
a viable social organ'ization, rema'ins the central paradox and
dynamic of Christianity".
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4c. 00i{CLUSI0I{: A DIFFEREilT KIiID 0F DEVELOPI,|Ei|T

One of the first things the mission did to assert its authority and

increase its control over Takuruns was, apart from denying cults, to

prohibit the more visible demonstrat'ions of tradition. The past was

proclaimed sinful and although some recognition of the worthwh'i le

aspects of tradition were I ater made, in the fi rst years 'i ts

total condemnation was considered the best, po'licy and the one most

suited to the cause of conversion. This was not a 'blitzkriegr on the

part of the mission. Takuruns were quick to catch on to what they saw as

mission requirements and ceased practices of which it was thought the

mission would disapprove (a selection based on similarities shared with

pract'ices already receiving mission attent'ion). Hence, many exchanges

involving oratory or display, which from their nature were noticed if
not understood by the mission, were vulnerable to censure as features of

a 'sinful! tradition by Takuruns themselves. This influenced male-female

rel ati ons.

tdives are said to be pake, a term which I found difficult to

translate; roughly, it means rat the edge' but, because women are at the

edge of two groups of men they are also, in a way, in the centre of

them, and pake was also translated as'namelt in pidgÍn - the middle or

centre. Another opinion was that pake referred to a gap between things.

Nonetheless, this variety in the meaning of pake, or more strict'ly the

range in individual interpretat'ions of meaning, indicates the cultural

ambiguity attached to a woman's crucial biologÍcal ro1e, yet points also

to her centrality in exchange despite her assignation to the 'edget of

men's affairs (see 3b). To some extent this js a downgrading of a

womanrs importance in creating chjldren and links of exchange; in a male
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oriented society this denigration is to be expected, but at the same

time it is not a blanket denial of a woman's status, to be pake, in this

context, is to separate yet bind.

The greater freedom allowed women in the colonial era may be

outweighed or at least counterbalanced by additions to the male

ideological armoury for 'keeping women in their placet - the sphere of

production. l,lell-educated male informants laughed at my suggestions that

womenr through education, could become the equals or betters of men and

compete with them, and stated emphaticaìly that all women, even those

who had been to high school, were 'bi long digim sti k, tasol' (for

gardening onìy). One reason for this male view has been given above,

i.e., the concern of men to reassert their superiority after a

redefinition of categories: another reason is that, by the adoption of

Christian'ity, Takuru men have appropriated much of the chauvinist

baggage of the fundamental church. The imported belief system has mere'ly

reinforced male perceptions of womenrs status and given them added

I egi tÍ macy.

If the Bible can be referred to as confirmation for this view, as

'in the example given above of Paulrs injunctions agaìnst uromen speaking

in church, then it would be expected that the ideo'logical necessity for

men to assert the'ir superiority becomes less critical once it is touted

as a Biblical fact. This is not the case. Vomen are so rigidìy defined

by men because they no longer fit neatly int,o their cultural category.

The Bible can be used to support a male view but for Takuruns it is not

as incontrovertible a document as it is for missionaries, and the

ambiguity of women's position is perhaps greater today, which produces

in response this more dogmat'ic perception of them. Women are supposed to
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be treated in a Christian fashion but for many Takuru males this is too

close to treating them tlike men'.

This development, then, reflects the sexual b'iases of the Wes'leyan

miss'ion, in which women are rigorously excluded from male domains of

public performance and leadership, but it also builds upon and

strengthens a traditional perception of women (I have no data on

Catholic women but it would be interesting to see if their position is
any better than their [,lesleyan counterparts). Yet colonialism and

Christ,ianity have led to direct benefits for womenr âS 'in changes in

patterns of female residence, the choice of church attendance, no work

on Sundays, the ban on polVBVnV, etc. (see Appendix A on r¡romen and

deve'lopment). Christianity is less problematic for women than for men

because it does not constrain or alter their behaviour to the extent it
does for the latter by prohibiting certain exchanges, violence,

poìygyny, etc. The issue is whether these benefits have led to a marked

improvement in woments lives, and statements made by them indicate a

definite perception of betterment exists, although their status relative

to men is basically unchanged. The emphasis on monogamy, for instance,

may increase the workload of wives of politically ambìtious men, and

create tensions in such households when one women bears the brunt for

production of food and children.

Another factor which has perhaps diminished the status of women, to

return to the theme of th'¡s section, is that the exchanges banned or

transformed by the mission have affected the centrality of women's role

in creating personhood. It is quite possible that, this capac'ity of women

is being disp'laced or muted by Christianity and the m'ission, which

helped to create tnew menr at the same time as they redefined exchange
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and moral behaviour, and hence affected the way in which women relate

groups. The status which women derive (even if the cultural credit goes

to opianago) from their connecting ability for individuals and groups,

through the production of children, is supplanted by the church's role

in defining groupsf which involves a denial of many exchanges wh'ich

conf i rmed thi s abi 'l i ty.

Let us consjder first those exchanges revolv'ing around birth and

nurturance. Payments made to onets opianago have continued more or less

unaffected in the post-contact era, with one significant difference.

l.lhile this life cycle payment is made as a matter of course, with women

seemingly still credited for their pake importance, the occasions when

sickness queries the frequency and quantity of these gifts point to a

perceptual shift in the locus of creative control. Opianago continue to

be acknowledged for this control but are no longer its sole arbitrers,

this role is now shared with God and, if God is the source of creation,

the power of women in this respect is diminished. Instead of women being

the sole means of procreation, they have become to an extent its
conduit: the fact that God is prayed to when sickness sent by ophago or

nine ipono is suspected indicates this shift in locus, and the payment

which is then made if prayer is unsuccessful does not mean that Godts

power to heal is questioned, but that the moral aspects of this payment

(which govern a set of social relationships) have been upset and need to

be restored in God's eyes.

The above lends weight to my claims of women's dec'lining

importance, but by itself is not conclusive. It could be argued, for

instance, that women's positions have been strengthened by the

tblessingt of Godts procreative hegemony. If my assertions so far are
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accepted, however, it becomes evident that this interpretation would not

be in men's interests or one they wou'ld be inclined to invest with

belief. Nor would it be one to which women would subscribe insofar as

control over procreation is ideologicalìy'in male hands (and God is seen

as tmalet), a view not challenged by women. A review of contemporary

death exchange supports the argument so far.

In Takuru, at least, the obligatory death exchange, kioli, is today

not always practised, and many deny it is ever practised. Two reasons

are cited for this. One is that it is unChristian for matri'laterals to

expect payment from the recently bereaved and grieving agnates and co-

residents of the deceased. Such statements are related to the fact that

kioli is a'lso concerned with appeasing the deceasedrs ipono, and ipono

are now equated with Satan which renders kioìi a sinfuì act. This may be

a justification for not disposing of the deceased's property (through

transference to his or her matr"i'laterals), as kioìi often does occur

when prominent men die or suspicious deaths arise, i.e., when social

relationships are strained and need to be normalized. The ceremonial

aspects of kioli are not always pract,iSed - the violent removal of the

deceasedts property and property destruction, mourning in the ,death

house', etc., - but the property transference may stilì take pìace. This

is called ela teigako because of the sinful connotations of kioli, but

also because it is said that compensation is now only given to the

deceasedts MBs (and not for the spirit; see 3d). These aspects, however,

have not so much disappeared as been replaced by acts of pnayer and

Christian burial, and it could be argued that God is now appeased for
death as well as opianago, the former'owningtthe body of the deceased

in a more cosmologicaì than procreative sense.
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Mortuary feasts of pork have been repìaced in Takuru by an event

known as the mou yoroko, fìsh cooking, involving the consumption of, much

tinned fish and rice. Just as this is a 'new' form of death

celebrat'ion, it relates to the 'new' context of colonialism by using

those powerfu'l and popu'lar symbols of deve'lopment - tinned fish and

rice. All pig-kills which were not oino and not associated with overt

cult activity were known as loiyo kai or iponu kai, to which allies and

matrikin could be invited. Loi.vo kai was the name for pigs ki1led for

the mortuary feast, but these events were often a celebration, a chance

to rsingsìng' and eat pork with kin and friends.

The other aim of loiyo kai was to request spirits to promote

fertility, growth and to dispel sickness (ipono kowiriko, spirit
request). These p'ig-kills ceased because of their spirit association,

and today occasions of celebration, such as church openings, and of

mourning are marked by mou yoroko. These events may accompany the sugar-

giving ceremony in which sides of pork are al located to future

recipients; the latter eat the fish and rice and say when they are

sated, "our bellies are full now, as they wi'll be when pigs are ki'lled".

Because fish and rice are symbols of the benefits of the tnewt (for

which God is to ìarge extent responsible), this also makes them

efficient po'litical symbols in situations such as that previously

described. It is said that if a man has no moneyr he kilìs pigs, but if
he has he buys fish for a mou yoroko and to feed his guests.

While the present form and vitaìity of k'ioli is, to me at least,

problematical, statements made about its demise are not; not only is'it
unChristian to accept or expect kioli, 'it was also stated that there was

no point to it if people did not really d'ie but would live again after
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the second com'ing of Jesus (to which end people were frequent'ly buried

without coffin lids being nailed shut, so that the occupant would have

no trouble ris'ing and leaving the grave!). It occurs to me that this re-

interpretation of death and of the locus of creative control has

transformed the significance of kioli more than its condemnation as a

'sinful' practice, which does not stop payments being made when the

social situation demands it. Nonetheless, I maintain that the decline of

kioli has affected womenrs status to the degree that th'is reduces the

occasions when links through women are formalized in exchange (see also

3c. 2).

I have argued that kioli is a final disengagement from opianago

control, the point at which the deceased becomes for a short time a

complete agnatic individual, such that the agnatic group can be

maintained and reproduced (see 3d). What does the decline of kioli imply

for this viewpoint? This decline was related to the fact that people do

not really die, in other words there can be no final disengagement from

God's control, God being the ultimate locus of creation (God creates,

lariko, he does not 'give birth', opiko). To paraphrase ÊyStrathern,

"personal individuality, as a kristen, is not always being returned to

the folds of matrilineality". Kristen identity is part of a wider and

much more embracing notion of group. A person is always a kristen, and

this identity is never constructed in opposition to God, as agnat'ic

individualìty is created by opposing MBs through presentations of the
tselft.

Informants stated that men are al ive longer today and are

responsible in their own lifetimes for compensating their MBs for their

'bodiest: it is not kristen behaviour to expect onets agnates to do this
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upon oners demise. A kristen individual is rêsponsible for his own

salvation for his redemption into the kristen group of Wesleyan'ism. A

man today is not only an agnate, he is a kristen agnate, which is a

status he must aspire to before his death so that he will be able to

rise again after the second coming (and not go to hel'l - presumab'ìy the

fate of pagan agnates).

The voluntary death exchange, kage, relates to the preceding in a

similar fashion; 'its practice, too, went into decline from its

association with stages in cult ceremony (see 3d). Group prestations of

kage are today uncommonr and Christianity does not appear to have much

influence over these political occasions, perhaps because the a'ims of

this form of kage are opposed to kristen behaviour. But Christ'ianity can

encompass the political aspects of ind'ividual kage; at a celebration for

the opening of a new church in Takuru some men gave kage to visiting

matrikin, ìmplying that this exchange is linked to the [,lesìeyan 'cult'
and that many of the group definitional features of spirit cult

performance have carried over into the practice of Christianity. Takuru

men continue to define themselves into groups through partic'ipation in

'cult' ceremony and exchange.

Notions of kristen behaviour have affected other forms of exchange.

I was present when a man gave an instant return of K60 for his son-in-

law's gift of three aroa marikiri-ke pearlshells (for the rbodiest of

his wife and children). A return is often made, but it is de'layed and

not of the same equivalence as the'bodyt payment. When I asked why the

man gave such an expensive return gìft, he repìied "I didn't want to

take his shells for nothing so I gave him K60, if I took them for

noth'ing I would go to hell". Exchange is an articulation of the moral
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orderr and because Christianity has been incorporated into this order,

this is reflected 'in exchange such that to not reciprocate in a kristen

fashion is to 'invite the possibility of going to hell. Insofar as

exchange constructs the ind'ividual and group, it can be seen that the

kristen person and the kristen group are transformations of'agnate'and

the yarene.

The use of the church and Christianity as a backdrop to these post-

pac'ification exchanges lends credence to l. the synthesism of Wesleyan

and traditional cosmologies, and 2. fundamentalist claims about sexual

roles being fitted into extant male beliefs about their superiority

over women. Both propositions help to make sense of changes in exchange

and in the position of women; not only are women removed one step from

their contribut'ion to procreation but they themselves limit their

achievements by believ'ing thattobe'likemen' is sinful. l^Jhen I

mentioned that some Highìand women owned their own tb'isnist, it was

suggested to me that perhaps these women were not Christians (and

perhaps tpamuks').

Takuru women consider their lives to be a great improvement on

their pre-colonial existence (a consideration based on the quality of

life today rather than on a greater equality with men) but it is 'like'ly

that this has increased their soc'ial ambiguity and affected their

cultural status, as well as making men more intent on classifying them

into the'digim stik'category. l^lhile most women are content to just'ify

their present position in terms of Christian beliefs, 'it is the young

and educated who are caught between dogma and their reluctance to be

tkanaka merir. It is not easy to see what changes could occur for a

socia'lly equitab'le prospect for h,omen but if they have been deprived of
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a source of status by the appropriation of Christianity, their positions

could become more untenable if hopes for tdeve'lopmentt recede.

Through the church, rWesleyanism' owes some of its success to Íts

incorporation of elements of group definition and, through the mission,

to 'its production of a 'new man'. fi,s a cosmology'its ongoing form

wil'l be affected by the way in which individuals and groups -'in the'ir

constitution as kristens and denominations through neh, rituals,

reciprocities and moralities - adapt or discard Christianity to meet the

requi rements of change. For the present, Chri sti anity has become

integrated into a cosmology which favours men over uromenr and it
reinforces male dominance while devaluing women's role in society. The

thesis has broadly considered the impact on Takuru society of

colonialism and Christianity. I have attempted to expìore some of the

dynamics of change in reference to two crucial features of this society,

namely exchange and cult performance. Together, these operate to

reproduce society wh'ich, in "the structure of the (colonial )

conjuncture" (Sahl ins, 1981:32), experienced a changing po'l'it'ical

economy with new statutes and sources of wealth, and a change in the

nature of exchange and male-female relations. As a result of this Takuru

society underwent a permutation of its structure.

Wesleyanism became a cult with aims similar to those preced'ing it,
but al so d'i rected towards exigencies ari si ng out of the post-

pac'ification era. In the process of tbecom'ing', Takuru cosmo'logy and

social organizatjon had to be reordered. The rsemantic field' of cults

and exchange had to take on the ideological baggage and behav'ioural

requirements of Christianity and development, in the course of which

this field widened to encompass new insights and actions. Development
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was originaì1y interpreted in terms of an exchange model of society,

although the colonial intrusion changed the politicaì and economic

context in which social reproduction takes pìace. This reproduction is

still informed by t,he logic of exchange, but today not solely determ'ined

by it, and external factors now help to shape this process as the

fol lowing shows.

Feil (1983), pace Brunton, argues that millenarian movements in

Enga Prov'ince are similar to cargo cults in that they "are generated in

a native attempt to deal with problems in the traditional exchange

system" (Brunton, 1971'.115). Revivals in Takuru, as they have been

discussed in the thesis, certain'ly have many e'lements in common with

millenarian movements but how do they relate to exchange?

The tee onìy 'lapses when these movements occur, but never

disappears entirely because its "totalness" could not be substituted for

by Christianity (Fei 1, .|983:9a;104). 
Exchange in Pangia is not as

competitive, large-scale or politicalìy significant as is the tee for

Enga. The former is characterized by life cycle payments, such that

problems faced by tliru in the practice of exchange have been of a

different order from those confront'ing Enga. Many Wiru exchanges were

dampened, made defunct, or removed from their traditional cult context.

Yet because Christ'ianity has been incorporated into the 'logic of

exchange, the strong association between exchange and cult activit,y

continues to the present.

In other words, Chri stianity has not substituted for

"totalness" of Takuru exchange but has become subsumed within it.
is why exchange 'is not discontinued in times of revival activity.

the

Th'is

The
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millenium will still usher in a world without exchange but only because

soc'iety itself, with which exchange'is so interwoven, will cease to

exist. Revivals are dealing as much with problems of soc'iety as problems

in the exchange system.

There was a changing perception of the world under colonÍalism

which generated different expectations, and encouraged notions of an

entirely new beginning (in which, 'it must be remembered, men are

'shrinking'). It was felt that deve'lopment and Christianìty would

inaugurate this new age, which had a moral dimension appropriate to it.

Wiru did not exist in a political vacuumf but this helps to exp'lain the

aìacrity with which many [.liru d'iscarded 'traditionr as a symboì and

cont'inual reminder of a sinful past inhib'iting the success of

development. Tradition had to be cast out, and its rejection provided a

convenient symbol of unity around which people could organize to dispe'l

what was wrong with their society, and make it more relevant to the

ti mes.

Exchange and cult performance construct reality, and in the post-

pacification context this led to declarations that Takuru is the "home

of peacett or the ttplace of love". This relates to the new world

envisaged by Takuruns, and which is a focus of revival activity (this

could also be a reason why warfare has not been a serious resurgent

prob'lem in Pangia, as has proved to be t,he case in many other High'land

areas after Independence). Peopìe perceive contemporary Takuru soc'iety

as radical'ly different from its pre-colonial form, and this is ìargely a

valid perception which is related to the practice of exchange and

Wesleyanism today. The under'ly'ing logic of society has large'ly persisted
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and continues, along with an ideology of development, to influence this

form.
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APPENDICES

APPEilDIX A : l{Oü{Eil At{D DEVELOPI.|Ei|T

The admin'istration in Pangia was concerned from the start to bring

women into deveìopment and to try to overcome some of the disadvantages

of their traditional role. Women were encouraged to join women's clubs

where they learned domestic skills such as sewing and knitting, but

where they were also informed about hea'lth, hygiene and nutrition. There

was some expectation that cottage industries such as chillies, silkworms

and passionfruit would be sole'ly managed by women, thereby providing an

important contribution to the development of Pangia and the advancement

of women's position in society. l^lomen were subject to political

propaganda to make them aware of Pangia's role in the colonial order,

and of womenrs importance in furthering deveìopment schemes.

The following quotes illustrate the adm'inistration's attitude to

women in development:

It seems to me that women are being left out of thinlrand th'is
wi I I be a costly error for this country to pérpetuate.
Highland women are traditionally ignored 'in poìitical matters
and it seems that the administration is doing little to bring
them into it (PRl/70-1);

Pangia has reached a stage now where the ga.ins already made
must be consolidated... I believe that one agent that can and
must be used is women's clubs (which would be) an ideal way of
introduci!B si 1 kworms, chi I I ies and other cottage industries
(PR8/70-1 );

l,lomen need attenti on and need to feel part of genera'l
development, part of the overall p'lan, and the country needs
them to have this att,itude too if it is to develop rapiàly and
permanentlv (PR5/69-70) ;
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To become a feminist or not to become one is one of the
Territory's leaders decis'ion of the very near future as half
the popul ati on i s femal e and thus must be mobi I 'i sed 'i f real
development at all levels is to take place (PR8/69-70);

Woments participation may well be the biggest boost to local
development if it receives the support necessary from central
and local government, missions, pubìic service and essent'ially
from the men and women themselves (PR8/69-70).

l'lhile the administrationrs attitude to women is commendable it is

problematic that women were seen to be deserv'ing of special attention

because 'kiapst were fem'inists. The admÍnistration realized that to

change society it had to change the nature of male-female relations.

This is one reason why changing marriage practices was a preoccupation

of tkiapst as they impeded p'lans for progress, and if their abolition

improved the lot of women so much the better.

l,Jomen soon realized the benefits of the protection offered by the

admi ni strati on:

Women are becoming even more self-assured and independent in
the l,Jiru, and in fact appear to be upsetting the status quo by
their outspokeness and independent stand in such matters as
marriage payments, pig exchangesr etc. Women now realize that
they can get away with doing many things (PR4/73-4).

The administration was increasing'ly inundated by requests for divorce by

womenr partìy because of the awareness of this protect'ion but also

because, with husbands away on the H.L.S., women were ttnot prepared to

interrupt their reguìar sexuaì habits" (PR3/71-2) and wished to remarry.

Women may have experienced some improvement 'in their position but this

caused many sociaì problems and exacerbated ments hostility to women in

general. [ll'ith the imposition of monogamyr women may even have been
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d'isadvantaged by what they perceived as improvements in their social

pos i ti on:

In general, the evidence reveals that women in polygynous
unions enjoy many social and economic advantages over their
monogamous sisters: the burden of work is lighter, cooperation
is assured, adversity is shared, the attentions of an
obnoxious husband are usually more easily avoided, and the
care and nurture of children are made lighter (Burridge,
1978222).

Women's clubs were initia'lly very successful, especia'lly after the

arrival of a female welfare officer in 1969, and received the support of

men as well as women. By the end of'1972 there were thirteen clubs with

350 regular members (PR3/71-2). For a while, Wiru women had every reason

to be optimistic about their future. There was talk of establishing

three special wards for female Councillors after five female candidates

received "quite a lot of second and th'ird preference votes" (PRl/70-1)

'in the 1970 Council elections. The Pangia L.G.C. had already accepted

three female observers who could speak when recognized by the chair, but,

could not vote (PRl/70-1). Unfortunate'ly an amendment was required from

Pt. Morseby for such a development but there was no support (PRl/70-1):

Pangia Counci I wants special female Counci I lors to force
female involvement and cause women to feel that they too have
a role... however it seems that H.Q. is against this. Pangia
as a whole is very disappointed by th'is lack of cooperation
from Konedobu as the amendment is truly a harmless one which
can only advance the national strength (PRl/70-1).

Together with the continuation of a trad'itional male percept'ion of

womenr reinforced by the male chauvinism of many missions, this lack of

support and the failure of cottage industries contributed to the decline
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of womenrs clubs. By 1973 they were reported as more or less defunct

(PR12/72-3). In genera'|, women's clubs appear to have followed much the

same course as other development schemes initiated by the administrat'ion

(some clubs still exist, a'lthough not in Takuru, and I have no

'information on their form or recent history).

Women have recourse to courts for the settlement of conjugal

problems, and under colonialism their wishes were often uphe'ld to drive

home the message that women were also important in development. The

courts today are not prejudiced against women, but nonetheless women are

relativeìy disadvantaged by a lega'l system in which fines are imposed.

Women have less money and less of a network to cal'l upon for rais'ing it,
being more prone to go to jail for failing to pay fines. Young g'irls do,

however, use the courts as a weapon or threat against young menr who are

often accused of sexually interfering with them; many young Takuru men

spent a month in the Pangia 'calabust for supposedly taking liberties

with girls.

Regard'less of female 'emancipationr, women will cont,inue to have

limited autonomy as long as the present system of production remains.

Another factor which contributed to the decline of woments clubs was

that many men forbadetheir wives from attending because they believed

women would not work as hard in gardens and that it encouraged wives to

leave their husbands (PR6/71-2). Also, men still perceive women as

having no sign'ificant p'lace in development, apart from maintaining the

subsistence base. In a sense, the tkiapst were right; as long as the

social relations of production - reproduced through marriage - continue,

women and development wi I I not conform to a western model of

devel opment.
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APPEI{DIX B : SHELLS AilD THE 'B0DY'

Drawing (1 ) shel ls cov
are given

Drawi ne Q)

Both drawings are by Kaiyape l,lilson.

e 'bodyt of a kage donor.
e man's MBs.

The shel ls

the she'll, which is to be presented to the donorts
MB, covers the tfacet of the donor which represents
one aspect of hi s mal e i nd j vi dua'l i ty.
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